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Abstract 
Inspired by the growth of interest in the use of restorative justice to address youth 

offending, this research grew out of an original hypothesis that the approach had 

potential in school settings and had much in common with initiatives such as circle 

time, peer mediation and the development of Emotional literacy. 

 The research focus was on an analysis of the narrated experiences of 

individual educationalists who had been implementing restorative approaches in their 

schools at either an individual or an organisational level. Three research sites were 

selected for study – an individual school, a cluster of schools and a local authority – 

each one unique at the time in pioneering a restorative approach in these respective 

settings.   

 A constructivist approach was chosen since it has much in common, 

ontologically, epistemologically and methodologically, with restorative practice. 

Thus openness to multiple perspectives and a willingness to engage with research 

participants in the iteration and re-iteration of an evolving shared story have informed 

a distinctive ‘restorative research methodology’, comprising a synthesis of 

participatory action research and narrative enquiry. 

 Findings include insights into which aspects of restorative practice 

educationalists are finding most useful (eg active non-judgemental listening and 

mediation); how restorative practice is being integrated into, and blended with, both 

existing practice and other educational initiatives (eg the links to social and emotional 

education); the benefits and risks of this co-option (eg a sense of an overarching 

rationale on the one hand but the risk of losing the essential features of a restorative 

approach on the other); the factors that either hinder or help those seeking to 

implement restorative practices at both an individual and a school level (eg 

hindrances such as resistance from colleagues and parents and lack of time, balanced 

against enabling factors such as positive feedback and support from senior 

management at school and authority level); and the strategies that project managers 

are using to initiate and support implementation in schools (eg systematic training 

programmes and ongoing support for those already trained, in terms of sharing 

experiences and refreshing skills). 

 This research is unique in the restorative justice field in focussing on the 

experiences of those actually using restorative skills and practices, and on how these 
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people are integrating such practices into their daily working lives. As such it will 

have implications for researchers and practitioners considering any organisational 

change along restorative lines. 
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Chapter 1  

Background to the research   

1.1 Introduction 

For the last 14 years I have been working as an independent trainer and consultant in 

the field of restorative justice in the school context. The research described in this 

thesis grew out of my initial interest in the experiences of those trained in restorative 

approaches as they returned to their schools to implement what they had learnt during 

their training. When this research began, in 2000, awareness of restorative justice, 

especially in the school context, was very patchy. A few police forces were beginning 

to use restorative approaches in their dealings with young offenders, and a small 

number of school-based police officers were using restorative conferences to deal 

with serious misdemeanours. The Youth Justice Board had only recently been 

established to reduce reoffending and it, too, was beginning to consider the possibility 

that schools might benefit from restorative approaches. The Department for 

Education and Skills knew very little about restorative justice. Over the years, 

however, the field has changed, and the story of the research is in part the story of the 

development of restorative approaches in schools in the UK. The three studies in the 

research take place against a backdrop of national and international developments in 

the field and are, in fact, historic milestones in themselves, each unique at the time, 

each innovative and pioneering in different ways. The national context is described in 

further detail in Chapter 2. 

 This chapter begins by describing briefly, in Section 1.2, what I understand 

restorative justice to be about – a description elaborated on in the literature review in 

Chapter 3. Section 1.3 explains the restorative terminology which recurs throughout 

the thesis. Section 1.4 explains briefly how restorative justice has been interpreted in 

the school context, and this discussion is developed in the literature review in parts of 

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Section 1.5 explains my own recent personal involvement in 

the field as a writer, trainer, course developer and champion for the use of restorative 

approaches in schools, and why I have chosen this as my field of research. A brief 

explanation of current research, in Section 1.6, highlights why the research is unique 

and how it contributes to the debate in the field about implementation and 

sustainability, by indicating how best to support those who are new to restorative 
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approaches. Section 1.7 explains what my research questions are. Section 1.8 

describes the three studies which constitute the fieldwork I engaged in to answer the 

research questions. Section 1.9 highlights key concerns that I had engaging in 

research in a field about which I am so committed. Section 1.10 describes the overall 

shape of the thesis. 

1.2 What is restorative justice? 

1.2.1 Original definitions 

The introduction made reference to the terms ‘restorative justice’ and ‘restorative 

approaches’. This section will explain briefly what these terms mean, with the 

proviso that definitions and meanings in this rapidly growing field are still the subject 

of much debate. A history of the development of restorative justice in the UK, and the 

context for the growth of interest in restorative approaches in schools, can be found in 

Chapter 2. A wider discussion of the theories and definitions of restorative justice can 

be found in Chapter 3.  

 Restorative justice as a concept has its roots in the criminal justice field, 

although inspiration for it as an approach has its origins in a variety of community 

practices around the world, as will be explained in Chapter 2. In broad terms, 

internationally, it consists in an innovative approach to offending, inappropriate 

behaviour and conflict which puts repairing harm done to relationships and people 

over and above the need for assigning blame and dispensing punishment (Wright 

1999). In the criminal justice arena it means considering crime not as a violation of 

rules, but as a violation of people – violation which then creates obligations on the 

part of the wrongdoers to repair the harm they have caused (Zehr 1985). Furthermore 

the harm caused is recognised not just with regard to those directly affected, but also 

to their respective close communities:  

Restorative Justice works to heal the damage to individuals caused by 

conflict and crime. In many situations this damage occurs to both victims and 

offenders, and often also affects those who are involved with or depend on 

them – who are ignored by conventional legal processes. This can be a wide 

circle of family, friends and employees. (Graef 2001) 

Justice is defined not as offenders getting their just deserts, but in terms of all those 

affected by an offence being involved in finding a mutually acceptable way forward. 

It is significant that in this definition the offenders are also recognised as having been 
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affected and are therefore involved in finding the way forward. This approach to 

justice challenges many notions deeply embedded in our culture and enacted in many 

homes, schools and institutions – notions which Roberts and Hough describe as ‘a 

deep-seated attachment to punishment as a response to wrongdoing’ (2002). This 

attachment appears to include the beliefs that those who do wrong deserve to be 

punished, that the punishment needs to be proportionate to the wrongdoing, that 

punishment will change behaviour, and that the threat of punishment is required to 

ensure that potential wrongdoers comply with society’s rules. Restorative justice 

poses the question as to whether inflicting further pain on someone when pain has 

already been caused by them is either an effective or indeed a morally appropriate 

response (McDermott 2001). 

  Key restorative words in this discussion so far have included ‘repair’, ‘harm’, 

‘relationships’, ‘obligation’ and ‘involvement’, contrasting with words associated 

with the more traditional retributive approach such as ‘blame’, ‘just deserts’ and 

‘punishment’.  

 So far the discussion has been in terms of an approach, but interestingly the 

most widely accepted definition of restorative justice in the UK, one also adopted by 

the United Nations Crime Congress when drafting a resolution on restorative justice, 

focusses on a process: 

… a process whereby all the parties with a stake in a particular offence come 

together to resolve collectively how to deal with the aftermath of the offence 

and its implications for the future. (Marshall 1998) 

This definition does not define what this process should be, and around the world 

restorative processes differ, depending on the source of the inspiration for the 

approach in that part of the world. In New Zealand the main process used in the 

criminal justice field, integral to the youth justice process, is the family group 

conference (FGC). In Australia a process called a restorative conference has been 

developed, taking inspiration from the New Zealand model but distinct from it 

(Moore and O'Connell 1994), which relies on the facilitator following a scripted 

process. In the USA and Canada several models are used, including face-to-face 

victim–offender mediation, problem-solving and sentencing circles, and the 

Australian scripted conference adapted by Real Justice (O'Connell et al. 1999). 

 Chapter 2 recounts the development of some of these processes in more detail 

and their relevance to what is happening in the UK. In fact, as ideas and approaches 
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are shared, internationally there is an increasing blurring of boundaries between 

processes, as Chapter 3 explores. Some of the early theoretical debates grew out of 

firmly held views about which process was more restorative and why.   

1.3 Explaining restorative terminology 

Throughout the thesis mention will be made of restorative values, principles, skills 

and processes. As Chapter 3 recounts, there are many debates in the literature about 

definitions, models and theories of restorative practice, but there seems to be a degree 

of consensus about the underpinning values and skills and even the essential 

underpinning framework for a restorative meeting. These are described here as a 

point of reference for the rest of the thesis, and illustrated by Figure 1, taken from my 

book, Just Schools (Hopkins 2004). The values and principles define the philosophy 

and ethos which inform the skills used, and these can in turn be applied in various 

processes. 

 

    

philosophy/ ethos

skills

processes

 

Figure 1 Key elements of restorative justice 

1.3.1 Values and principles  

Underlying principles of restorative justice cited in the literature include, variously: 

openness, self-determination, collaboration, flexibility, equality, non-discrimination, 

non-violence, fairness, respect, empowerment, trust, honesty, voluntarism, healing, 

personal accountability, inclusiveness and accountability (Barton 2003; Quill and 

Wynne 1993; RJC 2004a).  
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1.3.2 The restorative mindset  

The key to a restorative encounter seems to be what I have termed the ‘restorative 

mindset’ – a focus on the harm that has happened rather than who is to blame, 

coupled with a desire to empower those involved to repair the harm, if possible, by 

giving them ownership of the problem and its resolution. Central to the restorative 

mindset are all the values and principles mentioned in Section 1.3.1. Some key 

questions inform the restorative mindset: What has happened? (With the focus on 

hearing different perspectives.) Who has been affected and how? How can those 

involved find a way forward? How can everyone do things differently in the future? 

 This contrasts with a more prevalent, punitive mindset which consists in 

asking oneself: What has happened? (With the focus on fact-finding and gathering 

witness statements.) Who is to blame? What is the appropriate response to deter and 

possibly punish those at fault, so they will not do the same thing again? The questions 

used during a restorative meeting vary slightly, depending on which model is used. 

All models stress the impartiality of the facilitator with regards to those present, and 

the facilitator’s neutrality with regards to the outcome. 

1.3.3 Restorative skills  

Key restorative skills mentioned in the restorative literature include basic 

communication skills first and foremost: active listening; the ability both to express 

feelings and needs and to encourage others to do the same; interpersonal emotional 

literacy; relationship building and conflict resolution skills; and, finally, facilitation 

skills such as summarising, building rapport and trust, remaining impartial, showing 

empathy, being non-judgemental and empowering people to make their own 

decisions and move forward (Barton 2003; Crawley 1995; Hopkins 2002a; Moore 

and McDonald 2000; Morrison 2005b; Quill and Wynne 1993).  

1.3.4 The restorative process 

Although models vary, most restorative practitioners agree on several key elements to 

a restorative process, however many people are involved: individual preparation with 

each individual who is to attend the meeting (which, carried out using restorative 

principles and skills, could be considered a restorative process in itself); a meeting 

run with everyone sitting in a circle, usually an open circle with no tables as barriers; 

initial introductions, possibly with a reminder of pre-agreed ground rules and the 

focus of the meeting; an initial opportunity for everyone to tell their story and express 

their feelings; a chance for discussion of key issues and then an exploration of what 
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everyone needs in order to move forward; and, in the case of acknowledged harm and 

responsibility, a commitment from those responsible to making amends. The meeting 

ends with a mutually agreed contract being drawn up, or verbally agreed, and the date 

for a review meeting often being set. Many restorative meetings are followed by a 

chance to share food and drink and consolidate the bridge building of the restorative 

meeting (Barton 2003; Crawley 1995; Hopkins 2004; Moore and McDonald 2000; 

Quill and Wynne 1993; Thorsborne and Vinegrad 2002).  

  For the purposes of reference throughout this thesis a generic restorative 

process can be summarised as involving the hearing of individual stakeholders’ 

perspectives, feelings and needs, privately first; then the sharing of these 

perspectives, feelings and needs in the round; joint problem-solving to reach 

consensus where possible; and an agreed contract. This rather mechanistic reduction 

does, however, omit the important emotional, and sometimes spiritual, journey such a 

meeting can involve, and also the individual and group catharsis and healing that so 

often take place on all sides.  

1.3.5 Acting restoratively – how to describe it 

Whereas there is a fair degree of consensus about the underpinning values, skills and 

essentials of a restorative encounter, a variety of different terms – ‘restorative 

approaches’, ‘restorative practices’ and ‘restorative measures’, to name a few – are 

being adopted by an increasing number of practitioners in the field of restorative 

justice, and especially by school practitioners; these terms are explored in more detail 

in Chapter 3. In organisational settings, and especially educational settings such as 

schools, residential units, care homes and young offenders’ institutions (YOIs), it is 

recognised that what is needed is a range of flexible responses to situations congruent 

with the proactive strategies that develop relationships and reduce the likelihood of 

disruption, harm and conflict in the first place (Blood and Thorsborne 2005; Hopkins 

2004; Morrison 2005b; Wachtel and McCold 2001). Research and experience has 

shown that, for a restorative intervention to be effective in the long term, what is 

needed is a holistic approach in which all members of an organisation both 

understand the principles and values underpinning the intervention and use these 

principles in their day-to-day interactions with others (PiE 2005). McCold refers to 

this as a restorative milieu (2002a).  

 What is evolving in organisational, and especially educational, settings is a 

realisation that the philosophy, skills and processes of restorative justice need not be 
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restricted to reactive interventions, but can inform policy and principles to proactively 

build social capital and capacity to manage relationships and conflict (Morrison 

2005b) – an approach that has informed community mediation, certainly in the UK, 

since its inception (Crawley 1995).  

1.4 Key elements of a restorative approach in schools 

A restorative approach in a school shifts the emphasis from managing behaviour to 

focussing on the building, nurturing and repairing of relationships. Behaviour 

management policies tend to focus only on the behaviour of young people and usually 

include reference to sanctions in the event of rule breaking. These sanctions have the 

potential to harm the crucial adult–student relationships on which good teaching and 

learning depend. A restorative school would need, in contrast, a relationship 

management policy, which considers the needs and responsibilities of every member 

of the school community towards each other (Thorsborne 2003). 

In order to engage in a restorative approach to conflict and challenging behaviour 

in schools, adults and young people alike need to develop emotional literacy and 

conflict resolution skills, which encompass: a willingness to listen to others’ 

perspectives on a situation and suspend the notion that there is only one way of 

looking at something (Crawley 1995; Stone et al. 1999); an ability to listen to the 

feelings and needs behind others’ words, especially if these words are offensive, 

hurtful or accusatory (Rosenberg 1999); an ability to be in touch with one’s own 

feelings and needs so that these can be expressed in a way that gets heard and 

understood by others (Rosenberg 1999); and a commitment to giving everyone a 

chance to share their story (Pranis 2001). 

 The benefits claimed for adopting restorative approaches in the school setting 

include: a safer, more caring, more ‘connected’ environment; a greater commitment 

by everyone to taking the time to listen to one another; a reduction in harmful 

incidents such as bullying and interpersonal conflicts, and in harmful responses such 

as detentions and fixed-term and permanent exclusions; and a greater confidence and 

ability in the staff team and the students to deal with challenging situations (Blood 

2005; Blood and Thorsborne 2005; Hopkins 2004; Maxwell and Buckley 

forthcoming 2007; Morrison 2005b).       
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1.5 Personal involvement 

My own contribution to the developing field of restorative approaches in schools has 

included published articles (Hopkins 1999a; 1999b; 2002b; 2003a; 2003b; 2005; 

Hopkins and Tyrrell 2001), a book (Hopkins 2004) and a training manual (Hopkins 

2002a), and a highlighting of the potential for a whole-school restorative approach, as 

opposed to what I perceived as the narrow focus on conferencing. Since 2001 I have 

also been running training courses for teachers and behaviour-support professionals, 

and offering presentations and workshops at national and international conferences. I 

have also contributed to policy documents: the Restorative Justice Consortium’s 

recently revised Standards in Restorative Justice (2004b), their school-based 

principles (2005) and the Home Office National Practice Guidelines for Restorative 

Justice Practitioners (2004). I hope that a greater understanding of the factors which 

support and enable school-based practitioners to implement and sustain a whole-

school approach, illuminated by this research, will make another significant 

contribution to the field. 

 A more extended explanation of how my own construction of restorative 

approaches evolved over 30 years is found in a short autobiography in Appendix A. 

1.6 The research 

Until recently, research in this field in England and Wales (PiE 2005), New Zealand 

(Drewery 2004) and Australia (Blood and Thorsborne 2005) has focussed on the 

impact of restorative conferencing per se in the school. This may be in part because, 

as originally conceived, the application of restorative justice practices and principles 

in schools was limited to the use of the restorative conference as a tool to deal with 

inappropriate behaviour, in some cases using external facilitators to run such 

conferences. (Chapter 2 recounts the history of the development of restorative justice 

approaches in UK schools.) In order to gain credence for this innovative technique, 

evidence was sought for its efficacy in diversion and deterrence and the impact of the 

intervention on the wider school community.  

 Riestenberg’s (2001) evaluation of various projects in Minnesota had a 

slightly wider brief and considered varying uses of circles and other restorative 

approaches. In New Zealand very recent research has found schools using more of the 

restorative continuum and adapting the skills to suit their own setting (Maxwell and 

Buckley forthcoming 2007). 
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  Research has tended to focus on performance indicators such as reduction in 

exclusions, satisfaction of those taking part in the restorative conference, change in 

behaviour of wrongdoers and a heightened sense of safety in the school. However, it 

is now fairly widely agreed that for even the discrete intervention of a restorative 

conference to be effective it needs to be happening within a restorative milieu (Blood 

and Thorsborne 2005; Morrison 2001b; PiE 2005; Thorsborne and Vinegrad 2002). 

How to achieve this restorative milieu is therefore a key question, and in the last year 

leading practitioners have been concentrating on the issues of implementation and 

sustainability (Blood and Thorsborne 2005; Morrison 2005b). These discussions are 

put into context in Chapter 4, which reviews the literature of school and 

organisational change. 

 My own research has two main foci, both relevant to the developing debate. 

The first is on the narrated experiences of newly trained educationalists within a 

school context. It allows educationalists’ voices to be heard, and makes a contribution 

to the growing debate on implementation and sustainability of restorative approaches 

with reference to first-hand experience, complementing academic models of 

organisational change. A second and important aspect of the research has been a 

consideration of the various approaches and strategies used by the project managers 

tasked with implementing a restorative approach in a school or group of schools. 

1.7 Research questions 

My key research questions focus on what sense educationalists are making of 

restorative ideas, the uses they are making of the skills they have learnt and their 

experiences of implementing a radically new approach to relationship and behaviour 

management: 

1) What sense are educationalists making of restorative ideas and philosophy in 

the school context? 

2) In what ways are educationalists using their skills, if at all? 

3) What are the factors that hinder them in implementing a restorative approach 

in their own practice? 

4) What are the factors that help these educationalists implement a restorative 

approach in their own practice? 

My original interest had been the experiences of those educationalists within the 

school who had received training in restorative approaches. However, as Chapter 6 
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describes, the enquiry broadened to include the experiences of the project managers 

and trainers in each case, and the context in which each project evolved. A fifth 

question emerged: 

5) What strategies are project managers and trainers using to support 

educationalists in schools to implement and sustain restorative approaches?  

1.8 The studies 

Three studies form the central part of the research and they are described in Chapters 

8, 9 and 10. All the participants in the research have in common that they took part in 

an initiative that involved training in restorative skills. However, each study is also 

unique in several ways and these are summarised in Table 1.  

Table 1 Unique features of the three studies 

 Date of 

fieldwork 

Focus Location Participants Unique features 

1 2002–3 Single urban 

comprehensive 

school 

Catchment from 

a socially 

disadvantaged 

area in a large 

town in South-

East England 

Nine participants – 

diverse group of 

teaching and 

behaviour-support 

staff 

First 

comprehensive 

school in UK to 

train team of staff 

in restorative 

justice 

conferencing 

practice and 

principles 

2 2003–4 Partnership of 

schools – one 

secondary 

comprehensive 

and four of its 

feeder primary 

schools 

Primarily 

socially 

disadvantaged 

area of market 

town in South-

East England 

Eleven participants: 

6 secondary 

(teaching staff, 

teaching assistants 

and secretary);  

4 primary (deputy 

head, 1 class 

teacher, 2 teaching 

assistants) 

First school 

partnership to 

consider an 

integrated 

restorative 

approach from 

primary through to 

secondary; pioneer 

in using a police 

school liaison 

officer trained in 

restorative 

practices 

3 2005 Group of 

primary 

schools 

piloting a local 

authority 

initiative 

Single education 

authority in West 

Scotland; one of 

three authorities 

in a national 

project, funded 

by the Scottish 

Office 

Two focus groups 

attending two 

refresher days post-

training (mainly 

senior managers) 

National initiative, 

centrally funded: 

Local Education 

Authority 

endorsement; 

integrated into 

whole approach to 

reducing exclusion 

1.9 Subjectivity, reflexivity and voice 

Two important issues for this research are my own personal and professional bias in 

favour of a restorative approach, and my close professional involvement with 
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participants in two of the three studies. This is why the focus of the research is not on 

whether, or to what degree, a restorative approach is effective in dealing with 

challenging behaviour. Others’ work in this field has addressed this topic (PiE 2005) 

or, in the case of the Scottish project, will do so.
1
 

The starting point of this research was to find out what those trained in the 

approach made of what they had learnt, in terms of both meanings and use, and then, 

as the research developed, to learn from them what support they needed to overcome 

barriers to implementation and sustainability. My own subjective bias towards a 

restorative approach was a given, but the challenge for me as a researcher was, first, 

to see beyond this and be open to and learn from alternative perspectives, criticism 

and even rejection of the approach, should these be encountered, and, second, to be 

constantly aware of my own biases and my various perceived roles. These issues are 

discussed in Chapter 6 and Appendix B. 

1.10 The shape of the thesis 

This first chapter introduces the topic, sets the scene and provides a brief explanation 

of why I am interested in this topic. Chapter 2 considers the reasons for the growth of 

interest in restorative approaches in schools in the United Kingdom by setting it in the 

context of political, social, legislative and educational concerns and reforms. Chapter 

3 explores restorative justice in greater depth in relation to the literature from both the 

criminal justice and the educational contexts. It locates my own construing of 

restorative justice principles, skills and processes in the context of the ongoing and 

occasionally controversial debate about definitions, applications, limitations, 

advantages and disadvantages of restorative approaches. Chapter 4 considers aspects 

of implementation, focussing on the ‘why’, the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ of school change 

(Stoll and Fink 1996) with reference to relevant literature from restorative 

educationalists and the fields of school effectiveness, improvement and culture 

change, and relevant aspects of organisational change. Chapter 5 relates the 

restorative values, principles and skills to research methodology; it reviews the 

various methodological approaches that are most appropriate for a restorative 

practitioner, and makes the case for a synthesis of these approaches, called 

                                                

1
 The Universities of Glasgow and Edinburgh are undertaking an evaluation of the national pilot, to be 

completed in 2006. 
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‘restorative research methodology’. It also considers ethical issues pertaining to the 

research. 

 Chapter 6 describes the research design and methods. Chapters 7, 8 and 9 

focus on each of the three studies, using a narrative framework in which to tell the 

story of each study and relate the findings. Chapter 10 discusses the findings in the 

light of the relevant literature and the emerging conceptual framework. Chapter 11 

reviews the research methodology, design and method; it makes recommendations 

about practice issues and future research in the area, and concludes with a reflection 

on my research experience.  
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Chapter 2  

The development of restorative justice in school contexts in 

the UK 

2.1 Introduction 

The chapter is divided into two sections. Section 2.2 briefly considers the political, 

social, legislative and educational context in which restorative justice in schools has 

been developing in England and Wales over the last ten years, and helps to explain 

the growing interest in this approach.
2
 Section 2.3 narrates the historical development 

of restorative approaches in school settings in recent years, again focussing on 

England and Wales. My own perspective is strongly foregrounded, as I have been 

deeply involved from the outset. A short coda, Section 2.4, highlights the current, 

rapidly changing situation in which restorative approaches in schools seem more or 

less likely, almost month by month, to be supported at government level.  

2.2 The political, social, legislative and educational context 

When writing about the development of restorative approaches in British schools 

there are three key, overlapping government policy directions that need to be taken 

into consideration: child welfare, youth justice and education. Concerns over child 

welfare have prompted consideration of the social, emotional, mental and spiritual 

                                                

2
 The situation in Northern Ireland has evolved differently although some of the social factors 

mentioned in this chapter may also have influenced developments. Local paramilitary groups began 

exploring restorative approaches in the late 90s as an alternative to the punitive responses used for anti-

social and criminal behaviour in their communities. In the last five years there has been much debate 

about de-politicising restorative justice, and since the Justice (NI) Act of 2002 the Youth Conference 

Service, overseen by the Youth Justice Agency, has been part of the mainstream criminal justice 

system in Northern Ireland (Liebmann, M. (in press). Restorative Justice: How It Works. London: 

Jessica Kingsley Publishers). Together with New Zealand, Northern Ireland leads the world in having a 

restorative conferencing option available for all but the most serious of youth offending. To date there 

have only been one or two isolated ‘restorative justice in schools’ projects, although there is a history 

of peer mediation and initiatives to encourage cross-cultural understanding. 

 In Scotland the situation is different again, since the legislation regarding young people has 

evolved differently, and although some of the issues affecting young people may be similar, policy has 

developed in different ways, both in social services and in education. Relevant issues will be 

mentioned in relation to the third case in Chapter 10 
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needs of young people, and the development of multi-agency and partnership 

working has led to the cross-fertilisation of ideas from a variety of philosophies, 

working practices and experience. Youth justice reform has provided the impetus for 

a review of risk factors and preventative factors impacting on youth offending, how 

youth offending is dealt with and, by extension, what preventative strategies are 

needed to deter potential offenders. Educational initiatives to address bullying, anti-

social and disruptive behaviour and poor attendance have given rise to national 

training programmes and guidance. These strands converge and create a Zeitgeist for 

the 90s and early 2000s which encompasses a concern for children’s and young 

people’s safety and welfare, but also a concern for what is perceived as increasing 

anti-social behaviour of young people and a need to find effective ways of dealing 

with this problem.  

2.2.1 The links between child welfare, offending behaviour and education 

The connections between child welfare and youth offending have been highlighted by 

recent research into the factors that contribute to offending behaviour. These include 

inadequate parenting; aggressive, hyperactive behaviour; truancy and exclusion; 

unstable living conditions; drug and alcohol abuse; lack of training and employment; 

peer pressure; low achievement; involvement in bullying; and lack of commitment to 

school (Audit Commission 1996; Berridge et al. 2001; ECOTEC 2001; Hammersley 

et al. 2003; MORI 2003; OFSTED 2003). In addition to these factors, school failure, 

disaffection, truancy and exclusion are strongly associated with offending behaviour 

(Flood-Page et al. 2000; Graham and Bowling 1995). No single factor inevitably 

inclines a young person to offending behaviour but the more risk factors a young 

person experiences, the more likely they are to offend.  

Youth professionals have noticed the high correlation between offending 

behaviour and both exclusion and non-attendance, and have therefore been keen to 

develop initiatives that reduce the number of exclusions and keep young people in 

schools.
3
 For this to be a successful strategy, however, they also recognise that the 

needs of the disaffected students need to be balanced against the needs of the wider 

school community affected adversely by the behaviour of disaffected young people. 

Simply preventing schools from using exclusion, as has happened in the past, does 

                                                

3
 Correlation does not, of course, imply causation. There are many other factors which can lead to 

offending behaviour, and exclusion and non-attendance can occur without subsequent offending.  
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not solve the problem and can cause resentment. It is the potential of restorative 

approaches to address the needs of all those in a school community when disaffection 

leads to disruption that has drawn both youth professionals and educationalists to this 

approach (Hopkins 1999c; Hopkins 2002b; Hopkins 2004; Morrison 2005b; Preston 

2002; Thorsborne and Vinegrad 2002; Wachtel and McCold 2001). 

 Restorative practitioners emphasise the importance of keeping young people 

within their communities of support. Research from the United States into adolescent 

health has suggested that disconnection from the school community inclines a young 

person to the misuse of alcohol and drugs, violent and deviant behaviour and early, 

unwanted pregnancy, and concludes that connection to school is a key factor in 

diversion from such behaviours (McNeely et al. 2002). The potential of restorative 

approaches to help young people stay connected, or to reconnect when things go 

wrong, makes them an attractive option to those working with schools. As Morrison 

states, referring to the US research:  

The inference for restorative justice is that through building the capacity for 

schools to foster supportive relationships for students, schools can address 

the feelings of estrangement and hopelessness some students feel. 

(Morrison 2005b) 

Furthermore, research suggests that underachievement, problems with literacy, and 

having special educational needs are all common amongst such young people (Audit 

Commission 2004). Such research provides an imperative for keeping young people 

in an environment where their academic needs can be best met. 

All of these research findings help to explain why, in England and Wales, 

many reforms are being put into place to address young people’s needs, to reduce the 

risks to their emotional, mental and physical health and reduce the sense of alienation 

and disaffection that can lead to delinquency. The following sections address what 

initiatives have been taken in the fields of child welfare, youth justice and education.  

2.2.2 Child welfare reforms 

The current Labour government came to power on a platform that included child 

welfare reform, and since 1997 it has introduced a series of initiatives to address child 

poverty, child protection, early years development, educational standards, children’s 

mental and physical health issues, youth offending and reoffending. Organisations 

targeting different age groups have been established to provide various forms of 

practical support for young people and those working with them. A significant 
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government initiative was launched in 2004 called ‘Every Child Matters’, 

underpinned by guidance in the Children’s Act (2004), followed in 2006 by the 

launch of ‘Youth Matters: The Next Steps’ (DfES 2006b). These initiatives focus on 

five key issues in the lives of young people: being healthy, staying safe, enjoying and 

achieving, making a positive contribution and economic wellbeing. The initiatives 

highlight a growing awareness of, and commitment to, the key values of inclusion, 

mutual respect, collaboration, joint problem-solving, open communication, 

accountability and trust – all values that underpin restorative justice philosophy and 

principles. This may help to explain why agencies whose work needs to be informed 

by the thinking behind the ‘Every Child Matters’ policy have taken an interest in 

restorative approaches. 

2.2.3 Youth justice reforms 

In England and Wales the youth justice context has, in the early years, perhaps 

provided the driving force for the growing popularity of these approaches (Hopkins 

2004). In Scotland youth justice considerations have not been such an influence on 

those developing restorative work in schools. Pioneers in the three pilot authorities of 

a Scottish Executive-funded national project have been more motivated by the 

relevance of a restorative approach to the moral, social and emotional development of 

young people. The youth justice situation in Scotland differs from the rest of Great 

Britain, as its Children’s Hearing System has arguably offered a potentially more 

restorative environment for young people for many years. This discussion of youth 

justice developments therefore relates more directly to England and Wales, with 

issues of relevance to Scotland discussed in Chapter 9. 

The Audit Commission’s seminal report Misspent Youth: Young People and 

Crime (1996) found that the existing system for dealing with youth crime was 

inefficient and expensive, and that services were failing both young offenders and 

their victims. Over the following four years three new government Acts
4
 created the 

framework for dealing with youth offending in a completely different way. A national 

Youth Justice Board (YJB) was created to oversee initiatives in reducing offending 

and preventing reoffending amongst young people. Multi-agency Youth Offending 

Teams (YOTs) were established in all of the 154 local authorities in England and 

                                                

4
 1998 Crime and Disorder Act; 1999 Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence Act; 2000 Powers of 

Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act. 
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Wales; in some larger authorities there are several YOTs to carry out this work 

(Davies 2005). The YOTs were a local manifestation of the new joined-up approach, 

comprising team members seconded from education, probation, the police, social 

services and health, all of whom work with, and support, young people who have 

offended or are at risk of offending. Much of the pioneering restorative work done in 

schools is being instigated by YOTs. 

2.2.4 Educational reforms 

In recent years the government, through its Department for Education and Skills 

(DfES), has had two critical agendas in education – raising academic standards, 

referred to here as the ‘standards agenda’, and promoting inclusion, which is often 

referred to as the ‘inclusion agenda’. The former is being promoted by the Schools 

Directorate within the DfES whilst the latter comes from its Children and Young 

Person’s Directorate.  

The standards agenda was behind the introduction of national Standard 

Attainment Tests (SATs) at the ages of 7, 11 and 13, in addition to the public 

examinations already taken between the ages of 16 and 18. The results of all these 

tests and exams are published in the media in what have become known as league 

tables, and these can affect the choices parents make as to where to send their 

children. The national inspecting body for schools, the Office for Standards in 

Education (OFSTED), also takes account of these results in assessing each school’s 

overall performance. Thus governing bodies and head teachers are under tremendous 

pressure to ensure that their school meets, and even surpasses, its academic targets 

each year. 

The inclusion agenda has been ensuring that the needs of young people with a 

range of learning difficulties – physical, mental, emotional and behavioural – are met 

as far as possible within mainstream education. The commitment to inclusion 

necessitated much work to manage challenging behaviours in schools, and in fact led 

to innovative work in this field which one could argue has benefited all young people.  

Commitment to the inclusion agenda has included issues such as raising attendance, 

developing effective strategies for reducing bullying and promoting emotional 

literacy and pro-social skills. A new national behaviour and attendance strategy at 

both primary and secondary level is being introduced. These two prime foci – 

addressing challenging behaviour and raising attendance – are in response to the 

research findings referred to earlier and in recognition of the risks attached to non-
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attendance and exclusionary or punitive responses to challenging behaviour (Pryor 

and Paris 2005). An important aspect of this strategy has been the emphasis on 

emotional literacy and social skills, with curricula in this field being developed in 

both primary and secondary sectors. These initiatives have much in common with 

similar programmes in such places as the United States and Australia (Morrison 

2005b) and elsewhere in Europe.
5
 

Unfortunately the standards agenda and the inclusion agenda have often been 

in conflict, particularly at school level where the high profile accountability of the 

standards agenda targets can sit uneasily with inclusion principles (Cremin 2002a; 

Robb 2005). This tension has direct relevance to the implementation of restorative 

approaches in schools. Some educationalists assert that there is no time for 

implementing and using restorative approaches when there is so much pressure to 

deliver the curriculum and meet educational targets. Restorative practitioners would 

argue that a restorative approach can address both the standards agenda and the 

inclusion agenda, since improved behaviour, safer classrooms, enhanced 

relationships, mutual respect and giving young people more say in matters that affect 

them will inevitably raise educational standards as well as develop a more inclusive, 

caring school community (Hopkins 2004). 

Within this climate of developing social and emotional skills, some 

longstanding initiatives are being even more widely promoted and encouraged. For 

example, peer mediation programmes, which have been in use since the early 90s, are 

spreading in popularity. Similarly circle time has been widely used in primary schools 

as a way of building self-esteem and developing communication skills and 

cooperation through games and pair and group work (Bliss et al. 1995; Bliss and 

Tetley 1993; Mosley 1993). This practice is now spreading and being promoted in 

secondary schools as well, although this is still an area where much work needs to be 

done. Both of these initiatives can contribute to what McCold (2002a) refers to as a 

‘restorative milieu’ in a school, although research suggests that peer mediation is less 

                                                

5
 During the 1990s a loose network of practitioners, working with what would now be called 

restorative approaches, supported each other in their work through an organisation called ENCORE 

(the European Network for Conflict Resolution in Education). Annual conferences were held and 

practitioners came from all over Europe, and especially Eastern Europe.  
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successful in schools where staff have yet to adopt restorative approaches themselves 

(Bitel and Rolls 2000; Cremin 2002c; Hopkins 2005; Tyrrell 2002).  

 All of the educational initiatives and practices mentioned above have strong 

links with restorative practices of all sorts – from preventative strategies, such as 

circle time and educational programmes, to the reactive strategies of restorative 

dialogue, mediation, circles and conferences. These strategies are described in various 

ways by educational restorative commentators, all of whom stress the importance of 

ensuring that they form part of a comprehensive model of whole-school reform 

(Blood and Thorsborne 2005; Hopkins 2004; Morrison 2005b; Thorsborne and 

Vinegrad 2002; Thorsborne and Vinegrad 2004; Wachtel and McCold 2001; Warren 

2004). 

2.3 The historical development of restorative approaches in school 

settings  

2.3.1 International background 

To set the development of restorative approaches in UK schools in context, it is 

necessary to sketch briefly the history of restorative justice per se. Every field has its 

legends and stories, and restorative justice is no different. Whilst tracking restorative 

approaches to wrongdoing back through history, both in the West and elsewhere, 

commentators like to refer to four key sources of inspiration for the current wave of 

interest in restorative justice. 

 One key part of the story is the development in New Zealand of the family 

group conferencing (FGC) model for dealing with youth offending, enshrined in the 

youth justice system since 1989 as the preferred way of dealing with any offence 

other than the most violent crimes (McCold 2001). This approach was in response to 

Maori communities’ unhappiness with the way their young people were finding 

themselves disproportionately on the wrong side of the law, and being dealt with in a 

way that went against the Maori custom of involving friends and family in resolving 

the situation (Consedine 1995). This included becoming accountable for what might 

be behind the young person’s wayward behaviour, and helping to reintegrate the 

young person back into the community. 

 The second story develops from the first, since the New South Wales Police 

Force in Wagga Wagga developed their work with young offenders (and later other 
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offenders), inspired by the New Zealand model. Sergeant Terry O’Connell, supported 

by John Macdonald and David Moore, developed what has become known as ‘the 

scripted conferencing model’. They had been influenced by the good reports of what 

was happening in New Zealand (Moore and O'Connell 1994). 

 The third strand is the story of Mark Yantzi and Dave Worth, Mennonites 

working in the criminal justice system in Kitchener, Ontario. In 1974 they dared to do 

something different when dealing with two young men who had vandalised the 

property of 22 residents in a nearby town. They proposed the idea of arranging for the 

men to meet their victims and make amends for what they had done. Unprecedented 

as this was, the judge administering the sentence made this possible. The young men 

were taken to the houses of each victim and in almost all cases there was a positive 

outcome and reparation was made. The meetings had a dramatic effect on the two 

young men and on the lives of many of the victims, and was the beginning of a 

Victim Offender Reconciliation Programme (VORP) that spread through Canada, to 

the United States and then to Europe (Peachey 1989; Zehr 1990). In recent years one 

of the young men recounted how his life was changed by the meetings, and he now, 

many years later, works as a volunteer for a VORP scheme (Yantzi 2004).  

 The fourth strand comes from Canada, where First Nation communities, 

especially in the Yukon, have developed sentencing circles; these involve the 

community in deciding the appropriate sentence and way forward for a young 

offender, endorsed by the judge, who also takes part. Zehr (1990) points out the value 

of involving the community in dealing with its own problems and the potential this 

offers to building relationships between people and communities. 

2.3.2  Restorative developments in the UK 

It is important to recognise that restorative work had been taking place in the UK for 

many years under the guise of victim–offender mediation, and indeed community 

mediation. Services offering both were scattered around the country, relying on 

statutory funding and intermittent government support. Peer mediation was, similarly, 

being developed in piecemeal way around the country, but it was not having a major 

impact on the way in which schools managed behaviour. 

  In 1997 a multi-agency meeting was held by the Thames Valley Police to 

introduce youth justice professionals and educationalists to restorative justice for the 
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first time.
6
 The Thames Valley is a large area encompassing the three counties of 

Berkshire, Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire in the South-East of England. Terry 

O’Connell, the police officer from New South Wales Police Force (see Section 2.4.3), 

was invited over to the UK by the then Chief Constable of the Thames Valley Police 

Force, Sir Charles Pollard. 

  Listening to O’Connell talk about the potential of restorative conferencing for 

addressing youth offending, many people present at the meeting saw the links 

between school settings and youth justice settings. It seemed likely that restorative 

approaches could also address issues such as disruption, aggressive behaviour, 

bullying, petty crime and disaffection. It was possible that they may hold the key to 

reducing the need for exclusions or at least make reintegration meetings post 

exclusion more productive. 

2.3.3 Initial restorative work in schools 

O’Connell’s first visit in the mid-90s led to training being arranged for key police 

personnel and then later for multi-agency staff, and gradually policy began to 

develop, driven by Pollard. In the Thames Valley a restorative justice consultancy 

was established to roll out training, principally to police officers initially. At that time 

various initiatives related to education developed which began to make links between 

schools and restorative justice. Committees were set up to explore the potential of 

restorative justice in school settings. A pilot project began in one district in the 

Thames Valley in 1998 in which a police officer, Graham Waddington, was placed 

full-time in a school to work restoratively with young people and to support the 

school in dealing with challenging behaviour. A series of public events was organised 

to raise awareness of the potential of restorative approaches in various settings, 

including schools and prisons (Preston 2002). 

Hearing O’Connell speak I saw the relationship between work I had been 

doing in schools for many years and the potential of restorative justice philosophy to 

provide an overarching framework for this work. As a classroom teacher I had been 

                                                

6
 Several years before, Mark Umbreit, from Minnesota, had spoken on this topic at a conference 

organised by Mediation UK, and victim–offender mediation was already quite widely established 

around the UK. However, links between these areas and education were not being made explicitly, 

except perhaps through peer mediation projects, where interpersonal conflict and wrongdoer/wronged 

issues were dealt with in similar ways.  
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using restorative practices on a daily basis throughout the 80s and early 90s (without 

using that term at the time), and had been a trainer and consultant in the field of 

mediation, conflict management and community building for some years (see 

Appendix A). After O’Connell’s visit I was invited to be involved with the Thames 

Valley Police to develop work in schools, and I began to write about the connections 

between restorative philosophy, conflict management, mediation and circle time, 

urging people to consider restorative justice more as a whole-school approach than a 

discrete intervention (Hopkins 1999a; 1999c; 2002b; 2003a). I did not realise at the 

time that, simultaneously in other countries, others were coming to similar 

conclusions (Cameron and Thorsborne 2001; Claasen 2000a; 2000b; 2001; Morrison 

2001b; Riestenberg 2000).  

As an educationalist my interest in restorative approaches was, from the 

outset, driven by their transformative potential and their contribution to creating safer, 

more respectful, more caring communities and to help develop the relationship and 

citizenship skills of young people. In these views I was not alone, but the focus of 

police interest was more on the potential of restorative approaches to reduce 

reoffending and to reduce the number of school-age young people on the streets by 

reducing exclusions. O’Connell himself was helpful at this stage in sharing with me 

his notes of his work in schools, a project since described by Blood (1999). 

Following early training of pioneers from around the UK, interest and 

enthusiasm for restorative justice began to spread. Nottinghamshire and Surrey Police 

(originally with representation from Northern Ireland) joined in partnership with the 

Thames Valley Police to promote the approach in the criminal justice arena. 

Inevitably this also led to an increased interest in its potential in schools, particularly 

in Nottingham, where the police remain, in 2006, at the forefront of promoting 

restorative approaches in schools. From these small beginnings media coverage, 

public events and increasing governmental interest led to rapid expansion of interest 

in restorative approaches. It is now difficult to keep track of exactly what is 

happening where. My own organisation has recently established an on-line 

questionnaire for agencies and schools with a view to establishing a national database 

to keep track of how local authorities and schools are implementing restorative 

approaches.  
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2.3.4 National school projects 

Two national projects have helped to raise awareness in the last few years. In 2002, 

the Youth Justice Board (YJB) invited Youth Offending Teams to tender for a 

Restorative Justice in Schools (RJiS) project which had been piloted in two London 

boroughs the year before. The whole project, involving nine YOTs from England and 

Wales and working in 26 schools across England and Wales, helped to raise the 

profile of restorative justice in education amongst Youth Offending Teams, many of 

whom are now running their own projects. This project was evaluated for the YJB 

(PiE 2005) and highlighted the following key issues: having the school leadership 

team behind the restorative initiative; engaging staff, pupils and parents from the 

outset; adopting and supporting a range of flexible approaches; training a range of 

facilitators for both informal and more formal interventions; integrating of restorative 

justice approaches into school policies and procedures; making the links to related 

aspects of the school curriculum such as citizenship and the personal, social and 

health education (PSHE) programme; ensuring a swift response; agreeing protocols 

for referrals within the school and with partnership agencies; and establishing 

effective monitoring and feedback mechanisms. 

The second national project, this time involving police officers based in 

schools, has been the Safer School Partnership (SSP) – a partnership of the 

Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO), the Department for Education and 

Skills (DfES), the Youth Justice Board (YJB) and the Home Office. The concept of 

Safer School Partnerships arose from a Youth Justice Board proposal to develop a 

new policing model for schools; it aimed to provide a very focussed approach to 

address the high level of crime and anti-social behaviour committed in and around 

schools in some areas – crime committed by and against children and young people. 

Although the project grew out of concern for rising street crime, the aims of 

the project extend beyond crime reduction, as its website describes: to reduce the 

prevalence of crime and victimisation amongst young people; to provide a safe and 

secure school community, thereby enhancing the learning environment; to ensure that 

young people remain in education, actively learning and achieving their full potential; 

to deliver a partnership approach to engage young people, challenge unacceptable 

behaviour and develop a respect for themselves and their community. 

Thanks to Waddington, the police officer who pioneered restorative 

approaches in schools, the SSP school-based police officers around England and 
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Wales have been trained in a range of restorative approaches to dealing with day-to-

day challenging situations. The SSP project is underpinned by restorative principles, 

and in 2006, following pilot projects in an original 100 locations, the approach is to 

be mainstreamed. Those in post have reported that they have been able to work most 

effectively in schools where the senior management team is also committed to this 

approach, so that staff and police work together and share a similar philosophy. The 

mainstreaming guidelines emphasise that schools working with an SSP officer are 

expected to review their behaviour policy and introduce a restorative approach (DfES 

2006a). 

2.3.5 Support at government level  

In 2004 Graham Robb, head teacher of the secondary school in the Thames Valley in 

which Waddington had been pioneering the use of restorative approaches, left his 

post to join the DfES’s Violence Reduction in Schools team (ViRiS). He was also 

appointed as a board member of the Youth Justice Board. Having developed and 

supported a whole-school restorative approach whilst being a head teacher, Robb 

brought to the job a real understanding of restorative approaches. His influence has 

led to restorative approaches being recommended in much of the new Behaviour and 

Attendance Strategy (DfES 2004). Even more recently he has had an influence in 

developing some restorative materials for a new national initiative that develops the 

skills of a new tier of middle managers in school to deal with challenging behaviour 

(Robb and Wigmore-Green 2005). Together with Pollard, Robb is able to make the 

case for restorative approaches at government level at a time when the DfES 

continues to struggle with the tension between its standards agenda and its inclusion 

agenda. The former gives a mandate to advocates of punitive sanctions (Steer 2005) 

whilst the latter provides a mandate for advocates of a restorative approach. 

2.4 Conclusion 

Developments in the field are happening so rapidly that any account is out of date 

almost as soon as it is written. Suffice it to say that policy discussions about both 

youth offending (at the sharp end) and dealing with low-level disruption are high on 

the present government’s agenda in 2006. Some initiatives, like the new ‘Respect’ 

agenda, appear to give a mandate for more restorative approaches whilst others, like 

the introduction of Anti-Social Behaviour Orders (ASBOs), seem to be working 

against them, although some restorative practitioners are finding innovative ways of 
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working with young people faced with an ASBO. The debate between the various 

organisations tackling bullying is another topical and relevant one, with those 

advocating a more restorative ‘no-blame’ approach being criticised by those wanting 

a more punitive response to those who bully, and vice versa. The continuing 

challenge is to keep raising awareness and to be able to provide sceptics and 

enthusiast alike with examples of good practice, based on sound evidence, but also to 

be realistic about the challenges – both issues to which this research will make a 

contribution. 

 This chapter has described the social, historical and political context in which 

interest in restorative approaches in school has arisen. The next chapter describes the 

way in which definitions, theories and models of restorative justice are evolving in 

the literature and their relationship to what is happening in schools. 
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Chapter 3   

A review of restorative justice literature as it relates to 

school contexts   

3.1 Introduction 

Most of the literature about restorative justice per se preceded what is now being 

written specifically for school settings, and as such has provided much of the 

theoretical basis for what has been developing in schools. This chapter will explore 

relevant aspects of this literature, which has developed in the past 15 years in 

response to the original development of restorative justice as a set of practices 

without a theory (Crawford and Newburn 2003). The debates include defining what 

restorative justice is and how it differs from other forms of justice; and how it works, 

why it works, why it might be better than the alternatives and how to evaluate the 

outcomes. 

 All of these debates have informed the agenda for the debate in educational 

settings. There is a need for educationalists to carve out their own agenda, and 

consider the value of restorative approaches and practices not simply in terms of 

responding to inappropriate behaviour, but also in terms of their relationship with, 

and contribution to, wider educational debates that are not necessarily part of the 

youth justice agenda. Section 3.4 discusses how restorative justice is being construed 

in educational settings and which elements of theory from the criminal justice debates 

may have value in the school setting. 

 Recent literature from school practitioners is also helping to further develop 

the field as consensus begins to develop about the need for organisational change – 

within the criminal justice system, prisons, care homes and schools – to create the 

environment in which successful restorative interventions can take place and 

reintegration of participants can succeed. Chapter 4 will review the literature of 

school and organisational change. 

3.2 Definitions, models and theories 

In his doctoral research Gavrileides (2003) investigated how leading figures in the 

field construed restorative justice; he found wide variations in definitions, 
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applications and conceptualisations. The problem starts when deciding what 

restorative justice is – what indeed is being defined: is it a process, a philosophy, a set 

of values and principles, a system, an organisational model, a set of practices, a social 

movement, a way of life? (Johnstone 2003) Is it defined in terms of what people do or 

how people think? Is it defined by its inputs or its outcomes? Is it possible to combine 

all of these, and indeed is that the ideal? What are the boundaries to restorative justice 

– at what point does a philosophy, system, process, practice or lifestyle cease to be 

restorative? What are the necessary and sufficient elements for an intervention or 

process to be called restorative? Most importantly for developments in education, 

which of these conceptions best serves the educational context? Is there a case for 

eclecticism, taking the most useful elements from all definitions and models, or are 

there some which harm the cause of dissemination and adoption? These are the 

questions that the chapter will now address with reference to the literature. 

3.2.1 Values and beliefs 

Chapter 1 suggested that there was in fact a certain degree of consensus about what 

constitutes the values of restorative justice. Indeed Sawatsky describes it as:  

a value-based movement recovering justice as a central concern of victims, 

offenders and the community. (2001) 

His hypothesis for the rapid spread and popularity of restorative justice at the present 

time is that the values underpinning it are in fact shared with many religious 

traditions, indigenous cultures and what he calls ‘diverse fields of inquiry’, including 

qualitative research and the environmental movement.  

 Zehr (1985; 1990) originally described the shift from a traditional retributive 

mindset to a restorative mindset as a paradigm shift. Although he now believes that 

the contrast between retributive and restorative justice is not so clear cut, with 

‘either/or’ comparisons being unproductive for innovation and change (Zehr, private 

conversation, 2001), nevertheless the paradigm has served a useful starting point to 

highlight key differences. He described the paradigm shift in terms of changes in 

beliefs, attitudes and values: letting go ownership of problems and control of 

outcomes, seeing crime and wrongdoing not in terms of rule breaking but in terms of 

the impact it has on those involved, avoiding causing more hurt and pain but seeking 

mutually acceptable outcomes in terms of repairing relationships and meeting 

obligations. 
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 Defining restorative justice primarily in terms of the underpinning values and 

beliefs allows for the potential of much wider application of the principles and 

processes. Johnstone suggests that criminal justice commentators have too narrow a 

vision: 

Restorative justice arguably has the potential to do far more than provide a 

satisfactory way of dealing with some crimes and to turn some offenders 

away from a life of crime. It may have the potential to make an impact on the 

sense of disempowerment that is rampant in modern societies, and which lies 

behind much of the crime problem and the problematic punitive and 

exclusionary response to it. (2002) 

Braithwaite and Strang (2001) assert that it is only by widening the vision to 

encompass families, schools and the community that the true potential of restorative 

justice will be realised in the criminal justice field: 

If the social movement for restorative justice is about more than just 

changing the practices of states, if it can have an impact on an entire culture, 

if it actually succeeds in changing families and schools towards more 

restorative practices, the effects on crime should be much more considerable. 

Sullivan and Tifft (2001) have a vision of a just and non-violent society in which 

people use the principles and practices not only in their working lives but also at 

home and with friends. Furthermore they see in restorative justice direct links to a 

vision of social justice; in their view, unequal and divisive systems and structures 

which currently cause pain and suffering are just as harmful as offending and anti-

social behaviour and as such have no place in a truly restorative society. 

 It is perhaps true to say that it is in the field of education that proponents of 

restorative approaches and practices are most innovative and visionary, moving 

beyond process definitions to developing holistic, systems-wide models, weaving 

restorative ideas and practices into existing theories from education, child 

development, psychology and management. This synthesis is discussed further in 

Chapters 4 and 11.   

3.3 Defining restorative principles and practices 

Chapter 1 has already highlighted key values and skills, and many of these are not the 

monopoly of restorative practitioners. Indeed many educationalists would espouse 

these values already and attest to supporting, if not always using, key restorative 
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skills. However, the criminal justice literature has a useful contribution to make in 

highlighting the discrepancy between espoused values and principles and actual 

practice. What follows is a consideration of what commentators believe are essential 

aspects of effective restorative practice. 

3.3.1 Empowerment, ownership and accountability  

One of the key elements of restorative practice is the involvement and empowerment 

of stakeholders in decision making – a democratic ideal that is not exclusive to 

restorative justice. Christie’s (1977) seminal article ‘Conflicts as Property’ made the 

moral case in favour of greater participation by the community in deciding the 

outcomes of issues that they were personally involved in, rather than these conflicts 

being taken over or stolen by the state. He argued that decisions were being made 

with no reference to the feelings, needs and opinions of those primarily involved. His 

was a philosophy of ownership and empowerment which has informed subsequent 

debates over responses to crime and conflict, and influenced restorative thinkers. The 

question of whose responsibility it is to resolve conflicts is relevant in the school 

context, where traditionally such conflicts, especially when handled in ways deemed 

inappropriate, are dealt with as discipline issues by school staff.  

 McCold and Wachtel (1999; 2001) argue that, by combining ownership and 

empowerment with mutual accountability, restorative practices can provide a way of 

regulating and reinforcing standards of appropriate behaviour by emphasising 

collective responsibility for caring about and caring for each other. In several articles 

(ibid) Wachtel and McCold have highlighted the tendency amongst policy-makers to 

swing back and forth on a continuum of response to juvenile offenders which can be 

characterised as punitive at one end of the continuum and permissive at the other.  

 Wachtel and McCold (2001) propose a ‘third way’, with reference to what 

they call the ‘social discipline window’ (Figure 2). They posit two axes on their grid, 

with control, discipline and boundary-setting on the vertical axis, and care, support 

and nurture along the horizontal axis. Environments exercising high levels of control 

and discipline but with little attention to care, support and nurture they characterise as 

punitive, authoritarian and stigmatising. Environments exercising high levels of 

support and nurture but with few boundaries and little control they characterise as 

permissive, protective and, perhaps with a swipe at social service provision, 
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therapeutic. Dismissing environments low on both control and care as neglectful, 

indifferent and passive they turn to their ‘middle way’ – the restorative approach.  

 

Figure 2 Social discipline window 

In this ‘window’ they make the case for an approach that is high on boundary-setting 

and control but also high on support and nurture. Wachtel and McCold pay tribute to 

the inspiration behind their elaboration of this model with reference to commentators 

and researchers in the field of organisational management and related fields, who use 

variations of the window to come down in favour of collaborative problem-solving. 

They then adapt their model, concluding that the punitive approach means doing 

things to people, the permissive approach means doing things for people, the 

permissive means not doing anything at all, whilst the restorative approach means 

doing things with people. 

 Wachtel and McCold have contributed further to the debate by offering a 

continuum of restorative practices, ranging from informal exchanges through to the 

formal process they call the ‘formal conference’ (Figure 3).  
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The social discipline window and the continuum have the potential for much wider 

applications, not simply as reactive processes but also as tools for building social 

capital by developing strong community involvement in relationship and team 

building, policy development and strategic planning. Indeed Wachtel and McCold 

(2001) themselves refer to restorative justice as ‘a philosophy, not a model, and 

[which] ought to guide the way people act in all their dealings in everyday life.’ In the 

educational setting their ideas have been highly influential and the way in which they 

are being used is discussed in Section 4.3.2.3.  

3.3.2 Restorative means and restorative ends  

Some commentators have stressed that the oppositional contrast implicit in Zehr’s 

paradigm shift obscures the potential for restorative justice to provide a middle way 

or at least the possibility of combining aspects of both a punitive and a restorative 

approach (Daly 2000). Rather than using the oppositional, contrasts model, Van Ness 

(2002a; 2002b; Van Ness and Strong 1997) has preferred to consider a justice system 

as either more or less restorative, and chosen a series of factors which contribute to a 

restorative system. The extent to which they are present gives a sense of the degree to 

which that system is restorative. He distinguishes between factors that need to be 

present for a process to be restorative and factors that need to be present for an 

outcome to be considered restorative – an interesting distinction that Morris and 

Maxwell have also made (1998). 

 They observe that by involving an offender, a victim and their respective 

communities the family group conference (FGC) process can be defined as 

restorative, and yet on some occasions the outcomes do not meet the needs of one of 

these parties. In other words the outcome in such circumstances could not be 

described as restorative. Van Ness’s work on restorative systems does shed light on 

how to assess the relative restorativeness of the process and the outcome. 

The debate is useful in school contexts since it highlights the range of factors that 

need to be taken into consideration to maximise the possibility that both the process 

and the outcome are restorative. In essence this way of construing restorative justice 

aligns it, in Braithwaite and Strang’s (2001) terminology, to the ‘values’ conception 

but in a very practical way, since each value implies specific activities. 

 By presenting all of these factors in table form, Van Ness offers the justice 

reformer an opportunity to gauge to what degree their practice is restorative, 
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essentially using the tables not only as checklists for retrospective assessment but also 

for innovation planning. Table 2 is a summary of the ideas, although not in the 

continuum format of the original. An educational version of his restorative continua is 

reproduced and discussed in Section 4.3.2.4 and its wider application considered.  

Table 2 Key elements of restorative processes and outcomes 

Key elements of a restorative process Measurement of restorativeness  

Inclusion  

 

Extent to which all those affected have 

been invited to be involved in the process 

Balance of interests  

 

Extent to which the interests of all parties 

have been taken into consideration 

Voluntary practice Extent to which people had the option to 

become involved in the process 

Problem-solving orientation Extent to which the focus is future-

focussed, taking into account the wider 

issues 

Key elements of a restorative outcome  

Encounter Extent to which all involved were able to 

meet, communicate and reach an 

agreement 

Amends Extent to which an apology, promise of 

restitution and change occurred 

Reintegration Extent to which both wrongdoer and 

wronged against are able to reintegrate 

into their community, as opposed to 

being ostracised 

Whole truth  Extent to which the wider issues and 

everyone’s perspectives and needs were 

aired 

 Most restorative commentators mention empowerment as a key feature of 

restorative approaches. Barton (2003) is unique in making it the main criterion of 

success, and his case is compelling. His observations of conferences and court 

proceedings led him to the conclusion that the key to a successful outcome was the 

degree to which the participants were empowered to address, in their own way, the 

causes and consequences of what had happened. This view resonates with Christie’s 

(1977) advocacy of community ownership of problems and their resolution. When 

assessing whether a restorative practice is indeed truly restorative, Barton dismisses 

other criteria in favour of one question: 

Which mediation and facilitation approaches and processes will give us the 

best results in terms of achieving justice, closure, and emotional conciliation 
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for the primary stakeholders, whilst avoiding victimisation, bullying, and re-

victimisation occurring in what are meant to be restorative meetings? (2003) 

What is unique and helpful about Barton’s model is that he encompasses in his 

analysis both the preparatory stages of any restorative process and its follow-through, 

all of which are vitally important for the intervention to work. Whereas so many 

discussions, analyses and evaluations of restorative projects take the quality of the 

facilitation and the competence of the facilitators almost for granted, for Barton:  

What matters most to stakeholders is the quality of the experience from, and 

following, the meeting. These depend largely on the facilitator’s approach 

and skilfulness in preparing and guiding participants through a constructive 

process of interpersonal conflict management. (2003) 

This has implications in schools where several people may be involved in dealing 

with any particular incident. Barton emphasises the need for consistency of approach, 

from the outset to closure.  

3.3.3 Who should be involved? 

An important aspect of the ‘degrees of restorativeness’ debate comes from 

discussions about who needs to be present at a restorative meeting for it to be defined 

as truly restorative. McCold (2002a) refers to this aspect of theory as “Stakeholders’ 

Needs”, and distinguishes between direct stakeholders (the victim and offender, their 

immediate families, their extended family and close friends) and indirect stakeholders 

(witnesses and anyone else directly affected). They use a metaphor of concentric 

circles, with the victim and offender at the very centre of the circle, surrounded by 

other direct stakeholders; slightly further out are indirect stakeholders, including 

neighbours and local community and religious organisations; and further out still are 

society at large and government bodies. They assert that: 

The direct stakeholders in restorative justice are victims, offenders and their 

communities of care. The degree to which all three are involved in 

meaningful emotional exchange and decision making is the degree to which 

any form of social discipline can be termed fully ‘restorative’ … The most 

restorative processes involve the active participation of all three sets of 

direct stakeholders. (2002a) 

With reference to what they call a restorative justice typology, McCold and Wachtel 

suggest that if only one group of stakeholders are involved (and thus only their needs 
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are addressed) this is only ‘partly restorative’, whilst victim–offender mediation, 

excluding as it usually does their respective communities of care, is described as 

‘mostly restorative’. They go further and provide empirical evidence to suggest that 

in fact the more sets of stakeholders are involved, the more restorative, empowering 

and transformative is the experience for the participants.  

 The issue of stakeholders is important in school contexts, where research and 

experience suggest that schools are rarely using a conference process involving the 

wider community of young people involved in a process. This is discussed further in 

Chapter 11. 

3.3.4 Sharing stories, feelings and needs 

Pranis (2001) explains how important the sharing of personal narratives can be in 

healing the pain of conflict and developing mutual understanding and respect. Bush 

and Folger suggest that mediation can bring about recognition of one another’s 

humanity and encourage responsibility for one’s own possible contribution in a given 

situation (1994). 

 Expressing and hearing feelings and needs are an essential part of the 

restorative process, and affective questions form part of most restorative models. 

Advocates of the scripted conferencing process suggest that Tomkins’ affect theory 

(Nathanson 1992) explains the emotional journey that participants in a restorative 

process go through. Others view it as the development of mutual empathy and respect 

(Maxwell and Morris 2002).  

 Perhaps the most controversial emotion experienced in a restorative encounter 

is shame, and this is discussed separately in Section 3.3.5. 

3.3.5 Shame and shaming 

Many of the published debates about the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ of restorative justice 

processes have centred on the scripted conferencing model. For some commentators, 

the explanations of what happens in this specific process can be found in 

Braithwaite’s (1989) reintegrative shaming theory (Moore and O'Connell 1994). 

Braithwaite made the case for community involvement in regulating social behaviour 

by expressing disapproval, shaming the wrongdoer, but then offering support so that 

the wrongdoer is reintegrated back into the community. His contention is that failure 

to exert social control informally means more formal control from the state and less 
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opportunities for reintegration. He contrasts the informal shaming process, which he 

calls ‘reintegrative shaming’, with the more formal, more public shaming of criminal 

justice processes, which he calls ‘stigmatising shaming’. These processes, he claims, 

actually force youngsters who are already disconnected even further away from the 

support they so desperately need to rejoin society: 

Reintegrative shaming controls crime; stigmatisation pushed offenders 

towards criminal subcultures. (Braithwaite 1989) 

 His theory was adopted by those developing the so-called ‘Wagga Wagga 

model’ of conferencing as the rationale for why the process was so effective in 

reducing reoffending (Moore and O'Connell 1994). Advocates of the scripted 

conferencing model suggest that there is a specific journey that those in the 

conference will travel which will involve not just the ‘offender’ but in fact the whole 

company in experiencing a sense of collective shame and remorse for what has 

happened, and that this shared experience is a crucial turning point in the conference, 

a move from conflict to cooperation (Moore and McDonald 2000). Within the 

framework of the conference, the shame felt moves people into the collective 

problem-solving stage and, by working together to find ways of repairing the harm, 

the wrongdoer is not only included as a partner in this quest, but also then recognised 

as having made a positive contribution. They are able to leave the conference feeling 

better about themselves. However, the process is a risky one if misunderstood or 

mismanaged, and as such the theory has its critics. 

 Retzinger and Scheff (1996) warn against poorly managed conferences which 

actually amplify the shame felt by both victim and offender, the former feeling 

humiliation if no apology is forthcoming, and the latter left with their shame coupled 

with resentment if the questioning of the victim encourages their indignation, but not 

their hurt and distress. In contrast to the structured conference format based on the 

Wagga Wagga scripted model, other processes are much less structured and yet hurt, 

anger, sorrow and regret are expressed, and reconciliation, reacceptance, apology and 

forgiveness occur. This has led researchers Maxwell and Morris (2002) to suggest 

that whilst remorse is likely to be felt by the offender it is not necessarily triggered by 

active shaming or disapproval, but by the offender’s feeling empathy and 

understanding of the feelings of their victims. Thus shame is felt as an emotion but 

not through the use of shame as a verb.  
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 Judge David Carruthers suggested, at recent conferences in Belfast and 

London (2006), that the respect shown to all participants is probably the key principle 

that ensures a mutually satisfactory outcome, rather than theories based on shaming.  

 A further critique has come from those who point out that reintegrative 

shaming fails to consider other aspects of the process. Johnstone citing Bazemore 

(2003) writes: 

Braithwaite’s theory is only one of crime control and prevention, and does 

not encompass the victim-interests and justice-issues that are primary 

components of restorative justice as a whole.  

3.3.6 Drawing together the strands 

The preceding sections have highlighted the diverse ways in which criminal justice 

commentators have construed restorative justice, some of them using several 

conceptions at once. Key issues relevant to the educational debate have been 

identified as: empowerment, ownership and accountability; ensuring restorative 

means as well as ends; assessing who should be involved in restorative meetings; the 

importance of sharing stories and expressing feelings; and the role of shame and 

shaming. To what extent have these ideas influenced the educational debate? Has the 

educational context offered new and different opportunities for construing restorative 

justice? What constructions best serve to support educationalists in their quest for 

implementation of a restorative approach, and do the criminal justice constructions 

help or hinder this endeavour? These are the questions that the next section will begin 

to address. 

3.4 How restorative justice is being construed in educational

 settings 

In the criminal justice field, whatever the differences of theory or model, most 

commentators used the same term to refer to their theme – restorative justice. In the 

educational field, practitioners have been searching for other words to describe what 

they mean, for a variety of reasons. 

 One reason has been educationalists’ perceived dislike of the word ‘justice’ 

and its supposed connotations of criminal justice; there was a cry for a different word. 

Another reason has been that the term ‘restorative justice’ has sometimes been too 
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closely linked to one single process – the restorative conference – and practitioners in 

educational settings are in accord in advocating for restorative principles and 

practices to inform all aspects of school business.
7
 

 There is not necessarily a correlation between the term chosen and a particular 

approach or model, although in some cases that connection can be made. Most 

Australian practitioners subscribe to the scripted model of conferencing for the most 

formal interventions, and to the theories attached to this process of Braithwaite (1989) 

and Tomkins, elaborated in Nathanson (1992). In the UK, thanks to the influence of 

O’Connell, who brought the scripted conferencing model to the UK, the police tend 

to promote this model, as do many YOTs. Australian trainers like Thorsborne have 

also introduced some areas in the UK to the scripted model. My own organisation has 

a different approach, as already explained, and so people trained by us will not be so 

familiar with the theories behind the scripted conferencing model. This influence is 

further discussed in Chapter 11. 

 Interestingly, there is far more convergence at the less formal end of the 

spectrum and most practitioners tend to promote similar approaches and practices, 

focus on similar outcomes and promote the ‘whole-school approach’ as the ideal. 

They also agree on claims for whole-school culture change – characterised by mutual 

respect, an inclusive atmosphere, a feeling of safety, high morale and self-esteem, 

enhanced social capital, the development of a strong pro-social ethos and a 

commitment to citizenship, all of which should have positive effects on attendance by 

students, staff absenteeism and high staff turnover (Adams et al. 2003; Blood 2005; 

Blood and Thorsborne 2005; Hopkins 2004; Maxwell and Buckley forthcoming 

2007; Morrison 2001a; Thorsborne and Vinegrad 2002). The various terms are 

summarised in Table 3. 

 

                                                

7
 Despite criticism that it gives the wrong messages, I personally still use the phrase ‘restorative 

justice’ in my professional work as Director of the National Centre for Restorative Justice in Schools, 

and in much of my published work. This is in part a pragmatic choice, based on the observation that, 

although the words ‘restorative justice’ are not yet household vocabulary, they are better known and 

understood than restorative ‘anything else’. I would also argue that ‘fairness’ is a value craved by 

young people. Perhaps the word ‘justice’ needs to be reclaimed for use in contexts where social justice 

is critical – such as in a school. 
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Table 3 Terms used to describe restorative justice in the school context 

Term used Proponents Country of origin 

of proponent 

Restorative 

practices 

Wachtel and McCold (2001) 

Cameron and Thorsborne (2002) 

Thorsborne and Vinegrad (2005) 

Blood (2003) 

Restorative Practices Development Group, 

 Waikato University (in press) 

Maxwell and Buckley (2004) 

Warren (1997); Warren uses both 

 ‘approaches’ and ‘practices’ 

US 

Australia 

Australia 

Australia 

 

New Zealand 

New Zealand 

 

UK 

Restorative 

measures  

Anderson et al. (1999a) 

 

US 

Restorative 

approaches 

Hopkins (1999) 

Thames Valley Partnership (2005) 

National Programme for Specialist Leaders 

 in Behaviour and Attendance (2004) 

Warren (2001) 

UK 

UK 

 

UK 

UK 

Restorative 

discipline 

Claasen; Hopkins (2004); Warren (2004) 

 Stutzman Amstutz and Mullet (2005) 

US 

US 

3.4.1 Underpinning theories 

There are five main theoretical perspectives on restorative justice in school settings, 

emanating from five different geographical areas, and predicated on different 

theoretical frameworks. The first two add to and complement J. Braithwaite’s (1989) 

work on reintegrative shaming, whilst the other three have developed from different 

roots. The first perspective comes from the work of Wachtel and McCold based on 

the social discipline window, in the United States, already described in Section 3.3.4, 

which has relevance and explicit application in school settings (Wachtel 1999). This 

model is influencing practice in parts of the USA, Australia and the UK. The second 

perspective comes from the work being done by V. Braithwaite, Morrison and 

Ahmed at the Australian National University, Australia on shame management in the 

context of bullying (Ahmed 2003; Braithwaite 2003; Braithwaite et al. 2003; 

Morrison 2001a; 2001b; 2002). The third school of thought, the ‘social 

constructionist/narrative therapy’ approach, comes from the work of the Restorative 

Practices Development Team at Waikato University in New Zealand (Adams et al. 

2003). This derives from the work of Burr (2003) and fellow New Zealanders White, 

Epston and Winslade (Monk et al. 1997; White and Epston 1992; Winslade and 

Monk 1999). The fourth is my own approach, which I would characterise as an 
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‘eclectic’ model. This model has developed, and is still developing, in response to my 

own and others’ experience and to what seem useful new theoretical perspectives 

(Hopkins 1999a; 1999c; 2002b; 2003a; 2003b; 2004). Key influences have been 

described in Appendix A. The fifth approach has developed in the United States, 

where the influence of Native American circles is stronger, and the use of circles for 

problem-solving, story sharing and conflict resolution is key to the work in schools 

(Pranis 2001; Riestenberg unpublished). Shame management and the Waikato 

approach are briefly described here since they may well be able to enrich developing 

theory in the UK. 

3.4.2 Shame management 

Morrison (2001a) argues for applying restorative justice in the school setting by 

making the case for an approach which combines what she describes as opposite ends 

of a continuum – the libertarian commitment to compassion for, and rehabilitation of, 

wrongdoers at one end and the more punitive, ‘just deserts’ school of thought at the 

other. At this latter end the main emphasis is accountability, but accountability 

defined in terms of punishment. She points to research showing the links between 

bullying at school and subsequent delinquent behaviour and also highlights the long-

term risks to those who have been bullied. She therefore makes the case for an 

approach that is able to address the long-term needs of both those who bully and 

those who are bullied. 

Schools in essence are a microcosm of society. Schools have the 

developmental potential to either stigmatise and exclude, as well as nurture 

and integrate individuals within society. The process of becoming a chronic 

offender and victim in society is often fed by the cycles of bullying and 

victimisation that develop in the school system. (Morrison 2001b) 

Nevertheless her conclusions about the importance of building a safer community by 

developing the pro-social skills of the whole school community are applicable 

whatever behaviours are causing the school a problem. 

Morrison cites the longitudinal research on adolescent health that shows how 

belonging to a pro-social group significantly reduces the likelihood of a young person 

going down the route of anti-social behaviour, offending behaviour, drug misuse and 

early pregnancy (McNeely et al. 2002). Strategies for dealing with anti-social 

behaviour such as bullying run the risk, if these strategies involve excluding and 
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stigmatising, of severing the links to this pro-social community, pushing the young 

person into the more negative company of other excluded young people. By 

challenging the ethos of dominance and power that characterises bullying, and 

punitive responses which sustain the notion of power and dominance, she makes the 

claim that restorative justice can break this cycle by combining mutual respect with 

accountability. 

Morrison, referring to Ahmed’s work (1999), highlights the importance of 

effective personal strategies for managing shame when wrong is done and recognised 

to have been done. These strategies include taking responsibility for one’s actions and 

making amends. Ahmed asserts that people with adaptive personal shame 

management strategies can do this for themselves and quickly reintegrate into their 

pro-social community. Those who do not have these strategies adopt a number of 

different strategies for avoiding having to deal with the negative emotions they 

experience. Ahmed’s research suggests that young people who bully, and to some 

extent those who are bullied, as well as those who fall into both categories at once, 

have much less well developed mechanisms for coping with the shame experienced 

when they are involved in behaviours that contradict socially accepted norms. 

Morrison and Ahmed state that it is this sense of shame that is a regulatory factor in 

normal social interactions; they point to Nathanson’s (1992) ‘Compass of Shame’ for 

examples of maladaptive strategies, such as internalising the perceived rejection and 

disapproval of others, and further alienation from the community, or, alternatively, 

denying responsibility and becoming angry and hostile towards others.  

 This research, drawing on and inspired by Braithwaite’s (1989) work on 

reintegrative shaming, helps Morrison to make the case for a restorative process that 

allows the young person who has bullied to be confronted by their wrongdoing in the 

presence of their own personal significant community of care – usually their parents. 

In this process this influential community can convey their disapproval of the 

behaviour whilst also offering both forgiveness and support for the young person to 

change their behaviour and make amends. 

Morrison refers to this process as a ‘community accountability conference’, 

admitting it is just one example of what she identifies as restorative programmes 

which have, as their aim: 
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To reintegrate those affected by wrongdoing back into the community, to 

identify with the community, and become a cooperative member of that 

community, upholding its laws and values. (2001a) 

More recently Morrison has considered the integration of restorative practices 

into whole-school policy on relationships, and these ideas are discussed in Section 

4.3.2.2.  

3.4.3 Social constructionist/narrative therapy approach 

The Restorative Practices Development Team (RPDT) at Waikato University have 

taken a different approach from many other countries in developing their model of 

restorative practices (Adams et al. 2003). Building on their own work on educational 

psychology and the psychology of group dynamics, they have chosen to base their 

approach on the language used in everyday exchanges and are keenly interested in 

what actually happens during a restorative exchange. The geographical, historical, 

social and political context of their work is extremely important but their conclusions 

have relevance far beyond New Zealand’s shores. 

 Their work has been strongly influenced by the interest in restorative justice 

in the New Zealand criminal justice system. New Zealand was the first country to 

legislate, in 1989, for restorative approaches to be used in all cases of youth offending 

except violent crime. Just as there had been a sharp rise in incarceration of young 

offenders, especially young Maori men, so in schools there had been a startling 

increase in school suspensions, again especially amongst Maori boys. Considering 

why this ethnic group in particular was falling foul of the system – or, put another 

way, why the system was failing to address this group’s needs – was a key factor in 

the RPDT’s interest in finding approaches that did not perpetuate what may amount 

to cultural oppression.  

 Burr’s (2003) development of social constructionism provided a way to 

consider how best to address the needs of an ethnically diverse student population, 

and also the diverse needs of the school community and the wider community. Burr’s 

two central tenets sit well with restorative philosophy:  

• Everyone will see the world in a different way and have their own 

perspective, and their own truth. 

• Everyone has within them the capacity and the wisdom to make their own 

decisions and resolve their own problems. 
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Narrative therapy extends this to considering the importance of the stories we tell 

about ourselves and others in constraining the way we see situations and address 

problems:  

People’s ideas are created through the ways they are spoken about by others, 

and in the ways that they learn to speak about themselves.  

(Adams et al. 2003) 

The key notion behind the narrative therapy approach is that the person is not the 

problem – the problem is the problem! By using externalising language the problem 

is seen as separate from those caught up in it, and everyone can stand back and talk 

about how the problem is affecting them, what or who may be contributing to the 

problem, identify times when it is not a problem and seek to find ways forward so 

that the problem can be addressed. Examples of externalising language to name a 

problem might include ‘bullying’, ‘teasing’, ‘language in the classroom’ and 

‘cliques’. 

 A vision of whole-school engagement is promoted using a variety of 

restorative practices, key amongst which are what they call restorative interviewing, 

restorative conferencing and classroom conferencing. All three processes follow a 

similar format, central to which is the gradual development of two stories by 

everyone present. The first one is about the problem which has arisen and is 

impacting on everyone in some way. What is important is that no single version of 

the problem is taken as true, and there is an implicit assumption that whatever 

situation has arisen may well have a variety of dimensions, hitherto unconsidered. 

Descriptions of the problem do not attach to a particular person. Everyone gets a 

chance to name the problem or problems from their own personal perspective and 

then talk about how the problem has affected them. The second story is about times 

when the problem is not present and what it is about those times that can explain why 

the problem does not arise then. When both stories have been developed the young 

people for whom the conference was convened decide which story they prefer and, 

since it is usually the more positive story, also decide what they can do to ensure this 

is the one that is likely to happen again. In meetings where there are victims of the 

old story they are also asked what they need in order to move on. A plan is then 

drawn up by all present, with plans for later review always built in. The RPDT 

explicitly differentiate this process from what they call ‘integrative shaming’ in a 

footnote to the citation below: 
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We believe that if group forums are to be effective, the meetings must avoid 

duplicating a dynamic of punitive authority/penitent student – a dynamic 

likely to be experienced as ‘more of the same’ by a student used to feeling 

voiceless in a larger system. (Adams et al. 2003) 

3.5 Conclusion 

This chapter began by asking what restorative justice was – a process, a philosophy, a 

set of values and principles, a system, an organisational model, a set of practices, a 

social movement, a way of life? It also asked whether it should be defined in terms of 

mindset or behaviour, in terms of process or outcome. Criminal justice commentators 

and educational commentators are discussing all of these issues, as this chapter has 

shown, but perhaps these debates crystallise most clearly when they are applied to an 

organisation or community. It is amongst educationalists, then, that the most 

interesting debates are to be had about what constitute the necessary and sufficient 

environmental, cultural and attitudinal factors in an organisation to enable restorative 

approaches to flourish and be effective, and also how the necessary changes in an 

existing culture can be made and sustained. The issue of change is the focus of the 

next chapter. 
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Chapter 4  

A review of the literature on implementing whole-school 

change along restorative lines  

4.1 Introduction 

It may be possible to introduce restorative approaches into current criminal justice 

practice without wholesale changes to the whole of the criminal justice system. This 

is still a matter for debate and extensive research has yet to be done (Johnstone 2003). 

Experience suggests that this is not the case when introducing restorative approaches 

into school settings – organisational change is essential, and educational practitioners 

are leading the restorative field in considering what a restorative organisation might 

look like, how it would work and how to achieve it.  

  In what are still the very early days of research and development in the field 

there are four issues that have been, or still need to be, addressed: 

a) the impact of restorative approaches per se on those involved and on the wider 

school community (the most common research to date being on restorative 

conferencing), which has led to the conclusion that a school-wide approach is 

needed for even the more targeted interventions to be successful in changing 

behaviour and repairing the harm caused; 

b) models of what a ‘whole-school’ restorative approach would comprise and, by 

extension, what a ‘restorative school’ would be like; 

c) implementation and institutionalisation models by which a school could 

become fully restorative, becoming ‘re-cultured’ so as to integrate restorative 

principles, approaches and practices into day-to-day business; 

d) research on the longer-term impact of a school on becoming fully restorative, 

which might include factors as yet unforeseen. 

The first three issues are what Stoll and Fink describe as the why, the what and the 

how of an educational change (Stoll and Fink 1996). In their view, when considering 

generic school change, the ‘why’ is the moral purpose for change, the ‘what’ relates 

to school effectiveness research which explores what is being aspired to, and the 

‘how’ relates to school improvement research which focusses on theories and 

strategies for implementing and institutionalising change. The fourth issue (d) will 

provide a fruitful vein of enquiry, and this aspect will be returned to in the final 

chapter when considering avenues for future research. 
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 Section 4.2 looks at research which argues for why there is a need for a whole-

school restorative approach – the moral purpose. Section 4.3 considers the what of 

change, beginning with a review of pertinent school effectiveness literature and 

exploring the relevance of restorative principles and approaches to this debate. In the 

light of this discussion it then considers what restorative practitioners consider a 

restorative school might be like. Other whole-school models are also briefly 

considered in order to identify the links between restorative approaches and other 

humanistic reform initiatives.  

 Section 4.4 considers the how of implementing change by considering first, in 

section the relevant aspects of the literature of school culture, school improvement 

and, by extension, whole-school culture change, bearing in mind that ‘re-culturing a 

school’ is what many writers believe to be at stake when considering improvement 

(Hargreaves and Fullan 1998; Stoll and Fink 1996). Section 4.5 considers some ideas 

from the field of organisational change and Section 4.6 explores the developing 

literature on implementation and institutionalisation from the restorative field. 

4.2 The why of change – the need for a whole-school approach 

4.2.1 Circle time and peer mediation  

Circle time and peer mediation, both considered aspects of a restorative approach by 

many educational restorative practitioners,
8
 have been used by schools for longer than 

the restorative approaches that offer alternatives to sanctions. Evaluation of these 

schemes points to issues that are nevertheless relevant to the debate about change 

along restorative lines. In these fields there is agreement on the need for school-wide 

commitment to the values and principles underpinning these initiatives if they are to 

flourish (Cohen 1995; Mosley and Tew 1999; Tyrrell 2002). Cremin (2002b) 

suggests that the need to coerce and control children prevents some teachers from 

fully embracing circle time principles. She argues for a whole-school policy towards 

personal, social and health education (PSHE) and the integration of the values of 

circle time into all curriculum areas. 

                                                

8
 Evidence for this is accruing through informal network sharing and in the national on-line database 

my organisation is developing. 
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 With reference to peer mediation Cremin highlights certain essential features 

for the success of the project, including pupil empowerment, a whole-school 

approach, resources, support of mediators, training in effective conflict resolution for 

the whole school community and the support of senior management (2002c). 

Elsewhere she has argued that attitudinal change on the part of adults is a crucial key 

to the success of mediation: 

In my experience children make wonderful mediators. It is invariably adults 

who need to review their attitudes towards conflict, power and control if peer 

mediation in a school setting is to thrive. (Cremin 2002c) 

One project in Leicester (Griffiths 2003) only worked with schools where adults were 

willing to nurture student responsibility, and where they already featured conflict 

management and dispute resolution in their development plans and their curricula. 

Bitel and Rolls (2000), in their evaluation of a South London Peer Mediation project, 

noted that the weak link in the project was the lack of consistency in the way staff 

dealt with conflict in the school. 

 The common theme in the literature, then, is the need for whole-school 

commitment, and especially that of the adults in the school community. 

4.2.2 Early restorative projects in British schools 

Similar conclusions were made by early evaluations of Restorative Projects. Preston 

(2002) refers to a school’s ‘readiness’ for a project, in terms of its receptiveness to 

restorative values and principles. She also emphasises the importance of the role of 

the senior management and the governors in providing the time for awareness raising, 

training practice, ongoing support and implementation. In their final report on a 

restorative justice pilot project in Lambeth schools, begun in the summer of 2000, the 

evaluators recommend a whole-school approach, emphasising the need for all staff to 

understand the principles and for the behaviour management policy to reflect these 

principles (Edgar et al. 2002). 

 In a more extensive national pilot of eight ‘Restorative Justice in Schools’ 

projects run by Youth Offending Teams in England and Wales, the evaluation 

recommends: senior management support; engaging staff, pupils and parents from the 

outset; integrating a wide range of flexible restorative justice approaches into school 

policies and procedures; and making the links to related aspects of the school 
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curriculum such as citizenship and the personal, social and health education (PSHE) 

programme (PiE 2005).  

4.2.3 International examples of the whole-school approach 

The concept of running a school along restorative lines is new in the United 

Kingdom, and evaluation is at an early stage. The International Institute of 

Restorative Practices maintains an on-line library which is collecting reports from 

schools that have introduced restorative practices in the USA (McCold 2002a; 

McCold and Wachtel 2002b; Piperato and Roy 2002; Riestenberg 2005), Australia 

(O'Callaghan 2005; Porter 2005), the UK (Boulton and Mirsky 2006), the 

Netherlands (Henskens-Reijman and van Pagée 2003) and Hungary (Mirsky 2002), to 

name a few. These tend to focus more on the successes than the challenges, but 

nevertheless the implementation stories allude to the challenge of bringing everyone 

on board. They all point to a positive impact on the school community as a whole. 

With the exception of McCold’s (2002a) evaluation, however, it is important to note 

that these reports are not formal evaluations but written more in the form of a story. 

 In Minnesota, Riestenberg (unpublished) has been working to develop 

restorative practices, and links this work with healthy youth development research 

and programmes. She contrasts punitive responses, often resulting in the loss of 

rights, with restorative responses, which provide opportunities similar to those 

identified by research as essential to healthy adolescent development. Citing the 

research of Konopka (2000), she refers to factors such as active citizenship, 

participation in decision making, a sense of belonging, a chance to explore one’s 

identity without being labelled, accepting accountability and learning self-expression 

and emotional literacy. All of these can be developed through restorative responses to 

wrongdoing, as opposed to traditional responses which temporarily, or even 

sometimes permanently, cut a young person off from these opportunities. Morrison 

(2005b), in Philadelphia, is also developing these links and her model for a whole-

school approach is discussed in Section 4.3.2.2. 

 In Australia early restorative justice projects made an impact on those who 

took part, but despite positive evaluations, schools failed to integrate restorative 

approaches into their day-to-day practice (Cameron and Thorsborne 2001; Morrison 

2001b). Cameron and Thorsborne echoed Cremin’s concern for the continued 

allegiance by staff to a more punitive approach and the need by school staff for 
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control and compliance. They posit that relinquishing power would require a 

paradigm shift at all levels in the education system, from national level, through 

district level, to classroom and playground (2001). Ritchie and O’Connell’s (2001) 

early work in primary schools suggested that such a shift could be achieved by 

changing the types of questions used and aligning teachers’ practice with their value 

base, a mismatch they had hitherto not been aware of. Section 4.3.2.3 considers what 

models Australian practitioners, who are amongst those leading the field in arguing 

for a whole-school approach, are now using to persuade educationalists to make this 

paradigm shift. 

 In New Zealand, schools are developing restorative practices in a variety of 

ways; many of them have had significant reductions in expulsions and suspensions, 

and improvements in students’ achievement and engagement and the overall school 

climate (Maxwell and Buckley forthcoming 2007). 

4.3 The what of change – models for an effective restorative school 

4.3.1 School effectiveness literature 

Much recent literature on school effectiveness tends to focus on academic 

achievement (Harris and Bennett 2001), although there is no common definition of 

what a school needs to be effective for, since there is no consensus about the purpose 

of education (Stoll and Myers 1998). Thus what is actually measured, and whether 

such measures reflect what they claim to be measuring, leave the field full of 

controversy (Fidler 2001). Because of the lack of agreement about what constitutes 

effectiveness, the focus on academic achievement inevitably has its critics, and Fidler 

points out the growing importance placed on life skills – the emotional, social and 

behavioural skills needed to function as an active citizen in a rapidly changing world 

(ibid: 51). This is a connection many restorative commentators make when making 

the case for the integration of restorative principles and practices into day-to-day 

school management.  

 Despite the lack of consensus about definitions of effectiveness, certain key 

characteristics of effective schools are cited in the literature, and these include 

participatory leadership style; collegiality, collaboration and a sense of shared 

purpose; clear and fair discipline; promoting pupils’ rights; giving pupils 

responsibilities; and involving parents (Sammons et al. 1995). These characteristics 

strongly echo what restorative practitioners are also highlighting as key restorative 
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characteristics (Blood 2005; Blood and Thorsborne 2005; Hopkins 2004; Morrison 

2005b; Riestenberg unpublished). 

 Research on what constitutes an ineffective school hints at where restorative 

approaches could make a contribution to improve effectiveness (Reynolds 2001). 

Factors that have been identified include lack of vision and a staff team with little 

attachment to each other or indeed to anything (Rosenholtz 1989); unfocussed 

leadership (Stoll and Fink 1996); and dysfunctional staff relationships, which Stoll 

and Fink (1996), drawing on the work of Bradshaw (Bradshaw 1988), suggest include 

factors such as obsessive control; a blame culture as a way of avoiding personal 

responsibility; refusal to listen to, and denial of, others’ feelings, needs and 

perceptions; and an inability to resolve conflicts, leading to chronic disharmony. 

These conclusions are shared by Reynolds and Farrell, who talk about: 

the presence of numerous personality clashes, feuds, personal agendas and 

fractured interpersonal relationships within the staff group, which operate to 

make rational decision-making a very difficult process. (1996) 

At the risk of oversimplifying the debate, it would appear that the staff and senior 

management team in an effective school would be likely to have good relational and 

restorative skills, at least in relation to each other, whereas in an ineffective school 

these skills would be conspicuously missing.  

 The next section considers the various models put forward by restorative 

practitioners to illustrate the effective ‘restorative school’. They tend to focus on 

behavioural and relational aspects of school management, although work is beginning 

to develop exploring the links between this aspect and the delivery of the curriculum, 

both the formal and the hidden. 

4.3.2 Restorative models for an effective restorative school  

4.3.2.1 The Hopkins pyramid and jigsaw 

The introduction of restorative justice into school settings, at least in the UK, began 

in the mid-90s in the form of one or two pioneering police officers offering 

conferencing in the event of serious misbehaviour (as described in Chapter 2), with 

the focus on reducing offending and recividism. In contrast to this mechanistic and 

restricted view of restorative justice, my own publications from the late 90s, 

culminating in my book Just Schools (Hopkins 1999a; 1999b; 1999c; 2002b; 2003a; 

2003b; 2004), argued for a more holistic application in schools. In my view what was 
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at stake was not a single process, but the principles and philosophy of restorative 

justice, which would then inform language and behaviour throughout the school day, 

and provide a flexible range of strategies and processes to both build and repair 

relationships. I made a case for a ‘whole-school approach’ drawing on two models. 

The first was the pyramid referred to in Section 1.3, and the second was the jigsaw 

(Figure 4).  

 
 

Figure 4 The restorative school jigsaw 

I identified various techniques and strategies to be the pieces of the jigsaw, all of 

which I believed were informed by restorative values and principles referred to in 

Sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2. To some degree a school could begin by introducing any one 

of these jigsaw pieces, but each would need to be enhanced by the others in due 

course and no single piece would be successful on its own – as Sections 4.2.1 and 

4.2.2 suggest. 

 The jigsaw metaphor is offered to schools as a way of breaking down the task 

of implementing a whole-school approach and encouraging people to build on what 
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they may already have in place that incorporates restorative values and principles, 

possibly without their realising it.  

4.3.2.2 Morrison’s pyramid 

Morrison (2005), drawing on Braithwaite’s (2002) work on responsive regulation, 

uses the metaphor of a pyramid to describe three levels of intervention in a school 

which form a continuum of response based on common principles (Figure 5).  

Error!

 
Figure 5 Hierarchy of restorative responses 

Morrison uses the analogy of healthcare regulation in which the first step to 

prevention is immunisation. In Morrison’s model a school community is ‘immunised’ 

by way of a primary intervention strategy: 

All members of the school community are trained and supported in the 

development of social and emotional competencies, particularly in the area 

of conflict resolution, so that members of the school community are enabled 

to resolve differences in respectful and caring ways that maximise 

reintegration. (2005b)  

The secondary level would be used when conflicts have arisen between individuals or 

a group, and a third party is needed to help those involved to find a resolution; here 

such interventions as peer mediation and problem-solving circles are recommended. 

Finally the third level would be used in more serious cases when a conference process 
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involving family, school staff and other agencies might be needed. All three levels are 

characterised by ‘inclusive and respectful dialogue that focuses on the health and 

safety of the whole school community’ (Morrison 2005b). The first stage is all about 

reaffirming relationships and is applicable to the whole school community; the 

second stage involves repairing relationships and relates to a smaller percentage of 

the school community; the third stage entails rebuilding relations in more serious 

cases, and is therefore reserved for a smaller minority. 

 However, the model is not intended to be a complete template for 

organisational change. Morrison warns against the risk of focussing too much on 

practice and not enough on ‘the institutional dynamic sustaining practice’. She 

believes that restorative justice has the as-yet-unrealised potential to bring about 

‘micro-institutional reform’ which can in itself help to sustain institutional change  

(Morrison 2005a). 

 In the UK Morrison’s (2005) model has inspired work in England (eg in 

Sefton and Lewisham) and the project in Scotland referred to in the third study of this 

research. The project managers in these projects have adapted the pyramid to suit 

their own circumstances, making links between restorative work and existing 

initiatives, particularly those that fit into the proactive lowest section of the pyramid. 

This includes the range of initiatives and policies mentioned in Chapter 2, such as the 

work on social and emotional skills developing as a result of the ‘Every Child 

Matters’ policy. 

4.3.2.3 Social capital window 

To illustrate their vision for a restorative school, Blood and Thorsborne revisit 

Wachtel’s social discipline window, using Blood’s adaptation (Figure 6) and 

emphasising the role a restorative approach can make to developing social capital by 

encouraging people to work together (Blood and Thorsborne 2005). They posit this 

model as the basis of how a school would be doing business and then suggest that 

Wachtel’s continuum of restorative processes (Section 3.3.1) illustrates the way in 

which the restorative ‘window’ could be achieved (Wachtel and McCold 2001), with 

the addition of proactive strategies as well as reactive ones. They also take inspiration 

from Morrison’s pyramid, referred to in the previous section. 
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Figure 6 Social capital window  

4.3.2.4 Van Ness’s system 

Van Ness’s (2002a) system model, referred to in Section 3.3.2, has been adapted for 

school settings. The four factors considered for measuring ‘restorativeness’ are 

meeting, amends, reintegration and school involvement (RJC 2005). 

 As it stands the table refers only to situations requiring reactive responses and, 

as such, is limited for a whole-school approach. Nevertheless it provides an element 

of what Hall and Hord (2001) describe as an innovation configuration (IC) – a 

systematised way of indicating the extent to which newcomers to an innovation have 

understood and implemented it in a given setting. They argue that: 

All too often, the picture of change toward which an organization is heading 

is obscure and ill-defined. Having a shared mental image or vision of the 

desired change when it has been implemented in a high quality way provides 

meaning and clarity for all. (2001) 

Hall and Hord suggest that there is often a large gap between the expectations and 

understandings of the developers and instigators of an innovation and the way in 

which individual teachers translate these understandings and expectations for 

themselves. To some extent individualisation is important, but not at the expense of 

the quality of the innovation. Developing ICs, suggest Hall and Hord, provide clear 

guidelines for what those using an innovation, or their students, would be doing if 

they were staying true to the original concept. They suggest descriptive charts 

describing very specific behaviours on a scale of, say, a–g, with certain variations 
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being acceptable and others being completely antithetical to the innovation. This is in 

effect what Van Ness was attempting to do in his criminal justice model and the 

Restorative Justice Consortium in their adaptation for schools (RJC 2005) (Table 4).  

Table 4 Degrees of restorativeness in a school context 

 Meeting 

School provides 

opportunity for: 

Amends  

School provides 

opportunity for: 

(Re)integration  

School offers: 

School 

involvement  

 

 

Fully 

restorative 

Meeting, 

communication and 

agreement 

Reparation, apology 

and change 

Respect and 

assistance to those 

harmed and those 

causing harm 

Invitation to be 

involved in learning 

about and developing 

restorative practices; 

interests of all 

considered and 

alternatives offered 

Moderately 

restorative 

Communication and 

agreement (indirect 

mediation) 

Reparation and 

apology 

Respect Invitation to be 

involved; interests of all 

considered 

 Communication and 

meeting – imposed 

agreement 

Epology and change Assistance Invitation  

 Communication 

(indirect) 

Reparation and 

change 

Indifference to one 

or other 

Permission – allows but 

does not instigate 

restorative practices 

 Meeting and 

agreement 

Apology Indifference to either Indifference to 

restorative practices 

 Agreement (brokered 

via intermediary) 

Reparation Stigmatisation/ 

labelling of one side  

Prevention of parties to 

use restorative practices 

Minimally 

restorative 

No encounter Change Stigmatisation of all 

involved 

Coercion – imposes 

punitive/adversarial 

responses 

 Separation (parties 

kept apart) 

No amends Exclusion  

 

This particular continuum or IC was developed in relation to restorative interventions 

of a more formal nature (such as a conference) but could be adapted for the full range 

of restorative behaviours in a school. 

 This degree of prescriptiveness would appear to be at odds with the 

philosophy of ownership and empowerment, but ICs may provide a structure that 

helps restorative-change agents support those new to restorative practices to identify 
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what is meant by a ‘restorative school’, a ‘restorative classroom’ and ‘restorative 

practice’. Hall and Hord do suggest that these ICs are developed collaboratively, and 

so it may well be possible to make their development a part of an individual school’s 

ownership of the innovation following initial training and a pilot stage.  

4.3.2.5 Flexibility in New Zealand 

The various models suggested by practitioners in the USA, the UK and Australia are 

more like suggested frameworks than prescriptive models – and all encourage 

ownership by the school in developing what works for them. In a study of New 

Zealand schools Maxwell and Buckley (unpublished) found great variation not just in 

models of application but also in models of restorative practice itself. Some schools 

drew inspiration from the ‘scripted process’ originally developed by O’Connell with 

Moore and McDonald (Moore and O'Connell 1994) – inspired by New Zealand’s 

family group conferencing model and then reintroduced by Australian trainer 

Thorsborne – whilst others developed practice arising from social constructionist and 

narrative therapy principles (Adams et al. 2003), referred to in Section 3.4.3. 

However, all: 

have used their training only as a guide while ensuring that their own core 

values and principles remain the primary reference point. This has allowed 

schools to adapt and mould the approach to their own school climate and to 

develop best practice according to the perceived needs of their own student 

populations. (Maxwell and Buckley forthcoming 2007) 

4.3.2.6 Models of other whole-school initiatives 

Although much of the school effectiveness literature tends to focus on academic 

achievement, there are also commentators who question this emphasis and share their 

visions of a school with a different emphasis completely. There is much overlap 

between the visions of such commentators and those of restorative practitioners, with 

an emphasis both on humanistic principles and values, and on relational skills. A case 

has been made for the ‘caring school’ (Noddings 1992), the ‘citizenship school’ 

(Alexander 2001), the ‘listening school’ (Mosley 1993) and the ‘quality school’ 

(Glasser 1990). It would be interesting to compare these different visions and the 

contributions their philosophy could make in developing the ‘restorative school’. 
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4.4 The how of change – implementing change in schools 

4.4.1 Key factors 

Most commentators in the field of school change and improvement stress that change 

is no longer a choice – it is inevitable and constant – and that school improvement is 

in large part about developing a school’s capacity to manage change itself; central to 

this is the ability of the school community to find its own solutions (Fullan 1991; 

2001; Harris et al. 1997; 2003; D. Hopkins et al. 1994; Stoll and Fink 1996). This is a 

commitment closely aligned to two key restorative beliefs of empowerment – that the 

people with the problem are those best placed to find the solution to that problem, and 

that ownership of the agreed strategy tends to lead to greater commitment to that 

strategy. It is likely that the journey to restorative change will be enhanced by 

developing restorative skills and processes to effect that change. 

 Key factors at the outset of an initiative include assessing a school’s readiness 

for change in the first place, and this involves an understanding of the existing school 

culture and the quality of the school’s leadership (Hargreaves 1999). It is also 

important to recognise that implementation of an innovation is only part of the change 

process. The mark of success is when the change has been institutionalised and has 

become part of what people do on a day-to-day basis:  

Educational change depends on what teachers do and think – it’s as simple 

and as complex as that. (Fullan 1991) 

Commentators refer to this as ‘re-culturing the school’ since:  

culture contains mental elements – beliefs, attitudes, and values – and 

behaviour elements – practices, routines, habits, and rituals … People tend 

to adjust their beliefs, attitudes, and values in line with their changed 

behaviour, and these become the seeds from which a new culture germinates. 

(Hargreaves 1999) 

The following section will begin by considering issues related to culture and 

readiness for change, then review leadership qualities needed for successful change, 

going on to consider the change process itself and finally the potential challenges in 

terms of inertia and resistance.  

4.4.2 School culture and readiness for change  

What teachers do and think is fundamentally influenced by their beliefs, assumptions 

and values, and these in turn shape the norms of a school. These beliefs, assumptions 
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and values influence what teachers consider to be effective. In essence, then, culture 

defines effectiveness (Stoll and Fink 1996). Stoll recommends that change agents 

gain this understanding: 

Good seeds grow in strong cultures. Understanding the school’s culture, 

therefore, is an essential prerequisite for an internal or external change 

agent. (Stoll 1999) 

As a first step in embarking on a school improvement programme, Hargreaves (1999) 

advocates working with staff to identify what they themselves believe the school 

culture to be and what they would like it to be. He posits a model that bears a striking 

resemblance to Wachtel’s social discipline (2001) (Figure 7).  

  

 

Figure 7 Balancing social control and social cohesion 

Along one axis Hargreaves places a commitment to social cohesion through the 

maintenance of relationships, and on the other a commitment to social control and a 

commitment to outcomes and targets. His analysis is interesting in that, whilst 

advocating commitment to both social control and social cohesion, he also highlights 

the risks of this approach, and the extra pressure this places on both staff and students 

to be fully engaged and in touch with personal learning and development goals. 

Hargreaves invites a staff team to identify, first as individuals, where they think the 
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school (or their department) is, and then where they would like it to be as the first 

step in a change initiative. As well as identifying where they are and where they 

would like to be, staff also need to be ready for the changes, and this readiness is 

related to their existing culture.  

This readiness is usually present in staff when open communication is 

common, when co-operation is accepted, when the school leadership accepts 

change and innovation … when the staff have a general perception of where 

they want to go, and when staff can look back on successful experiences of 

educational change processes. (Dalin and Rolff 1993) 

These characteristics echo the ‘iceberg model’ used by some restorative practitioners 

to identify the factors in a school staffroom or classroom that contribute to a more (or 

less) harmonious working environment (Hopkins 2004; Kingston Friends Workshop 

Group 1996). Beneath the ‘tip of the iceberg’ in a school where conflict is rife lies an 

absence of commitment to, and skill in, cooperation, communication and developing 

self-esteem and a positive culture in which people value each other. A harmonious 

school, then, is one in which these skills are developed and made time for. D. 

Hopkins et al (1994) emphasise the importance of a basic level of school 

effectiveness for an innovation to be successful. It would be interesting to consider 

whether there are indeed a set of conditions which are necessary, if not sufficient, for 

such success, especially in relation to a restorative project. This research begins the 

process of identifying these conditions. 

4.4.3 Skills for change 

Key features of a school able to cope successfully with change include collegiality, 

trust and the ability to work collaboratively (Harris and Bennett 2001). Dalin and 

Rolff point out the irony that a school community already blessed with these abilities 

is less likely to need change in the first place (Dalin and Rolff 1993) and, by 

extension, that schools without such skills are the very ones who most need to 

change. Slavin would describe those schools most able to cope with change as ‘seeds’ 

schools – ones that already have ‘an extraordinary capacity to translate a vision into 

reality’ (2005) and which only require the seed of a new idea to be planted in what is 

already very fertile soil. He contrasts these very rare schools with ‘bricks’ schools 

and ‘sand’ schools: 
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‘Bricks’ schools are ones on which school staffs would like to do a better job 

and are willing and able to engage in a reform process if they are convinced 

it will work, but are unlikely to create their own path to reform even with 

external assistance. (Slavin 2005) 

Continuing the building analogy he suggests that ‘bricks’ schools need the bricks for 

the change to be brought to the school, and for a detailed blueprint to be provided so 

that a viable functional structure can be built, but that once it is built it will stand for 

years with moderate maintenance. In contrast, in a ‘sand’ school any attempts at 

change are doomed to failure, like trying to build a house on sand. These sorts of 

schools can be ones that are either complacent – doing adequately but with an intake 

that would suggest they could do better – or in turmoil owing to high turnover, staff 

conflict or poor leadership.   

 There is a risk of getting into a ‘Catch 22’ situation here – in that clearly what 

is needed to be ready for change are the very skills needed to deal with the change; in 

fact these very same skills are what have been identified as the features of the 

effective school which are being aspired to by the school improvement programme. 

Without these skills can a school even begin to contemplate and deal with change? A 

‘sand’ school would need some very fundamental changes before a reform 

programme could be initiated – although, tantalisingly, Slavin does not indicate what 

these might be.  

 The message for restorative practitioners is that some prior assessment of a 

school’s readiness and capacity for change will be essential before embarking on a 

restorative initiative. However, what is also clear is that restorative skills and 

processes may need to be developed amongst staff in order to develop this readiness 

and capacity for change in the first place. This begs some interesting questions on 

how restorative practices are first introduced to a school and whether the current 

focus on dealing with challenging behaviour is the most appropriate place to start. 

4.4.4 The importance of leadership 

The quality of leadership in a school is a recurring theme in the literature of 

effectiveness and improvement as is the essential role leaders have in supporting any 

new initiative. Active leadership is key in any change initiative, with leadership being 

defined not simply in terms of a single role but as a set of processes and behaviours 

that can be shared throughout the school – a ‘distributed leadership’ model (Fullan 
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2001; 2003; Harris et al. 2003; D. Hopkins et al. 1994). Recent debates in the 

‘effective leadership’ field have differentiated between transactional leadership, 

which is more organisation-centred, and transformational leadership, which is more 

concerned with people and relationships. The former would involve doing things to, 

for and on behalf of people whilst the latter would involve working with people. 

Harris et al. (2003) and Wachtel and McCold (2001) identify this difference as the 

essence of working restoratively. In addition, emotional intelligence and emotional 

literacy are identified as critical attributes of effective school leaders: 

As the challenges facing leaders in schools become increasingly complex 

over the next decade, it is possible that the best leaders will be judged on how 

they manage their feelings and the feelings of others, rather than how they 

manage systems and structures. (Harris et al. 2003) 

Fullan stresses the moral purpose of effective leadership (2001; 2003) and emphasises 

the critical role leaders have in building relationships: 

The single common factor to every successful change initiative is that 

relationships improve. If relationships improve, things get better. If they 

remain the same or get worse, ground is lost. Thus leaders must be 

consummate relationship builders with diverse people and groups – 

especially with people different than themselves. Effective leaders constantly 

foster purposeful interaction and problem solving, and are wary of easy 

consensus. (Fullan 2001) 

A review of restorative values and skills (Sections 1.3.1–1.3.3) would suggest that 

effective leaders must either already be modelling these skills or else need to develop 

them urgently in order to embark on the change journey and carry staff with them. 

 Despite the emphasis on leadership as a quality which can and should be 

shared, developed and encouraged across a school community, there is still the vital 

importance accorded to the role of the head teacher or principal of the school. There 

is consensus that without the support and example of this person a change initiative is 

doomed to failure (Fullan 2001; 2003). This has also been the observation made by 

restorative researchers in schools {PiE, 2005 #291; {Maxwell, forthcoming 2007 

#441}}. 
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4.4.5 The change process 

Stoll and Fink build on Fullan’s emphasis (Fullan and Hargreaves 1991) on certain 

assumptions advisable when embarking on change, and describe them as key change 

process issues (Stoll and Fink 1996). They include: the need for the sharing of 

perceptions and ideas, rather than imposing a single version of change; the 

importance of each person finding out for themselves what the change means to them; 

the recognition that change is a personal and emotional process, with the potential for 

bringing stress and anxiety; the acceptance that conflicts are inevitable; the 

importance of ongoing help and encouragement (a judicious mixture of pressure and 

support); the integration of both ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ change; the recognition 

that change has an inevitable ripple effect in what is a connected system; allowing 

enough time (between three to five years, if not longer); the acceptance that not 

everyone will accept the change but that resistance may have many reasons; and, 

finally, the recognition that change is a journey with no preordained roadmap – and 

nor should it be:  

No amount of knowledge ever makes totally clear the action needed to be 

taken. Development is evolutionary. It is not beneficial to lay down precise 

plans. Rather, it is important to get started and constantly make amendments. 

This requires people to ‘trust the process’. (Stoll and Fink 1996) 

These assumptions, and especially the last, means that models of improvement are 

less preferable than frameworks, processes and guidelines. 

 The process described above bears a startling resemblance to the model for a 

restorative meeting described in Section 1.2.3 and reproduced here for clarity: 

The hearing of individual stakeholders’ perspectives, feelings and needs, 

privately first; then the sharing of these perspectives, feelings and needs in 

the round; joint problem-solving to reach consensus where possible; and an 

agreed contract. 

Not only are the values and skills of restorative justice vital parts of the change 

process – the structure of a restorative meeting may well provide the overarching 

framework for a successful change programme. 

4.4.6 Stages in the change process 

Miles, cited in D. Hopkins et al. (1994), differentiates between three key stages in a 

school improvement initiative: initiation, implementation and institutionalisation. The 
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first stage, initiation, needs to ensure that: the innovation is tied to a local agenda and 

meets local need; it has a clear structure; there is an advocate for the proposed change 

who is actively involved in initiating it; and, not least, the innovation is of a high 

quality. At this stage the innovation could come from the top, but at the next stage, 

implementation, this is not desirable. At this stage individuals across the school need 

to be involved and empowered, although there is a need for clarity on who is 

orchestrating the innovation. At this stage there needs to be sustained support to build 

capacity and early recognition of success by ensuring that those implementing the 

changes have their needs met. Interestingly D. Hopkins et al. (ibid) emphasise that 

there are two aspects to teachers’ development – the workshop (the initial training) 

and the workplace, where they will need the opportunity for immediate and sustained 

practice and a chance to work with peers to share best practice.  

 Institutionalisation is a stage that D. Hopkins et al., again citing Miles, note is 

often taken for granted and thought to happen automatically. This is the phase where 

an innovation becomes ‘the way we do things around here’ (Deal and Kennedy 

1983). For this to happen, however: the change needs to be embedded in existing 

policies and structures; competing and contradictory practices need to be phased out; 

the innovation needs to be happening across the school; and there needs to be 

ongoing support in the form of a local bank of skilled facilitators. Reynolds points out 

that: 

Change is only successful when it has become part of the natural behaviour 

of teachers in the school. Implementation is not enough. (2001) 

I would extend this to the wider school community, to which Reynolds also alludes. 

However, whereas he advocates for these people – governors, parents, internal 

support staff as well as local authority support – merely to be committed to and 

involved in the process of change, I would argue that they actually need to be part of 

the change as well. 

 An overview of the educational change literature suggests that educationalists 

are cautious about suggesting specific models of change. Perhaps educationalists are 

wary of change, especially in view of the proliferation of radical reforms in recent 

years, in the UK in particular. D. Hopkins et al. point out that in the last 15 years 

teachers in England and Wales have had to adjust to: prescription, in the form of a 

National Curriculum, Standard Attainment Tests and the Literacy and Numeracy 

policies; decentralisation, in the form of local management of schools (LMS) with an 
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increase in school governor power and a decrease in the influence, power and support 

of the Local Education Authorities; competition in the form of grant-maintained 

schools, league tables and the emphasis on performance indicators; and privatisation 

of services such as inspection, advisory support, curriculum agencies, cleaning and 

catering (D. Hopkins et al. 1994). It may not be surprising that innovation in other 

ways is not always welcome: 

People do not resist change: people resist being changed. (Senge et al. 1999) 

Fullan warns against imposing a particular version of change on people for this 

reason. He argues that people need time to put their own meaning on new 

innovations, and that conflict and disagreements are inevitable and indeed an 

important part of the change process. Not everyone will necessarily change, but the 

key is to increase the number of people who do. Fullan advises anticipating the 

factors that help or hinder, but not to the extent of having too rigid an idea of what 

should happen (Fullan 1991). This research makes a contribution to understanding 

such factors in the case of schools changing to a restorative approach. 

4.4.7 Overcoming resistance 

It is important to be realistic about the resistance that any new initiative is likely to 

face. As just some of the challenges those seeking to improve a school will face, Stoll 

and Fink (1996) point to high staff and senior management turnover; sustaining 

commitment to change; micro-political issues such as internal power struggles; 

decentralisation (more of a factor for England and Wales than in Scotland and 

Ireland); difficulties in measuring outcomes; the semantics of ‘project’ versus ‘school 

development’; and concurrent but conflicting agendas. Some of these factors echo 

what has already been written about ineffective schools. They also corroborate 

elements of Murray Thomas’s inertia theory. 

 Inertia theory, developed by Murray Thomas in relation to school change, 

helps to clarify what strategies may be needed for any given change (Murray Thomas 

2002). He makes a number of propositions based on his experience of implementing 

and researching change initiatives in schools internationally, most of which are highly 

pertinent to the type of change needed for a school community to adopt a restorative 

mindset and therefore a whole-school restorative approach. In each proposition he 

suggests that there is a relationship between a particular factor and the degree of 

inertia which has to be overcome in implementing change. Murray Thomas uses the 
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concept of inertia, but this could also be construed as resistance. Table 5 lists these 

propositions and I have added their relevance to a restorative change initiative.  

Table 5 Factors contributing to inertia/resistance in the face of reform, from Murray Thomas 

(2002) with amendments by Hopkins (2006) 

Category  Factors increasing inertia or resistance to change: 

(the greater/stronger the factor, the greater the inertia or 

resistance) 

Relevant to a 

restorative 

approach? 

Dimensions 

of the change 

Number of components that need to be changed for an initiative to be 

implemented 

Yes 

 Number of new relationships to be established between components Yes 

 Alteration required in existing components Yes 

 Complexity and scale of the initiative Yes 

 Cost in terms of money, time and bother Yes 

 Difficulty in communicating goals and procedures Possibly 

Participants 

in the change 

Discrepancy between the existing skills/knowledge of those expected to 

change and those required for the new initiative 

Yes 

 Difference between the interests and motives of those expected to 

participate from those of people initiating the proposed change 

Possibly 

 Attachment and commitment to existing procedures Probably 

 Degree of complexity of changing behaviour Likely 

 Perceived risk to the welfare (status) of participants Possibly 

 Disrespect and antipathy to cooperative effort Possibly 

External 

factors 

Skills and knowledge of opponents of the proposed change from 

outside the school 

Possibly 

 Strength of motivation of opponents of the proposed change from 

outside the school 

Possibly 

 Degree of political force that can be mustered in opposition to a 

proposed change 

Possibly 

 Perceived risk to those outside the school of the proposed change Possibly 

Learning 

objectives 

Level of abstraction and generality of the proposed change Possibly 

 Difference between existing values of school community, local 

community and society at large, and the values underpinning the new 

initiative 

Possibly 

Policy-

making 

Lack of prior knowledge by the change agents/project managers about 

the existing policies, the social acceptability of proposed changes and 

implementation strategies 

Possibly, if not 

prepared for 

 Conflicts between existing policies and new policies required by the 

changes 

Likely 

 Motivation, skills and knowledge of those implementing the proposed 

change 

Possibly 
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Management Shortfall of relevant data about the proposed initiative Possibly, if not 

prepared for 

 Discrepancy between formal authority structure and actual power 

structure, especially if change introduced from the top down 

Possibly  

 Rate of change at senior manager level and subsequent ‘new broom’ 

policies 

Possibly 

Cultural 

factors 

Conflict between deep-seated moral convictions held by society and 

what is proposed 

To some extent 

 Conflict between traditional beliefs about the proper roles people 

should play 

Yes 

 Difference between the modes of thought traditionally used and those 

required by the innovation 

Yes 

 Extent to which a traditional practice is established in society Yes 

 Degree to which the change has been imposed from ‘on top’ (school 

level, LEA level, national level?) 

Possibly 

The list is daunting but Murray Thomas argues that failure to consider the relevant 

aspects of potential inertia has led to the failure of many well-intentioned innovations, 

and that part of the planning process for any innovation must include identifying the 

barriers and considering some remedies. In any given initiative, restorative-change 

agents need to have considered all of the factors listed, identified those that are likely 

to be an issue in the particular case and, together with prospective participants, 

identified strategies for either avoiding or dealing with the resistance. The findings in 

this research, especially from the third study, suggest factors which could contribute 

to inertia and resistance, and strategies which some educationalists are using to 

overcome these factors. 

4.5 The how of organisational change 

Faced with a plethora of reforms and new initiatives in education, and recognising 

that new ways of thinking about change are needed, educationalists have also turned 

to the organisational change literature for inspiration, with the work of Peter Senge in 

particular being found useful. In this next section some of Senge’s ideas are 

considered with reference to their application to the implementation of restorative 

approaches, together with those of Shapiro (2003) and Gladwell (2000), who, like 

Senge, take inspiration from systems thinking. 

 Senge et al., Shapiro and Gladwell have been suggesting that there is much to 

be learnt from nature when considering change. Senge urges people to think less like 
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managers and more like biologists, suggesting that what is needed are some core 

images or metaphors to guide the change; he turns to ecology for inspiration: 

Laying at the root of the profound inventions ahead, I believe, will be a slow, 

gradual process of rediscovering how the natural world, the living world, 

operates, and reorienting our institutions to embody this knowledge. The 

guiding image might be that of the Earth itself, the living system which is our 

home. (Senge et al. 1999) 

Senge points out that all growth in nature ‘arises out of an interplay between 

reinforcing growth processes and limiting possibilities’ and, using the metaphor of a 

tree, he points out that for effective change to happen in any environment one needs 

to be aware of the factors that sustain change but also those that limit it. Senge and 

his team have been working on understanding both the growth processes and the 

limiting factors of change in their development of the concept of ‘the learning 

organisation’. This influential concept combines insights from systems thinking, 

psychology, team working and theories of effective leadership, and has application in 

a wide variety of contexts, including education (Senge 1990; Senge et al. 1994; 1999; 

2000). 

 Shapiro draws on the work of Gladwell (2000) in using the metaphor of a 

virus spreading infection, a tipping point is reached when a critical mass becomes 

infected and the infection spreads exponentially (Shapiro 2003). Like Senge she too is 

inspired by systems thinking, but she also draws together the thinking of several other 

writers on change management – Weisbord (1978), Conner (1991), Bridges (1992) 

and Kotter (1997) – to develop a model which may have relevance to the kind of 

innovation and change required in a school context for restorative ideas and 

approaches to take root and grow (like a tree) and spread (like a virus).  

 Using this ‘viral infection’ model from public health, Shapiro divides people 

in an organisation into three groups: those who are well, those who are incubating the 

virus and those who are contagious. In organisational change terms, the ‘well’ are 

those who have yet to be infected with the new ideas. Shapiro calls these the 

‘apathetics’, a term I personally do not find useful and would reject for its 

judgemental overtones in favour of the term ‘those unaware’. The ‘incubators’ are 

just that – those who have been exposed to the new ideas but are still thinking them 

over, not yet convinced. The ‘contagious’ are those who have been infected by the 

ideas, are fully convinced and can act as advocates for the new ideas.  
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The attitude of enthusiasm towards the change spreads when advocates come 

in contact with apathetics. Some apathetics will go on to become advocates 

themselves: others will be unconvinced and return to the apathetic pool. 

Ideally, we want people to remain advocates, but if the change is not 

supported by the organisation, advocates can also slip back into the 

apathetic pool. (Shapiro 2003) 

In this analogy the environmental factors are critical, just as they are for the spread of 

a disease: not only must the environment support those who have already been 

infected (enthused), but it must also facilitate contact between those who are 

contagious (advocates) and those who are ‘well’ (‘unaware’), since it is by contact – 

enthusiastic conversations and modelling of new practices – that the virus (ideas) will 

spread. 

 Gladwell (2000) refers to the importance of content (the value and importance 

of the new idea to the organisation), carriers (the advocates) and the context (the 

environment), and emphasises that it is the interaction between all three that is the 

key to reaching the tipping point. 

 The fourth group of people who need to be considered in an organisational 

change context are the ‘resisters’, those who have been exposed to the ideas and are 

reflecting on them (incubating) but either fail to accept the value of them or see them 

as a threat. These people can drop out of the incubating pool and become resisters. 

Such people can be valuable in that they point out legitimate concerns that those who 

are quickly infected/enthused may have failed to notice. It is important that such 

people are given a chance to air their concerns, since if they are not then their covert 

resistance could sabotage change efforts.  

 Honesty about the impact of a change, and an understanding of reasons for 

resistance, can develop both trust and an environment in which this resistance can be 

aired without judgement from those already ‘on board’ (Shapiro 2003). Shapiro 

draws on the work of Rogers (1995) to consider how people in an organisation 

respond to innovation and how this innovation can reach the tipping point. Rogers 

distinguishes between five categories of people and describes their readiness to adopt 

innovation in terms of a normal distribution curve. The pioneers of change he called 

the ‘innovators’ – about 2.5 per cent of an organisation (or school staff?) – generally 

those who like the change for its own sake, because it offers something new. Then 

there are those he describes as the ‘early adopters’ (13.5 per cent), unlikely to 
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spearhead the changes but nevertheless readily enthused at the new ideas’ 

possibilities. Next are the ‘early majority’ (34 per cent), who can be persuaded if they 

see the value of the new ideas. Once this group is all on board, over half the 

organisation is now enthused and the ‘late majority’ (34 per cent) are more likely to 

be persuaded to come on board. The final group, some of whom may never be 

persuaded, he called the ‘laggards’ (16 per cent). 

 In her work on school change, Thorsborne refers to this model in order to 

advocate focussing one’s initial change efforts on the pioneers and the early 

innovators, rather than wasting energy on the ‘late adopters’ or, worse, the laggards, 

which risks becoming ‘burnt out’ and discouraged (Thorsborne 2005).  

 Moore (1991) and Musselwhite (2001) enrich this model by further 

characterising the groups, noting the difference between what innovators and early 

adopters look for in innovation and what the early majority need. The former enjoy 

the radical nature of the new ideas and their potential to change the status quo, 

whereas the latter need practical evidence that the changes will bring practical 

benefits and do not relish change to the status quo. Musselwhite calls the first group 

(Rogers’ innovators and early adopters) the ‘originators’ and the second group 

(Rogers’ early majority) the ‘pragmatists’. Moore talks of the ‘chasm’ between these 

two and the need to explore ways that the first group can bring the second group on 

board, not necessarily appealing to arguments that they themselves would find 

persuasive. Musselwhite’s third group need consideration as well, since they certainly 

do not relish changing the status quo either and, if they are to change, need it to be 

done gradually, making best use of existing practice rather than ‘throwing the baby 

out with the bathwater’. All three groups can be seen to be of value in this model. 

Shapiro summarises these insights in what she calls the ‘implementation challenge’. 

The originators need to be inspired by a vision; the pragmatists need to see workable, 

practical results. The challenge is to bridge the chasm between the originators and the 

pragmatists and achieve the tipping point.  

 With reference to environmental support, Shapiro argues that, without strong 

management support for change, it is the resistance that becomes contagious and 

drags incubators and even former advocates down – perhaps making them even more 

resistant to the innovation since they have experienced disappointment and 

disillusion. Management support can include ensuring that there are maximum 

opportunities for those who are already on board to communicate with those who are 
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yet to be convinced, word of mouth being one of the most effective ways that ideas 

spread – providing those talking are enthusiastic and speak from knowledge and 

experience. They can also ensure that the whole organisation is exposed to the new 

ideas through publicity. In a school context this might be through meetings, 

assemblies, parents’ evenings, newsletters, posters and explanatory brochures. 

Opportunities for increasing the pool of advocates can also come when new 

appointments are being made.  

 Hall and Hord (2001) report that one of the most important factors in 

successful innovation programmes in the USA was the use of what they call ‘one-

legged interviews’ – brief exchanges by managers with those implementing the 

innovation as they meet in corridors to see how things are going (another phrase to 

describe the brief nature of the exchange might be ‘on the hoof’). Interestingly the 

process they describe, that is, asking what is happening and what people’s thoughts 

and feelings are about the innovation, sound very much like what I have termed, in 

training, a ‘restorative enquiry’ – another example of how a restorative process can 

contribute to the implementation stage itself. 

 Other critical factors include ‘walking the talk’: the senior management team 

can impact on what the rest of the staff do and think by their own example, publicly 

recognising and honouring the achievements of those successful in implementing the 

new changes and, crucially, ensuring that there are structures in place to allow the 

innovative new ideas and practices to happen. Shapiro refers to all of these factors as 

‘levers of change’, all of which contribute to a key idea – once one has advocates in 

an organisation or school it is vital to keep them and create others. Without this 

emphasis they can slip back into the pool of resisters. Change work can sometimes 

make the error of focussing too much on winning over new advocates and forget to 

nurture and support those already on board – a fatal mistake. As Shapiro points out, if 

as many previous advocates drop out as are recruited then the situation will remain 

static. The key to reaching the tipping point is for the number of new advocates to 

outstrip the number of those disillusioned people giving up their advocacy efforts. 

Shapiro sums this up very simply by saying that the challenge is to (1) get advocates, 

(2) keep advocates and (3) grow advocates. 

 Shapiro’s final model of change, with all the factors mentioned in place, 

appears compelling; it remains to be seen whether it has implications for school 

change.  
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4.6 The how of restorative school change 

Commentators agree that for a school to implement restorative practices effectively it 

needs to commit to organisational and cultural change (Blood and Thorsborne 2005). 

It is also agreed that this process could take several years and that various stages are 

crucial. My own early model (Hopkins 2004) suggested five stages over two to three 

years, and has been adapted here (in Table 6) to highlight the rationale behind each 

stage.  

Table 6 An adapted version of Hopkins’ (2004) five-stage model for implementing restorative 

school change 

Stage 1 Owning and developing the vision – Awareness-raising sessions; baseline 

evaluation of school climate and current practice. 

Stage 2 Building capacity for change management – Establishing and developing an in-

house steering group, involving representatives from each ‘constituency’ within a 

school community to develop, monitor and oversee the project. 

Stage 3 Developing in-house training capacity – Identifying and training an in-house 

training team, again involving representatives from each ‘constituency’ within a 

school community 

Stage 4  Developing restorative skills throughout the school with systematic training 

Stage 5 Implementation and Institutionalisation – Policy and organisational review to 

ensure that restorative practice and ethos are integrated into every aspect of the 

school day 

Ongoing monitoring and evaluation was suggested from the outset so that the steering 

group could assess the development of the initiative and make decisions and 

suggestions accordingly. This is in line with Fullan’s emphasis on flexibility and an 

acceptance that change is a process, not an event, requiring an acceptance of the 

unexpected (Fullan 1991; 2001; 2003). The intention was to work with a school over 

the first five stages in such a way that in-house capacity to manage change, deliver 

training, monitor and evaluate were all owned by the school. 

 Blood and Thorsborne’s model for change (Table 7) also describes the process 

in terms of five stages (2005). The models differ slightly in emphasis but are 

essentially similar. Blood and Thorsborne’s Stage 1 to some extent precedes my own 

Stage 1, in that they recommend extensive, initial qualitative and quantitative 

research in order to make the case for change. Their Stage 2 echoes Hall and Hord’s 

(2001) recommendation for an innovation configuration (IC) for various applications 

of a change initiative. They list a variety of desired outcomes by which a school 
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community could measure the degree to which change is being successful. Whilst not 

being as specific as the ICs described by Hall and Hord there might be scope for this 

type of specificity should a school wish to develop more fine-tuned measures. 

Table 7 Blood and Thorsborne’s (2005) five-stages for implementing restorative school change 

Stage 1 Gaining commitment – Capturing hearts and minds 

Stage 2 Developing a shared vision – Knowing where we are going and why 

Stage 3 Developing responsive and effective practice – Changing how we do things 

around here 

Stage 4  Developing a whole-school approach – Putting it all together 

Stage 5 Professional relationships – Walking the talk with each other 

Their third and fourth stages refer to the models already described in Sections 4.3.2.2 

and 4.3.2.3. They also contribute a useful model that helps to illustrate the various 

factors which interact to create effective change along restorative lines (Figure 8) 

(Blood and Thorsborne 2005). 

Whole School

(Big Picture)

Preferred Outcomes

System and School 

Imperatives

Relational / Restorative 

Philosophy

Hierarchy of

Responses

(proactive-reactive)

Behaviour Mgt Policy 

Review & Development

Best Practice

  

Figure 8 Factors contributing to a whole-school restorative approach  

This model emphasises the importance of management and policy review coming 

only after there has been time to change practice. They point to the risk:  

that if the review process relies on current thinking (that may have its origins 

in a traditional punitive approach) that has not been challenged, there will 

be ongoing conflict between practice and policy. It is also why the review of 
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the behaviour management policy should not occur until new practices and 

structures have been established through a process of experimentation to 

develop a hierarchy of responses based on best practice.  

(Blood and Thorsborne 2005) 

The paper provides useful benchmarks for where a school could expect to be at 

certain stages along its journey of change, and offers practical advice for those 

involved to support and sustain the change. It also underscores what the literature of 

school and organisational change says about the importance of staff ‘walking the talk’ 

– emphasising collegiality and a readiness to apply what has been learnt amongst 

themselves, with senior managers leading by example.  

 Blood (2005), refers to an unpublished Master’s thesis by Mountford (2005), 

who has studied the implementation of restorative practices in the ACT, Australia, a 

project with which Blood herself has been deeply involved. Mountford has identified 

four stages of implementation: 

1) engaging and establishing leadership commitment to the implementation of 

restorative practices; 

2) developing localised expertise and support networks; 

3) increasing the density of quality restorative practice in schools;  

4) planning for sustainability. 

Blood elaborates by describing a wide range of initiatives being used in the ACT 

which have led to widespread success in schools in the territory; these include 

awareness raising, and training and refresher forums, all of which target entire school 

communities including parents, clusters of schools, and support staff who can act as 

change agents. 

4.6.1 Barriers to change 

In her evaluation of several restorative programmes in Minnesota which took place 

between 1999 and 2001, Riestenberg (2001) provides useful insights into the barriers 

to implementation and the challenges for evaluators. She lists lack of time to use 

restorative processes, even when money and training were available; reluctance of 

adults to participate themselves or to permit young people to participate in restorative 

processes (through lack of knowledge, lack of senior management support or lack of 

commitment to punitive responses); and fear of failing or appearing ‘soft’. 
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 Maxwell and Buckley {, in press #441} found that in New Zealand barriers to 

change included lack of funding, changes of staff, insufficient training and a limited 

commitment among staff to the changes. 

 Blood identifies pitfalls that get in the way of effective whole-school 

implementation. Some of these are leadership issues: an authoritarian style; failing to 

recognise, encourage and develop staff leadership styles; and being out of touch with 

classrooms. Others include too much focus on conferencing; failure to involve the 

broader community; changing the focus each new term or year without building on 

the existing body of knowledge; and lack of effective feedback mechanisms, resulting 

in a sense of isolation. 

4.7 Conclusion 

This chapter has reviewed the literature for the ‘why’, the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ of 

implementing a whole-school restorative approach. Blood and Thorsborne (2005) cite 

Zehr (2004) when they exhort practitioners to share their ‘butterfly and bullfrog’ 

stories – and this is what my own research has done. Chapters 8, 9 and 10 tell the 

stories of three groups of educationalists involved in a restorative initiative in their 

respective schools, and the findings, discussed in Chapter 11, are considered in light 

of what has been explored in this chapter. 
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Chapter 5  

Restorative research methodology 

5.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 1 I explored my own construction of restorative justice as a philosophy 

and set of values which underpinned a collection of skills and approaches to 

interpersonal relationships and conflicts. These same values, skills and approaches 

have informed and influenced my choice of research questions, design, methodology 

and method. Indeed I have felt obliged to ensure that my approach to research is 

congruent with my value base, and that the ontology, epistemology and methodology 

of my research reflect those of my day-to-day restorative practice.  

 This chapter explains the research choices made in terms of a series of 

descending steps or layers. The first choice, as explained above, was to inform my 

research with reference to restorative values, and this choice was informed and 

influenced each subsequent choice. The next step involved the choice of an 

interpretive approach rather than a positivistic one. The third step involved opting for 

a broadly constructivist approach. Step 4 was to choose a qualitative method, as 

opposed to a quantitative one. The final choice was of which qualitative method to 

use; I have created a ‘bricolage’ (see next paragraph), incorporating aspects of action 

research and narrative research.  

 This chapter considers each of these choices in turn and explains the reasons 

for each, always in terms of restorative values, principles and practices. It begins, in 

Section 5.2, by locating my research approach within a general interpretive paradigm 

and explains the congruence between this choice and restorative principles and 

practice. It then explores, in Section 5.3, the relationship between the ontology, 

epistemology and methodology of traditional/legalistic/retributive justice and 

restorative justice and these same three elements of constructivism, and suggests that 

a constructivist approach is an attractive choice for a restorative practitioner. Section 

5.4 briefly makes the case for choosing a qualitative rather than a quantitative 

method. Within this paradigm there are further methodological choices to make and 

so the chapter proposes, in Section 5.5, that it is possible to identify a unique 

‘restorative research methodology’ – a synthesis or ‘bricolage’ (Lévi-Strauss 1966) of 

approaches, with specific resonance for the restorative practitioner. The chapter 
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discusses the contribution that the theories and practice of action research, 

participative and collaborative enquiry and narrative enquiry have made to this 

synthesis, and locates these within a restorative framework 

5.2 Choosing an interpretive approach  

My approach, in the broadest sense, is interpretive. I am interested in the experiences, 

reflections and emotions of the participants in the study as they implement what they 

understand by restorative approaches in their respective schools. This commitment to 

understanding educationalists’ own experience and construing of the phenomenon of 

implementing a restorative approach identifies it as one coming from what Patton 

(1990) describes as a general phenomenological perspective.  

 The specific research questions have evolved over time (an evolution 

discussed further in Chapter 6) but the focus on educationalists’ own stories, 

including their own interpretations and feelings, has remained a constant. 

Furthermore I viewed my involvement with participants in the research as a way of 

ensuring that their own voices were heard – I worked with them as much as possible 

rather than speaking for them or applying analyses to them. This approach resonates 

with both Wachtel’s (2001) social discipline window and the restorative values of 

empowerment and ownership, both discussed in Section 3.3.1. Working interpretively 

facilitates this restorative approach whereas a more positivist approach runs the risk 

of dehumanising, silencing and therefore disempowering the people behind the 

statistics. This is not necessarily the case of course, and it would be inappropriate and 

unrealistic to suggest that all research in the field of restorative justice should be 

carried out by researchers informed by restorative values and principles. 

5.2.1 Contrast with previous research in the field 

By choosing an interpretive approach my work contrasts with much research in the 

restorative justice field in general (RJC 2006) and with some recent evaluations and 

studies in the field of restorative justice in schools in particular (McCold 2002b; 

McCold and Wachtel 2002b; PiE 2005). These studies have tended to focus on large-

scale surveys of participant satisfaction and performance indicators that can be 

statistically analysed and graphically displayed. Most were concerned with 

establishing causal determination and facilitating prediction. The call from 
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governments for evidence-based practice has led to the predominance of empirical 

research involving randomised trials and statistically significant findings.  

 I would argue that my research focus on understanding the experiences of one 

group of users of restorative approaches, the teachers and educationalists in a school, 

complements the empirical research done so far and illuminates aspects of this work 

in ways that a positivist approach cannot do. 

5.2.2 Implications of the interpretive choice 

In describing this research as interpretive I am stating my allegiance to, and comfort 

with, other key interpretive themes (Patton 1990). These themes resonate with 

restorative values and principles and include naturalistic inquiry; empathic neutrality: 

an emergent design framework; specific sampling and inductive analytical strategies; 

unique case orientation; a holistic perspective; context sensitivity; and issues around 

voice, perspective and reflexivity. Naturalistic inquiry and empathic neutrality are 

discussed in Sections 5.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.2. The emergent design framework and 

sampling and analytical strategies are discussed in Chapter 6. Unique case 

orientation, a holistic perspective and context sensitivity are all features of narrative 

enquiry, the influences of which on my research are discussed in Section 6.8. Issues 

around voice, perspective and reflexivity are discussed in Appendix B. 

5.2.2.1 Naturalistic enquiry 

Interpretive methodology has grown out of, variously, social phenomenology (Schutz 

1962; 1964; 1967; 1970), social constructionism (Berger and Luckmann 1966), social 

interactionism (Blumer 1969) and ethnomethodology (Garfinkel 1967; Goffman 

1959). The approach focusses on the ways and means by which social reality is 

constructed by those experiencing it. It differentiates between naturalistic enquiry – 

‘studying real-world situations as they unfold naturally’ (Patton 1990) – and more 

artificial settings in which, for example, a treatment is being administered and its 

effects measured in experimental conditions. My own research is a naturalistic 

inquiry – a study of people’s experiences of three restorative projects which would 

have unfolded naturally whether I had chosen to research them or not. 

5.2.2.2 Empathic neutrality 

Patton (1990) coins the phrase ‘empathic neutrality’ for the stance of an interpretive 

researcher who would reject objectivity as an unattainable goal and yet who is at risk 
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of being accused of being too subjective, since they not only collect and interpret the 

data but also are often in close contact with participants. He prefers to emphasise 

‘trustworthiness’ and ‘authenticity’; I will return to this idea in Chapter 6 since I think 

it is a particular issue in my own research. Suffice it to say here that my choice of 

topic, that is, educationalists’ own experiences of implementation rather than my own 

observations of the impact of restorative approaches, was made in part because I 

knew that my own advocacy for a restorative approach for many years was likely to 

preclude my adopting a neutral stance on the subject. However, how others viewed 

restorative justice, what uses they were making of it and what factors helped or 

hindered them – these were questions about which I could genuinely be curious and 

open-minded. ‘Empathic neutrality’ could well be a useful phrase to describe the 

stance taken by a restorative practitioner in facilitating restorative dialogue, and so 

again my professional role and my research role were in harmony.  

5.3  Choosing a constructivist approach 

This next section explains the rationale for my choosing a constructivist approach, 

first by contrasting the ontology, epistemology and methodology of 

traditional/legalistic/retributive justice on the one hand and of restorative justice on 

the other, and then by extending the comparison to these aspects of constructivism. 

The comparison highlights the similarities between the philosophy informing both 

restorative justice and constructivism and explains why I believe a constructivist 

approach is a logical choice for a restorative researcher, an observation also made by 

Sawatsky (2001). 

5.3.1 Contrasting the traditional/legalistic/retributive mindset with the 

restorative mindset 

The restorative practitioner, when seeking to help those involved in conflict or 

offending behaviour to repair the harm caused, takes a relativist stance. She is 

interested in the stories of all those involved, and their differing and multiple 

perspectives on the situation. One of the first questions asked to all those present is: 

‘What happened, from your perspective?’ The story told is intended not just for the 

ears of the restorative practitioner who facilitates the process, but also for all those 

present. The benefits of the telling are many. The storyteller has an opportunity to 

reorder their thoughts, make more sense to themselves of their experience, express 
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their feelings and be heard, perhaps for the first time; the listeners have the 

opportunity to hear how each one of them has experienced what may have first been 

thought of as the ‘same’ situation, and realise that everyone has brought a unique set 

of previous experiences, feelings, needs and interpretations to the event. 

 The assumption behind the restorative practitioner’s question is not that a 

collective truth will be established from the mutual sharing of perspectives, nor that 

disagreements and inconsistencies will be ironed out. Instead the belief is that by 

sharing the stories, thoughts and emotions, there will be a sense of recognition by 

everyone both of a sense of empowerment and each other’s shared humanity, so that 

together a path can be found that will move everyone forward, repair the harm and 

perhaps do things differently in the future (Bush and Folger 1994; Cloke and 

Goldsmith 2000). The meaning and value placed on the answers to restorative 

questions is at the heart of the restorative philosophy; this is clarified below, because 

from this philosophical base flows a congruent approach to research in the restorative 

field.  

 Applying restorative values and principles in a criminal justice context is not 

proving easy. Nor is it easy in other contexts where blame and punishment are the 

traditional responses to conflict and wrongdoing. The shift in thinking has been 

described as a paradigm shift, with the traditional/legalistic/retributive emphasis 

being on ‘What actually happened?’ (with the emphasis on fact-finding) and ‘Who is 

to blame?’, and justice being seen as the wrongdoers receiving some kind of 

punishment proportional to their misdeeds. The assumption behind this legalistic 

approach is that there are facts that can be ascertained; that these facts can be gleaned 

through interviewing participants and witnesses to the event; and that there is a just 

response established by legal precedent. 

5.3.2 The ontology, epistemology and methodology of 

traditional/legalistic/retributive justice  

The ontology of the traditional/legalistic/retributive paradigm is based on the 

assumption that something describable happened and that there is a true version of 

events. Furthermore the assumption is that the facts are the key to the discovery 

process and that the response to these facts is laid down by legal precedent. 

Epistemologically, traditional/legalistic/retributive justice relies on the belief that 

those investigating the ‘truth’ of what happened are outside the process and have no 
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personal or professional agenda. This appears to overlook the commonly held belief 

that the legal system is set up to be adversarial, with the plea of ‘guilty’ or ‘not guilty’ 

bearing no relation to what may or may not have happened. Nor is it related to how 

the offenders feel about their actions, but all to do with what is recommended by 

lawyers to ensure their client gets the outcome they desire. In addition the 

epistemology of the traditional/legalistic/retributive approach gives no credence to, or 

consideration of, other potential sources of ‘truth’ other than offenders, witnesses and 

criminal justice professionals. The perceptions and experiences of those most affected 

by offences, namely the victims and their family and friends, are frequently ignored. 

 The methodology of traditional/legalistic/retributive justice ensures that 

knowledge, power and decision making resides with criminal justice professionals 

and that the rest of the community remain effectively ignorant, disempowered and to 

a large extent disenfranchised when it comes to making decisions or taking 

responsibility in matters of law making and law breaking (Christie 1977). 

5.3.3 The ontology, epistemology and methodology of restorative justice 

In contrast the ontology of restorative justice recognises that there are many different 

perspectives on an incident, and that the feelings, beliefs and personal experiences of 

all those involved in an incident – these diverse constructs – constitute the multi-

faceted truth of what happened. A joint construction of a way forward is rarely 

possible without this multi-faceted truth being made explicit and being accepted by 

all those involved. Epistemologically, restorative justice encourages openness to the 

perspectives of others and emphasises that an individual perspective is simply that, 

and as such has a limited value. It is one piece of a jigsaw, and a three-dimensional 

jigsaw at that, given the infinite possible influences on the thinking, feeling and 

behaviour of a community of individuals. Methodologically, restorative justice 

emphasises the importance of communication, ideally face to face, of all those 

affected by an incident so that a joint construction of events can be developed, as well 

as a joint construction of a way forward. The former need not be a consensus but 

simply an acceptance of multiple realities, whereas the latter is more likely to prove 

beneficial and resilient if consensus can be reached. 

 The contrasts between the ontology, epistemology and methodology of 

traditional/legalistic/retributive and restorative justice can be summarised in Table 8. 
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Table 8 The ontology, epistemology and methodology of traditional/legalistic/retributive justice 

and restorative justice 

Underpinning 

philosophy 

Traditional/legalistic/retributive 

approach   

  Restorative approach 

Ontology There is a true version of what 

happened – establishing the facts is 

crucial 

Many different perspectives on a 

situation – feelings, beliefs and 

personal experiences of all 

concerned are valid 

Epistemology The facts need to be established and 

can be established by neutral 

professionals with no agenda of their 

own 

A mutually acceptable way 

forward arrived at by all telling 

their own ‘truth’ and negotiating 

an agreement to make things 

better for the future 

Methodology Knowledge, power and decision 

making reside with professionals and 

those directly affected by an incident 

play a minor role, if any 

Dialogue and negotiation – 

everyone affected by incident or 

situation is involved in 

communicating and cooperating 

with each other 

5.3.4 Links between the constructivist and the restorative paradigm 

As a restorative practitioner committed to congruence between my roles as a 

facilitator/mediator of restorative processes, a facilitator of restorative skills training, 

a consultant in organisational change and a researcher, I was drawn to the philosophy 

of constructivism and to an evaluation style that was participatory, inclusive, 

empowering and respectful. The ontology, epistemology and methodology of 

constructivism echoed so much of what I recognised from my work in the field of 

restorative justice.  

 Ontologically, constructivism accepts multiple socially constructed realities 

(Guba and Lincoln 1989) and as many different ‘stories’ as there are ‘storytellers’. 

This notion of people as ‘storytellers’ sits very comfortably within a restorative 

framework that actively encourages all sides to tell their stories and create a mutually 

acceptable story with which to move forward (Pranis 2001). It also leaves room for 

the notion that the act of storytelling changes both the storyteller and the story, and 
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rejects the idea that even one person’s ‘truth’ is somehow absolute and static (Cloke 

and Goldsmith 2000). The epistemology of constructivism arises inevitably from the 

ontology and posits a shared construction of reality, a merging of stories achieved by 

an openness to others’ perception of their reality, and an acceptance that there is no 

single privileged vantage point. The methodology of constructivism grows out of this 

epistemology for it becomes necessary to create opportunities for researchers and 

researched to enter into partnership and into dialogue, in a constantly developing 

process of inquiry, reflection, review, further inquiry and on into a potentially never-

ending process. Everyone involved is invited to tell their own story and everyone then 

hears each of these stories, and the insights lead to new stories and new decisions. 

The intention is to move towards a consensus, a shared story that is an improvement 

on the individual stories. Guba and Lincoln (1989) describe this process as both 

hermeneutic and dialectic: 

The process is hermeneutic in that it is aimed toward developing improved 

(joint) construction, a meaning closely associated with the more traditional 

use of the term to denote the process of evolving successively more 

sophisticated interpretations of historical or scared writings. It is dialectic in 

that it involves the juxtaposition of conflicting ideas, forcing reconsideration 

of previous positions.  

The links between restorative interventions and constructivist methodology are 

striking. In any conflict situation, whether in the aftermath of wrongdoing or as a 

result of relationship breakdown, restorative practitioners seek to create an 

environment in which all sides can tell their story and create a mutually acceptable 

story for the future. Ontologically, epistemologically and methodologically then, 

there are many similarities between a restorative and a constructivist perspective, as 

Table 9 summarises. 

 This comparison between a constructivist approach and that of the restorative 

practitioner helps to explain how such a practitioner might be drawn to this approach 

when engaging in research. Both emphasise the importance of working towards a 

shared construction which can provide the basis for future action. Furthermore the 

skills of a restorative practitioner mirror the skills required by a constructivist 

researcher. There is no clash of values – an important consideration for both 

researcher and practitioner. 
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 Table 9 The ontology, epistemology and methodology of restorative justice and constructivism 

Underpinning 

philosophy 

Constructivist approach    Restorative approach 

Ontology Multiple social realities – no 

possibility of defining an 

objective reality 

Many different perspectives on a 

situation – feelings, beliefs and 

personal experiences of all 

concerned are valid 

Epistemology A shared construction of reality 

grows from openness and 

commitment to listening to 

others 

A mutually acceptable way 

forward arrived at by all telling 

their own ‘truth’ and negotiating 

an agreement to make things 

better for the future 

Methodology Partnership; hermeneutic 

dialogue; ownership by all 

involved; empowerment; 

participatory action research 

Dialogue and negotiation – 

everyone affected by incident or 

situation is involved in 

communicating and cooperating 

with each other 

5.3.5 The skills of restorative practice and restorative research 

If one accepts a broad definition of restorative processes as those which seek to repair 

the harm done to relationship by inappropriate behaviour or conflict, then it is clear 

that all forms of mediation fall under this framework and all restorative processes 

could be described as some form of mediation (Graef 2001). 

 Mediation UK (the umbrella organisation supporting most community 

mediation services in the United Kingdom) has produced a training manual that is 

widely used and adapted for training community mediators, who usually work in the 

field of neighbourhood disputes (Crawley 1995). In this manual the skills of a 

mediator are listed as: listening and general communication; summarising; building 

rapport; assertiveness; facilitation; problem-solving; managing conflict; presentation 

skills; and managing the mediation process. Within this list there is further 

elaboration of what each skill comprises. The qualities are listed as: understanding of 

situation and people; the ability to learn from experience; genuineness; openness to 
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other people; impartiality; self-awareness; flexibility; balance; commitment to equal 

opportunities; creativity; and professionalism. 

 These skills and qualities are useful not simply in mediating other people’s 

conflicts in the neighbourhood setting but also in the trainees’ own personal and 

professional lives. It is difficult to imagine a more comprehensive list of skills that a 

restorative/constructivist researcher will need when spending time on fieldwork. If 

the goal is to engage as many people as possible in a research partnership and to 

empower them to take a shared role in the research then all of the above skills would 

seem crucial. Without them it is unlikely that the research would be fruitful or indeed 

possible. 

5.4 Choosing a qualitative method 

Whilst it is possible to adopt quantitative methods within a constructivist paradigm, 

my preference as a restorative practitioner was to engage with participants in the 

research using a shared reference – the co-construction of meaning through dialogue 

initially, and then through stories developed together. This endeavour lent itself to 

qualitative method and the use of what I chose to call ‘restorative conversations’ 

rather than interviews. Like Mishler I observe that interviews, especially in surveys, 

can be co-opted for statistical analysis, a process that can miss the fact that: 

Questioning and answering are ways of speaking that are grounded in and 

depend on culturally shared and often tacit assumptions about how to 

express and understand beliefs, experiences, feelings and intentions.  

(Mishler 1986) 

Furthermore the sample sizes I chose to work with (and which indeed were available 

when I first began my research) lent themselves to the in-depth study of a qualitative 

approach rather than a broader-based quantitative treatment. 

5.5 Qualitative method/constructivist paradigm – what then? 

Within the constructivist paradigm there are several different research approaches 

which are attractive to the restorative researcher, incorporating, as many of them do, 

similar values. Each approach has its advocates, and its detractors, its canon of best 

practice and its own underpinning theoretical basis. Can the restorative researcher 

borrow aspects of these varied approaches and incorporate them into a synthesis – a 

‘restorative research methodology’ – which does justice to the constituent parts and 
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does not become over-simplistic? I believe this is possible, in the spirit of the 

‘researcher as bricoleur’. The phrase was first coined by Lévi-Strauss (1966) but 

further elaborated by Denzin and Lincoln:  

The qualitative researcher-as-bricoleur uses the tools of his or her 

methodological trade, deploying whatever strategies, methods, or empirical 

materials are at hand. If new tools have to be invented, or pieced together, 

then the researcher will do this. The choice of which tools to use, which 

research practices to employ, is not set in advance. (1994) 

They go on to say that the questions asked influence the choice of research practices, 

that these in turn are influenced by the context and also what is available and possible 

in that context. I am arguing for an extra dimension to this choice – an ethical one – 

in which the researcher is bound also by their own code of practice, in my case a 

restorative one. I discuss the issue of ethics further in Section 7.4. In the following 

section I describe the elements of my particular, restorative ‘bricolage’. 

5.6  Action research – the influences on methodology 

Definitions of action research vary but it is commonly accepted that such research 

involves a group of participants undertaking collective self-enquiry in order to 

improve the rationality and justice of their educational practice and working 

collaboratively in that endeavour (Kemmis and McTaggart 1999). It has, as its two 

essential aims, to improve practice, understanding and ultimately the situation in 

which the practice occurs, and to involve practitioners in the enquiry at every stage – 

both key aims of a restorative practitioner (Carr and Kemmis 1986). In this section I 

explain the extent to which action research themes inspired my own research, whilst 

also clarifying why I would admit that it does not qualify as ‘pure’ action research. 

5.6.1 Reflective practitioner, reflective practice 

The motivation behind my engaging in research as a reflective practitioner (Schon 

1983) has certainly been to improve my own practice, not just in terms of course 

content and delivery style, but also in the ongoing job of offering support, 

consultancy and working towards policy development at school, local and national 

level. However, the drive behind my engaging in the work at all has been my quest 

for social justice in an environment where there are many power imbalances and 

undemocratic practices. My vision has always been the ‘just school’, where all 
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members of the school community feel respected, valued, listened to and cared about 

(Hopkins 2004). My chosen path to achieve this vision has been as a trainer, 

consultant, writer and lobbyist. To this end it has always been vital to keep in close 

touch with educationalists actually working in schools. It was natural for me to ask 

educationalists who had been trained in restorative skills to talk about how they were 

trying to implement what they have learnt in a school context. My interest was not 

only to improve the initial training they receive in the future, but also to enhance the 

support provided to meet their needs afterwards, at local and national level. 

5.6.2 Reflective practitioner research 

I would argue that at a meta-level, in my professional role over the last five years, I 

have been engaged in a ‘reflective practitioner’ type of action research (Hanrahan 

1998; Schon 1983). I have involved educationalists in developing effective practice 

by using participative training techniques and ongoing focus-group discussions, and 

responding to feedback by adapting courses and implementation advice accordingly. 

My approach to research developed naturally from this professional engagement. A 

restorative practitioner does not make assumptions about what has happened in any 

given situation. She does not express judgements about the rights or wrongs of the 

situation. Her interest is in working with those involved and in the facilitation of 

exchanges of stories, views, feelings and strategies for moving forward. In my 

research as a reflective practitioner, then, I wanted to approach my topic with an open 

mind and I wanted to work collaboratively with practitioners in the field. My own 

background as a classroom teacher, whose quest to deal more effectively with conflict 

and disruption had led to my current role, meant that I felt comfortable with working 

with educationalists as colleagues and co-researchers. I have never felt a distance 

between myself as a researcher and the people I have involved in the research, 

because we all share common goals in exploring more effective ways of managing 

conflict and challenging behaviour. 

5.6.3 Participative and collaborative inquiry 

There are various approaches that share a common commitment to the active 

participation of those directly involved in an inquiry, joining in collective, reflective 

action in order to bring about ‘a change in the lived experience of those involved in 

the inquiry’ (Reason 1998). These approaches include cooperative inquiry, 
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participatory action research, action inquiry and collaborative inquiry (ibid). Any of 

these approaches could be a natural choice for the restorative practitioner since they 

are committed to just such participative, collaborative processes in their day-to-day 

work. Furthermore the commitment to working with people rather than to or for them, 

referred to in the context of Wachtel’s (2001) social discipline window (Sections 

3.3.1, 4.3.2.3 and 5.2), implies such an approach in whatever sphere one is working. 

 My own desire to engage research participants in such an approach was 

necessarily compromised by certain factors, however. One significant one was the 

fact that the impetus for the research in each case came from me, in pursuit of an 

academic qualification from which I would derive the most personal benefit. Another 

was that, whilst sharing a teaching background with many participants, our day-to-

day concerns were in some cases different. Many of them were concerned about 

whether their restorative skills would enhance their own individual daily interactions 

with young people. Fundamental as this was, and is, to my own working practice I 

also began, during the research, to have an eye to organisational change and thus to 

the applicability of the approach as an organisational model.  

 Nevertheless, in the first study I began by inviting participants to suggest 

themes for the inquiry, and I had originally hoped that they would be more involved 

in reflecting on each stage of data collection, analysis and interpretation. However, 

early on I decided to use the case as a pilot study, for reasons explained in Section 

6.3.1.3. In the second study there is a sense in which participants could have been 

described, at that stage, as informal action researchers. During the delivery of the 

training course itself, the experiential and reflective nature of delivery, spread over 

several weeks, did provide a forum for ‘collective self-enquiry’. Participants were all 

actively engaged in exploring their own practice, discovering new approaches, 

returning to their schools to try new approaches and returning to share and reflect on 

their experiences. I was intent on improving my practice as an educational trainer and 

consultant, and they were intent on improving the way they related to students and 

dealt with challenging situations – which was of course my interest too, by extension. 

Our roles were different, but our shared concerns were very similar. Participants in 

the third study were similarly engaged as reflective practitioners throughout the 

delivery of whichever of the four courses they attended. These people also returned 

for a ‘refresher day’ where they were actively involved in creating and engaging with 

the data in a way that might deserve the title of ‘mini-action research project’. 
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 Table 10 illustrates the degree to which participants collaborated in reflecting 

on their practice and/or the data I had presented, analysed and interpreted. 

Table 10 Degrees of collaboration 

Study Extent of collaboration and/or 

collective involvement in research 

1 – participants from one comprehensive 

school in the South-East of England 

Did not meet as a group following the 

training course; at outset of my research 

they were invited to suggest questions 

worth exploring; invited to comment on: 

a) written evaluation of project before 

final draft written 

b) their individual narratives 

c) thesis chapter about their school 

2 – participants from a cluster of one 

comprehensive school and its feeder 

primary schools in the Midlands  

Did not meet as a group following the 

training course; invited to comment on:  

a) synthesis of common themes and 

patterns from all transcribed 

interviews  

b) my interpretations (regularly 

updated) of their ongoing feedback 

about their experiences 

c) their own individual narratives 

d) drafts of thesis chapter relating to 

their experiences 

3 – participants from primary schools in 

the West of Scotland 

Attended one (of two) refresher days 

following initial training, and engaged in 

reflective activity; invited to comment 

on: 

a) written synthesis of this activity 

b) drafts of thesis chapters relating to 

their experiences 

 It was only after the courses had finished, and the main part of my fieldwork 

and data analysis and interpretation had begun, that the research was less 

participatory. I was the only one carrying on the enquiry, conducting interviews and 

collating the data. Nevertheless, in all three studies I was committed to the practice of 

collaborating with participants as much as possible in drafting the chapter relevant to 

their involvement. I circulated my emergent analyses and interpretations to 

participants, and acted as a conduit and a point of contact for the participants. Each 
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one was invited to comment on various drafts, and their comments were treated as 

new data and incorporated in the final version. My commitment, then, remained to 

the constructivist ideal of authenticity (Guba and Lincoln 1989) – inviting 

stakeholders to see if they recognised their constructions in my own construing – but 

less so to the action researcher’s commitment to teamwork at every stage. The lack of 

collective self-enquiry and collective collaboration (as opposed to collaboration with 

me, the researcher) is significant and means that I do not consider myself as working 

purely in the participatory action research tradition.  

5.6.4 Research design 

Nevertheless, there is one fundamental aspect of action research which has influenced 

my thinking enormously, and that is in the approach to research design. This was first 

described by Lewin in four simple steps (1946) – planning, acting, observing and 

reflecting – which can then lead on to the next cycle in the spiral, re-planning. This 

simple model has been adapted for educational research and become increasingly 

complex (McNiff 1988). My own sense is that Lewin’s original, simple four-stage 

schema, in its simplicity, can allow for complexity; and it has helped me both to 

reflect on what first appeared as a chaotic series of false starts and then to see it afresh 

as three distinct cycles – which have helped me to clarify what I have done, why I did 

it and what I learnt at each stage. It has reassured me that there has been a deep and 

inner logic to each cycle and that each stage has brought me closer to my original 

goals. These three distinct cycles of my enquiry are further discussed in Chapter 6, 

where I describe the research design and methods. 

5.7 The influence of storytelling and narrative enquiry 

Having been both a storyteller and a mediator, I have a particular approach to 

people’s stories that inclines me not only to the constructivist approach but also to an 

approach that incorporates both the emotional, relational, therapeutic and 

transformative nature of the telling process, and the impact this process has on teller 

and listener alike. What follows is largely drawn from the writing of Cloke and 

Goldsmith (2000), who encapsulate much of what I have experienced and what I 

believe about the power of personal stories. This commitment to the role of story 

aligns my research with what is called narrative enquiry, but in fact I believe that a 

restorative research approach also contributes to the existing debate by narrative 
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enquirers about the value of sharing stories in educational settings (Connelly and 

Clandinin 1990). By taking a restorative perspective on the stories shared and a 

restorative approach to constructing a new shared story, restorative research 

methodology makes a new and significant contribution to conventional narrative 

enquiry.  

 I have identified six key concepts in Cloke and Goldsmith’s discussion of 

conflict stories that have relevance for narrative enquiry. These concepts I have 

termed the relational potential of storying; the drive for meaning, understanding and 

inner peace; the need for consistency and self-justification; the art of fabrication; the 

power of seduction; and the role of metaphors, filters and lenses.  

5.7.1 The relational potential 

Storytelling has the potential to carry us, listeners and storytellers alike, to a 

new place in our relationships with one another and with ourselves. Simply 

exchanging personal details and trivia about our lives helps us become more 

compassionate, recognize ourselves in others, and deepen our relationships. 

(Cloke and Goldsmith 2000) 

We live ‘storied’ lives (Connelly and Clandinin 1990), and in sharing our stories we 

share ourselves. Without this opportunity the links and bonds between people are 

weakened, both the synchronous and the chronological bonds. We are bound by 

stories to our ancestors and these stories contribute to who we are in the present. In 

the present our stories help us to connect with others. Cultures who put greater store 

by storytelling than many modern Western cultures identify these latter in crisis in 

part because they have lost touch with their stories (Kompf, July 2004, personal 

conversation). Communities are strengthened by creating opportunities for sharing 

personal narratives and weakened when such opportunities are denied – an awareness 

that can be manipulated by those wanting to either strengthen or weaken the power of 

a group. 

5.7.2  The drive for meaning, understanding and inner peace  

The stories people tell are their attempts to make sense of the chaotic world around 

them and, as such, are personal constructions: 

The stories we tell ourselves and others create causal connections between 

seemingly disparate, unconnected events that might otherwise frighten us 
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with their irrationality and threaten the safety with which we try to fill our 

lives. As we tell these stories, we link random events in a seemingly logical, 

purposeful sequence. Doing so allows us to feel protected, good about 

ourselves, and less anxious about the world. (Cloke and Goldsmith 2000) 

We tell and retell our stories to make sense of them to ourselves and to help reorder 

our inner world. Each retelling is a reordering. Stories become embellished, 

simplified or changed according to the need of the teller, and no single story has 

greater status than another. They are all stages in the personal journey towards 

healing and clarity. Outsiders’ comments or judgements on the relative ‘truth’ of a 

particular version are inappropriate, and misunderstand the therapeutic value of 

storying and re-storying. 

5.7.3 The need for consistency and self-justification 

These stories are not only constructed to have inner causality; they also need to be 

consistent with our individual world-view, and consistent with our perception of 

ourselves.  

We continuously search out, manufacture, and process reality through 

stories. We use stories to make out the world’s sudden irregular events 

consistent with our continuous, regular inner lives – with our beliefs, 

feelings, actions and attitudes. (Cloke and Goldsmith 2000) 

We cannot process an event unless we can integrate it into our world-view – just as 

we cannot understand someone speaking from another culture and language 

community unless we can translate what they are saying into a language we 

understand. Both ‘translations’ inevitably shape and change what is being 

‘translated’. (The dictionary meaning of ‘translation’ incorporates this sense of 

change.) 

5.7.4 The art of fabrication  

Our need to justify our own position can inevitably lead to painting others in a worse 

light. 

We tell stories to rationalize what we have said or done, to justify our roles, 

to express our injured feelings, to defend our positions, or to prove that we 

were right. (Cloke and Goldsmith 2000) 
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However, this can mean we weave a construction which is at odds with what, deep 

down, we believe to have happened. There is a dissonance which can lead to 

confusion and disorientation. 

When we tell false stories or stories about a false self, we lose connection 

with who we really are. Only by listening carefully to our own stories and 

making explicit the hidden assumptions that buttress our tales can we 

observe how we have brought together the elements that created our stories. 

(ibid) 

5.7.5  The power of seduction 

The other important aspect of storytelling is its persuasiveness and its inevitable 

impact on the listeners, including those in the role of the supposedly neutral mediator. 

Cloke and Goldsmith refer to this as seduction. 

Storytelling is a fluid art. Stories change as feelings, interests, and needs 

shift. People tell stories as a way of encouraging their listeners to respond 

supportively and sympathetically. Storytelling is sometimes used to 

manipulate, win over, or hypnotize listeners into supporting the storyteller’s 

feelings. Stories are designed, and other people’s actions are coordinated, in 

such a way as to elicit the desired emotional response. (2000) 

Openness to this potential can be transforming for the mediator, too:  

Every story we hear contributes to our personal and professional growth, so 

it is possible for mediators to use storytelling to reveal openings for our own 

learning, resolution and growth. (ibid) 

5.7.6  The role of metaphors, filters and lenses  

Metaphors help listeners to add meaning to stories whereas filters and lenses subtract 

meaning (Cloke and Goldsmith 2000); metaphors convey unconscious meanings and 

connections: 

The meaning of any metaphor is implicit rather than explicit, based on 

feeling rather than reason and on something other than what is literally 

being said. (ibid) 

Filters can eliminate details that the storyteller suspects may damage their story, and 

they are difficult to detect. It is hard to listen out for what is not being said. Lenses act 

in a subtle way, reshaping the story: 
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The information is refracted as it passes through a number of different 

focussing devices, including subjective perceptions, cultural assumptions, 

emotions, pre-existing ideas, self-concepts, and personal or professional 

paradigms, each of which both distorts and clarifies meaning.  

(Cloke and Goldsmith 2000) 

5.8 Implications for research 

5.8.1 The relational potential 

A narrative researcher invites the speaker to tell their story – usually a story about a 

topic that interests the researcher, since this is why they are conducting the research. 

For the speaker to feel comfortable and be able to speak more freely, the researcher 

cultivates a relationship with the speaker and seeks to gain their trust (Kelchterman 

1994). They may find themselves having to adopt a more conversational style than 

those intent on gaining answers to specific questions following an interview schedule. 

They may need to share something of themselves so that the speaker does not feel 

that they are the only one contributing to the exchange. Kelchterman describes the 

tension between offering enough to keep the exchange fair whilst not giving so much 

that it affects the content of the interview significantly: 

It was as if the balance of giving and taking in the research process had to be 

restored. I found myself confronted with the subtle task of engaging myself as 

a person far enough in the relation (to remain credible and to get relevant 

data) with the risk of going too far and influencing the content of the 

interview too much. (1994) 

This conversational approach inevitably impacts on the researcher’s ability to remain 

neutral and detached. 

 The question of researcher influence on the storyteller is complex and difficult 

to assess. Without the researcher certain stories may not be told at all, and so in one 

sense the invitation to tell is like an invitation to give birth to a story. The story is thus 

created as much by the researcher as the storyteller. The context in which the story is 

told is another influence – the timing in respect of what else is happening or has 

happened in the storyteller’s life that day, that week, that month. The location will 

have an impact as well.  
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 The individual elements of the researcher’s personal influence on the 

storytelling may include: the manner in which the interview was set up; the 

information provided in advance of the meeting; the expectations of the storyteller; 

the extent to which their needs, hopes, fears and concerns are addressed at the outset; 

the appearance of the researcher; the way in which they begin the conversation; the 

use (or not) of notes or a recording device; the verbal and non-verbal reactions to 

what is said; the extent to which the exchange is a conversation or a set of questions 

(Mishler 1986); whether storyteller and researcher share a frame of reference – 

professional, cultural, gender, ethnicity, stature, physical (dis)ability, etc; and the 

status of storyteller vis-à-vis the researcher, and vice versa.  

 These are but some of the variables, and the researcher can only be as aware 

of these as possible and appreciate that they are part of the story, perhaps by keeping 

a journal and telling their own story of conducting the research and how they believe 

they have influenced the storytelling process. (Several of these issues are discussed 

further in relation to subjectivity and reflexivity in Chapter 7.) It is unlikely that they 

will be aware of the full extent of this, and it is unlikely that the storyteller would tell 

them, especially if this involved personal and critical details. 

 This co-creation of the story at the point at which it is first told does mean that 

concepts such as validity and reliability have a different meaning for narrative 

researchers. It may be possible that each researcher, talking to the same person about 

the same topic, could elicit a different story, and yet each one would be what the 

storyteller meant to say at that point, given the variables listed above. 

Furthermore each researcher’s own story of what they learnt from listening to the 

storyteller is going to vary for many of the same reasons. This itself must become a 

co-creation as researcher and original storyteller correspond about, or discuss face to 

face, the developing research narrative. This process is one of building not only story 

but also relationship, with all the challenges this brings. 

5.8.2 The drive for meaning, understanding and inner peace  

Just as the storyteller is trying to find meanings and connections in their experiences, 

so the researcher is trying to do the same with the data, and they may not necessarily 

see the same connections. Indeed if she is working with several stories, she will have 

access to data that each individual storyteller may not have, and she may therefore 

make different connections. Ultimately the researcher must write her own story, with 
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its own meaning and inner consistency, and if this is achieved the researcher finds her 

own inner peace. But this needs to happen in a way that does not dishonour the 

original storyteller’s peace with their story. 

 Guba and Lincoln (1989) refer to the to-and-fro exchange between original 

storytellers and researcher/storyteller as a hermeneutic dialogue which leads to a 

mutually acceptable synthesis, whilst others are less sure of how easy this is to 

achieve (Pitman and Maxwell 1992).  

 There are lessons to be learnt from restorative practice in arriving at a 

mutually acceptable story. Unlike face-to-face mediation, however, when stories and 

feelings are shared and the deeper stories and emotions are revealed through careful 

questioning in each other’s hearing, the creation of the research story is more akin to 

shuttle mediation. In shuttle mediation the mediator visits each party separately, 

skilfully conveying the other parties’ story, their feelings and needs. The accepted 

wisdom here is that the mediator is neutral, just as the accepted wisdom in research is 

that the researcher is neutral. However, in both cases it is inevitable that mediator and 

researcher bring to the stories their own construction. The challenge is to be aware of 

this, to keep it to a minimum and to recognise its influence on proceedings. The 

researcher’s story is shared with the original storytellers, their reactions and responses 

are incorporated into the next iteration of the story, and the process continues until, 

ideally, a resolution in the form of a mutually acceptable joint story has been created. 

However much this final story is arrived at in a collaborative way, it may well be 

inevitable that the final draft will have the signature of the researcher. This issue is 

particularly relevant in doctoral research in general and in this specific research in 

particular. The issue of voice and signature is discussed further in Chapter 7.  

5.8.3 The need for consistency and self-justification 

The researcher needs to be both aware of this tendency and able to step back from the 

presenting story, unpicking what Cloke and Goldsmith call the three separate stories, 

particularly in a conflictual situation. They describe the external story (told for public 

consumption), the internal story (constructed to protect the ego) and the core story 

(which explains why the storyteller constructed the two first stories). This insight is 

not necessarily a recipe for data analysis for the narrative researcher but could 

perhaps act more as a ‘sensitising concept’, to coin a phrase from the vocabulary of 

grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967). 
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 In a restorative process the mediator’s job is to encourage the gradual 

emergence of the core stories in order to reconnect those in conflict and facilitate the 

co-construction of a joint new story. In this process the fact that the original external 

and internal stories have been implicitly challenged is probably not even noticed by 

those involved, since the new emerging story has in fact transformed the teller and 

their attachment to the old stories. 

 The researcher’s position vis-à-vis the stories is more delicate. The individual 

storytellers may not be in personal conflict with each other before they tell their 

stories, but may come to realise that their perceptions on a shared experience differ, 

so their stories are to some extent in conflict. The invitation to read the transcript of 

their original story may illuminate to the more observant the existence of both their 

external and their internal story without necessarily helping them to understand the 

core story. The researcher has an ethical dilemma because on the one hand she feels 

obliged to enter into a dialogue with each storyteller in order to co-create her own 

final version of the shared story, but on the other, this obligation might itself create a 

new conflict story. One solution would be to invite all storytellers to share in the 

process of co-creation face to face for as long as it takes – to engage, in effect, in a 

restorative problem-solving circle. However, organising such an event at a mutually 

convenient time and location may be beyond the resources of many researchers. 

Failing this the researcher is bound to be as patient and receptive as possible to 

different reconstructions, synthesising them in such a way that the final story has its 

own inner consistency, without reducing the findings to the lowest common 

denominator of consensus. At every stage in this process the researcher needs to be 

alert to the temptation of meeting her own personal need for consistency and self-

justification. 

5.8.4  The art of fabrication  

The need to demonise the ‘other’ in a challenging situation is very common. Some 

people are reluctant to countenance the possibility that conflicts, challenges and 

failures may be related to their own shortcomings or their own contribution. The 

researcher can find it useful to notice what ‘demons’ are identified without 

necessarily colluding with the storytellers about the role of these demons. In this 

particular research, storytellers were actually invited to identify demons – the 

challenges to implementing a restorative approach. In fact in the last study the 
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demons were described using the metaphor of a snake and in no case were these 

‘snakes’ described as inner snakes – personal failings or shortcomings. (To be fair the 

question was not specifically asked either, and the way the activity was organised 

may not have created the safety for personal disclosure of this nature.) 

5.8.5 The power of seduction 

The researcher needs to be aware that storytellers are putting their best face forward 

and are intent on gaining approval. The same could perhaps be said of the researcher. 

The meeting between researcher and storyteller is a highly charged one in which 

someone is invited to disclose information of a quite personal nature, albeit, in this 

case, about a professional experience. It is not surprising that storytellers want to 

impress. They want to be liked and they tell stories which, even if describing 

difficulties, nevertheless cast them in a favourable light. The researcher also needs to 

impress in order to gain trust.  

 At the time, this attempt by the storyteller at manipulation may be completely 

unconscious, as may be the experience of the researcher in being manipulated. Later 

transcription of the conversation may reveal researcher’s responses that encourage 

further disclosure which do not necessarily reflect their own views normally. Indeed 

the seduction at this point may be on both sides. A story may be created between 

researcher and original storyteller which neither would have created on their own. 

Sometimes this can leave both sides feeling excited and inspired as they explore new 

areas and new ideas together, but sometimes both are left feeling slightly embarrassed 

at having said things that both later regret.  

 The researcher needs to create opportunities for the storyteller to review their 

story, perhaps revisit the transcripts as well as the researcher’s preliminary analysis 

(the first draft of the research story, albeit in note form), and to be open to their 

responses. Both sides need to share the appreciation of the storytelling process 

described earlier – that each story is a reordering of events, an inevitable reworking, a 

fresh story that helps to move both sides forward, rather than a misreporting or 

distortion of the truth. 

5.8.6 The role of metaphors, filters and lenses 

The researcher notices the use of metaphors and interprets them as contributions to 

making sense of the story. Noticing what has not been said is more difficult, and such 
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gaps may become clearer as other stories, from other storytellers, emerge. Instead of 

looking for common themes, filters can be spotted by noticing the extent to which 

stories differ, and reasons for one story mentioning something another story omits. 

There is also the challenge of being aware of how the researcher’s developing story 

filters out the original storyteller’s own story, or aspects of it. Clandinin and Connelly 

talk about the voice that is heard and the one that is not: 

We may include the voice of a participant in such a way that the context of 

the research text obscures or silences important parts of that participant’s 

voice. (2000) 

Furthermore, as the researcher writes the research story, she may be unaware of her 

own filters (Clandinin and Connelly 1998). 

 The lenses present a greater challenge, especially for a researcher who may 

herself share certain lenses in common with the speaker. It is possible that they are 

unable to spot the effect of a particular lens because they also interpret certain events 

through a similar lens. This is a pitfall of solitary research by someone sharing a 

similar background to the storytellers, and here one solution would be to involve 

others from differing backgrounds in reviewing the sense one has made of a story. 

Hermeneutic dialogue with other storytellers from the same background may not 

always reveal a commonly shared lens.  

 The issues discussed above have influenced my approach to research from the 

outset and preceded my engagement with the research methodology literature. 

Restorative practitioners, and mediators before them, have been working dynamically 

with stories long before narrative inquiry as a research methodology was developed, 

and has much to offer.  

5.8.7 Narrative inquiry issues 

Narrative enquiry, as articulated by its key proponents, Clandinin and Connelly 

(1998; 2000), identifies five critical issues: temporality, people, action, certainty and 

context. Their argument would be that if one takes a person’s story out of the context 

from which it comes, then the understanding of what contributes to that person’s 

story, situation or behaviour is stripped away and to some extent is without meaning. 

Temporality is critical: 

We take for granted that locating things in time is the way to think about 

them. When we see an event, we think of it not as a thing happening at that 
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moment but as an expression of something happening over time. Any event, 

or thing, has a past, a present, as it appears to us, and an implied future. 

(Clandinin and Connelly 2000) 

Also relevant and critical are the people in a study, who are each in a unique and 

individual process of personal change at any time. Action, another key aspect, is seen 

as a narrative sign; it needs interpreting before it has a meaning, and cannot be 

measured or compared with other apparently similar actions without the meanings 

also being taken into consideration. Narrative inquiry is always tentative, and 

interpretations are uncertain, with an acceptance by the narrative inquirer that there 

are always other possible interpretations. Finally there is the importance of context: 

In narrative thinking, context is always present. It includes such notions as 

temporal context, spatial context, and context of other people. Context is 

necessary for making sense of any person, event, or thing. (2000) 

The relevance of these key issues to narrative inquirers demands questions for a study 

such as my own that, whilst encouraging individuals to tell their stories about 

particular experiences in their lives, has nevertheless taken the key themes away from 

the context in which the stories were told. Rather than focussing on a small number of 

individuals, and trying to create the rich, personal and unique context in which each 

found themselves developing restorative approaches in their school, the study chose 

to engage with a larger number of people, albeit relatively small compared with some 

quantitative studies. Key themes and patterns were identified within each person’s 

story and these were revisited with each person. Instead of creating a rich, deep 

research text based on a small number of field texts, I chose to invite the storytellers 

themselves to help me create a text in which the minutiae of their individual 

experiences were not necessarily captured. Instead they were invited to share what 

they deemed to be useful, to pass on to those whose individual situations would 

inevitably be different. My decision to take this approach was based on my ultimate 

aim in doing the research, which was to improve my own practice with a wide range 

of different people, make recommendations and ultimately shape policy nationally. 

Although the field texts are, in some individual cases, rich enough for the sort of 

narrative treatment that true narrative enquiry engages in, this may need to wait for 

another opportunity. This research, then, is informed by some of the key themes of 

narrative inquiry but not wholly shaped by this approach. 
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5.9 Evaluation models 

An unexpected formative influence on how I conducted the research was the fact that 

I needed to produce evaluation reports for the gatekeepers in each of the three case 

studies (the people from whom I had to gain initial permission to conduct research 

about their programmes and schools), and that I chose to share these with the 

participants before the final version was completed. In the first case study my 

negotiations with the school involved my offering my findings as an evaluation of the 

project, since it had hitherto not been evaluated. During my involvement with the 

second case study I was requested to prepare regular reports of what had happened 

and I offered to present these as an ongoing evaluation. In the third case I have 

offered to keep the project managers and participants informed in a less formal way. 

In fact the findings form the basis of ongoing consultancy, and in that sense they still 

form part of an ongoing participatory research process. 

 My first attempt at formally managing, displaying, analysing and interpreting 

the data in all three cases was in preparation for an evaluation report on their specific 

project, which I shared with participants in order for them to be able to add their own 

comments or suggest changes and additions to what I had written. In the second study 

in particular this process was used several times, since a report had to be written on a 

regular basis. I used what could be variously described as ‘transaction evaluation’ 

(Patton 1990), ‘fourth generation evaluation’ (Guba and Lincoln 1989) or 

‘illuminative evaluation’ (Parlett and Hamilton 1976). 

 My first iteration of each of the data chapters, then, was in an evaluation 

register which was then revisited and redrafted in light of participant feedback, and 

rewritten in a register more appropriate for the thesis. (The penultimate draft of each 

of these chapters has also been shared with as many participants in each case as 

possible, although not everyone involved then is traceable now, and not everyone 

contacted has responded to my correspondence.)  

5.10 Ethics 

I made a choice, at the outset, that my researcher ‘self’ was to be informed by 

restorative principles, because these are ‘heartfelt’ and part of my personal and 

professional moral code – even though at times my practice falls short of my 

aspirations. As a result of this choice other research decisions followed, as this 
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chapter and Chapter 6 both explain. This next section considers the ethical issues 

involved in research decisions, while Appendix B considers the related issues of 

reflexivity and voice.  

 Edwards and Mauthner (2002), with reference to Kvale (1996), describe three 

ethical models which have variously informed social scientists. The first is the ‘duty 

ethics of principles’, where a universal set of principles such as honesty, justice and 

respect govern one’s actions, and these actions are judged by their intent rather than 

their outcomes. The second is the ‘utilitarian ethics of consequences’, which 

prioritises the outcome; whilst not necessarily going as far as to state that the means 

justify the ends, there is an element of this in assessing one’s choices in conducting 

the research. The third model is the ‘virtue ethics of skills’, which argues for a 

researcher to have internalised a set of moral values that inform the choices in the 

moment: 

Researchers’ ethical intuitions, feelings and reflective skills are emphasized, 

including their sensibilities in undertaking dialogue and negotiation with the 

various parties involved in the research. (Edwards and Mauthner 2002) 

Edwards and Mauthner also posit a specifically feminist set of ethics which put an 

emphasis on care and responsibility rather than on outcomes, justice or rights, and 

they go further than the ‘virtue ethics of skills’ by emphasising the importance of 

specific context with reference to power relations between those involved, and also 

by acknowledging relational issues and feelings. 

 I would argue that the restorative researcher, working with integrity, is already 

informed and inspired by a moral code that encompasses not only the universalist 

principles enshrined in professional ethical statements, such as the new Economic and 

Social Research Council’s (ESRC) Research Ethics Framework: 

The ethical principles of integrity, honesty, confidentiality, voluntary 

participation, impartiality and the avoidance of personal risk to individuals 

or social groups characterise social science research that is conducted in a 

professional and ethical manner. (2005) 

but also by the moral imperative of care and responsibility championed by feminist 

ethics. There is much overlap, for example, between restorative values and ethics – 

restorative practice having long emphasised relationships over rules (Hopkins 2004; 

Zehr and Mika 1997) – and the care ethic propounded by feminist writers such as 

Gilligan (1983) and Noddings (1984). Furthermore, the restorative conception of 
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justice bridges the gap between an ethic of care and an ethic of justice, and thus has a 

contribution to make in the feminist debate about the differences between the two 

(Ruddick 1996; Sevenhuijsen 1998). These issues provide a rich vein for further 

consideration as restorative researchers find their place amongst existing academic 

schools of thought and research practice. 

 In anticipation of the following sections, I return to the main principles in the 

ESRC framework – integrity, honesty, confidentiality, voluntary participation, 

impartiality and the avoidance of personal risk to individuals or social groups – by 

way of a structure to consider the choices I have made.  

5.10.1 Integrity and honesty 

In Chapter 5 frequent mention was made of my commitment to conducting my 

research in line with the restorative principles of openness, honesty, respect and 

collaboration. These values are seen as pertaining not only in relation to engaging 

with participants in the field but also in the construction of the research narrative, in 

relation to participants and to the potential readership of the final narrative. There 

needs to be honesty in negotiations with participants then, but also honesty in the 

research text. (This issue is discussed further in Appendix B.) 

 Over the course of the research, which was embarked on with an open mind, 

decisions and choices have been made which have meant that what was discussed 

with participants early on may have subtly, or even not so subtly, changed. The 

fieldwork in Woodbridge School, for example, began in good faith as a collaborative 

project, but circumstances meant that preliminary interviews became the only data 

collected and these were treated not as the basis for future research in the same place, 

but as a sensitising pilot study. Punch laments the fact that such occurrences, although 

doubtless common in the field, are not deemed the stuff of academic texts: 

Often we are left in the dark as to the personal and intellectual path that led 

researchers to drop one line of enquiry or to pursue another topic. We 

require more intellectual autobiographies to clarify why academics end up 

studying what they do. (1994) 

Reporting this, which I have done in Chapter 6, is not the same as keeping 

participants in touch with the decision-making process, and, as I reflect in Appendix 

B, I could have involved Woodbridge participants more. In retrospect I think it was a 

lack of self-confidence and clarity, which meant that my first correspondence with 
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them all, after my initial visits, came when I sent them an evaluation report of the 

project based on the initial interviews – a report I believed I ‘owed’ them for giving 

me their time. 

 I believe my communication with Yardham Partnership participants and many 

of the Scottish participants has been more satisfactory and, for me, more satisfying, 

and this has taught me the benefits of greater collaboration. 

5.10.2 Confidentiality 

All three studies were unique and pioneering in their own ways, and this uniqueness 

poses problems for confidentiality. It is generally agreed that settings and participants 

should not be identifiable at any point (Punch 1994) but nevertheless this anonymity 

can be hard to maintain when those close to the project or to the work believe they 

can recognise the identity of those being referred to. Punch is pragmatic: 

Many institutions and public figures are almost impossible to disguise, and, if 

they cooperate in research, may have to accept a considerable measure of 

exposure. (1994) 

I have tried as hard as possible to maintain confidentiality with what have been at 

times almost humorous turns of phrase to avoid naming places or people. However, in 

some cases I have had to ask permission for true identities to be revealed rather than 

simply allow these to leak out unacknowledged. In any case member-checks have 

ensured that everyone is happy for their own narrative to be printed, even if their 

names are not. 

5.10.3 Voluntary participation 

The requirement that participants must consent to involvement in a research project is 

enshrined in most professional ethics codes of conduct. This is not always 

straightforward, but even if this consent has been given at the outset there remains the 

question of what has been consented to (Miller and Bell 2002). The aims of the 

research at the outset, which would have been explained to each participant, may 

have changed by the end. Furthermore the participants may have agreed to be 

interviewed but not necessarily to being involved in further correspondence about 

what they have said. Whereas the researcher may believe it is ethically correct or 

methodologically appropriate to engage participants in ongoing collaboration over 

emerging findings, the participants themselves may begrudge the time and effort 
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involved. If a researcher pursues a participant who does not respond, is this perceived 

as unwanted pressure or welcomed as a reminder? If the contact is by telephone, is 

this perceived by the participant as an extra opportunity to offload to a listening ear, a 

chance to be informed of ongoing findings, a flattering invitation to increase the 

researcher’s understanding, a nice way to keep in touch or an unwanted intrusion? 

And indeed if the participant has felt unhappy with an interim iteration of the research 

findings and has chosen to repress these negative feelings simply by passively opting 

out of the process or, more actively, deciding to ignore future contact to avoid 

providing even more unfavourable data, is any form of contact perceived as an 

intrusion? Some or all of these dilemmas may also apply should the contact be by 

letter or e-mail – and failure to reply on the part of the participant is virtually 

impossible to interpret. 

 During the course of my own research I think I have experienced all of the 

situations described above – and I say ‘I think’ because I do not know exactly why 

some participants have never replied to any of my requests for feedback, either to 

formal interim evaluation reports or to later drafts of their own personal narratives. In 

some cases I have had to take original consent to participate as the only consent, and 

this does not align with my own ethical standards. 

 Another aspect of voluntary consent is the intellectual property of the data, 

from its raw form first as interviews captured on audio-tape, then as transcriptions or 

notes, to charts and tables of emerging patterns through to evolving research 

narratives and the connecting comments of the researcher. What rights of veto do 

participants have on what is reported and on emerging findings? What if they 

disagree or are anxious about the impact on their situation if certain findings are made 

public and they fear that anonymity is difficult to maintain, at least amongst 

themselves? Voluntary consent, then, is more problematic than first meets the eye, 

and yet more could be written about the fragile nature of the ongoing personal 

consent of each individual participant. 

5.10.4 Impartiality 

Restorative practitioners differentiate between impartiality between participants in a 

restorative meeting and neutrality towards the outcome of a restorative meeting. A 

restorative researcher can maintain impartiality in this respect by not favouring any 

particular story over another, but accepting them all as differing perspectives on the 
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issue in question. Embarking on the research with an open mind, allowing the 

discoveries to emerge through a series of iterations, and maintaining transparency and 

honesty in the ways these iterations are developed can ensure a degree of neutrality in 

the research process. However, as the discussion on reflexivity and voice in  

Appendix B shows, in another sense the researcher is neither impartial nor neutral 

and is certainly not objective or free from bias. This recognition leads to insight, and 

calls for strategies for addressing subjectivity and bias.  

5.10.5 Avoidance of personal risk to individuals or social groups  

There are two reasons why researchers are concerned to avoid personal risk to those 

with whom they interact. First, there is the moral aspect, the belief that it is wrong to 

do so, per se. Second, there is the concern for fellow researchers who may want to 

follow up a study in the same place: 

 One major theme running through the ethical debate on research is that 

 academics should not spoil the field for others. (Punch 1994) 

Balanced against this is the researcher’s belief that their findings merit wider 

dissemination despite what participants think (even if they disagree), because they are 

convinced of the value of their findings to society at large. This is related to the issue 

of personal veto mentioned above. The question then becomes whether the risk to 

individuals – of scandal, job loss, censure or even worse – outweighs the benefit of  

publishing the findings. As Walford points out it is not always possible to predict 

what one’s findings will be: 

Even in the most ‘open’ of research procedures, where there is sustained 

negotiation between researchers and researched, it is quite impossible to 

avoid all political and ethical problems. The essence of research, after all, is 

concerned with the uncovering of what is not known, and that cannot be 

predicted in advance. (2001)  

Walford cites Becker, who goes even further: 

A study that purports to deal with social structure … inevitably will reveal 

that the organisation or community is not all it claims to be, not all it would 

like to be able to feel itself to be. A good study, therefore, will make someone 

angry. (Becker 1964) 

Fortunately my own research did not pose such stark choices except on a few 

occasions when participants did share criticisms of others, which may cause conflict 
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should the targets of their criticism take umbrage. The strategy I used at this point 

was, wherever possible, to check that the participant was comfortable with 

publication, or whether certain remarks were to be kept ‘off the record’, even if this 

was not specifically requested at the time of the interview.  

5.11 Conclusion 

This chapter has discussed the methodological and ethical framework within which 

the research was conducted. The research has been value driven from the outset and 

these values have been drawn from the restorative ethos that guides my life and my 

work. The chapter has indicated why this value base has inclined me to be interested 

in how people think, what they feel and how they behave, and thus for my adoption 

of an interpretive approach. Within this framework the chapter has described how the 

influence of constructivist philosophy and the methodology of both participative 

action research and narrative inquiry have influenced the development of what I have 

called restorative research methodology. 

 This methodology shares the ontology, epistemology and aspects of the 

methodology of constructivism, the drive for social justice and change through the 

active participation that characterises participatory action research, as well as this 

approach’s commitment to the cyclical process of planning, acting, reflecting and 

reviewing, and, third, the belief (shared by narrative inquirers) in the power of 

individual storytelling for personal and cultural transformation. 

 Restorative research methodology allows a restorative practitioner to integrate 

their personal and professional values into the practice of data collection, analysis, 

interpretation and final presentation. In my own case it has meant that my roles as 

trainer, consultant and researcher in two of the three studies have been guided by the 

same ethos, the same skills and to some degree the same processes.  
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Chapter 6  

Research design and methods     

6.1  Introduction 

This chapter discusses the specific design strategies considered, the methods by 

which these strategies were implemented, the overall design framework and the 

methods used for interpreting and re-narrating the stories of the participants. The 

explanation of specific design strategies, in Section 6.2, draws on Patton’s (1990) 

work on research design. In Chapter 5 the influence of action research has already 

been mentioned with reference to Lewin’s (1946) four-stage action research 

framework – plan, act, observe, reflect. This framework is used, in Section 6.3, to 

explain and illuminate the decisions taken in respect of the three studies at the centre 

of the research. Finally, in Section 6.4, data analysis and interpretation methods are 

discussed, first with reference to each of the three studies (the focus of Chapters 8, 9 

and 10 respectively) and then in the context of the final meta-analysis of all three 

(Chapter 11). 

6.2  Design strategies 

The design for the research was emergent and iterative, in common with much 

qualitative research (Patton 1990). Patton suggests that certain issues need addressing 

at the outset and his framework informs the discussion which follows. What was 

common, or at least broadly similar, in all three cases were the primary purpose and 

focus, the units of analysis and the sampling strategies, as well as the issue of 

ensuring validity and confidence in the findings. This last issue is discussed in 

Appendix B, but the other issues are addressed below. Although the types of data 

differ in each study there are some fundamental commonalities, and these are 

discussed in Section 6.2.5. Time issues, logistics and practicalities are all specific to 

the studies and are discussed in the relevant chapters, where a fuller story of each 

project can be found. Ethical issues are discussed in Section 5.10.  
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6.2.1 The primary purpose of the study 

Patton (ibid) distinguishes between what he calls basic research (contributing to 

knowledge for its own sake) and applied research (contributing to knowledge to 

enhance practice). He also identifies the categories of summative and formative 

evaluation and action research. He contends that the answers to the design questions 

that follow will flow from this clarification of the primary purpose.  

 From the outset this was to be applied research, since its primary purpose was 

to understand more about the experiences of educationalists following a training 

course in restorative approaches, and thereby ascertain how to improve the training 

and support these people received. In the light of recent current developments in the 

field of restorative justice in schools, which has blossomed in an unprecedented way 

since the research first began, the focus became the experience of implementation of 

whole-school change along restorative lines. This focus has meant that, overall, the 

research is formative in that it hopes to impact on policy and planning in the field of 

implementation and sustainability. The ideological purpose was to ensure that the 

research approach itself was underpinned by the philosophy and values of restorative 

justice, as discussed in Chapter 5.  

6.2.2 The focus of study 

The focus of the study was initially the narrated experiences of teachers trained in 

restorative skills as they tried to implement a restorative approach in their school. Part 

of the focus included considering the factors that individuals believed had helped or 

hindered them in effecting change to policy and practice in a school. As research 

progressed the experiences of the project managers became an additional focus, for 

reasons explained in Section 6.3.2.4.  

6.2.3 The units of analysis and sampling strategies  

The units of analysis in the first two studies are the stories of individual 

educationalists using restorative skills, because my interest was in their own thinking 

rather than my own or others’ observations of such usage. In the third study there are 

two different units – the individual narrated experiences of the two project managers 

but also a collective one, a perspective created by groups working together and 

sharing their experiences.  
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  The choice of using focus groups in the third study was a pragmatic one. With 

the Scottish project I was learning so much in my professional involvement which 

was directly related to what I was exploring in the research. Although time did not 

permit a more in-depth exploration of their experiences, an innovative data collection 

tool (described in Section 6.3.3.2) allowed me to gather data which has enriched the 

research. 

6.2.4 The sampling strategies – choice of sites and participants 

In choosing a research site, Walford (2001) warns against selecting a site simply for 

pragmatic reasons, on the grounds that it is typical of most schools. This implies that 

generalisations can be made when in fact the study in one school really only relates to 

that one school at that particular moment in time, while to make wider claims would 

need far more information about the context of other sites which were being judged 

comparable. He advocates choosing a site that is interesting or important in itself so 

that the research findings have meaning in themselves and not in so far as they may 

be applicable elsewhere. This would be akin to what Patton (1990) calls purposeful 

sampling. 

 The schools in all three studies were unique and important in similar ways. 

The first study was in the first comprehensive school to train a team of staff in 

restorative skills. The second study involved the first partnership of a secondary 

school and its feeder primary schools to embark on in-service training of certain staff 

in restorative skills. The third study involved senior staff from primary schools across 

a single authority – a project unique in its focus on training all primary school senior 

managers from across a single authority in restorative skills. In Patton’s terms this is 

an example of extreme sampling (1990). There is also an element of critical case 

sampling at work here too. Patton’s definition of this is ‘If it happens here, it will 

happen anywhere’, and this was certainly a remark overheard with reference to the 

school in the first study. 

 The approach to choosing participants could be described as criterion 

sampling. In the first two studies the criterion was initially to work with all those who 

had been involved in the restorative skills training programme, including initiators, 

trainers and trainees; after some preliminary fieldwork, before having had the 

opportunity to meet with everyone who met this criterion, priorities changed (as 

explained later in this chapter) and a decision was taken to work simply with data 
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already collected. In the third study the criterion was to involve all those who 

attended two refresher days some months after their initial training and the project 

managers overseeing the whole initiative. 

6.2.5 The types of data collected 

Data has come from a variety of data collection tools. These tools have a common 

theme, however – they are all trying to give voice to the stories of the participants. 

What I would describe as primary data includes transcriptions of conversations with 

participants in each of the three studies, the data generated by various data collection 

tools in the second study and, in the third study, the snakes, ladders and strategy cards 

generated by the board game, which exemplify and illustrate participants’ experiences 

and views. The secondary data would be the responses by the participants to my 

collation, presentation, analysis and interpretation of this primary data. Both primary 

and secondary data consists of words embedded in narrative texts – words conveying 

experiences, thoughts, attitudes, feelings and needs. Participants differ in the extent to 

which they engage with the primary data, analysis and interpretation, ranging from a 

nil response to a long, discursive letter or e-mail. 

6.3 Design framework 

The strategy of inductive designs is to allow the important analysis 

dimensions to emerge from patterns found in the cases under study without 

presupposing in advance what the important dimensions will be … Theories 

about what is happening in a setting are grounded in direct program 

experience rather than imposed on the setting a priori through hypotheses or 

deductive constructions. (Patton 2002) 

The use of an action research framework has helped me to make sense of the 

developing research design, and I describe below what became a three-part study, 

each part a cycle of planning, acting, observing and reflecting. 

6.3.1 2001–2002 Cycle 1 

6.3.1.1 Plan  

The initial plan was to understand what sense teachers were making of restorative 

justice in the school context, and what initial training and ongoing support they would 

need to implement restorative approaches successfully in their school. Answers to 
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these questions would help me to enhance my own practice as a trainer and consultant 

in the field and spread the use of restorative approaches more widely.  

 I identified a local school which had received training in restorative 

conferencing a year earlier, the impact of which had not been evaluated. Having 

delivered training in the school myself some years before in a different but related 

field, I already had a contact in the school – a senior manager who welcomed the 

evaluation – and this enabled me to gain access to some of the participants on the 

course.  

 I planned to make an initial set of interviews, transcribe and analyse them, and 

then use these to formulate a second interview in which I would gather answers to the 

participants’ questions but also have a more specific focus myself. My intention from 

the very beginning was to focus on the participants’ own meaning-making rather than 

to make observations of their practice myself. Intending therefore to allow for an 

emergent framework within which to conduct the second round of interviews, I did 

not prepare an initial interview schedule for the first round beyond a very basic 

format, which differed with each person’s perspective. The initial conceptual 

framework (Table 11) was based on an information-seeking model, although even 

this evolved as I spoke to participants. 

 I was also interested in what the participants themselves wanted to learn from 

an evaluation of the project. Their questions told me what they did not already know 

and what the focus of their interest was, giving me insights into the meanings they 

were giving to what they had experienced. 

Table 11 Initial conceptual framework 

Background to the 

course 

Choice of 

participants 

The initiative itself Impact of the initiative 

on the school 

Who was involved ? Who was chosen? Who actually took 

part? Who did not? 

Who was affected? 

Who is using restorative 

skills now? 

When did the idea 

arise? 

When did people learn 

about the project? 

When did the course 

run? 

When do participants use 

their skills? 

How did the idea 

arise? 

How were they 

approached? 

For how long? 

How was the course 

run? 

How has the school been 

affected, if at all? 

Where were plans 

made? 

 Where did it take 

place? 

Where do restorative 

meetings take place? In 

what circumstances? 

Why choose 

restorative justice? 

Why were certain 

people involved and 

not others? 

Why was the course 

delivered in the way it 

was? 

Why are things the way 

they are now? 

Expectations of Expectations of Expectations of Expectations/questions of 
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policy-makers and 

project managers? 

participants?  

 

trainers?  

 

all involved now?  

 

6.3.1.2 Act  

Having spoken to my contact I subsequently visited the school on several occasions, 

speaking with most of those participants on the course who were still there. I also 

visited the Local Education Authority officer who had been instrumental in applying 

for the funding for the training course, one of the trainers and the project manager 

(who had since moved to a school in Birmingham). All conversations, conducted with 

the conceptual framework described in Table 11 in mind, were conducted face to 

face, recorded on audio-tape and transcribed.  

 The final set of stories represented a cross-section of the school community at 

the time in terms of hierarchy, job, age and gender. Whilst there was some ethnic 

diversity in the person of the project manager, the school staff itself were largely 

white British. The views of students themselves were not sought since the focus of 

the research was on the experience of adults working in school settings.  

6.3.1.3 Observe  

My original design was developed in relation to the one school but it soon became 

clear that the school was in a very unstable situation – in special measures and with 

high staff turnover, especially at senior manager level. The issues facing the school 

were very complex and the environment was not conducive for a new initiative to 

flourish. This was an interesting finding in itself but the wider issues that would need 

to be understood were politically sensitive and possibly beyond my remit.  

 The original cohort of staff trained in restorative skills was much depleted. 

The project manager who had set up the project and attended the training had left, and 

there was no central coordination of the project. There was some use of restorative 

approaches but there was no evidence that it was taking root in the school and no sign 

of senior management support. A preliminary analysis of the data helped me to 

realise that the project as conceived by the policy-makers and the project initiator had 

a very specific focus and was not necessarily the ‘whole-school change’ model I had 

hoped to find and study. I therefore had ethical, political and pragmatic reasons for 

deciding not to pursue the fieldwork in this school.  
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6.3.1.4 Reflect  

This was a very useful first experience of fieldwork and an introduction to some of 

the obstacles to implementing a new initiative. It gave me experience of reducing, 

displaying, analysing and interpreting data. It helped me to develop a conversational 

interview style which allowed for my experience in the field whilst acknowledging 

the experience and views of the participants. This researcher–participant dialogue is 

discussed in Chapter 5.  

 The data was nevertheless invaluable in that it highlighted issues that recur in 

subsequent data, and enabled me to take stock of what the initial reactions were to a 

restorative approach, especially when introduced through the lens of the conference 

process and as a response to more serious incidents. Furthermore the meanings that 

teachers on this first course were making of restorative justice sensitised me to 

themes and interpretations that were to reoccur in subsequent conversations with 

many teachers. 

6.3.2 2002–2004 Cycle 2 

6.3.2.1 Plan  

The first piece of fieldwork had already confirmed my own belief that the existing 

course, and the model of restorative intervention it taught, were not flexible enough in 

school contexts. Furthermore, the lack of ongoing support for those who had been 

trained appeared significant. I considered that my own understanding would be 

enhanced if I could follow the progress of teachers who had been trained on a more 

appropriate course, within a more supportive framework, to determine whether they 

believed that these factors had indeed made a difference. 

 I had already been commissioned by the local three-countywide police force 

to develop a modular restorative skills course, and this was piloted in the summer of 

2002 with myself as lead trainer; the course outline is described in Section 9.3.5. The 

request to the police for a more ‘schools-friendly’ course had come from a local 

Youth Offending Team (YOT) which was planning to introduce restorative practices 

into key schools in the area. Following the pilot course, the YOT manager appointed 

me as course developer, consultant and lead trainer for their schools project. Here was 

an opportunity to develop an ongoing relationship with the participants, negotiate the 

training with them as it was delivered, and follow them back into their respective 
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school environments to see what uses they made of the skills and what challenges and 

opportunities they met in doing so.   

 I was still interested in what meanings the teachers were making of restorative 

justice in school settings, but I was also interested in what impact the course had had 

on their thinking and practice, what uses they were making of their restorative skills 

and what factors helped or hindered their use of these skills. 

6.3.2.2 Act  

I wrote to all participants inviting them to be involved in an action research project 

and everyone was in agreement. I delivered the course, one day a week over six 

weeks, with the project manager acting as co-trainer (his first experience of delivering 

training). I invited detailed feedback after each session and used this feedback to 

adapt the course to participants’ needs on a weekly basis. I remained in touch with the 

participants and six months after the course visited them all and recorded the stories 

of their experiences since the course finished. Subsequent analyses of these stories 

and the development of a shared story are described in Section 6.4. During the 

fieldwork stage I used various data collection tools at different stages of the research, 

with the agreement of the participants. Each one provided opportunities for people to 

reflect on the research questions in different ways. They included: 

1) Course feedback sheets after each of the six days and at the end of the whole 

course, which recorded participants’ opinions on what was most significant, 

most useful, least useful and what could have been done differently. These 

sheets helped to involve participants in being actively involved in developing 

the content and style of the course. 

2) A recorded and transcribed conversation with each participant six months 

after the course had finished. 

3) A questionnaire developed from salient features of these transcripts, which, 

together with a copy of their transcript, was sent back to each participant for 

completion. This questionnaire took the form of a series of first-person 

comments gathered from the transcripts, to which participants were invited to 

respond on a Lickert scale from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’. 

4) Notes taken after informal contact with most participants following the 

course, which provided ongoing data about how they were using their skills, 

the challenges they were facing and the factors helping them to move forward. 
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5) Written responses following the production of an ‘end of project’ report that 

I wrote, drawing on some of this data, a copy of which was sent to each 

participant for comment. 

6) Informal contacts, e-mails and conversations. 

The findings from these are more fully discussed in Chapter 7. 

6.3.2.3 Observe  

From the transcripts of initial conversations key themes began to emerge, such as: 

greatly enhanced listening skills; a more open-minded attitude to students’ 

misbehaviour; enthusiasm for restorative rather than retributive approaches; 

challenges in the face of staff scepticism; lack of time to use the skills; need for 

ongoing support (personally) and further training opportunities for other staff; 

feelings of isolation for some; and appreciation of the flexible range of skills they 

now had in their ‘toolbox’. 

 These themes were captured in a questionnaire I returned to participants to see 

whether they agreed with my analysis. Answers to this, together with some informal 

correspondence, were used to write a report to project managers and funders, and this 

was shown to participants as well. Feedback from participants’ reading of this report 

also brought other issues to the fore, such as the significance of the status in the 

school hierarchy of those trained and the level of support, engagement and 

understanding (or lack of it) from senior management and the Local Education 

Authority. 

 Other significant observations were the different levels of engagement with 

my request for feedback, and the depth of analysis participants chose or were able to 

make. The invitation to be critically involved at each stage was not necessarily an 

invitation everyone chose to accept, for a variety of reasons. 

6.3.2.4 Reflect  

Analysis of the stories people were telling me led to a more sophisticated conceptual 

framework for considering their experiences. What seemed apparent from the data is 

that the meanings people were originally making of ‘restorative justice’ (in narrative 

enquiry terminology, the way restorative justice was being ‘storied’) influenced what 

they were expecting from the course and possibly what they got from the course. 

Similarly the meaning they attached to what was covered in the course to some extent 

influenced the impact the course had had on them personally and on what uses they 
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subsequently made of what they had learnt. The greater their expectations and 

intentions after the training – shaped by the meanings they were ascribing to what 

they had learnt – the more aware they may have become of factors that either enabled 

or blocked their endeavours. The uses people made of their skills were also a key 

factor in the impact of the training course on the school as a community, mitigated by 

the factors that enabled or blocked them in making progress. Interestingly the school 

community’s responses to the new skills and ideas in turn impacted on those trying to 

introduce them, and these responses were either enabling or blocking factors in 

themselves.       

 

Expectations from course      Meaning-making 

         (Storying) 

 

 

 

Impact of course on self 

 

 

 

Uses made of training         Factors that helped or hindered 

                                                 participants’ implementation of a  

 restorative approach 

 

 

 

Impact of course on others in school 

Figure 9 Revised conceptual framework  

 I had become increasingly confident that the content of the training course in 

terms of skills development provided the necessary basic introduction for teachers to 

start using a restorative approach. What was becoming of more interest was what 

ongoing support and framework they needed in order to be able to use this approach 

effectively in their school. The most obvious observation was that those participants 

in more senior roles were using their skills more often, and that the one senior 
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manager on the course had been able to effect changes in policy and practice. 

Nevertheless even she faced challenges and it was interesting to consider what these 

were, and whether other senior managers would also face similar problems. What 

also seemed to be emerging from fresh study of the data was that the role of the 

project managers in shaping the scope of the project, and the way they storied their 

role throughout the project, impacted on the experiences of trainees in the schools. 

 In 2004 an opportunity arose, from one of my professional commitments, to 

deepen my understanding of the challenges facing senior managers seeking to 

implement restorative approaches in schools, and also to consider further the role of 

the project managers. I had been appointed as consultant and lead trainer on a project 

in the West of Scotland, offering training to senior managers in primary schools 

across the Local Education Authority. This project subsequently became one of three 

pilot projects in a nationally funded initiative. The degree of support therefore, both at 

Local Education Authority level and at national level, was significant, and was in 

stark contrast to what I was observing in England and at local authority level in both 

of the first two studies. Furthermore the degree of involvement by the two Scottish 

project managers, and their active engagement in developing an underpinning 

educational theory for a restorative approach in schools, was inspiring and significant. 

I decided that this third study would provide a different perspective and enrich the 

overall research. 

6.3.3 2004–2005 Cycle 3 

6.3.3.1 Plan  

The third project provided some unique opportunities. As already mentioned above, it 

had become clear in the second project particularly that those who had been able to 

make most progress in implementing a school-wide approach were those in 

management positions. The third project was significant in that most of the trainees 

were in that position. Therefore the challenges and opportunities they had met in the 

months since the training would not be those facing a teaching assistant low in the 

school hierarchy, nor those of a classroom teacher with very little non-contact time. 

(Most of the senior managers in the Scottish project were not classroom committed.) 

 During 2004 and early 2005 I delivered four training courses to over 60 senior 

managers and the behaviour-support team in the county, including the project 
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managers. The delivery of each course once again allowed for plenty of feedback and 

discussion during the sessions as participants tried out new skills and approaches and 

began to appreciate the extent to which a restorative approach contrasted with their 

more traditional, punitive, authoritarian approach – a contrast many of them were 

honest enough to make. 

 The chance to involve many course participants in a more engaged piece of 

research came soon after the fourth course, when I was invited back to run two 

refresher days for participants. My brief was to work with them by offering support 

and a chance to share their stories and their ideas for implementation and 

sustainability, and to revitalise them.  

 Late in 2004 I was given a similar brief in Canberra, Australia, by a school 

practitioner from Sydney, Peta Blood, and I developed a board game which created 

opportunities for this brief to be met. It was well received by a group of Canberra 

teachers and I realised that it also provided me with very useful data on 

implementation and sustainability. This pilot use of the game in Australia prompted 

me to use the same technique on the refresher days. 

6.3.3.2 Act 

The board game, a version of ‘snakes and ladders’, was played by attendees on both 

of the two refresher days. In each case the group comprised a mixture of those people 

who had been trained in early 2004 and those trained more recently. The activity had 

originally been designed to give maximum opportunity for participants to share, in an 

enjoyable way, their experiences of implementing restorative approaches in their 

schools. Participants divided themselves into groups of about six around tables on 

which had been placed a game board divided into 25 squares numbered 1 to 25. Each 

group was also given a selection of cardboard snakes and ladders, in three different 

lengths – short, medium and long.  

 The first stage of the activity was to share between them what their vision for 

their school was, write a joint statement on a white card and then stick this in the 25th 

square – so that they agreed what they were working towards. The next stage was 

introduced by explaining that the first metaphor they would be using would be that of 

the dice. It was explained that the dots on the dice could be used to exemplify the 

various restorative approaches they had been implementing. Participants were invited 

to share stories of using these various approaches before embarking on the next part 
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of the activity. Next they were asked to share the experiences that had set them back 

in their implementation journey (a) a little, (b) quite a bit and (c) a lot, and to write 

these on the snakes of the relevant length using a few clear words. They were asked 

to attach these snakes to the board. 

 

1 dot = the restorative mindset of remaining curious and open to other points of 

view, and of seeking to repair harm rather than apportion blame and 

punishment 

2 dots = one-to-one conversations using restorative enquiry/questions 

3 dots = a mediation or mini-conference (interchangeable terms) involving one 

mediator and two people in conflict 

4 dots = a small conference (not necessarily one facilitator and three people) 

5 dots = a larger conference involving parents/carers 

6 dots = a circle for problem-solving, community conferencing, celebration, etc 

Figure 10 The dice metaphor – explaining restorative approaches 

 When they had finished, the next step was to share experiences of factors that 

had helped them (a) a little, (b) quite a bit and (c) a lot, and to write these on the 

ladders of appropriate lengths and place these on the board. On the second recall day 

in Scotland participants added their own refinement of the activity, which consisted 

of thinking about what stage a particular ladder was experienced, with this element 

being added when the data was presented in chart form.  

 The fourth stage of the activity was to move around the room slowly, stopping 

at each group’s board. On each group’s table was a set of blank white cards on which 

participants were invited to write suggestions to the group (who ‘owned’ the board) 

for coping with or avoiding their particular snakes. These were then stuck by the 

relevant snake for the group to find when they returned to their own board. One 

comment was that it was easier to come up with strategies for someone else’s 

problems than it was for one’s own. Data from both days was collated in chart form 

and analysed, and the analysis was circulated to all attendees for comment. 

6.3.3.3 Observe 

The snakes (challenges and setbacks) and the ladders (opportunities and steps-

forward) both corroborated and extended the findings from the first two studies. The 

collective story from educationalists in both England and Scotland had remarkable 

similarities, whilst many features that differed in each case – including levels of 

support from senior managers and LEA, involvement and understanding of the 
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project managers, and interpretations of what restorative approaches could achieve – 

grew in significance.  

6.3.3.4 Reflect 

At this point data from all three cycles was reviewed and decisions were taken about 

how best to interpret, present and describe the findings. The strategies used are 

described in the following section. 

6.4 Data analysis and interpretation strategies 

Chapter 5 describes the overarching commitment to keeping close to restorative 

values and principles whilst conducting the research, and this commitment informed 

not only the fieldwork stage but also the data interpretation and description stage. The 

restorative practitioner is used to working with multiple realities and many stories, 

and although the process of sharing these multiple realities and stories can lead to a 

shared new story, in the research process this can only happen with the active 

engagement of all participants at all stages. Despite my initial commitment to this 

type of collaboration, subsequent experience suggested that – whilst participants were 

happy to review successive iterations of their stories – time and resources did not 

allow for a more active role than this. Therefore the analysis and interpretation was 

essentially my own individual activity. I endeavoured to give the participants 

ownership of their stories by inviting them to comment at each fresh iteration – 

comments which became fresh data. Nevertheless I was in the privileged position of 

seeing everyone’s stories, and so the final narrative woven from all the individual 

narratives was my responsibility.  

 As Appendix B discusses, the constructivist/constructionist researcher must be 

aware of not only the constructs of individual participants, but also the way their own 

constructs can influence what data is collected in the first place and their own 

construing of this data. Transparency and regular member-checks can go some way to 

ensuring that what is presented is recognised by those who have taken part as a 

reasonable attempt to describe what has happened and is happening. Furthermore the 

evaluation of the validity of my interpretation can be facilitated by the provision of 

detailed procedures and a clear data trail. 

 The action research cycle has already described the interim decisions taken 

(based on initial transcript and other document analysis) and the development of a 
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conceptual framework that highlighted emerging research questions, and it has 

suggested some potential links between questions. 

 Once all the data had been collated the following steps were taken to create a 

transparent data trail for the first two studies: 

a) All transcripts and other documentation relevant to each study were formatted 

to include line numbering so that relevant quotations could be traced. All 

transcripts are on a CD that remains in my possession. 

b) All data was scanned and significant quotations relevant to each of the 

elements in the conceptual framework were compiled into lists, with each 

quotation given a code for ease of identification. These are included as 

Appendices C, F and I in the endmatter of this thesis. 

c) The eight elements of the conceptual framework were used to compose an 

eight-column table for each participant in the first two studies, and relevant 

observations were made in each column, supported by references to 

appropriate quotations from the appended lists. These tables are also in the 

endmatter of this thesis, in Appendices D and G.  

d) A short narrative was written about each participant, using the conceptual 

framework as the frame for their story and illustrating each point with 

reference to the relevant list. This narrative, together with the lists and the 

table, was sent to each participant for comment and, if there were any, these 

were incorporated into the final version of the narrative. 

e) A summative table was compiled, gathering the individual perspectives on 

each of the eight elements of the conceptual framework (Appendices E and 

H). This facilitated comparison between each person’s perspective on a shared 

theme. 

f) A final story was written, pulling all the threads of the individual narratives 

together with reference to the summative tables, and the whole chapter was 

circulated to participants once again for comment.  

 In the third study the transcripts of the two project managers were given a 

similar treatment to that described above. The snakes and ladders data was circulated 

to all those who had participated on the four courses for comment, and this fresh data 

was incorporated into the final analysis. The final story pulled together the threads of 

all this data, and it was again circulated for final comments. 
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 In Chapter 10 these three stories are reconsidered, comparisons and contrasts 

are made, and emergent themes of implementation and change looked at in the light 

of current thinking about school change in general, and school change along 

restorative lines in particular. 

 The process of interpretation, reduction and description can be illustrated in 

Figure 11. The final story is not, of course, the final story, and nor does it lay claim to 

being the only story which could have been constructed from the original 

conversations. However, it is a story which those who have helped to create it are 

content with, and it is a story the creation of which has been described so that others 

can retrace the steps in its creation and, if necessary, recreate or transform it.  

 

 

s = individual stories 

s = group story 

S = final story 

S&L = snakes and ladders 

Figure 11 Stages of reduction to the final research narrative 

6.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has described the design strategies, the emergent design and the methods 

by which data was collected, reduced, analysed and presented. The following three 

chapters focus in more depth on each of the three studies, narrating the individual 
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stories of each research participant and the group story for that particular study. 

Chapter 10 pulls together the threads of these group stories to tell the final story. 
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Chapter 7  

The first story  

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter begins by setting the social, geographic and historical context in which 

this first piece of research, my own introduction to fieldwork, took place. It then tells 

the story of how the initiative I was studying – a unique and pioneering training 

course – was conceived and developed, weaving together threads from the stories of 

those involved at this stage. What follows are individual stories from participants on 

the course, constructed so that their perspectives on certain themes can be considered 

more easily in the concluding, summative story.  

7.2 The social and geographical context 

The social and geographical context of the school is highly relevant, since it helps to 

explain why the restorative initiative was introduced in the first place and what 

challenges staff and students faced. Providing this context both emphasises the 

uniqueness of the school, whilst also implicitly suggesting that other schools in 

broadly similar circumstances might face similar challenges. The description is drawn 

from the most recent OFSTED report (November 2002), from census details (2001) 

and from my own professional engagement with the school from several years before 

that. 

 The school is situated in a town in South-East England, in an area of social 

deprivation where unemployment is high. Many students in the local schools come 

from what OFSTED reports and local teachers describe as ‘disadvantaged 

backgrounds’. There are large local-authority-run estates in the area and the 

population is predominantly classed as C2DE.
9
 The majority of households comprise 

young families in which the adults tend to hold few qualifications. Staff at the school, 

and the feeder primary schools from which most of the children come, spoke of 

needy, disturbed young people whose priorities were often food, safety, love and 

practical support over and above academic pursuits. About a third of the students 

                                                

9
 This classification comes from the widely used classification system developed by the National 

Readership Survey (NRS) Ltd. C2 means ‘skilled working class’, D means ‘working class’ and E 

means those at the lowest level of subsistence. 
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needed free meals (well above the national average), whilst over half of the students 

were on the school’s special needs register (also well above the national average). 

Only four students had English as their second language, two of whom were just 

beginning to learn it.  

 The school, with a roll of around 500 in 2002, was smaller than the national 

average, and numbers on the roll were falling. There was a very high turnover of 

staff, with about 20 new staff, 17 having left, out of a total staff of about 27. In the 

previous five years there had been five different head teachers and many of the 

faculty and year heads were new to the school, some of whom were fairly new to the 

profession. Some new teachers came from overseas (South Africa, New Zealand and 

Australia), were unfamiliar with the British educational system and had differing 

expectations and standards. Many students joined the school throughout the year, 

attendance was poor for a minority of students and in the previous year there had 

been 57 fixed-term exclusions and four permanent exclusions. The report stated that 

these figures were high for a school of its size. The picture was one of instability and 

change. 

 The 2002 OFSTED report deemed the school still to have serious weaknesses, 

having come out of special measures in 2000 and with its overall effectiveness being 

unsatisfactory. Students arrived at the school, in the main from local primary schools, 

with below-average literacy and numeracy levels so that standards were judged to be 

low. The report frequently referred to a significant minority of students who ‘offer 

very challenging behaviour and disrupt the learning of others’. The report was also 

critical of the support classroom that teachers received from middle and senior 

management when they were experiencing classroom management problems. 

 The subject-specific reports frequently refer to this challenging behaviour 

hampering learning. Other key themes included low self-esteem, lack of maturity, an 

inability to concentrate for long, poor analytical skills and a lack of interest in certain 

subjects. The report suggested that the failure to recruit and retain high-calibre staff 

had contributed to poor attitudes and lack of progress.  

 Whilst many teachers were, against the odds, able to engage and enthuse 

students, there were criticisms about the failure to give students more responsibility 

for their learning and an occasional tendency to occupy and amuse, rather than 

challenge and stretch. Given the persistent reference to the significant disruptive 

minority, I gained an impression of a hard-working staff doing their best to achieve 
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any progress and not necessarily feeling that delegating some of the responsibility for 

learning to the students was a safe step to take.  

7.3 The historical context  

Woodbridge was the first comprehensive school in the UK to consider training school 

staff to use restorative conferencing. ‘Restorative justice’ was a relatively new 

concept in 2001, even in the criminal justice field, and so it was not surprising that 

the project manager appointed to reduce offending in the school had not heard of it 

before. The recommendation to do so came from a governor who was a 

superintendent in a police force that had become pioneers nationally in the approach. 

His position permitted him to enable two pioneering year heads to attend a residential 

course locally, arrange for trainers subsequently to deliver an in-house course, and 

offer yet more training places to two governors on another residential course some 

time later. 

 At this stage of its development in the UK, restorative justice as a concept was 

predominantly police-led; the focus was on reducing offending; the model being 

promoted was the ‘scripted conferencing’ model developed by O’Connell, Moore and 

Macdonald (1994); and the training course had been adapted from O’Connell’s ideas 

by the aforementioned police force. Little research had been done on the impact of 

restorative justice in the criminal field at this point, the most cited being the RISE 

project in Australia (Sherman and Strang 1998), and none had been done in school 

contexts. What has now become a torrent of literature about restorative justice was 

then but a trickle. 

 This was the context in which this pioneering training programme was 

initiated. It was, in fact, as the local authority official explains here, just part of a 

much larger project aimed at reducing crime in the school, and his story sets the 

scene. He has been given a pseudonym, as have all the participants in this research.
10

  

                                                

10 The bracketed references (eg PS1) relate to extracts from the transcribed conversations I held with 

each person, and can be found in Appendix C. This story, and indeed all the stories that follow, are 

informed by the structure of the conceptual framework described in Section 6.3.4.4, and the extracts 

found in Appendix C are referred to in Appendix D under the eight headings from the conceptual 

framework. 
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7.4 The Local Education Authority officer’s story 

In 1999 Pete Smith was tasked with helping to put together a bid for funds from the 

Crime Reduction in Schools Programme (CRISP), which grew out of research on the 

links between young people out of school, either through unauthorised absence or 

exclusion, and youth offending (Section 2.2.1). 

 Pete was unsure whether the initial bid specified using restorative approaches 

per se (PS9) but focussed on the establishment of a learning unit for pupils with 

challenging behaviour and developing crime-reduction initiatives. The project had the 

specific targets of reducing exclusions and truanting and, by extension, offending in 

the school and in the community served by the school (PS1–3). Pete referred to the 

high level of crime committed by the students at the school the year before the bid, 

and the high proportion of Year 10 and 11 students known to the police (PS6). 

He explained that the project was a short-term one (PS6) with a specific focus, but 

with the hope that initiatives started during the period of funding would be taken up 

by the school in the long term (PS13). However, he was concerned that the initial 

funding, for set-up costs, was disproportionately lower than what would be needed to 

sustain such a project (PS8). Given the short-term aims of the project, Pete felt that it 

had been successful: exclusions were down to about 10 per cent of what they had 

been in the previous year (PS3–5) and juvenile crime in the community had also 

dropped significantly (PS7). 

 Although not directly involved with the project once funding had been 

granted, Pete nevertheless kept in touch with developments and knew that the staff 

trained in restorative skills had been impressed with its impact (PS10). As an ex-head 

teacher himself, he had had some experience of restorative approaches from his 

previous school. He could see that the approach had applicability from an early age 

(PS11), and in other schools (PS14) in terms of the general principles, and that it was 

in fact the essence of good parenting – something he believed that many children 

from this area missed out on (PS12). However, he was concerned that the specific 

application of the conference itself, and the philosophy behind it, should not be 

watered down (PS16). His association with restorative justice was the conference 

itself, and as such he did not see it as a necessary skill for newly qualified teachers to 

acquire. He appeared to associate conferencing with more serious misdemeanours 

which new staff would refer to their seniors (PS15). He held the view that many new 
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teachers might not have the experience of the kind of young person at Woodbridge 

who found themselves in serious trouble, and that such teachers might need a few 

years’ experience before they were able to run a conference sensitively (PS17). 

7.5 The CRISP manager’s story 

Following the successful bid the new Student Support Unit was set up, a head of unit 

was appointed, Gordon Hatwell, and so was a senior manager to oversee the CRISP 

budget, Neil Shand. He was tasked with meeting the targets set on reducing 

exclusions and reoffending behaviour. The story is taken up from his perspective. 

(My conversation with Neil took place in his office in his new school in the 

Midlands, where he had moved in the summer of 2002, when the funding for his post 

at Woodbridge was at an end.)  

 When he was appointed in early 2000 with the specific brief mentioned in the 

previous section, Neil knew very little about restorative justice. Part of his brief was 

to develop links with other agencies dealing with young people, including the police 

(NS1). The suggestion by local police officers (including school governor 

Superintendent Don Murphy) to consider restorative justice, and the police training 

course on restorative conferencing, fitted this agenda and was welcomed by Neil 

(NS2).  

 With the support of the senior management team at the time, all of whom have 

since left the school, Neil accepted the police offer of having two members of the 

school attend a week-long residential course at the local police training college in the 

summer of 2000. Their enthusiastic feedback led to the next step, which was to train a 

group of staff in-house in the autumn of 2000. Again support came from the police in 

the form of two trainers: the local police restorative justice coordinator and a member 

of the three-county police national restorative justice training team, who worked for 

the local Youth Offending Team. The two trainers did not receive payment for their 

work, and no charge was made to the school from any agency despite the fact that 

Pete had the funds to pay (NS7). At the outset Neil had expected the two trainers to 

deliver the same course that the two year heads had received, and he underestimated 

the extent to which the course needed to be adapted (NS6), the challenges of which 

trainer Gerry Albert describes in his story (Section 7.6).  

 Neil discussed with the two trainers the criteria for choosing trainees, and he 

invited people on this basis – a mixture of those whose role pointed them towards 
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dealing with behaviour, and those whose behaviour management style he wanted to 

develop. He stressed the voluntary nature of the course, but nevertheless gave an 

example of someone he had strongly encouraged to attend and who did, eventually, 

although with reluctance (NS11, 12). In retrospect he would have monitored the 

impact of the course on certain members of staff, considering their practice both 

before and after the training (NS21). 

 The course ran for two hours after school for about ten weeks, and ran into the 

spring term of 2001. Neil recognised that it had been a serious commitment by staff 

and that a twilight course was tiring, and clashed with other pastoral responsibilities 

at times; he reflected that at another time he would try to combine twilight time with 

an initial day course to speed things up (NS9). He was pleased with the course and 

felt that it provided day-to-day skills as well as formal conferencing skills (NS4, 20). 

He admitted to benefiting personally from the course in terms of his day-to-day skills, 

although he believed that his approach had been a more enabling one in the first place 

because of his background with young people with special educational needs (NS13, 

14). He had not been involved in running a conference himself but felt confident to 

do so, and welcomed the structure and its potential in serious circumstances (NS15). 

Like many of his colleagues he thought that running a full conference was often 

going to be too time-consuming, and so welcomed the fact that skills were adaptable. 

 Neil’s initial idea for the course was simply to give certain staff extra 

resources to use, as and when appropriate, and he had no wider agenda than this 

(NS23). His only monitoring of the impact of the course was in terms of the targets he 

had been set in relation to the CRISP project – the performance targets, as opposed to 

what was happening within the school. Having no baseline he thought that it would 

have been very difficult to assess how such skills impacted on the day-to-day running 

of the school, and that this was not his brief (NS16, 27). However, he thought that 

had the head at the time not left, and had he himself stayed on at the school, more 

training could have been offered to other staff. He did not believe that the governors 

had given the new head such a mandate, and so once he had left, when the funds for 

his post had run out, those trained were on their own (NS28–30). He reflected that the 

timing of a course would be critical, and that support for those trained was important 

if they were to be given time to use the skills they had learnt, especially to run 

conferences (NS31).  
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     Unlike the LEA officer and the school governor, Neil did not attribute the 

falling exclusion figures to the restorative training per se. He pointed to all the other 

initiatives he had instigated (or which were already in place), and believed that they 

had all played a part: 

There were many, many other factors, like having a student support base, 

additional staffing, a youth worker for young people … it’s not just down to 

the course we attended; it was many, many other things – it was peer 

mentoring, bully trainers and all sorts of things, that were  linking in to the 

police in a more systematic way. (NS17) 

Neil had been given a specific brief with specific targets, which he had achieved, and 

he believed that the restorative conferencing training programme had played a part in 

helping the school to achieve these. He left when his work was done, and had 

received no brief to change school practice across the staff team – although he 

reflected that, had the original head who sanctioned the project still been there, more 

staff might have been given more support and training (NS29). 

The expectations of the project manager in a ‘restorative justice/approaches in 

schools’ project, and their hopes for its scope and what it can achieve, would appear 

to be an important influence on the extent to which people are subsequently able to 

use what they have learnt; there will be discussed further in Chapters 9, 10 and 11.  

7.6 The trainer’s story 

Gerry Albert became involved in the Woodbridge project as a result of his work at the 

local Youth Offending Team and work he had previously done with young people 

from the school. He was already part of the three-county police national restorative 

justice training team, and so when the school decided to go ahead with some in-house 

training, he was asked to offer that training as part of his YOT community work, 

together with the local police restorative justice coordinator. Their different 

experiences complemented each other (GA2). 

 From the outset the two trainers realised they would have to adapt the existing 

five-day conferencing course in various ways; first in terms of delivery, and then in 

terms of content and focus (GA3–5). The former proved a challenge because of the 

course’s focus on hands-on role play, with a requirement that everyone has the chance 

to run a conference (GA4, 5). As a result the course ‘dragged on’ far longer than 

Gerry had anticipated (GA5). The content itself was not originally designed to meet 
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the needs of teachers, and although the trainers tried to make time for discussion 

around adapting it, Gerry had reservations about the course focus on conferencing per 

se (GA9–13). He concluded that the conferencing model per se, with its emphasis on 

a victim and an offender, was not the most useful application of restorative principles 

for most teachers to learn. 

I think it was a bit of a cumbersome tool, really, to be using it in schools. I 

think it wouldn’t fit a lot of school issues because of the disputed nature of 

what had happened … (extract GA20) 

He also believed that only a few teachers in a school needed to be able to run this 

specific process (GA22). His concern was that the course was predicated on the belief 

that the conference process was where the main impact of the approach was 

experienced, but that if a school did not have time for this then they might reject the 

whole idea and not make use of the principles at all (GA18, 19).   

 He was surprised that participants found the ideas of the restorative questions 

a novel concept for use in classroom situations, having not appreciated how little 

training they had in classroom behaviour management (GA14, 16, 17). He suggested 

that therefore the most useful course would include informal ways of using 

restorative approaches, including mediation (GA21, 22). He concluded that if he were 

to run a schools course again he would prefer to use a course specifically adapted for 

the school situation (GA26). 

 As well as the challenges of adapting a five-day course for modular delivery 

in two hour chunks, and adapting the content to fit teachers’ needs, Gerry spoke about 

the timing of the sessions and how difficult it was for participants to get to the course 

on time and to absorb anything after a tiring day (GA6–8). 

They were very drained at the end of a day, then to be motivated to learning 

this stuff. So they did really well considering all that, but I’m not sure how 

effective the learning was, because they couldn’t take a lot in. (extract GA8) 

Not everyone was convinced by the course (GA15), and many struggled with 

incorporating a restorative approach into the existing behaviour management policy 

around exclusions (GA23). Gerry’s sense was that the training needed to form part of 

a systematic review of practice but that this was not what had happened at the school, 

and that it was seen simply as developing a few individuals’ skills (GA24). He felt 

that more preparation should have been done so that people could see how a 

restorative approach fitted with existing behaviour management policies (GA28, 29). 
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 In conclusion he was unsure how valuable the course had been overall, and 

was unsure what uses the teachers were making of what they had learnt (GA18, 19), 

but he nevertheless admitted that there had been a significant reduction in the number 

of young people his agency were seeing from that school (GA25), an observation also 

mentioned by Pete, from the LEA (PS7). 

7.7 Course participants’ stories 

What follows are the stories of some of the people who received training in 

restorative conferencing, preceded by a chart that indicates the role each had in the 

school. This is not a definitive list of all course participants and nor are their 

experiences a complete picture of the project, since, as related in Chapter 6, this piece 

of fieldwork was a pilot piece of work. 

Table 12  Participants on Woodbridge school-based training course 

Senior 

management 

team 

Neil Shand                                               Callum Ross  

Assistant head teacher                      Deputy head teacher 

CRISP manager/Course                      Course member 

member 

School governor Charles 

Pinder      

Chair 

Head of Student 

Support Unit 

Gordon 

Hatwell 

Course member 

Year head Dan Hiskins 

Course member 

Classroom 

teacher 

Sally Hitchings 

Course member 

Educational 

welfare officer 

Hazel Lee 

Course member 

Youth 

Offending Team 

Gerry Albert 

Trainer 

7.7.1 The deputy head’s story     

Callum Ross was the only other senior manager to be trained in restorative 

conferencing apart from Neil, whose idea it had been. He left the school soon after we 

met in spring 2002, leaving no-one in a senior position in the school with 
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understanding of the approach, with the exception of Gordon Hatwell, head of the 

Student Support Unit. 

 He had enjoyed the course and found it ‘eye-opening’ (CR4) but indicated 

that he thought the general principles were ones that a skilled teacher would have 

picked up anyway. 

I think as a teacher you pick up those skills very, very quickly … You’re 

always into resolving debates and conflicts, I think, as a teacher; even in a 

classroom situation you develop those skills very early on in your teaching 

career. (CR10) 

Nevertheless he admitted that he and others learnt new skills they were able to use on 

a daily basis (CR4), particularly the newer teachers who lacked the experience of the 

challenges of schools like Woodbridge (CR21), and he admitted that he adapted what 

he had learnt to fit the circumstances. He differentiated between informal mediation, 

which he believed teachers did as a matter of course (CR8, 10), and the more formal 

conference which was used when the informal process was inappropriate or had not 

worked (CR5), but he recognised the underlying principle of giving all sides a chance 

to listen to the others’ perspectives (CR23). He saw the skill of conferencing as 

another ‘tool in his armoury’ for preventing exclusion, and spoke of his commitment 

to this aim. 

All the time, anything we can actually add to try and keep the children in 

school – where we are committed to inclusion to try and keep the children in 

school as long as possible and for as much as possible – then we’ll use 

conferencing as worthwhile. (CR7) 

He also saw the restorative approach as a way of addressing conflict issues that, 

unresolved, can lead to unauthorised absences and to the negative impact this can 

have on an already vulnerable young person, in terms of loss of friendship, festering 

resentments and falling behind with academic work (CR16). He noted the value of 

being helped to see differing perspectives on an issue by someone who themselves 

kept an open mind (CR22). 

 He was not formally monitoring the impact of the training but thought it had 

had a positive impact on those trained, in the sense that they were better teachers for 

using mediation skills (CR19, 25) and were more aware of the restorative option in 

dealing with certain cases. He believed that it also had an impact on those students 

who were being taught by teachers more able to deal with conflict situations (CR19, 
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24) and particularly on those who had avoided being excluded as a result of a 

conference (CR24). He had no formal data to substantiate his observations, nor knew 

how many conferences had actually been run, but assumed that the year heads would 

have records of the conferences that had happened (CR6, 20). 

 It was not clear whether Callum had run any conferences before he left, and 

his impression was that the more informal skills were ones that experienced teachers 

tended to use anyway. 

7.7.2 The head of Student Support’s story    

Gordon Hatwell had been appointed to run the new Learning Support Unit – which 

they chose to call the Student Support Unit to differentiate it from their unit 

supporting students with academic special needs (GR2) – at the outset of the CRISP 

project for which the LEA had secured  funding. He had a background in sociology, 

psychology, social work and looking after youngsters in care and those with 

challenging behaviour, and at the time we met was more familiar with government 

initiatives dealing with offending behaviour than I was. He was a thoughtful man and 

spoke at length about developing government policies and the issues around such 

policies. 

 He had begun the course already committed to inclusion, and was comfortable 

with the theoretical aspects of the course (GH3); nevertheless, although he recognised 

much of the approach, he admitted that the conferencing training gave him greater 

confidence when working with parents (GH4). 

 He took a very pragmatic approach to conferencing, both in terms of who he 

involved and also in terms of its benefits. With reference to the former, he admitted 

that if he judged that the parents would obstruct the process then he would not 

involve them (GH5). With reference to the benefits, he mentioned the financial 

benefits to the school of retaining funds that would have been withdrawn should 

young people be permanently excluded – funds which helped to retain the staff that 

the school needed to maintain stability for the vulnerable young people there (GH7). 

He also recognised that conferencing often took less time than the paperwork for 

court appearances, involved less multi-agency personnel and often resolved issues 

more quickly (GH6). 

 He spoke of the positive impact the conferencing had had on exclusion 

figures, but like several other people I spoke to he was unsure about just how many 
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had been run or in what circumstances, and was unaware of any agreed protocols in 

the school that governed when and for what incidents full conferences were used. 

Although most of his references to restorative justice were related to the use of 

conferencing he nevertheless recognised that in a school context it was the principles 

of restorative justice that were more relevant (GH1). 

7.7.3 The year head’s story      

Dan Hiskins had been one of two pioneering year heads who had been sent on a five-

day police-led training course in restorative conferencing, and it was due to their 

enthusiastic feedback that the head at the time decided to run an in-house course 

(DH1, 2). Dan’s hope was that such a course could offer not just conferencing for 

more serious issues but also basic skills for day-to-day management (DH9–11). 

A motorbike accident prevented Dan from attending the second course and offering 

his support to participants, but he kept his year team in touch with how we was 

dealing with behaviour issues. In this way he was able to develop a restorative ethos 

amongst the team (DH16). However, Dan appeared to be using his new skills in a 

vacuum, and rarely had time to speak to others outside his year team about what he 

was doing. He was not overly concerned about this (DH24) but would have 

welcomed a chance to develop his practice by sharing experiences and learning from 

other colleagues who had been trained (DH12, 20–22). 

 The course made a big difference to his behaviour management approach 

(DH4). He began using what he had learnt in informal classroom situations, adapting 

the formal conferencing model to suit different situations. He found himself running 

some kind of restorative meeting at least once a week in the first year after the course, 

including teacher–student meetings (DH15, 17), but only occasionally did he use the 

full conference process, with all the attendant paperwork (DH18). He found this too 

time-consuming to run easily without support (DH5, 6). The time factor raised by 

several colleagues was not of major concern to him, as he found that students were 

willing to stay behind after school if it meant resolving a problem (DH13). 

 By the time I first met Dan a new school year had begun, and yet another new 

head had taken over, one who had introduced a tighter discipline code and was using 

a ‘zero tolerance’ approach to imposing the new code. Dan did not see this new 

regime at odds with a restorative approach (DH19, 23). Interestingly he also 

commented that he had only run one conference so far that year. 
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      His only suggestion about how the restorative approach could be more widely 

used was following exclusion, when he thought it had applicability during the 

reintegration meeting, when a student returns to school and meets with a 

representative of the governing body before returning to classes. Ironically, by the 

time he made this comment the governors, who had in fact been running these 

meetings using a restorative framework the previous year, had been asked to revert to 

the more traditional, stern ‘reprimand and warning’ style by the new head teacher 

(DH25). 

7.7.4 The English teacher’s story      

Sally Hitchings was relatively new to the teaching profession and had only just joined 

the staff of Woodbridge when she was invited onto the training course. She assumed 

she had been invited to ensure a mix of staff from different departments and year 

groups; she brought experience of teaching English and of being a Year 8 tutor 

(SH3). 

 She had positive expectations of the course, having heard Dan, her head of 

year, speaking highly of the course itself and the potential of restorative conferencing 

in the school (SH1, 2). She did in fact enjoy the course and said that she had learnt 

many new skills for handling classroom situations and conflicts between students, 

particularly in handling the emotions involved (SH4, 9): 

I found myself using the tactics in the classroom, not in a conference 

situation but just in the classroom if a situation arose to turn things around. I 

found it very useful being able to or trying to get pupils to take responsibility 

for their actions and how they have made other people feel. And that I found 

invaluable. (SH4) 

Nevertheless she was also sensitive to when and where to have such a discussion in 

case it made matters worse (SH5–8).  

 Sally was already very committed to the wellbeing of her students, believed 

strongly in everyone being treated equally and with courtesy, and strove to create an 

atmosphere of safety and trust in her classroom. She said that the training had given 

her the confidence to relate in a more personal way to the students, and offer a 

listening ear as well as simply teaching her subject (SH18–22). In her role as tutor she 

found herself more confident in helping students resolve their problems, asking 
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questions that helped people express their own feelings and encouraging an 

understanding of others’ feelings (SH23, 24). 

 She had not had opportunities to run a formal conference herself, but had been 

involved in two – one as a supporter for another student and one as a participant 

following some problems with students. She admitted that she would not have 

considered this before the training course, but was familiar with the process, and had 

faith in the restorative skills of her year head, who ran the conference (SH10–14). She 

valued the way Dan shared his experiences of running restorative meetings with his 

year team, and as a result felt they were all able to deal with issues in a similar way 

(SH16–17, 25). However, she was unaware of how much restorative work was being 

done in other year groups and knew that there were colleagues with other views and 

approaches with which she disagreed (SH26, 29).  

 She was able to use the existing sanctions policy in a restorative way and, 

although rarely needing to resort to detentions, when she did she used the time to 

have a restorative ‘chat’ with students (SH27). In addition she valued the Code for 

Learning that Neil had introduced, which was on every classroom wall, and based her 

behaviour management on it (SH27). 

 Reflecting on the course, she thought it went on too long and would have 

preferred doubling up on groups for role-play practice to speed the course up, 

although she enjoyed the discussions in the bigger group. Overall, she did not see the 

need to train everyone in conferencing, but thought a shorter course focussing on 

basic skills and mediation would be useful for the whole school staff (SH30). 

There could be key people who are trained as conference facilitators, but 

staff in general should be trained more along the lines of mediating and 

restoring problems in the classroom, and in tutor groups, or issues that arise 

at break time or whatever. I think that could be more useful. (SH31) 

7.7.5 The educational welfare officer’s story    

Hazel Lee came to the course with more experience of restorative justice than the 

other participants, having been seconded for a time to the local Youth Offending 

Team, receiving some training in aspects of family group conferencing and 

participating in some conferences as a young persons’ supporter (LH1–5). Her line 

manager was introducing many initiatives in which she was involved that were 

inspired by restorative principles (LH31). 
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 Her own approach in the school had been based on these principles, but the 

course gave her a framework within which to run the regular parents’ clinics and 

ensure these were informed by key restorative questions (LH8–10, 17). She was also 

struck by the power of affective questioning, a technique that had become part of her 

day-to-day practice almost without her realising it (LH20, 21, 26). Her background in 

counselling meant that she was already aware of the importance of active listening 

but also aware of how such skills were not always present amongst teaching 

colleagues (LH24, 25). 

 Whilst being an advocate for restorative approaches during the training course 

itself (LH16), Hazel nevertheless appreciated the concerns and questions teachers had 

about finding the time both to use them and to engage parents (LH17). She thought 

that the conferencing model was not the most appropriate in a school setting, when 

issues needed to be dealt with sooner rather than later, except in the most serious of 

cases (LH14, 15). 

       The concerns she expressed following the course included the high turnover of 

staff, which meant that new people would not be familiar with her nor the restorative 

principles underpinning her approach (LH19, 22), and she suggested that inviting new 

people to sit in on and observe restorative meetings could help to spread the ideas. 

She was also concerned at the lack of formal feedback (LH27, 28) from students to be 

able to monitor the impact of the new approach on them, and she thought this would 

be useful. 

     With reference to exclusions, she noted a greater commitment in the school to 

attempts to keep young people in school, observing, however, that this was not 

simply for the young persons’ benefit – it also had financial advantages to the school 

(LH32, 33). She observed that she had long wondered herself how exclusion would 

alter behaviour, but did consider that a restorative reintegration meeting would be an 

opportunity to make a difference. Interestingly, like year head Dan, she was unaware 

that the chair of governors was, for a time, running just such meetings (LH29, 30).  

7.7.6 The governor’s story 

Governor Charles Pinder first heard about restorative justice from fellow governor 

Superindent Don Murphy, from the three-county police force, who had previously 

advised Neil Shand to consider it for staff training. Feeling very dissatisfied with how 

the school was serving young people who had behavioural problems (CP2, 3), 
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Charles had spoken with Murphy, who had suggested a restorative approach and 

offered to pay for two governors to go on a police training course. This was after the 

in-house course, which had not been a governors’ initiative and indeed governors had 

been unaware it was happening at the time (CP27). Charles attended the course with a 

fellow governor; he enjoyed it and learnt a lot, but he did not think that the course 

content (with its victim–offender focus), and the fact that the trainers were police 

officers, were appropriate for a school context (CP4, 5, 30). 

 Following his training, Charles wrote a short document for the governors 

suggesting a much wider use of restorative justice in the school, and hoped that it 

could become a school-wide approach (CP24, 26). He made changes to the way he 

ran disciplinary meetings with young people, embarked on rolling out the approach 

by inviting other governors to sit in and watch, and planned to extend this invitation 

to the teaching staff in the same way.  

 He was critical of the way the in-house training programme had been set up 

(CP1, 18), and had hoped that it would involve a rolling programme for the whole 

staff. He was concerned about the high turnover of staff and the influx of overseas 

staff from Australia and the United States, who would be unlikely to know anything 

about the approach: 

In an ideal world, as I’ve said already, it needs to encompass the whole 

school, and until you achieve that I don’t think you’ll see the full benefits of 

it. (CP29) 

 Some of what he appeared to be saying about the impact of the in-house 

course appeared to be contradictory. On the one hand he believed that the steep drop 

in exclusion figures from 19 to 3 in the previous year was as a result of restorative 

approaches being used (CP16), but on the other hand he said that he had not noticed 

staff talking about it as an approach and did not get the impression it was a high 

priority (CP28). In fact, from his perspective during the previous term under the 

previous head, discipline was lax, rules were not maintained and behaviour had been 

‘out of control’ – an observation corroborated by the OFSTED report of that same 

term. As a result of this situation he had been instrumental in introducing a much 

stricter regime, appointing a new acting head to turn the situation around. His 

impression was that the new boundaries had been welcomed by students, who felt 

safer and happier, even though the earlier days of imposing them had meant several 

temporary exclusions ‘to show who’s boss’ (CP6–12). Ironically this head had then 
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asked him, as part of this new stricter regime, to revert to the more traditional style of 

governor disciplinary meeting. This was a decision he was prepared to support 

initially but he had reservations about it in the long term, as it meant he was unable to 

form a relationship with the students (CP13, 14). He believed strongly that, whilst his 

role included supporting the staff, his main role as a school governor was to support 

the students and ensure the school was well run for them (CP19, 20). In fact he firmly 

insisted that in cases of pending exclusion he would still use a restorative approach 

(CP15).  

If somebody goes out on a five-day exclusion we need to … go to the ends of 

the earth to try and stop it. I don’t … I do not like permanently excluding 

children. (extract CP15) 

7.8 The longer-term impact on the school  

As already mentioned in Section 2.2, by the time I began my fieldwork in the spring 

of 2002 the course had finished a year previously and there had been a change of head 

and of most of the senior management team. By the summer of that year, when most 

of my fieldwork was carried out and an OFSTED inspection had taken place, very 

few of the original trainees were left at the school, and use of restorative practices 

was not widespread.  

 Despite the reductions in exclusions alluded to immediately after the training 

course, it would appear that by the end of the summer of 2002 behaviour was a major 

concern. The OFSTED report made frequent reference to a minority of students 

impacting on teaching and learning. The school governor had experienced abusive 

language, there were students out of lessons at inappropriate times, and there was a 

sense that discipline was out of control. He reported that under his chairmanship, in 

partnership with the new head teacher, a stricter discipline policy had been introduced 

by the autumn, reinforced by instant short-term exclusions. Interestingly the 

individuals I spoke to during the summer term did not refer to the situation as being 

extraordinary, speaking only of their own enhanced skills to deal with the problems. 

 Had I chosen to do more work in the school it would have been fascinating to 

discover more about the impact of certain leadership styles on the development of the 

restorative justice initiative in the school. There were three different head teachers 

from the time the course was first delivered to the time I finished my fieldwork at the 

school, and each one appeared to have a different attitude towards what was 
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happening. Given the widespread view that the support of the leadership team is 

crucial when introducing a new initiative (see Section 4.4.4), it is interesting to note 

that the one head I did talk to, although interested and open, was nevertheless taking 

no lead in developing what had begun as a promising new approach to behaviour 

management. Without a much deeper understanding of the challenges being faced by 

the school at the time, it is inappropriate even to hazard a guess as to the reasons for 

this. 

7.9 Pulling together the threads 

On first visiting the school in the summer of 2002 my interest was in finding out what 

had happened from the varying perspectives of those involved, and my questions 

were based on a very simple conceptual framework, described in Section 6.3.1.1. The 

field was very new at that time, and I was guided simply by an interest in what 

meanings educationalists were making of ideas that emanated from a criminal justice 

field, and which were, in the main, being articulated in a ‘victim–offender’ 

framework and trained through the application of a formal criminal justice process. 

 Over time, reflecting on the transcripts of the people I spoke with from this 

study and from the second study, a different framework emerged (Section 6.3.4.4). 

This framework reflected a growing hypothesis that the expectations and meanings 

people had about ‘restorative justice’ (sic) seemed to impact to some extent on what 

they had learnt and what uses they made this. At Woodbridge, people’s expectations 

seemed to be limited to the personal use of new practices, with the exception of the 

governor. The issue of factors helping or hindering implementation – what in the 

third study I have called the ‘snakes and ladders’ – was not made much of by most 

Woodbridge participants. This is interesting, since the context probably presented the 

largest snakes imaginable in terms of barriers to implementation (this issue is further 

discussed in Section 10.6.1). 

 It must be remembered that the fieldwork was limited to an initial meeting 

with a small number of people, and as such it is best treated as illuminating insights 

paving the way for more in-depth studies. 

 As I explained in Section 6.4, the individual stories related in this chapter 

were composed using the conceptual framework as the underpinning structure. The 

final, summative story of this study draws on this framework once again. 
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7.9.1 Expectations 

As Section 7.3 explains, the context in which project manager Shand was first 

recommended to consider restorative justice as part of his strategy for reducing 

exclusions and offending behaviour in Woodbridge was different from the context in 

2006. It is probably still the case that a minority of educationalists have heard of 

‘restorative approaches and practices’ (as those of us in the field now tend to refer to 

restorative justice specifically in school contexts) but at least there is a body of 

knowledge, literature, research and experience available for those new to the field to 

draw on. At that stage, in 2000, Shand was perhaps taking a risk in using a police-led 

and police-developed course, and it is understandable that he had no plan beyond 

achieving the targets he had been set on appointment. 

 The provenance of the course, the fact it was delivered by trainers from the 

criminal justice field, the theoretical underpinning provided in course notes, and the 

fact that it was part of the CRISP initiative are likely to have impacted on the initial 

impressions of trainees. With the exception of the educational welfare officer 

everyone was new to the approach. The year head had previously known nothing, 

although by the time he recommended the in-house course he expressed hopes that it 

would go beyond conferencing and provide useful, more flexible behaviour 

management skills as well. His enthusiasm for the approach helped to raise 

expectations, and trainer Gerry Albert hoped that participants would be able to adapt 

what they had learnt. 

7.9.2 Meanings  

The fact that the people I spoke to enjoyed the course and said they gained a lot from 

it is not to be underestimated. After having run countless courses myself, now, and 

spoken to many other trainers who have had similar feedback, I tend to take this 

reaction for granted, but when I began the research I had no idea how educationalists 

would respond. This positive reaction was an important new piece of information – 

despite its ‘criminal justice’ packaging these few pioneers believed that restorative 

justice had relevance for schools. 

 People made sense of restorative justice in various ways, from those who 

referred to the process – a way of developing empathy amongst all involved by 

allowing all sides to express feelings and to tell their story – to those who referred to 

the outcome of reducing exclusions. 
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 Interestingly one of the most enthusiastic advocates of the new approach, the 

governor, was also instrumental in implementing the stricter discipline policy in the 

autumn I was conducting my fieldwork. This policy sounded as if it was inspired 

more by the authoritarian mindset characterised in Wachtel’s (2001). Social discipline 

window as doing things to students, as opposed to the restorative policy of working 

with them. The policy was not one that appeared to worry the year head either. This 

apparent lack of congruence leaves some intriguing questions unanswered about what 

meanings these people were making of restorative philosophy. 

7.9.3 Uses made of restorative skills 

Everyone spoke of integrating the skills into their daily practice. I got the impression 

that those who spoke most of the affective potential of restorative processes were 

most ready to use a variety of approaches, along the continuum referred to in Section 

3.3.1. The English teacher, for example, never ran a formal conference but spoke of 

integrating restorative approaches into both teaching her subject and her tutorial 

work. 

 What was interesting – reflecting on Shapiro’s contention that, for new ideas 

to spread, advocates need to talk about them with others (2003) (discussed in more 

detail in Section 4.5) – was that this did not seem to happen. Indeed some people 

actually admitted that this was not something they wanted to do, but were happy to 

get on with using their skills with the students, although the year head did share his 

experiences amongst his year team. The only person with ‘missionary zeal’ was the 

governor, who set about bringing fellow governors on board by inviting them to sit in 

on restorative meetings he was running. He was the only person who stated that the 

approach needed to be spread across the school if long-term benefits were to be 

achieved. 

7.9.4 Impact on self 

The persons on whom the course appeared to have made most impact were the year 

head, who admitted that he had changed his approach completely, and possibly the 

governor who, by implication, had found in conferencing the approach he had sought 

for addressing deep-seated problems more effectively. Others spoke of increased 

confidence in dealing with challenging situations and with parents.  
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 The English teacher gave the impression that the course not only enhanced her 

skills, but also gave her the ‘permission’ to work more relationally with students – an 

approach she had been inclined towards anyway. Of all those I spoke to she had been 

the only one to get involved in a restorative meeting as a participant, and spoke of the 

benefits but also the risk she felt she was taking. This may have been the very first 

example, certainly in the UK if not the world, of such a teacher–student restorative 

encounter – one which in my experience many teachers still feel is ‘a bridge too far’, 

with a fear of losing face. 

7.9.5 Impact on others 

The impact of the course seems to have been limited to the positive reactions of those 

trained, and the positive outcomes experienced by those taking part in the conferences 

and other restorative encounters. There was no reference made to the reactions of 

other staff or to an ethos change affecting the wider student body. The governor 

observed that it was not a major priority for the very few trained people who still 

remained on the staff, and no senior manager was left to ensure that restorative 

policies were implemented.  

 The local authority official believed that the course had led to reductions in 

exclusions and therefore helped to reach the targets Shand had been set on his 

appointment, but Shand himself was keen to point out that there had been many 

strands to the initiative, and it was difficult to isolate just one of them. 

7.9.6 Factors that helped or hindered implementation 

Participants were not asked directly about this issue because at this early stage of the 

research I had not considered this aspect of the training. My early curiosity was 

simply around whether educationalists saw benefit in using restorative approaches 

and, if so, how they were using them. From participants’ stories it appeared that 

different people thought about the issue from differing perspectives.  

 From his vantage point in a new school, Shand reflected that had the original 

head who sanctioned the project still been in post, more staff may have been trained; 

but he did not speak of developing an implementation plan when he was still in post, 

nor did he refer to trainer Gerry Albert’s recommendations for protocols and a 

coordinator to oversee practice and support trainees: 

There would seem to be a case for having an overall co-ordinator to:  
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- decide whether a restorative-style meeting could be attempted; 

- allocate facilitators; 

- issue and hold recording/evaluation forms; 

- oversee the supervision of the facilitator – it is important that facilitators 

are given the chance to reflect on their practice and are offered support.  

(GA30)  

 Others considering the benefits to the whole school included the governor and 

the educational welfare officer – who both saw value in spreading ideas by 

encouraging observers to sit in on meetings. This was a pragmatic strategy when 

faced with limited time and resources for training.  

 The English teacher, who seemed to be the person who had most integrated 

restorative practice into her daily work, made no reference to this issue – in simple 

terms she appeared to be just getting on with it. She was not trying to spread the word 

so she did not feel prevented from doing so, although she did realise that other 

colleagues did not necessarily share her views. She valued being able to talk about 

her experiences with her year head, who she described as developing a restorative 

ethos amongst his year team by talking about the restorative meetings he ran with 

them. Interestingly the year head himself was the only one of the group who spoke 

about welcoming a chance to meet with others to share best practice and develop 

skills further. 

 There was agreement that the conferencing model itself, the main focus of the 

course, was unwieldy, time-consuming to set up and run and inappropriate for most 

school issues. Some people thought that a shorter course covering more basic 

classroom management skills would perhaps have been of greater benefit for less 

senior staff, and would have welcomed more training to spread the approach. 

7.10  Conclusion 

It is important to remember that this piece of fieldwork gives only a partial 

perspective on a training course that was one small part of a crime reduction project. 

Its value is in the experience it gave me in conducting fieldwork and collating, 

reducing, distilling and presenting data through the lens of a developing conceptual 

framework, into individual narratives that help to illuminate the eight key themes 

which will recur in the second, main piece of fieldwork.  
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Nevertheless, conducting the fieldwork at the time I did, the comments from 

the trainer and the governor particularly informed the way I developed the training 

course that participants in both the second and third story experienced. In that sense 

this fieldwork has been highly influential on the experiences of these later 

participants. 
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Chapter 8  

The second story    

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter focusses on the experiences of participants in a ‘restorative justice in 

schools’ project over three key phases: project development, skills training and 

implementation. It begins by highlighting some key differences between Story 1, 

recounted in Chapter 7, and Story 2, recounted in this chapter. It then draws on the 

narratives of the project manager, the secondary Head and myself to describe the 

context in which the project developed, a project in which the training programme 

formed a part. This part of the chapter explains the development in my own thinking 

and thus of the ‘package’ offered to course participants. 

 As in Chapter 7 the conceptual framework referred to in Chapter 6 is then 

used as the structure for the individual narratives from course participants. Finally 

these narrative threads are drawn together to highlight the main themes which are to 

inform the third and final piece of fieldwork, described in Chapter 9. 

8.2 Differences between Story 1 and Story 2  

Although both stories focus on the experiences of educationalists implementing 

restorative skills, they differ in several significant ways (Table 13). 

Table 13 Differences between Story 1 and Story 2 

Issue Story 1 Story 2 

Timing of 

research 

Research commenced 12 months after 

restorative training course  

Research began as project developed  

Personal 

involvement 

Not personally involved in the course 

although familiar with content 

I acted as course consultant, designer and 

trainer 

Head’s 

involvement 

Three heads involved: first initiated 

training, second barely involved, third 

resistant 

Secondary head a key figure in ensuring 

course took place; very supportive 

afterwards 

Project 

manager’s role 

Project manager was a member of 

school’s senior management team, and 

participated in course; did not stay to 

help implement the approach 

Project manager was an educational 

social worker seconded to YOT; 

commissioned and co-facilitated the 

course; offered ongoing support 
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Course content Restorative conferencing as a reactive 

tool; originally designed for the 

criminal justice context 

Restorative values, principles and skills, 

and a continuum of restorative and 

relational processes; designed for schools 

Participant 

profile 

Participants in course and research all 

from the same school 

Participants in course and research from 

one secondary and four primary schools  

Relationship 

with 

participants 

My relationship with participants 

tenuous – met with only half course 

participants once 

My relationship with participants 

ongoing, in a collaborative enquiry 

relationship 

8.3 The historical context 

The level of detail used here to tell the project development story is chosen to 

highlight the importance of personalities; informal and formal contacts; the 

serendipity behind initiatives starting as a seed or a spark, and then being nurtured 

through meetings and conversations; and people sharing their own stories and their 

thoughts, feelings and dreams. 

8.3.1 School developments 

The chief constable of the three-county-wide police force was adopting innovative 

community policing strategies (GR1, 2) and took a personal interest in the potential 

of restorative approaches in schools. In 1998 he took the unique step of placing a full-

time police officer trained in restorative conferencing in Yardham School, and 

another to work restoratively in the wider community, including the feeder primary 

schools. When a new Head, Gareth Randall, was appointed, despite knowing nothing 

about restorative justice he was impressed by what he saw (GR3) and realised that 

here was an approach that chimed with his own philosophy and plans for the school:  

The impact on me first of all, to talk personally, was really encouraging 

because I was seeing somebody who I thought was working, bringing to the 

place the values that I thought I was wanting to put … try and put in place in 

Yardham, and that was really important, and there were very few allies who 

were willing to put their head above the parapet in the first days. (GR6) 

Gareth swiftly began to realise that a restorative approach needed to be one that was 

consistently applied across the school; he had begun to bring staff on board, but was 

feeling very isolated in this attempt (GR5). He was keen to develop the approach 

further and to address the anti-social behaviour which was rife when he joined the 

school. His discussions with the LEA and the Youth Offending Team (YOT) brought 
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him into contact in 2000 with Ned Brindley, an educational social worker seconded to 

the local YOT. 

8.3.2 Youth Offending Team developments 

Coincidentally, Ned himself had been hoping for just such a contact. He had been 

tasked some months before by his YOT manager to explore the potential of 

restorative justice in school contexts, and she had put him and myself in touch, 

renewing a contact made six years earlier (NB1). The fact that the YOT was involved 

is significant – very few LEAs would have known about restorative justice in 2000, 

and all school initiatives at that stage were initiated by either youth justice 

professionals or the police. As far as I know, I was the only person with an 

educational background working explicitly to develop restorative approaches in 

schools at that time.  

That first meeting led to Ned becoming involved, at my suggestion, with the 

multi-agency ‘restorative justice in schools’ working group, involving educational 

professionals as well as police representation, convened by a three-county-wide crime 

reduction charity (NB5). Ned’s enthusiasm for restorative practices grew as he 

realised that the ethos, skills and practices were congruent with his own vision for 

young people in schools (NB3). His contact with Gareth, and the support he received 

from the working group, led to his securing funding for an exploratory project to 

assess the potential for training teaching staff in restorative approaches, and I was 

engaged as a consultant on the project (NB6). 

8.3.3 A brick wall  

After much preparation an in-service training (INSET) day was organised for 

Yardham School and staff from all its feeder primary schools. Feedback was positive 

and people were keen to progress, but then all went quiet. The reasons for this were 

unclear – the LEA may have already felt overcommitted with another initiative 

involving the Yardham Partnership (NB7). The underpinning philosophy of this 

initiative was the Birmingham project ‘Framework for Intervention’, and neither 

Gareth nor the LEA believed at the time that restorative approaches were congruent 

with this framework (GR4). (Interestingly, in the third project studied, discussed in 

Chapter 10, the links are being made, and the two approaches are now seen as 

complementary.) Another reason for the failure to make progress may have been the 
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lack of a focussed action plan (GR5). Ned admitted later that time pressures meant 

that he was unable to prioritise this initiative as he perhaps should have done (NB14). 

Whatever the reasons for lack of progress, we appeared to have arrived at what one of 

the participants has recently called a ‘brick wall’ (AH19), and this led to much 

frustration and feelings of isolation (NB10, 12).  

8.3.4 Summary of project development 

In summary so far then, this project appeared to have had many factors in its favour, 

but there were also factors that blocked progress; these can be summarised in Table 

14.  

Table 14 Factors helping or hindering the project initially 

Factors that facilitated the project’s 

development in initial stages 

Factors that blocked the project’s development 

in initial stages 

It was located in an area where the local police 

force was considered as a pioneer in the field of 

restorative justice in schools 

Lack of an action plan to engage first school with 

contractual agreements on all sides 

Supportive and proactive police chief constable 

seeking new initiatives in policing 

Lack of a clear-cut development strategy to help 

schools and agencies see how and where to start 

A multi-agency, three-county-wide ‘restorative 

justice in schools’ working party promoting 

wider use of restorative practices in schools  

Lack of a recognisable training package to help 

people understand what was on offer and feel 

assured of a quality programme 

The project manager’s immediate YOT line 

manager was supportive  

Project manager having too many different tasks 

to be able to prioritise restorative approaches 

Head of the first school approached, already 

knowledgeable and enthusiastic about 

restorative processes in schools  

Little support and encouragement from the LEA  

Experience and expertise of restorative 

approaches not only in this secondary school 

but also in the local community, and some of 

the feeder primary schools  

Initiative overload at school level 

Secondary school working closely with its 

feeder primary schools 

 

What we had learnt from this challenging year should have influenced how we 

progressed with the next step; but it is only now in retrospect that analysis of our 

stories shows what we should have known, and some mistakes were made which, in 

hindsight, could have been avoided. 
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8.3.5 Development of the training and consultancy package 

Because of the apparent lack of progress with Yardham School, the next few months 

were spent in awareness-raising around the county. Ned and I took stock, and realised 

that people could not be forced into a decision (NB11, 19). However, this time was 

fruitful, leading to the construction of the five-stage development plan referred to in 

Section 4.6, which was well received by Ned: 

I was extremely enthusiastic – I know I was – because you were pushing all 

the buttons that, for years previously, I had been trying to enable schools to 

explore, particularly with young people and also, importantly, disengaged 

parents as well. (NB8) 

As he saw it, the framework provided a structured way of addressing important 

government agendas at the time – reducing exclusion but raising attendance and 

achievement (NB9). 

 Ned also decided at this stage that we needed a recognisable training package 

to be able to offer to schools, and I was commissioned to write such a course. My 

findings from fieldwork on the first story (Chapter 7) (coinciding with this 

commission) and further consultation with practitioners confirmed my belief that 

teachers needed adaptable skills. These skills would allow them to deal with 

challenging situations in a restorative manner even when time for a full-scale 

conference is not available or when such an approach is unnecessary. The delivery 

style models restorative principles, and these are summarised in Table 15. 

Table 15 Modular course description 

Module Focus 

1 An introduction to restorative justice philosophy, skills and principles, and an overview 

of the whole course 

2 and 3 Active empathic listening 

4 and 5 Dealing with challenging situations, one to one 

6 and 7 Mediating others’ conflicts 

9 and 10 Facilitating a restorative or community conference 

11 Skills practice and/or assessment 

12 The next steps to implementing a restorative and relational approach in an organisation 

or school 
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The course was a synthesis of my own training approaches over many years. It is a 

participative, experiential skills-based course, using peer and self-assessment as well 

as trainer feedback, the training style underpinned by restorative principles.  

 The development of a training package gave the project a boost and provided 

a more tangible ‘product’ for people to consider when reflecting on what the project 

had to offer, although at the time I was concerned that these skills should not be used 

in the absence of a whole-school approach. 

8.3.6 The National Restorative Justice in Schools project – a lucky break 

At this point, on behalf of his YOT, Ned made a successful bid to be part of a 

national Youth Justice Board Restorative Justice in Schools project, one of only eight 

Youth Offending Teams from around the country to be involved, following two pilot 

projects in London. The project was related to the research that linked offending to 

exclusions, already referred to in Section 2.2.1, and initiatives were sought that would 

aim to reduce exclusions and anti-social behaviour both by keeping more students in 

school and off the streets, and by developing their pro-social skills. 

From the outset our project had, as its vision, effecting whole-school change 

along restorative lines – a vision shared by both Ned and myself – and to that end we 

focussed on developing capacity within a school to use a continuum of restorative 

skills and approaches. Ned wanted to spread restorative ideas as widely as possible 

and so the original plan was to run three courses, involving six different secondary 

schools. On each course there would be two schools represented, with six participants 

from each of the two schools.  

8.3.7 Finding schools to participate 

Sticking to the plan in the proposal proved to be a challenge. Only one secondary 

school had agreed to be involved – Yardham – and Ned could not find another one to 

engage, so he returned to Gareth for ideas (NB14), who suggested involving the 

primary schools in the partnership group he chaired. At the time Ned was delighted; it 

certainly made sense to have the primary schools in an area having the same approach 

to behaviour and relationship management as the secondary school its pupils were 

going on to:  

It just seemed so logical – it was almost unbelievable that it had happened. 

(NB14)  
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Gareth visited the Heads of these schools and persuaded them to send someone on the 

course, an opportunity he admitted he welcomed as he saw it as an opportunity to 

foster better relationships with the feeder schools (GR11). He decided that it was not 

appropriate for senior managers to attend the course, and made this clear to the 

primary Heads – a decision he now thinks may have been a mistake and one that, at 

the time (as a course trainee), I was unaware of: 

I … described it to them, saying, ‘This is definitely not for head teachers’ – 

that may have been my first mistake … because I was wanting to say to them, 

‘This has got to be people in day-to-day classroom practice.’ Whoever that is 

needs the support of the head to give release, but it needs to be somebody 

else in the school organisationally, who can take on and run with this as a 

support for the development of behaviour management, ethos development 

and so on. (GR9) 

Gareth believed that it was inappropriate for him to attend the training personally. He 

did not want to take up a place that could have gone to another colleague, nor did he 

want to give the message that this was a process only for use at senior management 

level (GR10). These reasons may have had validity in a school where he, as Head, 

was already supportive, but for schools in which the senior management team were 

not familiar with restorative practices, his recommendation resulted in few senior 

managers having a real understanding of what the project was about. Each one signed 

a contract agreeing to establish an in-house restorative steering group: 

whose purpose will be to theme Restorative Practices through the school’s 

curriculum and development plan and provide cascade training for all staff, 

students and willing parents. (contract October 2002) 

However, no school actually did set up such a group. Only one school has since 

begun to honour its commitment to theme restorative practices through the school.  

 It was not easy to persuade primary heads to release staff, and nor was it easy 

for Gareth to persuade his own senior management team (SMT) and governors to 

support the initiative. Although the training was being offered at no cost to the 

school, there were no funds provided for staff cover and the initiative did not seem to 

directly relate to the existing school development plan, except in the broadest terms. 

Furthermore the LEA was not supportive of the initiative either, and would not 

provide extra funds for cover. Gareth had to find extra funds elsewhere, which was 

not easy (GR13):  
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It was heavy within SMT and there was some kickback from staff about cover 

and so on, but we worked with that. (GR14)  

In retrospect it would have been useful for me to have talked to all the senior 

managers of the schools from which course participants came, to get a sense of their 

experience of getting involved and to choose who was to attend. From Gareth’s story 

it became clear that he and one of his senior managers were taking a risk in going 

ahead with the training course, and they had to work hard for it to happen at all. Such 

efforts would almost certainly have been known by the secondary course participants, 

who may well have felt under greater pressure because of this knowledge. However, I 

had no idea of these challenges, or the risks being taken, until several years later and 

so was unable to question the course participants about how they had felt about 

colleagues’ resistance to their attending. 

8.4 Participating schools and people 

8.4.1 Social and geographical context of participating schools 

The Yardham Partnership of schools serves the northern part of a market town and its 

surrounding villages in a county in southern England. From December 1997 until 

June 2001 the secondary school was in special measures because of low levels of 

attainment, poor teaching and poor leadership and management. Of the feeder 

primary schools two had also been in special measures, one of which had closed, and 

a third had been described as having ‘serious weaknesses’. 

  The catchment area of these schools includes two of the most deprived wards 

in the UK, with relatively high levels of teenage pregnancy, low levels of literacy and 

high levels of crime and disaffection within the community. The OFSTED report 

(2003) for the secondary school acknowledges that many students come from families 

with high levels of social and economic disadvantage. 

 The market town itself was actually in the throws of an economic boom with 

0.7 per cent unemployment, an economic context which Gerry Randall observed did 

not motivate students to learn for qualification. 

 The secondary school had 568 on the roll in 2003, the year after the training 

course was held, with 22 per cent of students eligible for free school meals, above the 

national average. Thirty-one per cent of students were identified as having special 

educational needs, 4 per cent with statements – both figures above the national 

average. These special needs were, in the main, emotional and behavioural or because 
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of moderate learning difficulty. Ninety-one per cent of students were British, most of 

the remainder coming from Pakistani or mixed-race backgrounds. Over 4.5 per cent 

of students did not have English as their first tongue (above the national average), but 

of these most were fluent in English. Attainment at this point was judged as below 

average and problems recruiting specialist teachers meant that several subjects were 

not being delivered by specialists in that subject. 

 The 2003 OFSTED report commended improvements made since the school 

came out of special measures, in particular commending the leadership and the ‘good 

monitoring, evaluation and training by the SMT, subject managers and the LEA’. 

Behaviour and attendance had improved and was judged satisfactory in class but less 

so around the school when students were unsupervised. Attainment was still low: in 

2002, the year the course was delivered, the school’s results placed it in the bottom 5 

per cent of the country. 

 The four primary schools from which participants came had varying profiles, 

from one that served an estate with high crime rates to a small rural school serving 

outlying villages and farms (the former with average attainment and the latter just out 

of ‘serious weaknesses’, having had very low attainment). Three out of the four had 

an above-average percentage of children with special educational needs, and three out 

of the four were described as having good standards of behaviour. One school was 

criticised for having inconsistent standards and strategies to deal with the minority of 

students who did cause problems, given as the possible reason for the 11 temporary 

exclusions in the previous year. Interestingly these observations were made in the 

same academic year that the training course took place, a year in which there were 

both an acting head and deputy head and high staff turnover at that particular school. 

Table 16 illustrates the salient features of each school. 

Table 16 Salient characteristics of the four primary schools in the study 

(Letters in 

brackets refer 

to participant 

– described in 

Section 9.4.2) 

SEN 

register 

Statement  Free 

school 

meals  

Ethnic 

minorities 

ESL Attainment Behaviour Socio-

economic 

profile 

School A (CG) 

OFSTED 1999 

83/267 

Above 

average 

1  

Below 

average 

17%  

c. 

average 

9% 

Above 

average 

18  

Above 

average 

Average Sound High-

crime 

estate 

School B (AH) 

OFSTED  

2000 

Above 

average 

Nil 

response 

Below 

average 

3% 

Above 

average 

0 Rising Very good; 

no exclusions 

Average 

School C (CP) 

Special 

measures 

Above 

average 

Below 

average 

Above 

average 

Low Few Low but 

rising 

Satisfactory 

but staff 

inconsistent; 

Private/ 

rented 
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1998–2001 

OFSTED 

2003 

11 temporary 

exclusions 

School D 

(MW) 

1998 Serious 
weaknesses 

OFSTED 2000 

Below 

average 

2 Nil 

response 

Small ? Below 

average but 

rising 

Very good Rural – 

villages 

and farms 

8.4.2 Course participants 

In the secondary school it was decided by Gareth and his deputy, Samantha, to invite 

a mixture of behaviour-support staff and teachers. They also used two other criteria: 

One of the reasons for choosing certain people was that they would be 

proselytisers, and for others it was because it would improve their 

operational behaviour. (GR17) 

The rationale for the choice of primary attendees was unclear, especially in view of 

the commitment all schools had made in the contract to spreading the approach 

through the school. 

 The roles each of the participants played in their school are described in  

Table 17. 

Table 17 Fieldwork participants 

Role in school   

Secondary   

Head of year Dan Abel Carl Bourne 

Heads of year 

Administrative assistant 

Carey Browne  

Head of Learning Support 

Unit 

Holly Wareham  

Youth worker attached to 

Learning Support Unit 

Ray Thompson  

Primary   

Deputy head Alison Hodges  

Classroom teacher Mary Walker  

Teaching assistant Carol Gordon  

Learning support assistant Chris Powell  
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8.4.3 Course delivery 

The course began in November 2002, co-facilitated by Ned and myself. It was Ned’s 

first experience of training this type of course. It ran for six weeks and finished in 

December. Each session lasted a day, and the plan was to cover all 12 modules in the 

six weeks. The training was held in an annexe on the Yardham School site. There 

were 11 participants, six from the secondary school and five from each of the five 

main feeder primary schools. Of these only nine people participated in the research, 

since the secondary teaching assistant left soon after the course finished and the Head 

teacher from one of the primary schools left the course very early on, owing to 

pressure of work. 

 The course seemed to go well. Everyone was willing to participate despite 

initial nerves from some people. There was a lot of role-play, and although one 

person commented that people were loath to participate at first, it was a feature of the 

course to ensure that everyone had the chance to run some kind of restorative meeting 

(either a face-to-face mediation or a full conference) at least once during the course, 

and receive peer and tutor feedback. The emphasis throughout the course was on the 

whole-school approach and being flexible to suit the situation. 

 Following the course I had no direct contact with participants until I visited 

them all six months later for the research conversations. This had not been my brief; 

it was agreed that the day-to-day support would be Ned’s job, as he was in theory 

more easily able to make time. Unfortunately his other workload prevented him from 

visiting them as much as he would have liked. Participants had wanted to organise a 

support group, so they could meet regularly, share experiences and help each other to 

develop their practice. These had not happened. It was no wonder that by the time I 

made my first follow-up visit there were some feelings of frustration amongst the 

group. 

 In the meantime a second course had been run (again by Ned and myself) with 

the Youth Justice Board (YJB) funding, this time to a disparate group of staff from 

different backgrounds in the county, on the grounds that they were in positions of 

influence and could help roll out the approach more widely. I was unsure about this 

decision at the time, and Ned and I agreed to disagree about the strategy. The decision 

was in any case pragmatic – he had been unable to find any other school willing to 

commit staff for a six-day training course. In the light of Gerry Randall’s challenges 
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with his own school – and Gerry was a passionate advocate of restorative approaches 

already – this is perhaps not surprising. 

 By the time the summer term came round, when a third course was due, there 

was pressure from the YJB’s evaluation team to consolidate the training we had 

already run with the Yardham Partnership. Their perception was that the participants 

were feeling isolated and under-supported, and in retrospect this was predictable. Ned 

agreed that instead of running a third course my time was better spent visiting all the 

participants and offering them whatever support I could within the constraints of my 

agreed contracted time. It was this change of plan that allowed me to run the in-

service training (INSET) events at each primary school. From this point, with the 

exception of some committee meetings, my official connection with the project was 

over and it was left to Ned to continue to support the project – despite very limited 

time and, eventually, no further funds.  

8.5 Implementation stories 

These narratives are woven from several data sources, as discussed in Section 6.3.4.2. 

Each narrative begins with the definition of restorative justice written by the 

respective individuals when asked to sum up what it meant for them on the last day of 

the course. 

8.5.1 Head of Learning Support’s story (secondary) 

Restorative justice in schools provides empowerment for staff, teachers and 

students to have their needs voiced, their feelings heard, to heal harm if 

caused and to be included in the process of repairing damage. (HW34) 

Holly Wareham had been in post for several years when the course began. She was 

working closely with the police officer based in the school and so already had some 

familiarity with the term ‘restorative justice’. The approach interested her and she had 

read up on the background and on connections with other approaches (HW1). The 

police officer had both affirmed that she was already using a restorative approach in 

her day-to-day dealings with young people, and also urged her to have more training 

(HW2). 

 The course confirmed her belief that she was already working from a 

restorative mindset, consolidated her communication skills and provided her with 

both a more structured but fluid framework and a language to use in a variety of 
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challenging situations (HW3). Her commitment to developing the emotional literacy 

of students meant that she welcomed an approach that developed and drew on 

emotional literacy skills (HW4–6, 9, 27). She also spoke of the insights impacting on 

how she personally deals with conflict in her personal life (HW7). 

Her role as head of Learning Support put her in situations of conflict and 

challenging behaviour on a daily basis. Her skill in using restorative approaches 

meant that both staff and students were referring an increasing number of problems to 

her, but she also began to notice some staff picking up restorative language (HW17, 

18, 23, 29). She gave examples of their talking more about their own feelings when 

dealing with an incident (HW23) but also admitted that there were some who would 

never take on the approach because they were ideologically opposed to it (HW30). 

 She was aware that problems dealt with on a face-to-face basis using 

mediation meant that they could be dealt with before escalating to something serious 

that required a more formal response (HW6, 8, 17). She also experienced the ripple 

effect of sometimes dealing with two key people in an issue that had affected many 

others, whereby their own reconciliation led to the whole issue calming down 

(HW25). Her success in these areas helped to spread the word about the potential of 

restorative processes (HW11, 22). 

In the years since the initial training her interest in the approach has led her to 

become a trainer herself; she has trained many more staff within the school (GR20) 

and has been awarded ‘specialist teacher’ status in the field of restorative processes 

(NB19). She now has responsibility for special educational needs as well as Learning 

Support, and line manages all the learning assistants, encouraging them to use 

restorative approaches (GR19). She has had support and encouragement from head 

GR, who has since left the school, but also from the new head, who has continued to 

support the staff in developing a restorative approach. 

8.5.2 More experienced head of year’s story (secondary) 

I think aspects of restorative justice will continue to filter through into my 

daily life despite initial reservations! (DA16) 

Dan Abel was invited to join the restorative skills training course two days before it 

began. He agreed to attend because, by his own wry admission, it meant that for six 

weeks he had respite from Mondays, a day that brought many challenges, and could 

attend a course that was on site and therefore easy to get to (DA1). He had had two 
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previous experiences participating in a restorative conference, one successful and the 

other marred by strong negative parental influences, so he had mixed expectations 

(DA2). 

 He had been invited to go on the course in part because he was a highly 

respected, but sceptical, member of the staff, and if he could be convinced by 

restorative approaches it was hoped that others would follow (GR17a). The course 

made a big impact on him and it changed his attitude and his approach to dealing with 

challenging behaviour (DA3, 4, 7). He became more aware of his own 

communication style and more sensitive to the need to listen and talk things through, 

seeing behaviour issues more as problems to be resolved rather than discipline issues 

(DA4). In his role as Year head he would previously have been more likely to 

recommend temporary exclusion for certain behaviours, but again he was less likely 

to choose this option now and favoured trying to find a way forward through listening 

to all sides (DA11–13), although this did not extend to involving staff. He still felt 

uncomfortable with the idea of running a restorative meeting between a member of 

staff and a student (DA5, 6). 

 He would have liked an opportunity to feed back his experiences to the staff 

but acknowledged that time pressures and external events, including an OFSTED 

inspection, had meant that this opportunity had not yet been made (DA9). However, 

he could see that what was needed was more awareness-raising amongst the staff 

(DA14) and more people sharing what he referred to as a restorative mindset, as there 

were still staff resistant to the approach (DA8–10).  

8.5.3 New year head’s story (secondary) 

 Restorative justice provides the opportunity for both parties to feel 

comfortable and leave the situation empowered. (CB13) 

Carl Bourne knew very little about restorative justice when he was invited to attend 

the course. Relatively new to teaching and new in the post of year head that 

September, he assumed that the course would give him new strategies for dealing 

with misbehaviour (CB1, 2). He admitted that the course changed his attitude and his 

approach to dealing with behaviour a great deal. He immediately saw the value of 

listening to all sides and the potential of giving young people the opportunity of 

resolving their own conflicts (CB4, 5). He appreciated for the first time how much 

students had problems because of the difficulties they had expressing their feelings, 
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and he began to create opportunities for this (CB5). He was also comfortable to offer 

this opportunity when a member of staff was having problems with the behaviour of a 

student, and he received positive feedback from staff who had been through the 

mediation process that Carl had facilitated (CB6, 6). 

 His one setback had been early on when running group problem-solving 

circles, and he had learnt to recognise when students were not seriously committed to 

working towards a resolution or if the time or place was inappropriate (CB8, 9). 

 Carl recognised that he was fortunate in having senior management support to 

make the time for running restorative meetings (CB10), but said that he would also 

welcome more staff knowing about restorative approaches and being able to share 

dealing with problems in a restorative way (CB11). He was not explicit, but seemed 

to suggest that he was concerned that if he did not deal with an issue restoratively 

himself somebody else might deal with it more punitively, and it would not be 

resolved (CB12). 

8.5.4 Youth worker’s story (secondary) 

Restorative approaches in schools provide a means of redistributing power 

along more equitable lines. (RT30) 

Ray was a youth worker placed in the school to work closely with Holly in the 

Learning Support Unit. He found that the course affirmed his commitment to giving 

the students a voice and reassured him that he was already using a restorative 

approach (RT1). He felt very comfortable with the restorative ethos, which he 

believed echoed the Christian values he was used to in his work as a church youth 

worker (RT9). 

 Following the training course, he used the skills one to one in mediations and 

in running circles and found that people would refer students to him, knowing he had 

the skills to help (RT10). He had run several staff–student meetings but observed that 

young people took to the approach more easily than staff (RT3, 4), many of whom 

were challenged by the worry that they would be disempowered by the process and 

become vulnerable (RT5, 8). 

 Ray did express several concerns. He felt frustrated that so few people were 

trained (RT3) and that the restorative message did not have a high enough profile 

(RT21, 23). His observation was that those who had been trained simply got on with 

using their skills, and did not talk about what they were doing with others (RT18). He 
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seemed disappointed that there had not been the ‘sea-change’ he thought there should 

have been (RT22), and it was still not the case that a young person could be certain of 

being dealt with restoratively across the school by any member of staff (RT11). 

  He would have welcomed an opportunity to meet more often with others to 

share best practice and experiences (RT15, 19). Although he welcomed the support of 

the senior management (RT12) he also regretted the lack of a systematic policy and 

the rather ad-hoc nature in which trainees were encouraged to use their skills: 

I think at the moment it’s more, ‘You try and have a go at the RJ stuff, and if 

it doesn’t work then you revert to the behaviour policy and go down that line’ 

– which makes it even more time-consuming. (RT16) 

There were also occasions when untrained members of staff were trying to run 

conferences and, in his view, making matters worse owing to lack of understanding 

(RT7). 

It’s ended up with really everyone having a bit of a go, and bit of a nagging 

session, which I think is more harmful than trying the process in the first 

place. It would be better to say, ‘This is your punishment and that’s the end 

of it.’ (RT6) 

He would have liked many more staff trained, not simply one-day awareness-raising 

sessions, which he thought were a waste of time (RT13) – but not necessarily the full 

training up to conference level either. He felt that the basic skills should include 

listening and mediation, and a restorative approach to day-to-day incidents so that 

staff would be committed to maintaining good relationships with students (RT20, 27, 

28). He also observed that training lunchtime staff in these skills would help to 

change the culture on the playground (RT29). 

8.5.5 Administrative assistant’s story (secondary) 

Restorative approaches in school means everyone has a chance to be heard, 

and provides opportunities for healing. (CBr15) 

Carey Browne’s role was to provide administrative support to all the year heads who 

shared the same office. When she first heard about the training, she was clear that it 

would be a good idea for her to go on it so that she could offer to run conferences if 

they involved what she called ‘girly issues’, as most of the year heads were male 

(CBr2). In fact when we spoke she had yet to run a restorative meeting, but spoke of 

her greater self-confidence, her willingness to work in groups and her improved 
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listening skills (CBr3–7). She admitted that previously she had not been a ‘listening 

person’ but that now she was committed to giving people a voice, allowing them to 

speak and refraining from unasked-for advice (CBr4). 

 Interestingly, in her role offering administrative support to year heads she was 

responsible for writing letters in relation to exclusions, and she had not noticed any 

marked reduction on these since the course (CBr14). She was disappointed that she 

had not been able to run any mediations or conferences herself since the course, and 

apologised for letting us down (CBr8, 9), but she was hoping to do more in the new 

school year. 

 Her impression was that the school was inclined to restorative approaches 

anyway (CBr11) but that it would be useful, with new staff coming in, if there were 

some awareness-raising each year to bring people on board (CBr12, 13). 

8.5.6 A deputy head’s story (primary) 

Restorative justice is a way to move a child on. For years we’ve just been 

containing – putting the lid back on – and eventually that just explodes in 

your face! (AH21) 

Before attending the course, deputy head Alison Harvey knew nothing about 

restorative justice; although she found the course demanding, it made a significant 

impact on her (AH23). Over the six weeks of the course her confidence grew (AH11, 

12), along with her conviction that restorative approaches complemented, and were 

complemented by, emotional literacy, to which she was passionately committed and 

had great potential in her school (AH7, 23, 35). She herself immediately began 

listening to pupils in a different way – less judgementally and more prepared to let 

them resolve issues for themselves (AH1). She was particularly pleased to discover 

the power of small-group problem-solving using a restorative approach, and found 

children willing to lead these for themselves after an initial steer from her (AH26–

28). 

 She developed her own skills and understanding of restorative approaches 

during the first six months after the course (AH23). She felt as if the training and her 

subsequent experience validated a role she had wanted – that of deputy with pastoral 

responsibility within the school – and she welcomed students self-referring to her for 

help with problems (AH13). At the same time she felt supported by a colleague with 

whom she was rewriting the behaviour management policy (AH25), which was 
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subsequently reviewed again recently and is now framed as a relationship policy, an 

idea from Thorsborne (2002) that inspired Alison: 

Why write a behaviour policy which is about a behaviour management, as 

behaviour only needs managing when relationships have broken down? 

(AH42) 

However, six months after the course, in June 2003, Alison was still feeling rather 

isolated and concerned that she had not skilled any other staff to use restorative 

approaches, or even to fully understand what she was doing. During one of my 

fieldwork visits she asked me to run an INSET session for the whole school to raise 

awareness, which I was able to do (see Section 9.6.5). The whole staff, including 

teaching assistants and administrative staff, attended and sat in a circle – a unique 

experience for many at such an event. The session received very positive feedback, 

the staff were keen to develop circle time throughout the school, and Alison felt that 

she had a mandate to continue, with more people understanding and endorsing a 

restorative approach (AH30). 

 In the months that followed, Alison was able to rewrite the personal, social 

and health education (PSHE) programme in such a way that it integrated a circle time 

approach, incorporating conflict management principles into the curriculum using a 

Key Stage 1–3 programme called ‘Playground Peacemakers’ (Farrington 2000). She 

also trained older pupils to be peer mediators and, following the INSET session, 

trained all the teaching assistants to be active listeners so they could support both peer 

mediators and teaching staff who might not have the time to give quality attention to 

needy pupils (AH31). 

 She now observes many more staff using a restorative approach in the school 

(AH7, 8). It is enshrined in the relationship policy, which makes frequent references 

to restorative interventions and exchanges throughout the document (one of the first 

such policies in a UK school) and encourages the use of restorative questions by 

everyone dealing with an incident.  

 OFSTED inspectors noticed the difference in the way relationship issues, 

problems and conflicts are dealt with when they visited the school in October 2005: 

The school is rightly proud of the good work it does to foster the pupils’ 

personal development: this is a significant improvement since the last 

inspection. The way the school teaches children to care for others, build 
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positive relationships, act in accordance with shared values and resolve 

conflicts is outstanding. (AH38) 

 In a recent workshop Alison ran with a school colleague at a conference on 

restorative approaches in schools, she referred to the factors that had helped the 

school move forward as ‘rays of sunshine’, and the barriers as ‘brick walls’. Her brick 

walls had been the need for further training amongst the staff, better training for the 

peer mediators and the time and resources for both of these; the need to integrate the 

national emotional literacy SEAL and SEB materials (‘Social and Emotional 

Literacy’ and ‘Social and Emotional Behaviour’ Schemes) into what they were 

already doing; and, at one time, the lack of a coherent behaviour management policy 

underpinned by restorative principles. 

 Her rays of sunshine included both the willingness of teachers to embrace 

circle time and its philosophy, and the decision of the senior management team to 

take time to review the behaviour management policy, which led to the development 

of a coherent relationships policy that was linked to values education, emotional 

literacy and their PSHE goals. Since coming up against these brick walls she has been 

given time to rewrite the behaviour policy as described; she and her colleague have 

had further training in delivering the SEAL and SEBS programmes; and in January 

2006 she decided to ‘grasp the nettle’ and offer training herself for the staff. Their 

positive response took her by surprise (private communication). 

8.5.7 Reception teacher’s story 

Restorative justice provides all involved with the opportunity to heal harm 

done to others. (MW21) 

Mary White was told to attend the training course several days before it began, when 

the original participant decided her priorities were with her class preparing for their 

Standard Attainment Test (SAT). The school deemed her, the reception teacher, as 

being the one to most easily take time off from her class. Her initial feelings were of 

annoyance with the school (MW3), but she admitted to thoroughly enjoying the 

course and it made a big impact on her practice. She had thought of herself as 

someone who listened but since the course she has been much more aware of her own 

and others’ listening style (MW4, 17), the importance of allowing those with the 

problem to find the solution for themselves, and of asking about feelings (MW19). 
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She has been impressed how even the little ones have been able to consider the 

impact of their actions on others’ feelings (MW4–6). 

Since the course finished she has been instrumental in supporting the peer 

mediation scheme in the school (MW7, 12); encouraging the use of circle time in 

every class by every teacher (MW15); ensuring that the school council is 

representative of student views by encouraging classes in circles to debate issues, 

feed back to the council and vice versa (MW14); and using restorative enquiry and 

mediation skills herself throughout the school and thus reducing her use of the school 

sanction system (MW18, 19). As a result of her efforts she sensed that students were 

feeling much more listened to, and that staff were generally adopting a more 

restorative stance when dealing with conflicts. 

When we spoke, six months after the course had finished, she still felt that 

more could be done to support her in the school, sensing some resistance from 

colleagues (MW7), and asked if I would be prepared to run an INSET for the whole 

staff to further raise awareness, which I subsequently did (although by this time Mary 

was on maternity leave). However, this session was a twilight one, and perhaps failed 

to reach the group Mary believed most needed training in restorative skills – the 

lunchtime supervisor team (MW8–10). 

8.5.8 Teaching assistant’s story (primary) 

Restorative justice provides an opportunity for empowerment: your voice can 

be heard – a positive approach to solving a negative situation. (CG28) 

Cathy Gordon was able to use her skills in varying ways over the time we met and 

talked. Initially she found herself running group circles to help children who had 

fallen out, but by the second year she was using more one-to-one techniques and face-

to-face mediations (CG1). Her experiences were connected to the students she 

supported in the class to which she was attached, and did not extend beyond this class 

except in one or two rare exceptions. She noticed that she was more inclined to listen 

to children and allow them to come up with solutions to their own problems, rather 

than jump in with solutions and advice (CG2–4). Although nervous at first with the 

new approach she spoke of it becoming the natural way she approached situations 

(CG13). 

 She had a sense that many staff, especially the younger ones, were more 

inclined to a restorative approach anyway – by which she meant being comfortable 
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about talking about feelings and being willing to talk things through with young 

people (CG24). Nevertheless she did experience some sense of isolation and would 

have welcomed more opportunities to meet with others who had been on the course 

(CG27). 

 She was ambivalent about the support she was having from her head whose 

own priorities lay more with improving the quality of teaching and learning (CG19). 

However, he did occasionally ask her to run restorative meetings between students, 

which she took as a sign of his support (CG16). 

 Cathy’s own sense was that it was unrealistic to expect a teaching assistant to 

effect change in the school (CG18). Her messages on the extent to which changes 

were happening were mixed. On the one hand she spoke of a generally restorative 

ethos already present in the school (CG22, 26), but on the other she spoke about some 

staff resistance to talking about feelings, their need to be in control in their 

classrooms (CG10) and some negativity despite INSET awareness-raising (CG17).  

8.5.9 A learning support assistant’s story (primary) 

Restorative justice to me is the way forward for all schools; it gives all 

parties the right to be listened to, and to feel they have been heard. (CP24) 

Chris Powell was terrified on the first day of the training course, finding herself 

amongst a group of strangers, most in more senior positions in school than her (CP1). 

By the end of it she was confident enough to talk to OFSTED inspectors about 

restorative justice and even designed and ran a training day for fellow learning 

support assistants at her school; this was well received and people were interested 

(CP21). She felt her confidence rocketing to an all-time high (CP12) and believed 

that the decision to join the course was the best decision she had ever made in her 

working life (CP1).  

This may sound a silly thing to say, but those six days of the restorative 

justice course changed my life for the better. I feel I am able to do a lot more 

than I thought, due to growing confidence. (CP23) 

The course had a significant impact on her attitudes towards managing behaviour, as 

well as developing her skills and confidence (CP18).  

After the six Mondays had finished, my views had changed 100 per cent. The 

course had me look at life differently, and in turn changed my views on 

discipline around. (CP16) 
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She relates becoming less judgemental and more aware of the need to listen to all 

sides, and believing in the importance of repairing relationships following conflict 

(CP9–11). Following the course she was able to use her skills with individual 

students and use mediation to help those in conflict, and had positive feedback from 

the students (CP22). 

  Unfortunately, as time went on, her opportunities for using her skills were 

reduced as she became what she described as ‘class-bound’, with specific 

responsibility for supporting particular children (CP3). She believed that she would 

never forget her restorative skills but felt disappointed that she did not have the 

support of the new Head to carry on using them more widely in the school. It was 

unclear what approach other staff were using, but Chris got the impression that they 

were not interested in what she had been doing (CP4). 

8.6 Pulling together the narrative threads 

8.6.1 Expectations 

The secondary participants came on the initial course with some, albeit mixed, 

exposure to the idea of restorative justice, probably because of the police officer who 

had been working in this way in the school for several years. Holly and Ray, both 

already used to working with very challenging young people, had an expectation that 

they would be familiar with the ethos and principles, and sought confirmation that 

they were on the right track (HW1, 2; RT1). Of the two year heads on the course the 

more senior was the more sceptical, having been personally involved in two 

conferences, one of which he did not deem to have been successful (DA2). Their 

administrative assistant was already familiar with the conferencing process and hoped 

to get involved if a male facilitator proved inappropriate (CBr2). 

 Of the primary participants only one had heard about restorative justice at all, 

and that was in the context of the criminal justice victim/offender model (CP14). I 

gained the impression at the outset that the main expectation was to develop their 

own personal skills rather than to be pioneers of cultural change in their respective 

schools. 

8.6.2 Meanings 

All participants saw the value of the informal interventions, interpreting a restorative 

approach as one that gave young people ownership of the problems and the 
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opportunity to find their own solutions. Holly saw links with the emotional literacy 

work she did in the unit, and both she and Ray made sense of restorative philosophy 

in terms of the approach they already used (HW1, 8, 27; RT9). They both felt they 

had fine-tuned their skills but had been ‘restorative’ already. The year heads attested 

to changing their approach, interpreting incidents between students as interpersonal 

issues to be resolved rather than as discipline issues (DA13; CB3). They differed in 

the scope they attributed to the approach: whereas Carl used it for student–teacher 

conflicts, Dan felt discomfort doing this, appearing to have understood that it was the 

facilitator’s role to express judgement on parties’ actions: 

It’s difficult sometimes to … I find it difficult to say to the teacher, ‘Well, I 

think you maybe should have handled it better.’ (DA5) 

During the conversation, I remember resisting the urge to point out that this would 

not be appropriate with either a teacher or a student, and that if he avoided doing this 

he may find it easier to be impartial in such situations and more comfortable offering 

student–teacher meetings. 

  Most people also construed a restorative approach as an affective process – 

one in which the expression of feelings and needs was encouraged and indeed central 

to the process. 

 The ways in which the secondary and primary staff made sense of a 

restorative approach were not strikingly different, which is interesting given what 

Nias (1999) describes as the commonly held view that primary schools already have a 

‘culture of care’. Nor were there striking differences between the ways in which the 

three male course participants construed restorative approaches compared with the 

women. Nias (ibid) cites the work of Gilligan (1983) and Noddings (1984), who 

suggest that ‘women use an ethic of care, which stems from feelings rather than from 

rational principles’. However, the sample is small and it would be interesting to do 

further research into whether a restorative culture is more easily introduced into a 

primary setting, or more readily accepted by women than men. (Section 11.6 includes 

these suggestions when recommending topics for future research.) 

8.6.3 Uses made of skills 

The enthusiasm expressed by all participants in the fieldwork for restorative 

approaches in schools is striking. Even those who had previously been sceptical 

seemed convinced it was a way forward and reported changes in their approach and 
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their behaviour. They all agreed that they were listening to young people with more 

attention and more respect, making time to hear different perspectives and listening 

for feelings and needs as well as the details of what had happened. They were now 

considering conflicts and misbehaviour as problems to be resolved by those involved 

rather than as discipline issues needing a sanction.  

 In the secondary school everyone except the administrative assistant had been 

able to run restorative meetings, although it appeared that these were mostly between 

two students or small groups. The police officer in school (a different one from the 

original pioneer) still ran the conferences for more serious situations. In the primary 

schools the deputy head and the class teacher were running mediations and problem-

solving circles with groups. The two classroom/teaching assistants were able to run 

such meetings soon after their training, but opportunities reduced as their role 

changed, and both felt disappointed. Most recently, however, in early 2006, one of 

them has been given more teaching responsibilities and attested to using her skills all 

the time. 

8.6.4 Impact on self 

On a personal level, then, everyone had benefited from the course and several people 

spoke of enhanced confidence and the impact of the course on their personal lives and 

interpersonal relationships.  

 A less positive effect, however, was the sense of isolation, particularly 

amongst the primary staff schools, because of the lack of support they felt from 

within their school from colleagues and the lack of ongoing support once the training 

was finished. The experience of the course had changed them and they now felt 

different from their colleagues. As recently as January 2006, despite having 

introduced many changes in the school, including a new relationship policy replacing 

the traditional behaviour management policy, primary deputy Alison told me, ‘I still 

feel like the crank. I still feel isolated.’ 

 This impact is one to take seriously; it is discussed in the context of blocks to 

progress in Section 8.6.7.1, below, and is returned to in Chapters 9 and 10. Project 

managers and trainers are consciously inviting people down a path which is likely to 

change their thinking and their behaviour, and as such brings risks, since they may 

both feel different and be perceived as being different from their colleagues. 
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The daunting prospect of ‘doing different’, meeting resistance or yet trying to bring 

others on board is one even more loudly expressed by participants in the third study, 

discussed in Chapter 9. 

8.6.5 Impact on others 

In the secondary school, staff spoke of positive feedback from students who had 

benefited from restorative approaches. Those who had worked with teachers and 

students together reported positive feedback from the staff as well. 

 Experiences of change in staff practice were mixed. Some people had the 

impression that restorative language was being picked up by other staff. Ray was 

cautious, however, and concerned about untrained people attempting a more formal 

meeting which, if badly run, could be worse than a straightforward punishment (RT6, 

7). In fact everyone admitted that there was still resistance and reservations. Some 

staff still demanded punishment and Carey, the administrative assistant who would 

have been responsible for correspondence about fixed-term exclusions, had not 

noticed any reduction in these when we spoke (CBr14).  

 In the primary schools everyone spoke of the positive impact restorative 

approaches had had on students but reported that, after initial interest, support and 

interest from colleagues was minimal, with much scepticism still remaining. They all 

welcomed the extra INSET I delivered to each of their schools in the autumn 

following my visits to them all in the summer of 2002. (These were to conduct my 

research conversations but also to offer support.) These in-service events were offered 

to the whole staff and in one case it made a big impact, giving the deputy head the 

mandate she needed to forge ahead with big changes (AH30). For the others the 

impact was much less. The reception teacher was absent on maternity leave and so 

unable to capitalise on the meeting I ran for her colleagues. One teaching assistant 

was not present at the meeting for her teaching colleagues. My own experience with 

her Head teacher was that we had fundamental disagreements about restorative 

approaches and the role of adults vis-à-vis developing pro-social behaviour in young 

people. It seemed unlikely that he was going to pursue the initiative as a school-wide 

project. 

 In the fourth school there was much interest in the presentation I gave, but 

without ongoing support it was difficult to see how a classroom assistant could effect 

much change in the school. 
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 My own frustration came from feeling ‘one step removed’ from the project 

once my main role, that of offering the initial training, was over. It was becoming 

increasingly evident to me that initial training was only a first step in implementation, 

and that much more help was needed just to help people use (and keep using) their 

own restorative skills – let alone helping others to change their practice or influencing 

school policy and culture. This observation is easier to make in hindsight; at the time, 

I shared Ned’s belief that sowing single seeds was enough to spread the ideas. As a 

gardener I should have thought more carefully about preparing the land before the 

planting, and nourishing the tender plants as they grew in what sometimes felt to 

them like a gale. This issue is returned to in Section 8.6.7.3 and in Chapter 10. 

8.6.6 Factors helping progress 

The two main factors enabling both personal skills development and school change 

emerging from the Yardham data were the position of a trainee in the school and the 

support of senior management. Thus the one deputy head has been able to introduce 

circle time across the school, develop a conflict management and mediation 

curriculum in every year group, train peer mediators, rewrite the behaviour 

management policy and, most recently, have an almost 100 per cent response from 

staff to attend a voluntary twilight training course in restorative skills. Meanwhile, the 

head of Learning Support has been given increasing opportunities to support staff 

throughout the school using mediation and conferencing; gained her specialist teacher 

status specialising in restorative skills; further developed her skills by being trained as 

a trainer of restorative conferencing; taken on the role of SEN coordinator, with line 

management of all the teaching assistants whom she supports in using restorative 

approaches; and designed and run further training courses within the school and 

elsewhere. Both have, to some extent, found a niche for themselves with this work. 

 It could be argued that Gareth’s initial advice to primary heads not to attend 

the course themselves or send senior management colleagues was misguided, and 

Story Three (Chapter 9) explores the value of taking a different line and insisting, as 

far as possible, on training senior managers. Certainly some participants thought that 

sending teaching assistants was a mistake if whole-school change was the intention: 

Changes in school – you just can’t do that as a TA, you just can’t. (CG18)  

This is a strange commitment head teachers were showing by sending a TA 

on the training, with no disrespect to [those who trained]. (AH18)  
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Nevertheless the improved confidence of everyone on the course, and perhaps 

especially that of the teaching assistants, suggest that the course would be useful for 

them at some point but perhaps not if they are expected to then be isolated change-

agents back in their schools. Cathy made a case for teaching assistants being 

particularly useful for dealing with issues restoratively as they had more time than 

class teachers (CG20), but reiterated that changing school policy itself was not her 

role (CG18). 

 Even those who made no use of what they had learnt beyond improving their 

own day-to-day practice referred to the importance of having the support and backing 

of the senior management team – some being grateful for it and others bemoaning its 

absence. Gareth’s story of the challenges he faced as a head teacher, even to be able 

to send six staff on the course, indicated a certain Catch 22 aspect to the situation. 

Before people know about the potential of restorative practices they may be unwilling 

to commit time and money for training, but it is only with exposure to the ideas and 

practices through training that this commitment can be developed. 

8.6.7 Factors hindering progress 

8.6.7.1 Isolation 

A commonly expressed concern was the feeling of isolation, especially by the 

primary staff who attended the course as lone representatives from their school. The 

task of effecting whole-school change weighed very heavily on their shoulders, and 

despite Ned’s contract with each school, and a written agreement to form a restorative 

justice steering group in each school, this did not happen in any of the four primary 

schools. Despite interest from some staff and support from most of the senior 

managers there was a sense that many colleagues did not understand what those 

trained in restorative skills were doing, and in some cases there was scepticism, 

cynicism and, at worst, opposition. 

 Several people mentioned how much they would value the opportunity to 

meet and share experiences and best practice with other trainees (RT15, 19; CG27). 

Ned had been aware that his time was limited and had suggested that the whole group 

form a support group for themselves but without a steer from him this did not take 

off. One meeting was held but it had neither leadership nor agenda, and people felt 

confused and let down (NB17). 
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 Ned was aware that he did not provide the necessary support and follow-up. 

He argued that he was not given enough time to do so, and it had no been factored 

into my time either (NB14, 15). In retrospect I believe the importance of this aspect 

of the project had been underestimated by both of us, and as a result neither of us 

factored it into the resourcing for the project. Ned acknowledged that at another time 

he would emphasise it and resource it to a much greater extent (NB17, 18, 19).  

Reflecting on the decisions we took then, Ned recalled resource constraints, LEA 

scepticism and time constraints as factors influencing our decision. In hindsight he 

would have preferred to have focussed the efforts on a smaller group and planned the 

whole project more carefully. Speaking two years after his involvement with the 

project had ended he ruefully reflected: 

I know today that the proof of this pudding is in the preparation. As with any 

good cake you get the ingredients right from … at the preparation stage … 

the rest runs its natural course. (NB24) 

8.6.7.2 Lack of understanding and skills 

As well as support for themselves personally, all participants believed that their work 

would be much easier if more people were on board, either simply at the level of 

understanding the restorative approach and referring young people to them, or, even 

better, having more staff trained in the skills. Some people expressed scepticism 

about the value of awareness raising by itself whilst others believed it to be useful on 

a regular basis because of staff turnover (RT13, 21; CG17). Many people believed 

that what was most needed was for more staff in the school to be trained in order for 

the approach to become embedded into the school’s ethos. (DA10; CB11; RT13; 

MW20). One suggestion was that not all staff would necessarily need full training up 

to conferencing level but that a short course, covering the basic skills of listening and 

using restorative language, would nevertheless make an immense difference 

throughout the school (RT20).  

8.6.7.3 Choice of participants and participating schools  

The concern over being isolated and unsupported by colleagues begs several 

questions about the way the project was organised. First, why were individuals 

chosen in the first place and expected to effect whole-school change, when even the 

team of six in Yardham found this to be a challenge? Second, why, given that there 

were funds to run three training course over the first year of the national YOT project, 
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were more people from other areas of the county trained – instead of consolidating 

the work in the one area and offering further training to each of the schools in the 

Yardham Partnership?  

 The answer to the first question is pragmatism. Ned had been struggling to 

find another cohort of six secondary staff to join the Yardham cohort. No-one, it 

seemed, was prepared to release that many staff for so long. It had been Gareth who 

had suggested approaching the group of Yardham Partnership heads, and it had 

seemed like a good idea at the time. The desired result was having all the schools 

sharing an ethos, but at the time the question of how one person could bring this 

about was not considered. There was a hope that because the schools were in a 

partnership, each of the individuals could support each other and be supported by the 

secondary school – a view that now seems naïve. Perhaps Ned himself hoped to be 

able to offer more support himself, but he also believed that if people were ‘enthused’ 

they would make things happen for themselves, a belief he recognised was sometimes 

unrealistic: 

I tend to have a very optimistic perspective on life, which is, you know, if 

people want it they’ll go and get it, but sometimes working environments 

don’t allow that – even for the most best-willed people. (NB18) 

Ned’s later decision to fill the second course with individuals from a variety of 

schools and agencies concerned me even more. I was concerned that isolated 

individuals, and especially those with either little influence within a school or else 

working from outside a school, would be unable to effect change along the lines we 

were envisaging. He saw this policy both as pragmatic – he had already had great 

difficulty in persuading schools to release staff at all – and as part of a wider plan to 

spread the word as widely as possible: 

My vision there was that by spreading the news on a more broad basis, there 

would be less constraints on those targeted schools … to release staff for 

such a long period of time, because that had been a significant factor in the 

difficulties around the first school not being able to be on board, and I was 

keen to spread the word as far as possible and in as many environments as 

possible. (NB13) 

To be fair, at the time Ned had the backing of the steering group (on which I also sat) 

because the difficulties he mentioned were very clear; but in hindsight it would 

perhaps have been better to focus all the training on the Yardham Partnership, which 
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would have met the needs expressed by most of them for more support and expertise 

in the school. On this point we now both agree (NB18) although Ned is still unsure as 

to whether the project would have got the funding it did from the Youth Justice Board 

for such a reduced project.  

 My suspicion is that at the time Ned also had a belief that if one individual 

with sufficient influence in a school were convinced by the potential of restorative 

approaches in school, then this would be enough to start the change process, and I 

may have shared this belief to some extent. Perhaps we were so convinced ourselves 

that we could not foresee that others might not be. Ned’s dream was one of spreading 

the word across the county, and he was disappointed that others did not seem to share 

this dream: 

My vision of more and more schools in …shire taking on board the ethos of 

restorative practices as a preventative measure, and as an enabling and an 

empowering tool, was going to take a lot longer than I’d originally 

anticipated. (NB17)  

8.7 Conclusion 

This chapter has, through individual narratives, told the story of a restorative 

initiative that is, at least in some of the schools, still ongoing. My own role in the 

initiative was at several levels and this has made the writing of the chapter 

challenging. I find myself wanting to defend the decisions I and others made as 

members of the steering committee, celebrate my role as course developer and trainer, 

and commiserate with the frustrations I felt in my limited role as consultant after the 

course. However, in my researcher role I can see the shortcomings of some of the 

decisions taken, and my privileged position in remaining in contact with participants 

has helped me to learn some painful lessons.  

 On a positive note it appeared that the course content provided people with 

what they needed in terms of skills and principles to implement restorative 

approaches in their own day-to-day situations. They would have liked an opportunity 

to refresh and develop these, but as an initial introduction the course seemed to have 

got it right. I am aware that because participants in the research were trained by me 

and knew I developed the course, there is of course the chance that any negative 

comments they may have had were withheld. If their feedback is to be believed, 
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however, this affirmation means that one of the factors mentioned as a hindrance to 

progress in Chapter 1, namely an inappropriate course focus, was removed.  

 Furthermore the course ‘enthused’ and inspired at least two individuals to 

embrace restorative approaches and integrate them into their professional roles. Both 

continue to spread the skills through training and example.  

 In the secondary school, senior management support was in stark contrast to 

the complete lack of it in the first study, but it remained a factor for some of the 

primary schools. None of the schools in this study were suffering the instability and 

high staff turnover of Woodbridge, so this was not a barrier to change. However, 

although (unlike Woodbridge) the project manager was still in post after the course, 

his heavy workload and, at one point, an extended period of sick leave meant that the 

feelings of lack of support expressed by some people were a common feature in both 

studies. 

 Finally, whereas the impression I formed when visiting Woodbridge was that 

the restorative initiative was a dying flame, kept alight by a handful of individuals 

ploughing a lone furrow, this has not been the case in Yardham School itself; nor was 

it the case in at least one primary school in the Yardham Project, although possibly so 

in the remaining three primary schools. In a conversation held in June 2005 Ned 

admitted he was no longer in touch with them and did not know what was happening. 

 From both a research and a professional perspective there is much to be learnt 

from the Woodbridge experience, and the insights are brought to bear on the third and 

final study. This study focusses on an initiative on a much wider scale – targeting 

senior managers for training at the outset, led by project managers with a vision not 

only of school change but also of local authority-wide change, and supported at 

national level as part of a national pilot project. I was drawn to it from a research 

perspective because, with reference to the findings from the first two studies, the 

factors favouring implementation appeared to be greater and the factors inhibiting 

implementation appeared to be reduced.  
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Chapter 9  

The Scottish story     

9.1 Introduction 

This chapter begins by elaborating on how the decision to include a third study at a 

relatively late stage in the research came about. It then gives the background to the 

project studied, weaving together narrative threads from the two project managers. 

The findings from the focus group – the ‘snakes and ladders’ activity described in 

Section 6.3.3.2 – are then described and discussed. Finally key themes are identified 

and reviewed in the light of the project managers’ stories. 

9.2 The third study 

As the concluding section of the last chapter indicated, the first two studies had 

identified certain factors that inhibited implementation of restorative approaches and 

other factors that supported it. The former appeared to be reduced and the latter 

increased in this third study, so it offered an illuminating coda. The project is still in 

progress, and the late decision has constrained the amount of data collected. 

However, this constraint has also provided an opportunity for the development of a 

new and creative data collection tool – the snakes and ladders board – which can be 

used in future research projects in this field and is applicable to other innovation 

projects.  

 This third study is interesting because it focusses on an initiative which has 

become part of a national pilot project instigated and funded by the Scottish 

Executive. The project managers of the local initiative, in the West of Scotland, have 

been able to conduct extensive research into restorative justice approaches and 

practices both in the criminal justice field and in educational contexts. Not only are 

they identifying what they believe to be best practice throughout the world; it is my 

belief that they are also beginning to make a contribution themselves to the 

articulation of a specifically educational framework in which restorative work can 

flourish. Their support and influence on the way ‘restorative practices’ (as they 

choose to define them) develop in their education authority seem to be a critical 

influence, and their own position and status within the authority seem to be another 

relevant factor. Because of their aspiration to introduce restorative practices into 
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every school in the authority, they have encouraged senior managers, that is, 

principals (head teachers) and deputies, to attend the training courses and provide 

regular support meetings and networking meetings to help sustain the initiative. 

 These two factors alone make this initiative highly relevant in my research, 

and a natural choice for a third and final study. In addition, several major obstacles to 

implementing a new initiative identified in the first two studies – the lack of local 

authority and senior manager support, and proponents being low down in the school 

hierarchy and having little ‘clout’ – were removed. The interesting question then 

becomes: What factors help or hinder senior managers in a supportive authority in 

implementing and sustaining restorative approaches in schools?  

 A very important distinction to be made between the first two studies and the 

third is the difference in meaning of the word ‘implementation’. To a large degree the 

participants in the first two studies were mainly concerned with implementing what 

they had learnt – the new skills (the primary deputy and the secondary head of 

Learning Support being the notable exceptions). In the third case participants not only 

had this concern; they were also implementing whole-school culture change. 

 One final significant difference between participants on the first two projects 

and those on the third was that the former worked in English schools, within the 

English education system, and the latter worked in Scottish schools, within the 

Scottish education system. The degree of autonomy that English schools now have in 

respect of how they spend their own budgets on training and professional 

development differs from the situation in Scotland. Furthermore in England teachers 

are employed by their school, whereas Scottish teachers are employed by the 

authority. Although the Scottish project managers were at pains to say that they were 

not imposing the initiative on schools in the authority, and leaving them to decide 

whether they wanted to engage at all (and, if so, how), nevertheless they are able to 

think in terms of an LEA initiative. Furthermore the authority still has its own 

training budget, and the INSET training in restorative skills was offered at LEA level. 

In England, Local Education Authorities can only suggest and advise, and all the 

training budget is with the individual schools – governing bodies are free to decide 

for themselves whether they implement a particular project, and if the school decides 

to allocate its training budget to a different initiative then that is their right. 
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9.3 The background to the restorative practices initiative 

My own personal involvement in the initiative came several years after the two 

project managers, Steele and Donnelly (who have agreed for their real names to be 

used) began researching restorative justice (sic) and its potential in school settings. 

Their story puts the project in context; it is a narrative jointly recounted by them in 

June 2005. My part has been to weave the threads of their joint narrative into a single 

story.  

 At the time of our meeting in 2005 I had already trained about 60 senior 

managers in their primary schools and all of their inclusion team, including 

themselves personally, and conducted the research that will be discussed later in the 

chapter. Steele had recently been promoted to principal education psychologist in the 

authority and Donnelly, previously a secondary school teacher, was manager of the 

authority’s Inclusion Base, a team of behaviour management specialists supporting 

schools in developing initiatives to maximise inclusion and attendance.   

9.3.1 Early influences 

Steele’s first introduction to restorative justice came in about 1999/2000 through a 

colleague who introduced him to it in the criminal justice context. He saw its 

potential in schools and arranged for some educational colleagues to attend a 

conferencing training course in 2001, which he and Donnelly attended. Both realised 

that here was something that schools needed but neither were convinced that the way 

it was being articulated was appropriate for schools. They could see that the essential 

values and principles of restorative justice had far-reaching implications for the way 

young people were brought up. Steele specifically made reference to Wachtel’s social 

discipline window (Wachtel 1999) in admitting that its message resonated with his 

own childhood and his own approach to parenting: 

And it seemed to me that the whole notion of high accountability with high 

support spoke to something almost archetypal in people, and it certainly 

spoke to something profound in me. (B1)
11
 

                                                

11
 The citations/references differentiate between quotations from Donnelly, which are identified as A 

followed by a number, and quotations from Steele, which are identified as B followed by a number; 

both are found in Appendix C in the same chart, in the order in which they were articulated on the 

transcript. (It would have been confusing to try and separate them into two separate appendices.) 
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… the articulation of something which was a fairly essential part of my own 

belief system about child care and bringing up children. (A2) 

Nevertheless they thought that the conferencing model per se, the main focus of the 

training that they had attended, would not meet the day-to-day needs of teachers, and 

that what was needed was a more proactive approach that focussed on language and 

relationships (A3). They were also aware that the course had had a criminal justice 

slant by virtue of the background of the two trainers, and they realised that they 

would need an approach with a specific educational, school-based focus (A4). 

 Further research took them to my own writings on the Web (Hopkins 1999a; 

1999b) and here they found an articulation of a holistic educational approach which 

resonated with their own views. Steele was clear that from the beginning he was 

looking for more than simply a response to challenging behaviour: 

So the motivation for me was, from the very beginning, seeing the way in 

which restorative approaches could be used – not narrowly, to ensure good 

discipline within schools, important though that would be – but as a means of 

preparing young people, helping young people, [to] acquire more pro-social 

attitudes and behaviours: acquire personal disciplines around their 

behaviour as a preparation for real life after school. (A2) 

9.3.2 International influences 

It took some months for us to meet, and in the meantime Steele and Donnelly also 

discovered Wachtel’s organisation in the USA, the International Institute of 

Restorative Practices (IIRP), and the work being done in schools in Pennsylvania. 

Soon after our own meeting, when we agreed that my organisation would offer 

training to primary principals and deputies, a group of representatives from their 

authority visited Pennsylvania and were impressed by the development of a 

‘restorative milieu’ (McCold 2002a) in schools there, both in special units for youth 

at risk and also in a mainstream high school. 

 Gradually Steele and Donnelly developed a plan that included combining 

aspects of what my own organisation, Transforming Conflict, offered and what the 

IIRP had to offer:  

The Transforming Conflict approach was much more focussed on the skills, 

the process, the personal development, the growth, the broader agenda, 

which was very valid, whereas the Safer Saner Schools approach was … 
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partly because of its Real Justice connections, was much more structure, 

procedural. It was much more articulate about the philosophy which it used, 

the restorative philosophy. So I think we saw both these approaches as 

having value for different purposes across a restorative spectrum, and we 

actively pursued both, because of the complementariness of these two things. 

And indeed much of the training that we subsequently developed for use 

within our own schools incorporate the elements of both approaches and 

both – styles is not quite the right word – but both perceptions, both angles 

on this wider world of restorative practices. (B6) 

This quotation illustrates the degree of analysis that the two project managers were 

bringing to their task and an intellectual engagement with the theoretical aspects of a 

restorative approach, which were not apparent in the two previous case studies. This is 

by no means to suggest that the project managers in the two previous case studies 

were not wholly professional in their own approach to the project, nor to suggest that 

they failed to draw on their own prior professional knowledge in choosing restorative 

training. However, they did not articulate to the same degree a thorough understanding 

of the intellectual debates around restorative justice and practices.  

9.3.3 The educational context 

The context in which Steele and Donnelly’s initial research was being conducted, and 

the reason for the authority’s interest in, and financial support for, their research 

(which has now taken them to the USA twice and to Europe and Australia) is one in 

which the Scottish Executive’s national policy document ‘Better Behaviour, Better 

Learning’ (Discipline Task Group 2001) plays an important part. This document, 

published in 2002 following extensive consultation by a Scottish Executive-appointed 

Task Force Group (TFG), makes 36 recommendations to Local Education Authorities 

and schools on the Task Force’s conclusions on how to improve both the behaviour of 

young people in schools and educationalists’ skills in dealing with disruptive or 

challenging behaviour. Two particular recommendations are pertinent to the 

development of restorative practices in Steele and Donnelly’s authority in the West of 

Scotland. The first was that the Scottish Executive should endorse a policy called 

‘Staged Intervention’ (based on Birmingham’s ‘Framework for Intervention’) and 

fund pilot programmes using this approach: 
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Recommendation 5 The Scottish Executive should endorse the principles of 

Staged Intervention. Funding should be made available to enable a number 

of pilot programmes on Staged Intervention to be established. The evaluation 

of such programmes should pay particular attention to the links between 

indiscipline, classroom management and effective learning and teaching. 

The second important recommendation was to encourage and fund more research into 

behaviour management and to disseminate best practice: 

Recommendation 8 A national mechanism for identifying, evaluating and 

disseminating good practice at education authority and school levels should 

be established and funded.  

As part of this mechanism, national research focused on school discipline, 

behaviour management and school inclusion should be developed. 

Staged Intervention was clearly a policy which most schools involved in the training 

programme were working within, since it was often referred to in discussions, and 

one of the project’s pilot secondary schools explicitly linked the approach with 

restorative practices: 

Staged Intervention: 

A ‘staged strategies’ approach to any issues gives those involved a structure 

of stages/levels of response through which they may work as necessary. Our 

teaching staff are supported in a non-threatening way by a trained colleague 

who has the opportunity to review classroom management and resolve, in a 

restorative way, low-level indiscipline. Following classroom observation, 

suggested staged strategies – including seating arrangements, room layout 

and teacher interactions with pupils – are offered to teachers to help with 

problems encountered. (North Lanarkshire Council 2005) 

Both recommendations from the Task Force Group mention funding for research into 

more effective strategies for dealing with challenging behaviour, explicitly linking 

such approaches to classroom management, teaching and learning. In this context, 

then, Steele and Donnelly found that resources for their research were never a 

problem. Donnelly also put this support down to the fact that the Inclusion Team 

already had a good reputation in the authority for introducing well-researched and 

well-supported initiatives (A17), and so their requests for funding for research into 

new approaches were respected and listened to, and funding was generous, allowing 
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for a team of people to travel widely to learn about restorative approaches in schools 

in Australia, New Zealand and the United States.  

9.3.4 The national initiative 

As Steele and Donnelly began to develop their plan other developments were afoot in 

Scotland. Unbeknown to them the Scottish education minister had been doing his own 

research into restorative justice and, in particular at that time, the conferencing model, 

and had decided to launch a national pilot project to evaluate its potential in schools. 

Three authorities were to be chosen to pilot an initiative and the project Steele and 

Donnelly had already embarked upon was subsequently invited to be one of them. By 

now their vision had grown to encompass the whole LEA and amounted to a change in 

school culture across the authority: 

We would like to become a restorative authority, and we would like all of our 

schools to become restorative schools, and we would like to re-culture our 

schools. (A12) 

The Scottish initiative ran for two-and-a-half years, from February 2004 until October 

2006, and is being evaluated by Edinburgh and Glasgow Universities. Unlike the 

recently published ‘Restorative Justice in Schools’ evaluation carried out for the 

Youth Justice Board in England and Wales, which tended to focus on conferencing 

and its impact in schools (PiE 2005), this research is much more open-ended and there 

appears to be more emphasis on whole-school change and a wide range of restorative 

approaches. Once the North Lanarkshire project became part of the national initiative, 

yet more money was made available. 

9.3.5 The value base 

Both Steele and Donnelly were at pains to emphasise that, although there were 

educational and legislative pressures on them to tackle challenging behaviour and 

reduce exclusions, their main driver for pursuing restorative practices was because 

these resonated with their own value system, and their belief that there had to be a 

better way of dealing with behaviour issues. 

I think I could honestly say there was a genuine feeling that we weren’t doing 

this because we had to do it, but because we thought it was the right thing to 

do. (B7) 
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They were also motivated by a sense that whatever had been done before was not 

working and that, as a result, children were being let down (A8). They believed that it 

was important for adults to model the way they wanted young people to behave, and 

that this was not what was currently happening; they felt there was a dissonance 

between what educationalists said and what they did (A9). 

 Indeed Steele took this even further and suggested that those people who were 

foremost in promoting restorative practices in schools appeared to be motivated by a 

belief system that was similar to a set of religious beliefs, although not religious in 

the conventional sense:  

My sense is that many of the people who are involved share some kind of 

belief system – I would hesitate to say that that belief system is a religious 

belief system, because of the narrow way in which sometimes religion can be 

interpreted – but colleagues at the IIRP, yourself … I know from our own 

perspective: we would have a value system, a belief system, about young 

people, about relationships, about human capability, about the redeemability 

of human beings, which is quite important in our own value system; and 

restorative practices offers a way of articulating that and indeed demands 

almost a belief that that is a possibility and even a likelihood, so there’s 

something … there’s a belief system element which I think is quite important 

for those who have perhaps taken initiatives in this regard. (A10) 

I think this propensity for restorative practices to inspire and touch people at a very 

deep level is key to their power. In the second case study the project manager was 

fired with a similar passion, and in his case there was a Christian component to his 

belief in people and their capacity to change. Furthermore hundreds of feedback 

forms my organisation has analysed reflect this feeling of inspiration and conviction. 

9.4 A strategy 

Steele was keen to emphasis that it wasn’t only their personal commitment to the 

project that had ensured its success to date, but also the fact that they had what he 

referred to as a ‘cunning plan’ as well as a very flexible approach to how schools 

implement what they have learnt. The ‘cunning plan’ related in part to how they 

began to bring schools on board, with meetings and presentations to what they called 

‘key movers’ in each school, winning them over before offering training courses 

(A13). Part of the plan was the way in which restorative practices was marketed, not 
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as a set of tools but as a set of values and principles which, once introduced, 

gradually influenced other areas of practice: 

We had a cunning plan … we had a strategic plan and we implemented it. We 

marketed this as an idea. We looked at the way in which we could offer the 

same key principles, etc, etc – the values, in different ways to different 

schools, in different contexts, in a way that they would find would be of use to 

them, fully confident in the belief that once you begin to introduce these ideas 

… you can’t introduce these ideas and remain unaffected by these ideas in 

other aspects of your schooling, so it’s almost like the introduction of a virus 

or something like that. (B16) 

Donnelly emphasises that the authority has not dictated how a school is to implement 

the approach (A15). It will remain to be seen, perhaps when the Scottish evaluation is 

completed, whether a flexible approach to implementation is in fact the most 

promising way forward. Steele and Donnelly were both optimistic that restorative 

approaches were spreading in the authority: 

We’ve kind of got to, I think, the kind of critical mass, almost the tipping 

point, where we’re not having to sell it so much as we had to in the past. It’s 

selling itself in many ways. (A14) 

 To summarise the factors that helped Steele and Donnelly achieve as much as 

they had in the first two years of their project, it is clear that certain key elements 

have helped, each of which has led to the next: a context of several other relevant 

initiatives developing from the Scottish Executive’s commitment to ‘Better 

Behaviour, Better Learning’; a reputation within the authority, by their own 

admission, for sound judgement about innovative ideas and a track record of 

successful initiatives; authority-wide support, especially at senior level, and therefore 

generous funding; a research base developed from their experience in related fields, 

reading and visits to interesting international projects; and a personal commitment 

stemming from an ethical and moral commitment to the value base of restorative 

approaches. After the project began both were able to add to these factors: personal 

experience of having been trained in the various restorative skills and approaches, 

experience of leading training courses themselves, and regular feedback from schools 

of the impact of the approach on school communities, adults and children alike. In 

other words they were able to add enthusiasm, relevant competence and conviction of 

the impact to their project manager’s toolbox. 
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9.5 The social and geographical context of participating schools 

Participants in the third study were, in the main, principals and deputy principles from 

primary schools and a few special schools in one of the largest unitary authorities in 

Scotland. They represented the 130 primary schools and the 11 special schools in the 

authority. (The project managers are hoping to spread a restorative approach 

throughout the authority, including the 26 secondary schools.) The authority has a 

relatively young population – one of the youngest in Scotland. Despite this it has a 

surprisingly bad health record, with mortality rates higher than the Scottish average 

and many of the deaths from illnesses associated with poverty. About 30 per cent of 

the population are living on very low incomes, with overcrowding higher than the 

national average, and the numbers on various benefits amongst the highest in the 

country. This low income was also reflected in the higher-than-average percentage of 

young people on free school meals and clothing grants, and the higher-than-average 

number of people living in rented local authority housing. Unemployment, at just 

over 7 per cent, is above the national average and a higher-than-average number of 

young people and adults are unable to work, owing to ill health. 

  Of those in employment the authority has more people in what the 2001 

Census describes as routine jobs, and fewer in managerial and professional positions, 

than other parts of Scotland. The number of people with academic qualifications is 

below the national average – with 40 per cent of all adults between the ages of 16 and 

74 with no qualifications and the percentage of people having a degree or equivalent 

being the second lowest in Scotland. The authority is not very ethnically diverse, with 

only just over 1 per cent identifying themselves as other than white – lower than the 

national figure of 2 per cent. Interestingly, with the exception of car theft, crime rates 

in the authority are much lower than the national average. 

 A final interesting feature of the authority is that three-quarters of the 

population identified themselves as Christian (the national average being lower, at 65 

per cent), with the Roman Catholic community being one of the highest in Scotland, 

at 35 per cent of the population. This is a significant fact since most of the schools 

represented by the research participants were either Roman Catholic or Church of 

Scotland, their schools serving the respective religious communities of their areas.
12

 

                                                

12
 This contextualising information is taken from the authority’s website, itself informed by the 2001 

census. 
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 Despite this overall profile of an authority with high levels of poverty and 

social need, participants in the research described the area as very diverse, with the 

schools varying in both their catchments areas and their challenges. 

9.6 The training courses 

From autumn 2003 until spring 2005 I visited the West of Scotland, with a different 

co-trainer each time, delivering four separate courses. Each one was unique because 

of what participants and trainers brought to each day. Nevertheless, in essence, it 

followed a format similar to the one run for the project in the second case study, 

drawing on the twelve modules described in Section 8.3.5. 

 The final two days of the eight-day course were spent on fine tuning skills and 

also giving participants an opportunity to use some training skills to run awareness-

raising sessions back at their schools for staff teams, parents and pupils. 

 Each course was run over several weeks to give time for participants to begin 

to practise their skills back at school and then bring their experiences back to the 

group to share. On each of the four courses the group bonded in an extraordinary way 

and seemed to become very close. They took risks together, trying out new and 

unfamiliar skills in front of colleagues who would normally only see them behind 

their professional mask as senior managers, and this took great courage. Circle 

discussions that followed most skills-practice sessions were also times of deep and 

private exchanges, where people were honest and open about their previous style of 

dealing with difficult issues and their hopes and fears for the future. Every course 

ended with a social event – a shared meal which most of each group attended. It is 

probably relevant to note that on the first three courses there was only one male 

attendee, in each case someone from the Inclusion Base. On the last course there were 

no men. Primary principals and deputies in this authority appear to be mostly female. 

 The female/male divide in Scottish schools is worth mentioning. Although 

many participants initially reacted to the emphasis in the course on expressing 

feelings by explaining that in the West of Scotland people did not tend to do this, as 

the course went on this reserve melted away. In fact people began to extol the virtues 

and the need for emotional literacy not only amongst the pupils but also amongst the 

staff. They certainly were able to share their own feelings in the group, a process 

made easier by the circle format we established from day one, using a talking piece 

and with agreed rules on participation (the right to pass, no speaking out of turn, 
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confidentiality). However, Steele and Donnelly, who attended the first course, had 

reservations about the willingness of secondary heads (mostly male) to participate in 

such a group. I believe that they have since initiated this process themselves in their 

own training with secondary staff and changed their minds. (As mentioned in Section 

8.6.2, further research on secondary/primary uptake and male/female uptake of 

restorative approaches is suggested in Chapter 11.) 

 Another potential divide, but one that appeared to make no difference on the 

courses, was that between Protestant and Catholic primary schools in the area. I did 

not realise there was this distinction until the second course, and it never came up as 

an issue. However, it would be interesting to see if there is any difference in (a) the 

uptake of training in the two different strands, (b) the support of parents towards the 

initiative and (c) the way restorative practices are implemented – areas for potential 

future research, referred to again in Chapter 11. 

9.7 The research 

The research concentrates on the early days of implementation of restorative 

approaches and practices in those primary schools which participated in the first four 

training courses offered by my organisation. The data was collected from participants 

from these courses who attended one or other of two recall days held in January and 

February of 2005. The day was offered as a refresher day and as a chance to share 

experiences and explore how best to continue with implementing and sustaining a 

restorative approach. In a sense, for research purposes, one could describe the two 

groups as focus groups, although there was an extra responsibility on my part to 

ensure that they all benefited from the day as much as I did in terms of learning and 

development. In that sense the day was also one in which we were all co-action-

researchers, learning from each other and formulating best practice to use back at 

school. To that end the data collected from everyone has been circulated to those who 

attended the days, to help them in their work, and I remain in touch with every 

participant in an ongoing journey of discovery. The research design and method is 

described in Section 6.3.3.2. 
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9.7.1  The vision 

Participants were first invited to share their vision of what a restorative school would 

be like. After collating the various articulations of the visions, the following synthesis 

emerged. Everyone aspired for their school to become a ‘just’ or restorative school:  

where pupils, staff and parents value the importance of listening to one 

another, feeling safe and happy, co-operating with each other, and taking 

responsibility for actions, and where everyone demonstrates respect, 

tolerance, fairness and emotional literacy. It is a structured environment 

where there is harmony and less fear and anger. 

It can be seen that, collectively, principals in the West of Scotland have a vision that 

is not limited to regarding restorative practices as merely behaviour management 

tools. The word ‘restorative’ has been co-opted as an adjective to describe a school in 

which safety and caring respectful relationships can thrive, and the adjective ‘just’ is 

being used in a similar way. Justice is perceived as a way of living in harmony 

together, each member of the community being accountable for their own actions.  

9.7.2 The snakes and the ladders 

 Tables 18 and 19 illustrate what have been perceived as obstacles or setbacks to 

achieving this vision (the ‘snakes’) and factors that have helped (the ‘ladders’).  

Table 18 The snakes – obstacles to implementation 

Major Moderate Minor 

Staff resistance to change People opting out, expressing 

lack of interest  

Hard to reach children 

 

The punitive mindset of others Shortage of time Negative attitude and suspicion 

amongst staff and parents who 

don’t or won’t listen  

Lack of time to use restorative 

approaches 

Shortage of money 

 

Pupils’ need for sanctions (for the 

wrongdoer, not themselves) 

Lack of appropriate staff 

training in the whole school 

Negative attitudes amongst staff 

and parents 

Lack of money – resources 

required for many initiatives eg  

Time to implement restorative 

justice properly 

Lack of whole-school training 

 

Losing staff who have been trained 

 

Violence in the community  New staff and supply staff not 

trained in restorative practices 

‘Opening up cans of worms’,  Shortage of time 
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eg long-standing family 

disputes – being asked to deal 

with these 

 

‘Not another f****** circle’  

 (child) 

 Existing protocols for exclusion 

  Resistance to being asked about 

thoughts and feelings 

 

Table 19 The ladders – factors supporting implementation 

Major Moderate Minor 

Early on* Early on Early on 

Restorative-practices training   Having a development plan 

More than one person in a 

school staff being trained in 

restorative practices at the 

outset 

 The initial training course, 

especially senior management staff 

 

Changing our attitude and 

mindset at the outset 

 Having a shared vision of a 

restorative school 

  Winning over individuals 

After a while* After a while After a while 

Introducing a peer mediation 

project  

Introductory assembly to 

Primary 6 (Scottish system) 

 

Growing confidence with 

mediation process  

 

Training of whole staff, eg 

canteen assistants and office 

staff  

Networking 

 

Recall days  

 

 Perception of success – 

restorative practice is adding to 

the strategies available to 

teachers; there have been 

successful meetings and 

successful outcomes 

Children start to examine their own 

behaviour  

 

 Other initiatives – developing 

emotional language through 

emotional literacy programme  

Continuing professional 

development – sharing ideas and 

experiences  

 Additional staff training  Funding 

  Peer mediation training for pupils  
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  Parent workshops – restorative 

practices to be introduced to 

transform/deal with challenging 

behaviour 

(There is some repetition across the table because different groups perceived the same 

factors as having different significance.)  

9.7.3 The strategies for coping with the snakes 

Table 20 illustrates what ideas were generated for overcoming the factors that get in 

the way of making progress towards a more restorative school. 

Table 20 Strategies for overcoming the snakes 

Challenge or setback Suggested strategy 

Lack of time for: 

a) using restorative approaches 

- Train peer mediators to deal with minor issues  

- Institute an appointment system so pupils are not 

missing lessons waiting to be listened to 

restoratively  

- Acknowledge that this is time well spent 

b) implementating a whole-school restorative 

approach 

- ‘Give up your holidays (again)’ 

- Be kind to yourself and prioritise what is important 

for your school 

- Change what you do so you work smart and not 

just hard (?) 

- Make it a development priority plan: investing time 

at the start of implementing restorative practices in 

schools will pay dividends 

Punitive mindset, negative attitudes, suspicion 

and resistance: 

a) staff 

- Be patient (expressed as ‘drip, drip, drip’) 

- Cite examples of successful restorative practice  

- Offer further training which explains the thinking 

behind a restorative approach 

- Refer people to worse situations  

- Continually reinforce restorative philosophy and 

practice; share vision, values and ethos 

- Keep people regularly updated with progress and 

successes  

- Bring in outside support 

- A good-quality in-service model  

- Offer training as a cluster 
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- Identify restorative practices as a development 

priority plan 

- Whole-school approach and training may lead to 

absorption of ethos subconsciously: raise awareness 

through workshops/newsletters/assemblies 

- Involve other agencies so there is a shared 

understanding of what is trying to be achieved 

- Create opportunities for children to take 

responsibility for their actions, and work through the 

problems so people can see that the need for 

sanctions is removed 

b) parents - Hold parents’ workshops with external speaker  

- Involve pupils in telling their parents about what is 

happening in school 

- Run workshops and presentations  

- Produce explanatory leaflets 

- Invite parents to explanatory assemblies  

- Work in multi-agency partnerships to ensure shared 

approach 

Shortage of resources; 

Conflicting demands on limited resources (many 

new initiatives) 

 

- Beg/vire funds from other schools/the Inclusion 

Base 

- Identify restorative practices as a development 

priority plan 

- Implement a phased approach rather than try to do 

everything at once 

Staff training issues: 

a) whole-school training 

- Extra seed funding from North Lanarkshire Council 

- Structured training from initial awareness training 

through to skills training 

- In-service training offered to clusters of schools 

- Shorter training for classroom teachers 

b) losing trained staff  - An induction programme for newcomers to the 

school 

c) new and supply staff with no prior experience 

of restorative practices or principles  

- Produce welcome leaflet by way of an induction 

into the school ethos 

d) newly qualified teachers with no prior 

experience of restorative practices or principles  

 

- Provide training in restorative practices whilst still 

training or whilst on probation 

The current exclusion procedures  

 

- Have pre- and/or post-exclusion restorative 

conferences 

Family and community problems (long-standing - Ask for the support of other agencies in partnership 
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feuds; deep-rooted problems) emerging during 

restorative meetings which influence outcomes 

with the school to deliver a joined-up restorative 

approach 

Children not being honest - Be patient and ensure a consistent approach across 

the school to build trust, so pupils realise that 

honesty can lead to resolution rather than 

punishment 

Pupils’ reluctance to working in circles - Think creatively, and actively listen to understand 

what is behind the reluctance  

9.8 Data analysis 

The snakes – factors which Scottish senior managers in primary schools have found 

to be obstacles to implementing restorative practices – can be summarised as 

attitudinal, practical, procedural or contextual (Table 21). 

Table 21 Characteristics of the major snakes 

Attitudinal - Resistance to change and being asked to talk about thoughts and feelings 

- Punitive mindset 

Practical - Lack of time for training, implementation and use of restorative approaches 

- Lack of money for training 

- Staff turnover – losing trained staff/gaining untrained staff 

Procedural - Existing school/authority policies differ from restorative philosophy 

Contextual - Violence in the surrounding community influencing young people 

- Needy, inadequately supported families can make too many demands on 

staff time once staff start to use active listening skills 

 

The ladders – factors which Scottish senior managers in primary schools have found 

to be beneficial in implementing restorative practices – can also be summarised  as 

attitudinal, practical, procedural or contextual (Table 22). 

Table 22 Characteristics of the major ladders 

Attitudinal a) Initial awareness-raising to change attitudes 

b) Sharing a vision 

c) Growing confidence in restorative approaches by the school community 

and those using them 

Practical - Training (initially training enough people, including senior management); 

gradually involving others (students as peer mediators; lunchtime staff, 

canteen staff and office staff; parents)  

- Support – continuing professional development – sharing ideas and 
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experiences; ongoing training and refresher days  

Procedural - Ensuring initiative is in the development plan 

- Making linkages – relating restorative practices with other initiatives such 

as emotional literacy 

Contextual - Encouraging support within the community 

- Parent workshops – restorative practices to be introduced to transform/deal 

with challenging behaviour 

 

 The longest list of strategies in Table 20includes those offered to cope with 

the punitive mindset of other staff, parents and some students, and it would appear 

that this is the biggest perceived challenge. The overarching theme from the list is 

persistence and patience – ‘drip, drip, drip’ and ‘continually reinforce restorative 

philosophy and practice; share vision, values and ethos’. Summarising the snakes, 

ladders and suggestions, in Table 23, it can be seen that the primary principals show 

awareness of strategies that can help them address most of the problems for 

themselves. 

 

Table 23 Major characteristics of strategies for overcoming snakes 

 Factors Strategies suggested by the primary 

senior managers 

Attitudinal a) Resistance to change and to being asked 

to talk about thoughts and feelings 

b) A punitive mindset  

 

- Patience 

- Provide information and opportunities 

for discussion and learning 

- Continually reinforce restorative 

philosophy and practice  

- Share vision, values and ethos 

Practical a) Lack of time for training, 

implementation and use of restorative 

approaches 

b) Lack of money for training 

c) Staff turnover – losing trained staff and 

gaining untrained staff 

- Be creative, flexible and patient: 

develop appropriate training courses, 

from awareness-raising to various 

levels of skill, depending on role in 

school 

- Induction training and leaflets for new 

staff 

- Identify restorative practices as a 

development priority plan 

Procedural Existing school/authority policies differ 

from restorative philosophy, eg exclusion 

- Be flexible: use restorative 

approaches alongside exclusion if 
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 policy necessary (eg before or after) 

- Identify linkages with other policies 

and initiatives, eg emotional literacy 

and Staged Intervention  

Contextual a) Violence in the surrounding community 

influencing young people 

b) Needy, inadequately supported families 

can make too many demands on staff time 

once staff start to use active listening skills 

- Liaise closely with multi-agency 

partnerships (social services, health, 

youth justice, etc) 

9.9 Conclusion 

This chapter has been a useful coda to the research, briefly looking at a project that 

appears to have addressed many of the factors that were hindering implementation in 

the two earlier studies. The senior managers in the study are at an early stage of 

whole-school implementation but between them they have identified some key 

elements that, in their experience, need to be part of a successful strategy. It remains 

to be seen whether these elements are not only necessary but also sufficient to bring 

about long-lasting, effective change in their schools. 

 The next chapter considers these issues in the context of the five research 

questions and both the restorative and the school change literature, and Chapter 11 

makes recommendations, inspired in part by these findings, for practice and for 

further research. 
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Chapter 10  

The final story – interpretation and discussion 

10.1 Introduction 

In Section 1.1, I explained that the story of the research is in part the story of the 

development of restorative approaches in schools in the UK. When conducting the 

fieldwork for the first study it was not known how teachers would respond to being 

trained in restorative processes. 

 My first two research questions – what sense teachers were making of 

restorative ideas and philosophy, and how they were making use of restorative skills, 

if at all – had not been asked before because no teachers had yet been trained in the 

skills and processes. Since I embarked on the research the field has developed 

immensely, and teachers in many countries, notably the UK, the United States, 

Australia and New Zealand, are being trained regularly. Many more educationalists 

are making their own sense of what it means to act ‘restoratively’ to the debate, and 

broadening the way in which restorative justice was originally conceived for use in 

criminal justice settings. However, these meanings and the use being made of 

restorative approaches in the school context are still not widely appreciated nor 

understood, and so the questions remain valid and important.  

 The second two questions – about the factors that help or hinder the 

implementation of restorative approaches – have become even more important as the 

need for a whole-school approach becomes increasingly evident. As Chapter 4 

recounts, restorative commentators working in education are engaging increasingly 

with issues of culture change and implementation. Answers to these questions are 

topical and timely, not only in the educational field but also wherever organisations 

and institutions are drawn to working restoratively and need to address systemic 

change along restorative lines. 

 The fifth question, which considers the implementation strategies being used 

by project managers and trainers, is also timely, because we are learning that training 

in restorative skills is not sufficient to make a difference in a school: a programme of 

implementation and cultural change is also required. 
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 This chapter reviews the findings from each of the three ‘data chapters’, the 

data being largely in narrative form (with the exception of the ‘snakes and ladders’ 

activity in Chapter 9). It answers each of the research questions in turn by considering 

the findings in light of the relevant literature reviewed in Chapters 3 and 4. The 

chapter concludes by reflecting on my research methodology, design and research 

instruments and how they could be improved upon, and what aspects of the study 

need more research. In Section 10.8 the conceptual framework is revisited, its 

usefulness considered and its predictive value assessed. 

10.2 The first research question – the sense educationalists are 

making of restorative ideas and philosophy in the school context 

The first, most simple, answer to this question is that all the participants in the 

research believed that the ideas, philosophy and approach had applicability and 

relevance in school settings (Appendices D, E1/2, G, H1/2; Chapter 9, Tables 18–

22).
13

 It would be easy for someone like myself, giving courses and presentations to 

educationalists regularly, to miss this most important answer to the question, because 

now, after five years, I take it for granted. The answer was not necessarily a foregone 

conclusion, and of course, even today, educationalists are often sceptical when they 

first meet restorative ideas. 

 What also emerged was that participants concluded that the ideas and 

philosophy of restorative justice flew in the face of conventional thinking about 

behaviour management, and that these ideas were not easily put across in a one-off 

presentation or a single awareness-raising session (Appendices E4–7, H4–7; Chapter 

9, Tables 18–2). (This belief constitutes a factor which inhibited progress, and is 

therefore discussed at greater length in Section 10.4.)  

 Beyond a general acceptance of restorative approaches in principle, at the 

level of process the most common interpretations were in terms of informal day-to-

day uses: listening in a more attentive way; valuing the importance of hearing all 

sides in any given incident; creating opportunities for the expression of feelings and 

                                                

13
 Findings referred to in this chapter are embedded in individual narratives in Chapters 7, 8 and 9. For 

ease of reference the reader is referred to the relevant appendices. The exception to this rule is when a 

specific issue is discussed in more detail in a particular chapter, in which case this discussion is 

referred to.  
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needs; developing empathy amongst participants; giving young people ownership of 

their problems and refraining from giving unasked-for advice; and considering 

conflicts between people as relational problems to be resolved rather than as 

disciplinary issues (Appendices E2, H2). Interestingly and importantly, these skills 

were mostly seen in relation to dealing with young people, rather than the wider 

school community of school staff and parents (Appendices E2, H2). This issue is 

discussed in Section 10.3.3. 

 A few people mentioned beneficial outcomes such as reduction in exclusion, 

and being able to pre-empt more serious incidents with informal intervention early 

on, but it was interesting that this was a minority (eg Appendix E2: CR16). Most 

participants’ focus was on the benefits to their own interactions with students and the 

positive impact on the young people themselves (Appendices E4/5, H4/5). This 

would suggest that, in terms of ‘selling’ the ideas to teachers, what might speak most 

powerfully is the enhanced quality of relationships and positive day-to-day 

interactions with young people – factors which, when absent, can cause stress and 

burnout (Brouwers and Tomic 2000).  

 Another finding was that people seemed to be making sense of restorative 

ideas in terms of their existing interests and concerns (eg Appendix E2: SH10). 

People already involved in developing emotional literacy, for example, identified not 

only the degree of emotional literacy required to engage restoratively but also the 

potential for restorative interactions themselves to develop emotional literacy (eg 

Appendix H2: HW9, 27, RT9, AH7, 44). In Scotland it was particularly evident that 

participants and project managers were actively searching for ‘hooks’ in their existing 

mental maps and practices on which to hang restorative ideas and approaches 

(Chapter 9, Tables 19–22). This need for congruence and consistency with existing 

practice and theory is driving theoretical innovation in the restorative educational 

field, and is discussed further in Section 10.3.4.  

10.3 The second research question – the ways in which 

educationalists are using restorative skills 

The ways in which educationalists are making sense of restorative justice has 

impacted on the uses they make of what they have learnt in their training. Everyone 

who took part in the research spoke of integrating restorative skills into their day-to-
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day practice, in the ways referred to in the previous section (Appendices E2, H2). 

From what people were saying it appeared that a different mindset was informing the 

way they were dealing with incidents of misbehaviour and that this then informed 

what they were doing (eg Appendices E4: DH4; H4: CB4, CP16). 

  As well as using restorative skills informally, most participants were running 

restorative meetings between two or more students, although opportunities to do so 

varied depending on the participants’ role in the school and the degree of senior 

management support (Appendices E3, H3). However, only a minority of participants 

from the three studies were facilitating restorative meetings between students and 

staff (Appendices E3: DH; H3: CB) and there was no mention of a conference 

involving parents, although it is possible that some may have been run in Woodbridge 

initially. This finding begs several questions. Were the meetings that occurred run 

without parents because the seriousness of the incident did not merit involving them? 

(That is, the ‘sledgehammer’ or ‘nutcracker’ choice.) Was a pragmatic decision taken 

that an incident needed dealing with instantly, and that the preparation required for a 

conference involving parents would be too time-consuming, possibly posing a risk of 

escalation whilst the necessary steps were taken – the ‘stitch in time saves nine’ 

argument? Was a decision not to involve parents based on fear that bringing two or 

more sets of angry parents face to face would inflame the situation? Or was the 

decision taken because, traditionally, schools tend to prefer to keep their disciplinary 

procedures ‘in-house’ and believe they have a mandate from parents to do that? 

 The first three reasons have validity, and schools acting restoratively will need 

criteria by which to make such judgements, but the final reason raises concerns about 

the degree of inertia inherent in changing deeply held views about who owns the 

conflict. This issue is discussed in the next section.  

10.3.1 Meanings and usage – challenging the theories 

The ways in which educationalists are adapting restorative practice to fit their setting 

is, on the whole, being welcomed and indeed encouraged by trainers and developers 

in the field. However, what is interesting is that, just like the criminal justice setting 

when restorative conferencing was very new, educationalists are developing new 

practice without a theory – or, put differently, educationalists are adapting and 

assimilating their own theories and integrating existing psychological and educational 

theories (eg Appendix H2: HW9, 27, RT9, AH7, 44; Chapter 9, Tables 19 and 22). 
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The question is whether such integration enriches or dilutes restorative practice. 

There is also the risk that the power and weight of tradition may transmute and dilute 

restorative theories so that the essential essence of what it is to be restorative 

disappears. 

10.3.1.1 Ownership and empowerment 

Participants in this research tended to explain the resistance they face from others in 

terms of the ‘punitive mindset’ as opposed to the ‘restorative mindset’, the former 

being driven by the need to punish, the latter by the need to repair harm and rebuild 

relationships (Appendices E7: CP29; H7: HW30, DA8, RT4, 5, 8, 25, AH14, MW8, 

10, 13, CG10, 17, 24; Chapter 9, Tables 19–22). In fact people faced resistance 

within themselves to relinquishing the need both to control outcomes and to provide 

solutions (eg Appendix H4: DA7, CB4, CBr4, CG2, 3, 4, 5). Wachtel’s (2001) social 

discipline window describes these as the tendency to do things to people or for them. 

In part they were letting go of practices they genuinely thought were appropriate as a 

teacher and adult – giving advice, expressing judgement (both positive and negative), 

sorting problems out for young people or taking the side of the one they perceived to 

be the wronged party. My own observation as a trainer was that it was much easier 

for people to relinquish the need to punish than to relinquish the need to dictate 

outcomes or to rescue. 

 Dictating outcomes, and its more benevolent face – rescuing by offering 

solutions – are both aspects of maintaining power and control. Giving up control by 

empowering others to find a solution for themselves is perhaps the most challenging 

paradigm shift for adults generally, and educationalists in particular. Traditionally, 

schools take ownership of the conflicts young people find themselves in, and impose 

sanctions or solutions, just as the state has taken ownership of conflicts involving 

law-breaking (Christie 1977). Zehr (1990) suggests that moving from state ownership 

to personal and community ownership of conflict amounts to a paradigm shift, and 

this may be what is needed in a school.  

 Restorative justice literature, reviewed in Chapter 3, provides some useful 

theoretical ideas that can help educationalists to adapt their practice, integrating both 

the notion of repair (rather than punishment) and empowerment and ownership 

(rather than rescue and control). Wachtel’s (2001) social discipline window provides 

a  guide for those in school to keep on a restorative track: are they doing things to or 
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for people, or are they working with them? Barton’s (2003) empowerment model is a 

reminder that the degree to which a response is restorative relates to the degree to 

which those involved were empowered to make their own decisions. Morris and 

Maxwell (1998) and Van Ness (1997; 2002a; 2002b) provide reminders that the 

adjective ‘restorative’ needs to apply to the process as well as the outcome. This is a 

particularly tough challenge for teachers who, for a variety of reasons, need 

challenging situations to be sorted and harmony restored as quickly as possible so that 

teaching and learning can be resumed. 

 The empowerment and ownership issue applies to the important finding, 

already mentioned in Section 10.3, that schools are tending to ignore the use of 

conferencing per se, and also reluctant to involve teachers, favouring processes that 

only involve students. These two issues are discussed separately. 

10.3.2 ‘Conferences are out’
14
 

From the very first training programme in a school, at Woodbridge in 2000 (Chapter 

7), educationalists have been saying that running a conference in a school is 

unrealistic, time-consuming to prepare and time-consuming to run (eg Appendix E7: 

DH6, LH13). If restorative justice is presented to educationalists in terms of this most 

formal of processes the very first reaction is, ‘Where will we find the time?’ (Chapter 

9, Tables 19, 21–22). Pioneers at Woodbridge and Yardham made a case for a 

training programme that focussed less on conferencing and more on the application of 

restorative principles and skills (eg Sections 8.6 and 8.7.4). This accorded with my 

own personal experience – hence my own response as a trainer, which was to design 

a course incorporating what I perceived as the values, principles and skills of 

restorative justice, and apply them in a variety of potential encounters in school 

settings. However, my own course was already drawing from models and theories 

beyond those I found in restorative justice, and participants mentioned, in training, 

other links they were making themselves (Chapter 9, Tables 19–22). 

                                                

14
 This is a statement made in March 2006 by a police officer who has been at the forefront of 

developing restorative approaches in schools for nearly ten years; he was instrumental in ensuring that 

the Safer School Partnership project is underpinned by restorative principles, and now does a lot of 

training in schools.  
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 Is there a risk that schools will take from restorative justice the elements that 

suit their situation and, in the process, lose what is essentially different, unique and 

effective? What about existing theories that have played such a significant role in 

articulating restorative theory to criminal justice practitioners? These questions will 

be addressed in what follows. 

 Braithwaite’s (1989) reintegrative shaming theory would imply that the 

journey from shame to reintegration needs to be done in the presence of one’s 

significant pro-social community – in most cases a young person’s family. McCold 

and Wachtel (2002a) suggest that a process is not truly restorative unless the 

community of those centrally involved are also present. Other theorists emphasise the 

importance of the involvement and empowerment of this community, since they have 

also been affected (Barton 2003; Moore and McDonald 2000; Van Ness 2002b). They 

argue that the stories from family and friends of how their young person’s behaviour 

has affected them is part of the accountability process a young person needs to go 

through, and their support and encouragement as the young person takes 

responsibility and makes amends is part of the healing process. Furthermore, the 

process recognises that a young person’s family is likely both to have been affected 

by an incident if it is serious enough, and to have a need not only to tell their own 

story but to be involved in finding a way forward. Indeed much restorative theory has 

put as equal an emphasis on the importance of a restorative process for those who 

have been victimised as for those who have done wrong or caused harm (Zehr 2002).

 My concern is that by emphasising the importance of the informal day-to-day 

skills, restorative trainers, including myself, may be failing to provide the necessary 

guidelines to help people assess when a more formal intervention, a conference 

involving parents/carers, ought to be considered. Pragmatism remains essential but 

the restorative mindset is not simply challenging the punitive mindset; as the last 

section explored, it is challenging the ‘ownership mindset’ as well. Many participants 

in the research spoke of their personal challenge of refraining from ‘sorting’ things. 

What was not discussed, perhaps because it is so all-pervading, was the unwritten rule 

that schools make the discipline decisions, and parents are told what these will be.  

 Restorative approaches involve: much more collaboration and shared 

ownership of problems, an acknowledgement of the harm that families are likely to 

have experienced themselves as a result of concern for their child’s behaviour (or 

experiences as a result of others’ behaviour), and an appreciation of the family’s need 
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to tell their own stories. A balance needs to be struck between conflicting needs 

within a school; these include the needs of teachers to deal with issues promptly so 

that teaching and learning can be resumed, the needs of students to feel listened to 

and fairly treated, the need of all to feel safe, and the needs of parents to feel involved 

as partners in decisions involving their children’s welfare. Research will be needed to 

ascertain the variations in outcome of restorative meetings that involve the child’s 

wider community and those that do not. Educationalists are already making their own 

judgements about whom to involve in a restorative meeting – the question is whether 

these criteria are based on restorative values and principles or informed by those from 

the old paradigm. In Section 4.6, I referred to Blood and Thorsborne’s concern that 

traditional punitive thinking might impinge on new policy development unless and 

until the practices had been tried out for a while (2005), and this concern seems to me 

to be valid. 

10.3.3 The sound of one hand clapping 

Educationalists’ reluctance to involve their colleagues in restorative meetings also 

poses challenges to theory, and here my own judgement is that traditional thinking is 

still a big hurdle, and that missing the teacher out of the restorative equation is akin to 

‘the sound of one hand clapping’. Blood’s useful workshop activity on the needs of 

those harmed and those causing harm (Hopkins 2002a; 2004) illustrates the point that 

both harmed and harmed need similar things: a listening ear; a chance to tell their 

story, give or receive an apology, or make or receive amends; reassurances that they 

are, as people, fundamentally still likeable, worthwhile and competent (Stone et al. 

1999); and then closure and a fresh start. There is a risk that, for apparently pragmatic 

reasons, students who cause harm in the learning environment by disruptive 

behaviour are given a ‘restorative chat’, perhaps by a year head or behavioural 

support worker, but denied the opportunity to restore the relationship with the teacher 

whose lesson they affected (and perhaps relationships with the other students). 

Furthermore the teacher is denied the opportunity to express their feelings and needs, 

and may remain resentful and less inclined to have the student back in their 

classroom. It is extremely common for a student to return to a classroom having been 

given a chance to talk things through and offer an apology, and then be met with an 

angry rebuff because the teacher is still angry and hurt – and so the cycle of harm can 

start again.  
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 The theory is clear: in a restorative meeting both sides need to listen to each 

others’ perspectives to understand the impact each side’s behaviour is having on the 

other; both sides need to be accountable; both sides need the others’ empathy and 

respect; and both sides need to share in the process of finding a way forward. If this 

opportunity is denied to either side, then neither the process nor the outcome will 

have been ‘restorative’ by most theorists’ definition. Theory aside, on a pragmatic 

level, if either side still feels resentful or unfairly treated then effective teaching and 

learning is likely to be affected and conflicts are likely to reoccur. 

 What is interesting is that educationalists accept this argument readily when it 

involves students, and yet foresee resistance if it means involving their colleagues (eg 

Appendix H7: DA 5, 6.) Some people in this research suggested that what was at 

issue for school staff was the fear of loss of power and control (Appendix H7: RT5, 

CG10). The debate touches on a much larger topic: the views adults hold about their 

responsibilities towards children and young people, and the views each of these 

groups hold about their rights and their status in relation to one another. 

10.3.4 New theories 

The issues of involving the home community and the wider school community in the 

healing and resolution process both challenge traditions of ownership and control by 

school personnel, as well as the punitive mindset. However, restorative justice theory 

is not alone in both advocating stakeholder ownership of problem-solving and 

challenging power structures and the ubiquitous rewards and sanctions system that 

typifies most school behaviour management policies. Educationalists are inevitably 

bringing to the debate theories of their own. Educational psychologists have been at 

the forefront of this work in the UK and New Zealand, for example, and are keen to 

make sense of the ideas in terms of existing theory. In New Zealand the Waikatu 

University team (Adams et al. 2003) have developed their own practice model based 

on social constructionism and narrative therapy, briefly discussed in Chapter 4, 

section …. In Scotland restorative practices are one strand of an approach that weaves 

together various congruent initiatives including solution-focussed therapy, ataged 

intervention, critical thinking and social and emotional behavioural theories. In the 

United States Glasser’s choice theory (1998), and the challenge to rewards and 

sanctions posed by Kohn (1999), are providing the theoretical underpinning for 

restorative approaches there. 
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 Because restorative practice is so new in schools there has not been time for 

the field to develop in its own way. We are at a transitional stage where restorative 

theories and models from the criminal justice field are still underpinning the 

explanations that trainers and publicists for work in schools are providing. Theories 

from education, psychology (Burr 2003), emotional literacy and intelligence 

(Goleman 1996), group dynamics and conflict resolution (Rosenberg 1999) are being 

‘thrown into the mix’, and meanwhile teachers are pragmatically getting on with 

using what works for them. Practice is developing quickly and so the challenge is to 

identify what it is about restorative practice in school settings that is desirable, but 

optional when time constraints or pragmatism take priority, and what is absolutely 

essential – without which the practice ceases to be truly restorative.   

10.4 The third research question – factors hindering the 

implementation of a restorative approach 

My interest in each successive study was that many of the most significant barriers to 

implementation in the previous study had been addressed, and so the question was 

posed afresh each time: what else is a barrier to implementation? This progression at 

each stage of the research is illustrated in Table 24. 

Table 24 Addressing barriers to implementation in each successive study  

Factors blocking 

progress 

Woodbridge 

School 

Yardham 

Partnership 

Scottish Education 

Authority 

Inappropriate 

course content 

Yes Course adapted for 

educational context 

Course adapted for 

educational context 

High staff and 

senior 

management 

turnover 

Yes Less staff turnover – 

some SMT turnover in 

some schools 

Less staff turnover – 

some SMT turnover 

in some schools 

Lack of senior 

management 

support 

Yes Most SMTs supportive SMT targeted for 

training 

More support for 

trainees post-

training requested 

Yes Yes Project managers 

built refresher 

training into plan 

Lack of LEA 

support 

LEA support for 

CRISP project – 

Yes Initiative managed by 

LEA personnel; 
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not specifically for 

restorative 

approaches 

supported by chief 

education officer 

Education project 

managed by 

external agency 

Instigated by LEA; 

lack of overall 

management 

Yes Initiative managed by 

LEA personnel 

Inadequate 

funding 

Short-term 

funding 

for specific, 

achieved, targets 

Yes Generous funding 

from LEA and 

Scottish Executive 

Participants in the first two studies spoke mainly about their experience of 

implementing skills at an individual level (Appendices E3, H3) whereas in the last 

study, whilst personal use of the skills was also an issue for most participants, 

‘implementation’ also meant organisational change (Chapter 9, Tables 18–22). The 

challenges they face in this respect differ from those raised in the earlier studies. 

 One factor frequently mentioned was the perceived lack of time for more 

formal restorative meetings (Appendices E7, H7; Chapter 9, Tables 18, 20–22), and 

this remains the most frequently mentioned concern on training days. Nevertheless 

schools and individuals reporting success with the approach are finding the time, and 

so it remains to be seen whether lack of time is mentioned only by those who are still 

resistant to change. 

 Resistance to the restorative mindset was the most commonly mentioned 

‘snake’ in the Scottish study (Chapter 9, Tables 18, 20–22) and participants on all 

three studies wanted their colleagues to experience a training course, not simply an 

INSET session, in order to overcome resistance and scepticism (Appendices E7, H7; 

Chapter 9, Tables 19–22). As mentioned in Section 11.2.1, there was a shared 

experience that people inclined to be sceptical were not easily persuaded by argument 

but that experiencing a restorative meeting first hand, at best by sitting in and 

observing a live case, and if not then through active participation in role-play, was the 

most effective way of convincing people (Appendices E6, H6). 

 Murray Thomas’s (2002) inertia principles, referred to in Section 4.4.7, are 

highly relevant here. Daunting as his list is, it illustrates that there are many reasons 

for resistance and inertia. They may be related to any one of the principles, and do not 

necessarily indicate an attachment to a punitive mindset, which is what is often 

assumed. This research, as it transpired, found converts to the approach, but more 
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research is needed with the ‘resisters’ to identify more clearly, perhaps from Murray 

Thomas’s list, which particular inertia principles need to be addressed when 

considering change along restorative lines. 

 Roger’s (1995) theory of innovation based on a normal distribution curve, 

mentioned in Section 4.5, has relevance here also. Perhaps those who attended the 

training courses were, by nature, mostly ‘early adopters’ – more open to and more 

readily convinced by new ideas, as shown by their agreement to attend in the first 

place. Such insights may have a bearing on whom best to choose to attend initial 

training in schools. 

 Participants in the first two studies tended to mention obstacles they met using 

their skills on a personal level (Appendices E7, H7), whereas the Scottish 

participants, mostly senior managers, were asked explicitly about the challenges of 

whole-school implementation. As Section 9.8 reports, factors blocking progress could 

be summarised as attitudinal, practical, procedural and contextual. 

 The attitudinal challenges were identified as ongoing allegiance to a punitive 

mindset but, as this section suggests, the resistance might also be due to other factors. 

Murray Thomas (2002) advocates anticipating the inertia factors, which in the case of 

introducing restorative approaches could be quite extensive, and identifying strategies 

for overcoming the inertia before it kicks in. There is a psychological challenge to 

this approach, however, since proponents of appreciative enquiry (Srivastva et al. 

1990) suggest that identifying the potential problems, instead of the positive benefits 

and previous positive gains, might lead to inertia in itself. Nevertheless resisters to 

change probably have useful contributions to make, and they provide reminders of 

factors that need to be considered which early adopters, in their enthusiasm, may not 

have thought of.  

 The practical and procedural challenges pose managerial challenges at both 

school and authority level, since they relate to resources and policy change. 

Leadership support is discussed in the next section. My research suggests that local 

authority support is also a significant factor, and the difference between the progress 

being made in Scotland compared with the two English projects is interesting. For 

teachers implementing change on an individual basis, as in the first two studies, the 

lack of authority support would have been less significant than management support, 

and perhaps less expected given recent changes in England and Wales. The policy of  

Local Management of Schools (LMS) has meant that schools have more autonomy as 
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far as policy development and resources are concerned. However, where an authority 

is actively involved, much more progress can be made, as the borough of Sefton near 

Liverpool is showing (Mirsky 2006). The Scottish experience is at too early a stage to 

tell whether the local authority support being offered is sufficient to support the 

senior managers in implementing successful whole-school change in the long term.   

 The contextual challenges mentioned in the Scottish data related to the impact 

of community violence on school culture and the impact of restorative practices on 

parents (Chapter 9, Table 18). Interestingly these were not issues explicit in the data 

from the first two studies. The former concern would have been relevant to both of 

the studies, given their location – the latter less so, perhaps, since it was in relation to 

the senior managers in Scotland listening more to needy parents, and the drain this 

was having on their time and emotional resources. The suggestions made in Scotland 

for overcoming these two problems related once again to wider local authority 

support in the form of a multi-agency partnership. Again the experience of Sefton, 

with its Centre for Restorative Practice, is a good example.  

10.5 The fourth research question – factors helping the 

implementation of a restorative approach 

10.5.1 Collegiality and a shared vision 

The single most important factor that most people mentioned that helped (or would 

help) them in their day-to-day use of restorative skills was feeling that they were not 

alone – ideally being part of a staff team that shared the same commitment to 

restorative principles, that is, ‘Everyone singing from the same song sheet’ 

(Appendices E6, H6; Chapter 9, Tables 19–22). This factor was expressed in terms of 

requests for training for other colleagues, ongoing support and development for 

themselves, and being able to meet with others who had been trained to share best 

practice and refresh their skills. It was also identified in the initial training 

programme that the Yardham Partnership and Scottish participants engaged in. In 

answer to the question, raised on the first day of the course, ‘What do you need from 

others to work at your best?’, the responses included ‘a shared ethos’, ‘feeling part of 

a team’, ‘sharing a vision’, ‘support’ and ‘encouragement’.  

 This finding concurs with the restorative school literature identified in 

Chapter 4, which recommends a whole-school restorative approach, particularly when 
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this means a common approach to dealing with relationships and behaviour.
15

 It is a 

significant finding, however, because it is a need expressed by the very people 

expected both to use restorative approaches in a school and to facilitate meetings. 

This is a novel focus of research, exploring the optimum conditions for the 

development and maintenance of facilitator expertise and morale, and their ongoing 

development. It complements the research that has been done in school settings, 

which has tended to focus on the outcomes of the restorative meetings and participant 

satisfaction (PiE 2005; Riestenberg 2001).  

 The finding also resonates with the school effectiveness and improvement 

literature which identified (see Chapter 4) that collegiality and a shared vision were 

strong indicators of effectiveness and were important factors in coping with change. 

10.5.2 Leadership 

Senior management support was a critical enabling factor identified at Yardham 

(Appendix H6: CB10, RT12, AH14, 17, 18), which meant that, with the exception of 

the administrative assistant, those trained were given time to run more formal 

restorative meetings as well as integrate the informal  skills into their day-to-day 

practice. Lack of it appeared to be a factor in inhibiting developments in Woodbridge 

(Appendix E: NS29, CP5a) and in some of the Yardham feeder primary schools 

(Appendix H5: CP3; H7: CP4, 7).
16

 Its importance was taken as such a ‘given’ in the 

Scottish project that training was targeted specifically at senior managers from the 

outset.  

 Both school and organisational change literature emphasise that leadership 

needs to be considered not only in terms of senior management but also in distributed 

leadership and the development of leadership skills throughout the organisation, as 

discussed in Section 4.4.4. In fact a truly restorative school would be doing just that. 

Wachtel’s social discipline window provides, in this context, a leadership model – 

                                                

15
 A recent government report about mainstreaming the Safer School Partnership (SSP) initiative, an 

initiative mentioned in Section 2.3.4, states as an expectation that when a school is identified as 

needing an SSP officer’s intervention, they would need to adopt a whole-school restorative approach 

and review their behaviour policies (DfES 2006a). 

16 I had personal experience of resistance from the head teacher of one of these schools, whose 

fundamental beliefs about the nature of children, expressed during a conversation we had together, 

inclined him to a different approach. 
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working with people, rather than imposing ideas and regulations from the top or 

disempowering by taking away opportunities for responsibility and accountability. 

Participants spoke of initiatives such as peer mediation, peer mentoring, circle time 

and school councils, all of which involve young people in taking more responsibility 

and developing leadership skills.  

 Only one participant (Appendix E: AH3, 4, 42, 43) was able to report a change 

to that traditional ‘bastion of power’, that is, the behaviour management system based 

on sanctions and rewards. Restorative justice philosophy is unique amongst 

educational initiatives in explicitly challenging this system and advocating what 

Thorsborne (2002; 2004) calls instead a relationship policy – guidelines for everyone 

in the school about how to make, nurture and repair effective relationships with each 

other based on mutual respect. Such a policy is evidence of truly distributed 

leadership in my view. 

10.5.3 Sharing success stories 

Scottish senior managers spoke of the benefits of sharing success stories and how 

these spread the word and helped bring people on board (Chapter 9, Tables 19, 20, 

22). This resonates with Shapiro’s (2003) finding that ‘spreading contagious 

commitment’  requires advocates to talk to others and ‘infect’ them with enthusiasm. 

Advocates can also be those who have benefited from new practices, and participants 

spoke of both students’ and colleagues’ satisfaction after having participated in 

restorative meetings. Certainly the former was identified as a ‘ladder’ by Scottish 

managers.   

10.6 Relationship between the first four questions – the conceptual 

framework reviewed 

10.6.1 Participants’ perspectives 

As the research progressed I began to see a relationship developing between the first 

four questions which, evolved into the conceptual framework described in Chapter 6. 

It seemed that the expectations that people had and the meanings they made of 

restorative justice influenced to some degree the uses they made of what they learnt 

on the course. The extent to which they were implementing a restorative approach 
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meant that their experiences of ‘snakes’ (factors hindering implementation) and 

‘ladders’ (factors favouring implementation) differed.  

 Ironically the group that expressed the fewest problems with implementation 

were from the school which in fact had the greatest number of factors working 

against implementing any successful initiative – Woodbridge (Appendix E7). In 

Slavin’s (2005) terms this was a ‘sand’ school – where high staff and senior 

management turnover meant that piecemeal changes were unlikely to make an impact 

or significantly change school culture. My sense was that participants did not 

experience much resistance to what they were trying to do, because they were not 

trying to influence anyone else or change anyone’s practice but their own. They used 

their skills with students as and when they deemed these appropriate. The one 

classroom teacher, who might have experienced problems had her year head been 

philosophically at odds with her restorative approach, was lucky in that he was also 

working restoratively (Appendix E6: SH16).  

 It is, however, difficult to draw many conclusions from the Woodbridge data 

because it is too sparse, and I was unable to assess the degree of collegiality, 

leadership, ability to cope with change and the extent of a shared vision in the 

school.
17

  

 Participants in the second study understood restorative justice largely in terms 

of interpersonal skills used with students, and as such reported positive experiences of 

using these skills (Appendices H1–7). The greater their expectations and their vision 

of change, the more they expressed frustrations, in particular with resistance to 

change from other colleagues (eg Appendix H RT).  

10.6.2 Project managers’ perspectives  

In the first study, reported in Chapter 7, the project manager tasked with rolling out 

the CRISP programme, of which the restorative conferencing training was but one 

part, had no prior knowledge of restorative justice (Appendix E1: NS1). Although 

impressed by the course, he had no prior expectations of it other than adding to 

                                                

17 Suffice it to say that the school’s challenges continue. Its existing buildings are being demolished, 

some for the second time, and it is to be relaunched with a new name and identity for the third time in 

ten years (in the autumn of 2006). 
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colleagues’ existing skills in dealing with challenging behaviour, thereby meeting his 

targets of reduced reoffending and exclusions (Appendix E1: NS3).   

 In the second two studies, however, expectations and aspirations were very 

different. Ned Brindley spoke of having a vision of: 

more and more schools in …shire taking on board the ethos of restorative 

practices as a preventative measure, and as an enabling and an empowering 

tool. (NB17)  

He knew it was a big vision and he felt driven by it: 

My vision was that this actually has the potential for changing everybody, 

whether they are involved in crisis or not – it would be a mechanism whereby 

everybody involved, at school level or at local authority level, may be able to 

engage in a dialogue that was more generally and more roundedly 

meaningful for both, for all who participate in it … So I had a much bigger 

vision than just schools, but schools was a pretty big vision anyway. (NB17a) 

In Scotland Agnes and Brian spoke about how restorative practices resonated with 

their own value systems: 

We would have a value system, a belief system, about young people, about 

relationships, about human capability, about the redeemability of human 

beings, which is quite important in our own value system; and restorative 

practices offers a way of articulating that and indeed demands almost a 

belief that that is a possibility and even a likelihood. (A10) 

What became increasingly interesting was whether the expectations and meanings 

that project managers had of restorative justice in school settings influenced the way 

they developed an implementation strategy and to what extent this strategy hindered 

or helped those in schools. This inspired the fifth question. 

10.7 The fifth research question – the strategies that project 

managers and trainers are using to support and sustain 

restorative approaches 

10.7.1 Metaphors of implementation 

The metaphors people use can shed light on the way they make sense of a situation 

(Coffey and Atkinson 1996; Lakoff and Johnson 1980). Metaphors can be used to 

influence the way someone makes sense of a situation and how they subsequently act, 
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and as such can be powerful rhetorical devices (Cherry and Spiegel 2006). The 

metaphors used by the project managers in the second two studies help to explain the 

rationale for the strategies each was using to implement and sustain restorative 

approaches in their area. (The project manager and the trainers in the first study 

provided no support following initial training, and there was no implementation plan.) 

10.7.1.1 Dripping taps, tapestries and baking puddings 

 Ned Brindley’s story is full of varied metaphors. He likened his approach to a tap 

which he himself first turned on so it drip-fed initial messages about restorative 

justice in schools, but which others will continue to turn and increase the flow 

(NB17b, 25). The spread of restorative ideas he likened to weaving a tapestry, 

starting with an initial, single thread which then needs to be woven with others. 

That way not only does the thread remain but actually you start to build up a 

different cohort of colour of threads, so the picture starts to grow. (NB21) 

He suggested that the initiative was like a living organism that needed nourishment, 

and he feared that in some places it had died a death (NB21) for lack of support. 

Reflecting on his role he admitted that mistakes had been made and that he would do 

things differently another time, and take greater care with the initial preparation, 

likening himself to a cook: 

I would work on a much smaller cohort and provide much more in-depth 

backup and support, and that would … I know today that the proof of this 

pudding is in the preparation. As with any good cake you get the ingredients 

right from … at the preparation stage … the rest runs its natural course. 

(NB24) 

Using a road travel metaphor he spoke of frustration that lack of authority support has 

slowed down the journey, but he still felt hopeful that the destination – perhaps that 

of his vision – would be reached eventually: 

I think that an authority with visionary managers and leaders would be more 

proactive and would reap the benefits of that proaction, and those who 

choose not to be proactive on this agenda will get there eventually, but by 

God they could have been on the motorway lane, not the A-road. (NB28) 

He saw the schools themselves as being on a journey, not by road but by sea; and he 

recognises not only that they were pushing the boat against resource constraints 
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(NB23) but also that, all the time, his own journey had a backdrop of local authority 

scepticism (NB23).  

 Ned’s references to a dripping tap and a single thread suggest a degree of 

isolation which I know from private conversations he felt, but they also hint at his 

belief that starting small would lead to bigger things. On reflection he and I were both 

so convinced that people only had to be exposed to the ideas to be convinced, that we 

probably did not anticipate or understand the resistance encountered at authority 

level. It would be interesting now, several years later, to find out what ingredients 

Ned believes a restorative ‘pudding’ needs to work well.  

 It must be remembered that the implementation strategy had to evolve because 

of lack of take-up by the local schools. The strategy at the outset was based on my 

five-stage model described in Section 4.6. The original intention was to train a 

significant cohort of people in each of six secondary schools, and encourage these 

pioneers to establish a steering committee in their schools. Implicit in this strategy 

was the conviction that, once inspired (or perhaps ‘infected’) by restorative ways of 

thinking, and once trained in the skills, these people would be able to drive the 

changes through in their own schools. Neither Ned nor I had reserved much of our 

time in the original plan for ongoing support. (He was working on the project as only 

one of his many responsibilities with the YOT (Youth Offending Team), and every 

hour of my time was paid for by contractual arrangement.) In retrospect this was 

naïve, and a mistake.  

 Neither of us had bargained for lack of interest, or the difficulty of committing 

so many staff for so many days of initial training. (Gareth’s story of his difficulties in 

convincing the local authority and his own governors and staff to let him proceed was 

not known to me until several years later.) The failure to find the six teams of six staff 

originally planned led to pragmatic decisions which, in each case, Ned saw the 

benefits for, and framed positively to the county steering group. Training a secondary 

school and its feeder primary schools made sense, except that training only one 

person – someone low in the school hierarchy – to roll out a whole-school change 

programme did not make sense. Choosing then to train a diverse group of 

professionals on the second course, all of whom could spread the word in their 

diverse settings, seemed sensible at the time, although (again) it was unclear how 

many of these people could have enough influence to change the policy of a school in 

which they had only a peripheral role. In fact although a few individuals from this 
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second course did continue with restorative approaches, this second cohort received 

no ongoing support. It was if the dripping tap was over an ocean and the drops were 

lost in a sea of disinterest. 

 Ned’s idea of a dripping tap would perhaps only have worked if the tap had 

kept dripping, and the drips had been in a smaller container. However, the tap is 

barely flowing now. Funding came to an end and Ned himself was moved on to other 

jobs. His vision for a tapestry was perhaps on too large a scale, and although a few 

threads remain, the cloth is very threadbare. It remains to be seen whether the few 

individuals still using their restorative skills can rekindle the flame in that county – to 

use another metaphor. 

 My own reflection is that there were factors which were under our control 

which we might have chosen to work with differently, such as whom we trained, how 

many schools we worked with and how we consolidated this training. There were 

factors out of our control, such as the degree of local authority support, the extent to 

which the YOT was prepared to release Ned for the project, and the resources 

available. 

 These experiences, however, inform the recommendations made in Section 

11.4. 

10.7.1.2 A contagious virus 

It remains to be seen whether Brian and Agnes’s ‘cunning plan’ in Scotland will 

prove to have been successful. Brian’s metaphor for change is a virus: 

… it’s almost like the introduction of a virus or something like that. That’s 

maybe a bit overly dramatic but I think we believe: ‘Get something about 

restorative practice into schools.’  As long as it’s legitimate in its own right, 

and it will affect other things, the way in doesn’t really matter – it’s to get 

something in and to really win over the shakers, the movers, the key people 

with leverage in schools. (B16) 

This resonates with metaphors used by Gladwell (2000) and Shapiro (2003), and  

indeed Agnes refers to the ‘tipping point’, so both Brian and Agnes may have been 

inspired by these writers. 

 The interesting way in which Brian uses the metaphor, however, suggests that 

he believes that simply the idea in its own right could be enough to win people over, 

providing they are the right people – the people with leverage. He and Agnes based 
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their strategy on training as many senior school managers in the authority as 

resources permitted, starting in the primary schools which they perceived as more 

likely to embrace a restorative approach. Shapiro’s ideas for spreading contagious 

commitment involve more than simply initial inoculation with the virus. Initial 

‘snakes and ladders’ data from the primary schools suggests that individuals in a 

school, albeit in senior management, are not finding whole-school change easy, and it 

may be that Shapiro’s ideas could provide useful advice. 

 Some schools are proving more successful than others at initial 

implementation of the new ideas, and more research is needed to identify the key 

factors for achieving effective whole-school restorative change. In Section 11.5, 

future research topics are discussed. Interestingly some of the senior managers also 

used Ned’s metaphor of the dripping tap – reassuring themselves that what was 

needed was not a dramatic gesture but a slow, steady, unrelenting approach that 

gradually won people over. 

10.7.2 Alternative metaphors 

In both the second and third studies the project managers and the trainers shared a 

passionate commitment to the potential of restorative approaches and practices in 

schools (eg Sections 8.3.2, 8.3.5; Chapter 9, BS, AD, and Sections 9.3.1–9.3.5). This 

may have proven in the second study, and may yet prove in the third study, to be a 

factor that constrains the metaphorical thinking and thus the strategic thinking. 

 There is a risk that those most passionate about a new idea are not always the 

best people to see it rolled out, because they assume that simple exposure to the ideas 

is enough to win over hearts and minds. Ned’s metaphor of the dripping tap implies 

that simply more of the same will eventually fill the container and bring about 

change. Brian’s virus metaphor implies that exposure to the ideas, albeit from an 

influential person in the school, will bring about change. 

 Shapiro’s (2003) elaboration of the virus metaphor provides some possible 

practical ways forward. In training courses, I have seen participants translate my own 

inorganic jigsaw metaphor into a well-balanced, well-rooted tree. Perhaps 

educationalists from a single school or a single authority could be invited to work on 

developing metaphors of change that work for them, before embarking on a change 

project. 
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10.8 Conclusion 

This chapter has considered each of the research questions in turn, and answered them 

with reference to the three studies and to the literature of restorative justice and of 

school and organisational change. The answers are not definitive, as the field is very 

new and the questions will be worth revisiting as the approach becomes more 

widespread. There is evidence that educationalists are taking ownership of the 

approach and adapting what they are learning; it remains to be seen whether it is the 

old or the new paradigm of justice and behaviour management that influences 

developments the most. 
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Chapter 11   

Conclusions 

11.1 Introduction 

This final chapter begins with a review of the research methods and process. The 

implications of the research are then explained and the contributions to knowledge 

are described. Recommendations for restorative practitioners working in the 

educational field are made, whether these people are educationalists themselves or 

from outside agencies. Recommendations are also made for future research, because 

the field is still very new and there is much still to explore. Finally a few brief 

remarks are made about the impact the research has had on me personally and 

professionally. 

11.2 Review of the research methodology, design and instruments 

Given my close relationship with participants on the second and third courses, my 

sense is that working with stories – my own and theirs – has provided us with a rich 

source of data that has permitted an initial consideration of educationalists’ 

experiences of implementation. The approach has permitted me to develop a 

methodology that is congruent with my practice as a restorative practitioner, and it 

has challenged me to envisage what a research methodology informed by restorative 

principles should entail. 

 In retrospect, however, I would make a few changes to my practice. Some of 

these are mentioned in Appendix B in relation to my close involvement with 

participants at a professional level. This did pose a challenge, especially when 

delivering the training courses which the participants of the second and third studies 

attended. 

 At the stage at which the first course was delivered I was still in the early 

stages of the research, with a very open mind about what my main research questions 

might be, and so everything said during and after the course was interesting. It was a 

challenge to know how to capture and record this rich source of data. In hindsight I 

now regret not keeping a detailed journal of each day of training, noting participants’ 

comments and my own thoughts and feelings. One of the challenges was that I was 

mindful that my research was to be more than a simple evaluation of the course, and 
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so I considered the daily feedback and my own thoughts at the time as more relevant 

to my professional goal of improving the course. In fact, again in hindsight, the 

thoughts, feelings and needs expressed by participants during the course itself 

anticipated the challenges and opportunities they experienced in implementing what 

they had learnt. 

 I then made the same omission with the third study, simply because my 

decision to use their experiences of implementation came after the delivery of the 

training courses. The lesson learnt for me as a researcher and a reflective practitioner 

is that an ongoing training journal would be useful for me to further develop my 

understanding of educationalists’ experiences, thoughts and feelings. 

11.2.1 The conceptual framework – a useful model? 

The emerging conceptual model has been helpful as a guiding framework for me to 

consider the data from all three studies. I do believe that the initial meanings a project 

manager makes about what restorative justice can achieve in a school context is likely 

to impact on how the project develops. Agnes expressed my own concern that too 

limited a view could limit its applications, and others have expressed these views to 

me in private: 

And I think a number of people within Scotland, including some of those 

involved in the pilot, still think of conferencing. They still haven’t taken on 

board in a sense what I would identify as being the Transforming Conflict 

aspect of it, namely, it is about relationships; it’s about growing effective 

interpersonal relationships, helping people – staff and pupils – to identify 

ways of resolving conflict if that conflict arises on an interpersonal basis. 

They still, some people, still see it as – very much – it’s about justice; it’s 

about ‘Will police come in and do conferencing? Will we buy in somebody 

else to do conferencing? (A11) 

My conceptual framework was developed from this hypothesis and this concern. My 

frank assessment at the end of the research is that there is insufficient evidence from 

my three limited studies to state that there is a direct link in every case between the 

way a project is construed at the outset, and the way restorative skills are applied in a 

school setting, and the factors that are likely to hinder or help their implementation. 

 It is possible that the limited conception held by the project manager in the 

first study influenced the limited way in which restorative approaches were used. 
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However, there were so many other constraining factors and my data was too limited 

to be certain of a link. In the second study Ned’s vision was big, as was mine; we 

shared our vision with the participants on the course (and the research), which most 

of them were inspired by – but other factors impeded the success of the project. In the 

third study, once again the vision of the project managers was a big one:  

We would like to become a restorative authority, and we would like all of our 

schools to become restorative schools, and we would like to re-culture our 

schools. (A12) 

Many of the heads are similarly inspired but it remains to be seen whether this vision, 

and the ‘cunning plan’ of spreading the restorative virus into as many schools as 

possible, are going to be the most effective strategy, and whether the number of 

‘snakes’ can be reduced and the number of ‘ladders’ increased. 

 In conclusion, what I would say is that the conceptual framework has proved 

to be a useful framework for analysis and may yet provide a useful set of pointers for 

considering what factors are pertinent in restorative school improvement. For me it is 

a work in progress. 

11.2.2 An action research framework 

The iterative nature of the design framework worked well in a situation where I had 

to make decisions in a constantly changing environment as the field developed 

around me and new possibilities opened up. The four stages of plan, act, observe and 

reflect provided a useful framework in which the three studies developed. 

 I would have liked to have applied the idea of action research to a greater 

degree than I was able to, and to involve participants in a more collaborative enquiry 

approach. However, perhaps because of time restrictions and simply the passing of 

time, not everyone remained as involved as I had expected. Invitations to respond to 

emerging chapters were not always replied to. This caused me some ethical dilemmas 

initially until I reflected that I had been as transparent as I could possibly have been 

and that I offered opportunities for collaboration at each stage. To have ‘hassled’ 

people who had chosen not to answer would have posed its own ethical problems. 

11.2.3 Research instruments 

Both the second and third studies provided creative opportunities for designing data 

collection instruments, some of which I chose not to use in the final analysis. These 
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included ‘mind maps’ and drawings of life journeys – ideas which were interesting at 

the time but which proved not to contribute to the conceptual framework which 

shaped the final stories. The most successful instrument has undoubtedly been the 

‘snakes and ladders’ activity described in Section 6.3.3.2. This provided a rich source 

of data for the final study, and has been used by me professionally on numerous 

occasions since then to provide feedback to participants and managers about the 

experiences of colleagues implementing restorative change. Collecting the data over 

time, as I am doing, should provide an even more interesting study than the unique 

one captured in Chapter 9. 

11.3 Implications of the research 

This is the first doctoral thesis to focus on the implementation of restorative justice 

principles, skills and practices in school settings and as such helps to give the field a 

much deserved academic status. It is hoped that the growing interest in the field will 

inspire others to follow suit and gradually develop a body of knowledge and 

understanding that will enhance what practitioners are doing at school level.  

 This is the first doctoral thesis to consider the experiences of individual 

restorative facilitators and what they need to be able to make use of their skills 

effectively. Most research and evaluation in the restorative field to date has focussed 

on the outcomes of restorative meetings or the experiences of people participating in 

such meetings. If the use of restorative approaches and practices is to spread and 

develop then we need an understanding of the experiences of those tasked to facilitate 

such processes.  

 This is the first doctoral thesis to consider what a restorative organisation 

might look like. Restorative meetings, wherever they happen, take place within an 

organisational framework, and what participants in this research have been saying is 

that they recognise that the organisation itself needs to be functioning in a restorative 

way.  

 Finally, this is the first doctoral thesis to consider what a specifically 

restorative research methodology might comprise, making the case for an approach 

that is underpinned by restorative values and principles, drawing on restorative skills, 

and possibly even making use of aspects of restorative processes. 

 This thesis therefore has implications for practitioners not just in the field of 

education but also in the wider restorative justice field, inviting them to consider how 
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the developing field of restorative practice is construed and applied in their setting. It 

has implications for managers and change agents seeking to re-culture their respective 

organisations (school, business, residential setting, prison, etc), inviting them to 

consider what a restorative organisation might look like and what factors help or 

hinder help the transformation into such an organisation.  

 As a final point, this thesis has implications for researchers in the field of 

restorative practice, inviting them to reflect on their research methodology and 

suggesting that the principles and practices underpinning our research should be 

congruent with restorative principles and practices generally. 

11.4 Further contributions to knowledge 

In addition to the contributions mentioned above certain chapters have in themselves 

made unique contributions. Chapter 2 describes the Zeitgeist which is currently 

favouring the growing interest in the UK for restorative approaches in schools, and 

forms the basis for a chapter in a forthcoming book by Brenda Morrison on 

international developments in this field {Morrison, forthcoming 2007 #484}. Chapter 

3 brings together relevant criminal restorative justice theories and educational 

restorative theories for the first time, in a initial attempt to carve out what theories 

best serve a specific educational context. Chapter 4 further develops the work of 

Australian pioneers (Blood 2005; Blood and Thorsborne 2005) in considering school 

and organisational change theory and its application to whole-school restorative 

change. Chapter 5’s unique contribution, the development of a restorative research 

methodology, has already been referred to in the previous section. In Chapter 6 the 

‘snakes and ladders’ data collection tool is described. This novel approach for 

facilitating dialogue and exchange of ideas can be used with any group pioneering 

change in their environment and encountering the inevitable snakes (setbacks) and 

ladders (enabling opportunities). Since using this tool for my research in Scotland I 

have had the boards and the snakes and ladders produced commercially, and I receive 

frequent requests for them. 

11.5 Recommendations for restorative practice 

These recommendations are divided into those pertinent at local authority level and 

those at the school level. 
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11.5.1 Authority level 

The first recommendation is that any school seeking to implement a restorative 

approach should engage local authority endorsement and support. Going it alone is 

possible, but much harder. Ideally project management and an authority-wide steering 

group would form part of this support. The three studies indicate that local authority 

support, at the highest level, greatly enhances the opportunities for an ongoing, well-

resourced project. It also gives the project credibility.  

 The second recommendation is that links between current and developing 

practice and restorative approaches must be made explicit, so that everyone can see 

the potential for mutual enhancement. Restorative approaches need to be integrated 

into the authority’s development plan. The third study exemplifies the value of 

ensuring that the project is integrated at authority level with other congruent 

approaches. Emotional literacy and positive approaches to behaviour management, 

for example, are being promoted across the UK.  

 The third recommendation is to ensure that local authority support includes 

multi-agency involvement so that problems surfacing can be dealt with appropriately. 

This recommendation accords with the joined-up approach encouraged by the ‘Every 

Child Matters’ policy document. Senior managers in the third study spoke of the 

challenges of becoming a more caring, listening school, and the ‘can of worms’ this 

opened up when a needy community of families made impossible demands on 

restorative teachers’ time. Restorative approaches inevitably seek to understand 

underlying needs and interests, and many of these will be beyond the remit of a 

school to address, so it needs to be able to refer certain cases on to appropriate 

agencies.  

 If the restorative initiative starts at authority level then certain issues need to 

inform planning. The fourth recommendation is that the initiative is underpinned by 

restorative principles from the outset, working with key stakeholders rather than 

imposing on (doing to) or taking decisions for them (Wachtel and McCold 2001). 

This may involve establishing a representative steering group from the relevant 

agencies and schools – representatives who in turn ensure that they are listening to 

those they represent, including families and young people. 

 The fifth recommendation follows from the fourth and is offered as food for 

thought for a steering group. It is important to choose an initial training course that 
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offers a wide range of flexible restorative skills rather than focussing narrowly on the 

conference process. Enough time should be allowed for everyone to practise these 

skills in a safe, supportive environment, and with opportunities for further 

development and refreshment at regular intervals. Participants in all three studies 

recognised that awareness-raising sessions were necessary but not sufficient for 

winning over sceptics, and that people needed experiential training. 

 The sixth recommendation concerns the choice of initial trainees on a course: 

a team of senior staff should be the first to be trained in any one school. Although 

schools need to make this decision for themselves, they may need guidance and 

support at authority level, as happened in Scotland. Here resources were made 

available to allow senior managers to attend. The second study illustrated the 

difficulties faced by those people lower down the hierarchy, especially when they 

were the lone pioneer of a radically different way of managing behaviour. The senior 

staff can then form an in-house steering group and decide how best to roll out the 

training in their particular school. The new National Programme for Specialist 

Leaders in Behaviour and Attendance (NPSLBA) is focussing on empowering middle 

managers, and such a person could well be instrumental in leading on a restorative 

initiative. However, without senior management support, and modelling by example, 

the project will not flourish. 

 The seventh recommendation relates to Shapiro’s (2003) reminder of the 

importance of looking after early adopters and resisting the temptation to put one’s 

attention and resources into spreading the word ever more widely. Initial planning 

should include resources for ongoing support in terms of regular network meetings 

for pioneers to share their successes and challenges and to identify training needs. 

Once the project has begun there needs to be a central coordinator who will not only 

ensure that they offer a listening ear to school-based pioneers and but also reserve 

some resources for this work. 

11.5.2 School level 

Some of the recommendations mentioned above are pertinent for individual schools, 

especially if the interest in restorative approaches comes in the first instance from 

someone within a school; these include the choice of initial trainees and training 

course and the importance of ensuring that early adopters are supported.  
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 The eighth recommendation is to establish an in-house steering group, 

representing all sections of the school community, which can ensure that the project 

is addressing as many needs as possible and that no single person feels isolated and 

overwhelmed with the responsibilities of effecting whole-school change on their own. 

The Scottish participants attested to the value of the snakes and ladders activity for 

sharing stories and jointly developing new strategies. 

 The ninth recommendation would be to ensure that the restorative initiative is 

in the school development plan and is linked to other related initiatives, such as 

developing emotional literacy and developing more effective behaviour and 

attendance policies. 

 A tenth recommendation would be to encourage schools engaging in 

restorative approaches to make links with each other, as clusters or partnerships 

across sectors, to share training and networking. Partnership also makes possible the 

sharing of restorative facilitators who could offer support in cases where an in-house 

facilitator might be inappropriate.  

11.6 Recommendations for further research 

There is need for much further research in the school field. Issues from this research 

include the following questions: 

• Are different sectors (primary, secondary and special) adapting restorative 

approaches in different ways and, if so, how? 

• What theories help to explain how restorative approaches in school settings 

are working, and what explanations best help educationalists enhance their 

practice? 

• Is it possible and desirable to ensure that pedagogy and classroom/behaviour 

management are congruent and, if so, what does this mean in practice? 

• Does the geographical location of a school affect the degree to which it will 

be able to implement a restorative approach? (Initial reactions to the ideas 

sometimes elicit the response that the local community of parents want to 

retain a punitive approach.) 

• The Catholic and Protestant schooling in Scotland raises an interesting 

question about whether such schools adopt aspects of restorative practice in 

different ways – a question that could be broadened out to other faith schools, 
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that is, the applicability of restorative approaches to schools informed by 

different religious and cultural values. 

• The Scottish experience also raised questions about whether female staff are 

more inclined to adopt restorative approaches, and whether there are gender 

differences in the way educationalists make sense of and use restorative 

approaches. 

My five research questions, as Chapter 11 suggested, are still worth revisiting (for 

myself) as the field develops, so that I can keep in touch with educationalists’ own 

experiences.  

 In Section 11.2 I explained how the research has been breaking new ground in 

the restorative field not only in education but also in its emphasis on practitioners’ 

experiences and on organisational change issues – rather than just on the impact of 

restorative interventions on participants in the process. I would suggest that more 

research is needed on such issues in both the criminal justice field and other fields 

wanting to adopt restorative approaches to support practitioners. The restorative 

interventions currently evaluated around the world do not take place in an 

organisational vacuum. Restorative practice itself must surely be enhanced, and 

outcomes improved for service users, if practitioners’ needs are also addressed in 

terms of organisational policy, training and ongoing support. 

11.7 Personal reflection 

As I approach the end of my postgraduate experience I am aware of how much the 

last five years have changed me. Initial self-doubts as to my intellectual and 

organisational ability to complete the task satisfactorily have given way to growing 

confidence and excitement at the prospect of continuing to work at this level. Had I 

not been involved in research, I may not have engaged with so much of either the 

restorative justice or the organisational change literature, and yet now I see both as 

indispensable not only for an academic understanding of the field but also in my 

professional capacity.  

 I have found it exhilarating to engage with the methodological and craft 

aspects of the research, as is reflected in the number of chapters I have written on 

these matters. I have also enjoyed the challenge of relating what I was doing to how I 

was doing it, and considering both of these in the light of restorative principles. There 

has been a risk of seeing the world only through restorative-tinted spectacles, but I 
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hope that my transparent accounting for the conclusions I have reached will mean that 

any restorative myopia can be challenged. 

 It feels like a brave act to offer this interpretive study to the restorative 

academic field, in which quantitative, empirically based research predominates. I may 

be criticised and my approach may be criticised, but I hope that my contribution will 

be deemed worthwhile. Most importantly, I hope it will increase understanding of 

what is happening in schools at this very exciting time. 

11.8 Conclusion 

One head teacher who took part in the third study remarked, at a national conference 

on restorative approaches in schools held in 2004, that restorative justice was not a 

way of doing things – it was a way to be. I think I have believed this ever since I 

became involved in restorative justice work, and this belief has informed my 

research. I hope I have been alert to the dangers of being so immersed in the field, 

and in true restorative style been neutral to the outcome and impartial with respect to 

the views expressed. 

 My own professional practice has been immeasurably enhanced by what I 

have learnt from engaging in this research. I hope that others, too, will benefit from 

its findings, and feel inspired to continue asking more questions. 
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Appendix A  My own route to restorative justice 
 

My own personal development as a trainer and consultant in the field of restorative 

justice in part preceded national developments (explored in Chapter 2) and in part has 

contributed to it, at least in the schools field. What follows is a first-person narrative 

on how my ‘whole-school approach to restorative justice’ has developed. 

My first experience of teaching was in the field of English as a foreign language 

(TEFL as it was called in those days), in which there had been radical developments 

in the areas of adult learning and the rights of students to take responsibility for their 

own learning. Having subsequently trained as a modern language teacher, I found the 

authoritarian, relatively uninspiring regime of school difficult to accept. Initial 

inspiration came from the work of Reimer (1971), Postman and Weingartner (1971), 

Holt (1966) and Freire (1982), who seemed to be questioning the role of adults vis-à-

vis children and the issue of children’s rights and responsibilities. Subsequently I 

became involved in the Peace Education Network in Bristol and turned to books on 

non-violence and conflict resolution (Isaacson and Lamont 1982; Judson 1982). My 

teaching style was informed by a desire to create a democratic classroom, and I often 

used a format which is now called classroom conferencing (Thorsborne and Vinegrad 

2004) – resolving differences and problems by sitting in a circle, actively listening to 

each other and finding ways forward together. I based much of my modern languages 

teaching around the social goal of creating community and trust in the group, and I 

drew inspiration from sources like active tutorial work (Button 1974) and drama 

workshop practice (Brandes and Phillips 1977) which developed self-esteem, 

communication skills and cooperation. 

Organisations like ‘Leap – Confronting Conflict’ (Fine and Macbeth 1992), 

and the Kingston Friends Workshop Group (1996) provided me with the skills and 

the resources to start developing circle time as a way of teaching young people 

conflict management skills. The fundamental building blocks were, once again, self-

esteem, communication and cooperation.  

Involvement in this work gradually led to my wanting to work in this area full 

time, and I left the teaching profession to become a freelance trainer and consultant in 

the field of conflict management. Over the ensuing years I trained as a trainer in the 

‘Alternatives to Violence’ project – a scheme developed in a New York prison to help 
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inmates deal differently with their day-to-day challenges. I also began to train 

volunteers in neighbourhood mediation skills and to practise as a voluntary 

community mediator myself. As I developed my work in conflict management and 

peer mediation in schools, I became increasingly involved with the organisation 

Mediation UK, which is the umbrella organisation supporting most community 

mediation services in the UK.  

Meanwhile I had also begun to run courses for trainee teachers on a 

postgraduate course at Reading University on managing conflicts in the classroom. 

These courses drew on all the influences previously mentioned and indeed formed the 

basis of my later restorative course development and publications.  

My own introduction to restorative justice per se is described in Section 2.4.1. 

The inspiration for restorative work in schools came from a number of sources.  

I was also inspired – and continue to be so – by the vision of Liebmann, the 

first director of Mediation UK, who wrote a chapter in the first victim–offender 

mediation training manual to be produced in this country (Quill and Wynne 1993). In 

this chapter she sketches her vision for the future, describing a new approach to 

parenting, to education of both old and young and to provision in the community, 

which emphasises conflict resolution and the restoration of relationships in the event 

of conflict or inappropriate behaviour. 

Howard Zehr, the director of the first victim–offender reconciliation 

programme in the United States, developed a paradigm in which he compared 

traditional retributive justice philosophy with restorative justice values and ideas 

(Zehr 1990). I adapted this to fit the school context (Hopkins 2002b) (Table 25). 

Table 25 The retributive–restorative school paradigm 

OLD PARADIGM:  

RETRIBUTIVE JUSTICE 

NEW PARADIGM: 

RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 

Misdemeanour defined as violation of 

school rules 

1 Misdemeanour defined as violation of one 

person/group by another 

Focus on establishing blame or guilt, on the 

past (did he/she do it?) 

2 Focus on problem-solving by expressing 

feelings and needs, and how to meet them 

in the future 

Adversarial relationship and process 

 

3 Dialogue and negotiation – everyone 

involved in communicating and 

cooperating with each other 

Imposition of pain or unpleasantness to 4 Restitution as a means of restoring both 
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punish and deter/prevent parties, the goal being reconciliation 

Attention to right rules, and adherence to 

due process 

5 Attention to right relationships and 

achievement of the desired outcome 

Conflict represented as impersonal and 

abstract: individual versus school 

6 Misdemeanours recognised as 

interpersonal conflicts with some value 

for learning 

One social injury replaced by another 7 Focus on repair of social injury/damage 

School community as spectators, 

represented by member of staff  

8 School community involved in 

facilitating restoration 

People affected by misdemeanour not 

necessarily involved  

9 Encouragement of all concerned to be 

involved – empowerment 

Accountability defined in terms of receiving 

punishment 

 

10 Accountability defined as understanding 

the impact of the action, seeing it as a 

consequence of choices, and helping to 

decide how to put things right 

My third point of departure was the Practice Standards (RJC 1999) developed 

by the Restorative Justice Consortium (RJC), the national organisation for supporting 

those working in the field of restorative justice in the United Kingdom. Reading these 

carefully I saw potential parallels between traditional criminal justice approaches and 

attitudes to dealing with inappropriate behaviour by adults in their capacity as either 

parents or teachers. I perceived potential in these Practice Standards to challenge 

authoritarian parenting and school discipline, and yet I became convinced that if these 

standards were to be meaningful in the criminal justice field then attitudes would 

need to change in the community first. I assumed that, in the long term, this would 

mean educating young people both to deal with challenging behaviour and to build 

meaningful relationships. 

 Since first discovering these Practice Standards and using them as the 

inspiration to develop my thinking about restorative justice in schools, I was invited 

to work as the consultant with the RJC to adapt the original standards for use in the 

school context (RJC 2004a). 

My enthusiasm for restorative justice in the school context has developed 

partly because I saw links between restorative approaches and the conflict 

management skills with which I was already familiar and which I believed to be 

important in the school context. However, I was also concerned by anecdotes I had 

been hearing about how thoughtless remarks from members of a school community, 

old and young, could unravel the good that a conference could achieve. I had already 
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come to the conclusion in my schoolwork that neither mediation nor circle time could 

thrive as ‘bolt-ons’. The underlying principles and skills both needed to be embraced 

by the whole school community. This has been endorsed by others working in the 

field (Bitel and Rolls 2000; Cremin 2000; Cremin 2002b; Tyrrell 2002). 

I began to suspect that the same was true for conferencing. 

All three processes would appear to be applications of a philosophy that needs 

to inform day-to-day interactions in a school community; I coined the phrase ‘whole-

school restorative approach’ (Hopkins 1999a; 1999b). This approach puts the 

maintenance of relationship at the heart of all interactions between people in a school 

community, especially in the event of conflict. 

At this stage, however (in 2000), I was still largely unaware of how these 

ideas were being received in schools, because although people were enthusiastic 

about them in principle, there was very little experience of their use in such an 

environment. This was the point at which my interest in conducting research began to 

grow. The rest of the narrative becomes the story of this research.
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Appendix B  

Reflections on the research – reflexivity and voice 

1. Introduction 

Every choice a researcher makes, by definition, excludes other choices – choice of 

topic, focus within that topic, methodology, research design, site, participants, and of 

tools and methods of data collection and analysis. Within each of these choices there 

are other choices to be made, some of which the researcher is more conscious of than 

others. These include not only her own choices but also those of the people with 

whom she interacts, such as participants in the research itself, stakeholders, 

colleagues who offer suggestions for the research, and gatekeepers (for example those 

with whom one has to negotiate for access to a fieldwork site). Hertz urges 

researchers to account for such choices: 

Through personal accounting, researchers must become more aware of how 

their own positions and interests are imposed at all stages of the research 

process – from the questions they ask to those they ignore, from who they 

study to who they ignore, from problem formation to analysis, representation, 

and writing – in order to produce less distorted accounts of the social world. 

(1997) 

 The word ‘choice’ implies an act of will but there are also other factors, 

beyond will, that influence both researcher and participants during fieldwork, analysis 

and the drafting and redrafting of the research – factors that will nevertheless have an 

impact on where, when and how data is collected, reduced and interpreted, and the 

findings and conclusions presented in their final form. It is beholden on the researcher 

to be as aware as possible, from the outset, of the choices she and others are making, 

and also the other factors that can impact on the research process, again from the 

outset. In addition the researcher needs to be aware of the assumptions that she is 

making at every stage of the research: 

There is a difference between an open mind and an empty head. To analyse 

data, we need to use accumulated knowledge, not dispense with it. The issue 

is not whether to use existing knowledge, but how … The danger lies not in 

having assumptions but in not being aware of them. (Dey 1993) 

 Each of the previous chapters is, in part, the personal accounting advocated by 

Hertz. In Chapter 1 I describe the background to the research topic and my own 
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involvement in the field in order to explain my choice of research. In Chapter 2 I 

describe the political, social and educational context of the topic so as to explain the 

topical relevance of the research. Chapters 3 and 4 contain my review of what I 

consider to be the relevant literature in the fields of restorative justice per se, school 

effectiveness and improvement, organisational change, and restorative approaches in 

school settings. The review is my personal construct of the relationship between 

existing theories, models and definitions in all these fields, and what is developing (or 

needs to develop) in school contexts; it is the backdrop against which my final 

discussion, in Chapter 10, is written. In Chapter 5 I describe how and why I made the 

choices that led me to develop a methodological approach congruent with the 

philosophy and principles of restorative justice; this chapter also discusses the ethical 

issues involved in the research. In Chapter 6 I describe the choices I made about 

research design, site, participants and data collection and analysis tools. This 

appendix is a more in-depth consideration of the issues of choice under the headings 

of reflexivity and voice. Reflexivity and voice relate also to the issue of validity, 

credibility and authenticity.  

2. Reflexivity 

One aspect of reflexivity is an awareness of the impact of one’s own choices, 

conscious or unconscious, on the research process, and the factors influencing these 

choices. Punch goes further and describes the researcher as ‘his or her own research 

instrument’: 

There is here too an absolutely central point that much field research is 

dependent on one person’s perception of the field situation at a given point in 

time, that that perception is shaped both by personality and by the nature of 

the interaction with the researched, and that this makes the researcher his or 

her own research instrument. (1994) 

Although Punch was predominantly concerned with ethnography and participant 

observation, the point is nevertheless well made – and alerts even the more 

collaborative researcher, as I have tried to be, to the pitfalls of fieldwork and 

interpretation. There is also the issue of the impact of others’ choices and the 

interaction between the two: 

At the very least [interviews] can inform us of what the person interviewed is 

prepared to say about a topic in the social context, time and place of that 
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particular interview. We need to recognise that what is said will be limited by 

perception, memory, evasions, self-deception and more on the part of both 

interviewee and interviewer, but that it can still have value. (Walford 2001) 

In conversations between researcher and participants, knowledge is co-constructed, as 

opposed to being one-sidedly ‘excavated’ (Mason 2002). This co-construction takes 

place within a framework in which both sides are simultaneously constructing the 

relationship: 

Interviews – contrary to the assumptions underlying traditional 

methodologies – are communicative (and meta-communicative) rather than 

elicitative in nature; like other communicative events, they are characterised 

by a reciprocal perspective-taking on the part of interviewer and respondent 

as each guesses at the state of the other’s knowledge and anticipates the 

other’s response. How interviewees make sense of and respond to the 

interviewer’s questions is embedded in the larger process of coming to know 

who the interviewer is. (Jorgenson 1991) 

Rheinharz (1997) suggests that there are many selves that we as researchers embody 

during research, and she differentiates between those we bring to the research and 

those we create, or co-create, whilst in the field. She refers to different roles and 

identities, such as researcher, woman, mother, a specific ethnicity or religious 

affiliation, but she also refers to perceived qualities (expert, good listener) and 

attributes (age, state of health). Some of these selves would be ones that a researcher 

would be conscious of and others might be those attributed to the researcher by the 

participants – and vice versa. All of these would impact on the exchange at the time 

and subsequent interactions.  

 In addition to selves there are the subtleties of the interaction, moment by 

moment. At every stage of a conversation between the researcher and the participant 

there are subtle shifts in role and status, shared understandings giving way to 

suspicion, caution, disagreement, loss of confidence, self-doubt, and then renewed 

confidence, a shared joke or cultural reference, a shared intimacy, collusion with 

reference to a shared threat, agreement or a new insight. Hertz (1997) talks about the 

challenge, in research, of simultaneously being fully present in the moment whilst 

also being self-aware – able to stand back from an experience to try to understand 

both what might be going on and how that understanding is reached. I would extend 
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this and, referring back to what I wrote about choice, relate it to the choices we make 

about foregrounding certain ‘selves’.  

2.1 Reflexivity at the fieldwork stage 

In this section I am reflective about some of the selves I projected, foregrounded, 

accepted or had projected onto me in the active fieldwork stage of my research in 

each of the three cases. It is important to emphasise that these issues were only partly 

conscious in my mind at the time, and I did not make systematic journal entries 

during or immediately after each recorded conversation about my own thoughts, 

feelings and impressions of what had happened. This is an omission that I now regret; 

it is something I would do differently at another time, in the light of my growing 

awareness of the need for a constructivist researcher to apply the same principles she 

uses with participants’ meaning-making to her own construing (Steier 1991).  

  I did make notes about a sense of unease with my proximity to the subject, 

and the judgements I was often making on what participants were saying in terms of 

whether I thought they understood restorative justice properly (sic). The desire to take 

a step back from this proximity informed my initial decision to conduct fieldwork in a 

school where the initial training had been delivered by someone else. However, this 

choice posed its own challenges and certainly did not silence my internal critic. 

2.1.1 Woodbridge School 

Following Rheinharz (1997), I can attempt to identify the various selves I was 

bringing to, and perhaps given, during my work in Woodbridge School – researcher, 

expert, writer, trainer, teacher, woman, mother, middle-aged, white and previous local 

resident, to name but a few. Each of these would have had a different emotional 

resonance depending on the selves the person I spoke to was bringing to or creating in 

the interaction, and depending on their personal set of associations with each role. 

Taking ‘teacher’ as an example: for some I was a fellow teacher, for others an 

‘escapee’ (someone who had ‘got out’ or ‘given up’); for some I was higher in the 

hierarchy, for some, lower (depending on their level of seniority and status in the 

school). 

 I was dimly aware of my own introduction being slightly different depending 

on how I ‘selved’ myself (my own word) with each speaker, but on revisiting each 

transcript I notice that I was keen to explain my professional credentials in the field as 
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well as my research status. This would have impacted on what I was told. At the time 

I was also keen to emphasise that the project was to be a joint one: I had been a 

teacher locally, I had shared their challenges and now I wanted to invite them to share 

my enquiry by suggesting areas for research. 

 In retrospect my collaborative style during that first visit would have 

contrasted sharply with the long silence that then ensued as I made decisions to 

conduct other fieldwork. Other factors meant that my next exchange with participants 

was several years later, when I invited them to comment on a report I was compiling 

for the school about my findings, and this may have explained why the response was 

limited. This experience touches on the ethics of conducting research discussed in 

Section 7.4. 

 In retrospect I could have discussed my changes of plan and direction with 

some of the participants, but to be honest I had felt overwhelmed with the complexity 

of the situation the school found itself in – a state perhaps felt by the succession of 

senior managers and staff who have passed rapidly through a school which has 

literally been reconstructed since the research began (ie building work), renamed 

twice, and is about to have its third ‘reincarnation’ (in the autumn of 2006) with yet 

more new buildings and a new name. 

2.1.2 Yardham Partnership 

My first ‘presenting self’ to the project manager of the Yardham Project was as an 

established name in the field of conflict management and peer mediation and, by the 

time we were reacquainted, as someone pioneering restorative justice developments 

in schools. He and I developed a personal friendship as well as a professional one 

over the years we worked together, and our conversations ranged over both arenas in 

our lives when we met. As the professional relationship progressed I had other 

‘created selves’ (consultant, lead trainer, course developer and author) which might 

all have led to a status imbalance had it not been for the respect, admiration and 

affection we had for each other. However, all these different selves – his and mine – 

would have influenced the story we co-created in our interactions. 

 Much of the data I used to piece together the story of the Yardham Project 

came from documents he and I wrote (e-mail exchanges, letters and evaluation 

reports for funders) as well as a transcribed conversation held in 2005, when several 
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years had elapsed since our close working relationship – a time lapse that would also 

have affected what was said. 

 The project manager introduced me to the head of Yardham School and from 

the first meeting with the head I felt accepted and respected; our collaborations ever 

since have been in this environment of what I experience to be mutual respect, trust, 

admiration and friendship. This would have impacted on interactions during the 

training programme, and certainly would have been a feature of the recorded and 

transcribed conversation held in 2005 which helped me gain a far clearer 

understanding of the context in which the Yardham Project unfolded. 

 The selves I presented to the participants on the Yardham training programme 

would again have been, initially, one of a respected name in the field, a course 

developer and lead trainer, but also a fellow teacher. I remember wanting to ‘level the 

playing field’ by adopting a friendly, informal manner, deconstructing the ‘expert’ 

role as soon as I had established it sufficiently to gain credibility and acceptance as 

course leader. A ‘mother’, listening ear and nurturing coach were selves I was also 

aware of, but there were perhaps many others created by others for me about which I 

had no idea – and not necessarily all positive. 

 I did not pick up any negativity, however, and this may have accounted for 

what appeared like very high engagement in the research process. Everyone agreed at 

the outset to help me in the research, and continued to be willing to do this despite 

also being participants in the national evaluation of conferencing being carried out 

simultaneously for the Youth Justice Board. 

 This was a curious coincidence, especially as there was widespread 

dissatisfaction amongst those involved in the project with the way in which the 

evaluation was carried out; for a time, I found myself in conflict with the evaluators 

about what was being measured and assessed. This disagreement has subsequently 

been addressed, but for a time one of my selves was a participant in their research, 

sharing my own participants’ negative feelings about what was being measured when 

we ourselves felt very positive about what they were all doing on an individual basis. 

 This lengthy consideration of the complexity of the relationships simply 

highlights the factors impacting on what was said or left unsaid. I am aware of 

censoring what I write, even now, and I am sure that participants applied the same 

level of censorship – as well as, at times, confiding in me, having asked for the tape-

recorder to be switched off. 
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 Because of what appeared to be some very good connections that developed 

in the initial six weeks of the course, and subsequent visits in the guise of both 

researcher and consultant offering support and subsequent in-service training 

(INSET) input in the case of the primary schools, I have felt very comfortable with 

contacting all the participants regularly, sending them different iterations of the data 

for comment and incorporating their comments into the next phase. This was done up 

to and including the final draft. Not everyone has chosen to engage to the extent of 

making extra comments, but have at least expressed agreement with what I had sent 

them. This involvement in the reduction, presentation, interpretation and eventual 

description stages of the data analysis will be discussed later in this chapter. 

2.1.3 The Scottish project  

By the time I chose to include some data from Scotland in my research, I had already 

run four training courses in the authority, mainly for senior managers of primary 

schools. My book had been published for several years and everyone on the course 

had been given a copy. I was told frequently that I was held in very high regard by 

these people, and that applications for subsequent courses were three to four times the 

number of places available. Thus the self I was presenting, like it or not, was one of 

expert, competent trainer, author and, I hope, friendly, accessible person. 

I am aware of the discomfort I feel when reporting these ‘expert’ selves, albeit a 

discomfort tinged with pleasure when the two project managers commended my 

contribution to their project. 

 In terms of the research, the regard in which I am held – and indeed the 

mutual respect and admiration the two project managers and I feel for each other – 

has led to many exchanges of ideas and a willingness to have conversations recorded. 

The only reservation here is that friendship can get in the way of honesty and 

openness, and so the stories told may not include aspects they did not want me to 

hear, for whatever reason. 

  On the day the data was collected from participants, my ‘self’ was as trainer, 

facilitator of the refresher day, expert and listening ear, but also someone remembered 

as warm and friendly: our greetings involved expressions of warmth and in many 

cases hugs. These refresher days held for people who had attended the four courses 

were intended to be reunions as well, so people greeted each other, and me, warmly. 

However, not everyone on each refresher day recognised others, and the wariness I 
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had observed at the beginning of each of the original eight-day courses was still there 

for some. My role was one of ‘animatrice’ to encourage sharing of both successes and 

difficulties so that they felt safe enough to engage in the ‘snakes and ladders’ activity 

described in Chapter 6.  

 People were encouraged to share experiences of implementation post-training. 

My own commitment to the process, the strong steer from the authority and the 

profile the project is getting nationally are likely to have impacted on participants’ 

ability to express reservations and negativity about the approach per se, although they 

had much to share about challenges in the school.  

2.2 Reflexivity during data analysis and interpretation 

The researcher inevitably brings selves to bear on the interpretation of data, and needs 

to be mindful about the extent to which their own biography intersects with this 

interpretation (Michalowski 1997). Bolak, like Hertz, calls for transparency: 

How we represent and account for others’ experiences is intimately related 

to who we are, and the connections need to be spelled out. (1997) 

Furthermore, we inevitably construct meaning from others’ meanings using our own 

conceptual frameworks, so our interpretations are related not only to who we are but 

also to how we think: 

The interpretation of a piece of language is always in terms of concepts and 

conceptual structures which the interpreter has formed out of elements from 

his or her own subjective field of experience. (Von Glasersfeld 1991) 

Doucet and Mauthner (2002) talk about the ‘power and privilege’ of the researcher at 

the data analysis stage: the interpretive process is largely invisible, and usually only 

the researcher has access to the raw data and the freedom to interpret it – or 

misinterpret it – in various ways. Even the act of transcription is problematised, as 

one can alter or obscure meaning by inadvertently, or even purposefully, adding 

punctuation, erasing the researcher’s verbal/non-verbal interjections, or removing 

repetition and apparent speech tics in order to tidy up the written text (Alldred and 

Gillies 2002). 

 I was aware of bringing my own interpretations and expectations to bear on 

the data I was analysing. In the Woodbridge case I was so keen to interpret what I 

found as a restorative justice project that it was only several years later that I realised 

what had happened there was never considered by the people to be a restorative 
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justice project per se: the training had been one small element of a much larger crime 

reduction project. Going back through the data, this is now clear, but I did not see it at 

the time. This is one example of how my expectations made me blind to something 

and initially skewed my judgement. 

 In the Yardham Project I became acutely aware that I had a vested interest in 

the project’s success as consultant and trainer, and it was when I took on the ‘self’ of 

participant in the national research that I realised how involved I had become. The 

prospect of being judged and found wanting by criteria that had been imposed by 

others, and which were not the criteria we ourselves had wanted, provoked anxiety 

and anger in me. It also taught me a lot about the risks in research of imposing my 

own criteria for interpreting behaviour, and made me reflective on my experience in 

Woodbridge in particular and the whole research project in general. The risk in this 

case was that my need for success would blind me to shortcomings not only in 

participants’ experiences but also in the input I was involved in. 

 Reducing, interpreting and describing the Scottish snakes and ladders data did 

not appear to pose so many problems, simply because, mechanically, the task was 

merely to type what was written on each snake, ladder and strategy card onto a chart. 

However, I did make choices about whether to amalgamate the sizes of snakes and 

ladders, and then about further categorising what I had found. 

 Reflection on the extent to which personal involvement can influence what is 

looked for, what is found and how what is found is interpreted can lead to much self-

searching as to the possibility of producing anything of worth. Nevertheless, too 

much reflexivity can lead to a crisis of self-doubt, as Michalowski (1997) vividly 

describes: 

These reflexive endeavours produced an anxiety-provoking plunge into an 

Alice in Wonderland world of shadowy meanings, sliding interpretations, and 

multiple self-images that began to erode my belief that I could construct any 

interpretations of my fieldwork that I could trust.  

A raft in this storm of self-doubt can be constructed on the planks of validity, 

credibility, transparency and authenticity, which are discussed in Section 7.4 after 

discussing, in Section 7.3, whose voice is foregrounded in research narratives. This 

discussion inevitably involves a consideration of reflexivity, as the two issues are 

intertwined. 
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3. Voice in data description 

By using the narrative approach, my intention was to give a voice to each of the 

participants and then to weave from these different narrative threads a larger story 

which encapsulated key themes from everyone. Nevertheless I must clarify what I 

meant, since what I have not done is simply reproduce the transcripts of the 

conversations I had with each person, nor ask them to provide a short 

autobiographical piece. (Even if I had done either of these, I would still have needed 

to recognise my influence in the nature of the questions first asked, the impact of my 

various selves on the participant and the other factors already mentioned.) 

 I began with a set of questions in my own mind, which I wove through 

informal conversation, and then allowed the conversation to take its own shape. The 

transcript of these conversations were viewed and reviewed, and then I (alone) began 

to notice themes, threads and links between elements within the same story; between 

elements within different stories from the same case; and then, later, between 

elements within stories from different cases. My own voice is heard in this meta-

narrative (the ongoing commentary of the research process), but I must also take 

ownership of the voice that tells each person’s story – because I composed the story 

based on various topics I wanted each story to share in common. In other words the 

individual narratives are my stories about these people, not their stories about 

themselves. Ensuring that participants are comfortable with these stories goes some 

way to restoring ownership, but I must not be naïve about the extent to which I have 

given participants a voice. 

4. Validity – transparency, credibility and authenticity 

The discussion about reflexivity and voice inevitably leads to one of validity, since 

there is a risk of entering into a recursive loop which leads to the conclusion that no 

claim to knowledge and understanding can be made because the research is so highly 

subjective from start to finish. Having deconstructed interpretation it is important to 

reconstruct it, since people clearly continue to do social science research and it is 

frequently accepted as useful and insightful. There must be validity criteria by which 

such studies are deemed to be successful. Many commentators do in fact produce just 

such criteria, which can be summarised by such terms as ‘transparency and 

trustworthiness’ and ‘credibility and authenticity’ – which contrast with such 
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positivist criteria as ‘internal and external validity’ (or generalisation) and ‘reliability 

and objectivity’ (Guba and Lincoln 1989).  

4.1 Transparency and trustworthiness 

The first step to transparency is to acknowledge what the process of interpretation 

involves: 

Our knowledge is the outcome, we believe, of transactions with the social 

world, shaped by our methods of enquiry, and of transactions with the data 

that we produce, shaped in turn by our ideas and our analytic procedures. 

(Coffey and Atkinson 1996) 

The emphases are my own because the awareness of self within the process is the first 

step to moving beyond self. The next step is to be honest about each of the elements 

mentioned in the quotation by sharing the choices made so that people understand 

how and why each step was taken and the rationale for it. Finally there is the 

importance of what is sometimes called ‘member-check’ – inviting participants to 

engage with each step of the data analysis to ensure that the researcher is not making 

something of the data that bears no relation to the participants’ own interpretation of 

the situation. There is a caveat, here since participants do not always share 

researchers’ interpretations or conclusions, for all sorts of reasons, and this disparity 

is fresh data in itself. This engagement with participants is a critical part of many 

interpretive methodologies, and it does help to link to the final iteration or research 

narrative to stay as closely in touch as possible to the data from which it developed. 

In constructing the research narrative, I have endeavoured to keep as much as 

possible transparent by explaining choices and constructing a data trail; the data trail 

starts with the transcript, is gradually reduced and then is reconstructed – using 

frameworks and tabular presentations – to finish as a summative narrative. This data 

(audit) trail contributes to the confirmability of the research, a criterion Guba and 

Lincoln parallel to the more conventional criterion of objectivity (1989). 

4.2 Credibility and authenticity 

The issues of credibility and authenticity are related to transparency and member-

checks. Participants reading the research text need to recognise themselves, and 

others interested in the field need to be able to make links to their own contexts. The 

way in which the researcher engages with the existing experience and expertise in 
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related fields and with colleagues in these fields is also relevant. In Chapter 6 I 

explained the methods I used to ensure transparency and the contribution these make 

to validity and credibility. What is not recorded are the conversations and exchanges 

held with colleagues over the course of the research as ideas are tentatively shared, 

and the credibility of ideas and findings tested in the academic field by inviting 

feedback on draft chapters. This stage is an important part of establishing credibility.  

 During the course of the research I wrote several articles (Hopkins 2002b; 

2003a; 2005) and a book, Just Schools (Hopkins 2004), about establishing a whole-

school approach to restorative justice, which described many of my theoretical ideas. 

The acceptance of these publications amongst educationalists and academics helped 

to increase the credibility of some of the underlying premises of the research. Parts of 

several chapters of this thesis form part of an edited book on international approaches 

to restorative practices in schools (Morrison, in press). Some of the findings have 

been part of workshop presentations in recent months and these will be published as 

articles in due course. These examples reassure me that my data and its 

interpretations are credible and authentic in the field. Readers must make their own 

judgement. 

5. Conclusion 

Doucet and Mauthner encapsulate what Appendix B and the first six chapters of this 

thesis have tried to do: 

We suggest that one way of building ethical research relationships with 

readers, users and varied communities is to be as transparent, as is 

reasonably possible, about the epistemological, ontological, theoretical, and 

personal assumptions that inform our research generally, and our analytical 

and interpretive processes specifically. (2002)  

They argue that reflexivity ‘holds together methodology, epistemology and ethics’ 

(ibid), which is perhaps akin to saying that epistemology, methodology, method and 

ethics are intrinsically linked and that reflexivity ensures that these links are clear to 

both the researcher and readers. 
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Appendices C – I  are the transcripts of every conversation with participants and the 

developing conceptual frameworks I used to record and shape the discussion.
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